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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq. •
A. Bestfoods and Its Progeny
United States v. Bestfoods,
524 U.S. 51, 118 S.Ct. 1876, 141 L.Ed.2d 43 (1998).
ISSUE:
Under what circumstances maya parent corporation be held liable for environmental
cleanup costs incurred as a result ofactions ofa subsidiary when a cost recovery action is
brought pursuant to § 107(a)(2) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of ~980 (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(2)?
HOLDING:
The parent corporation may be indirectly liable for the actions ofthe subsidiary if the
facts and circumstances warrant piercing the corporate veil. The parent corporation may be
directly liable if it is an "operator" under CERCLA. As described by the Court
an operator is simply someone who directs the workings of, manages, or conducts
the affairs ofa facility. To sharpen the definition for purposes ofCERCLA's
concern with environmental contamination, an operator must manage, direct, or
conduct operations specifically related to pollution, that is, operations having to
do with the leakage or disposal ofhazardous waste, or decisions about compliance
with environmental regulations.
Bestfoods, 524 U.S. at 59.
The Court remanded the case so that the district court could evaluate whether the parent
corporations had exercised sufficient control to incur direct liability as operators.
FACTS:
Over time two different parent corporations had, through their wholly owned
subsidiaries, been associated with a chemical plant where the subsidiaries manufactured
chemicals. CPC International, Inc. owned Ott Chemical Co. (Ott II), and Aerojet-General Corp.
owned Cordova Chemical Company which, in turn, owned Cordova Chemical Company of
Michigan. Ott II and Cordova ofMichigan manufactured chemicals at the facility. After
contamination was discovered at the site, the Environmental Protection Agency became involved
in the cleanup effort and then brought a cost recovery action under § 107 against the parent
corporations, the subsidiaries, and one individual defendant, Arnold Ott.
ANALYSIS:
The Court noted two well-established principles ofcorporate law: (1) in general, a parent
corporation is not liable for the acts of its subsidiary; and (2) a parent corporation may be held
liable for the acts of its subsidiary if the facts warrant piercing the corporate veil. Because the
A-I
legislature did not indicate that CERCLA changed these common-law principles, the Court
found no reason to depart from them. The Sixth Circuit had held that the facts of the case did not
support the indirect or derivative liability that arises from piercing the corporate veil. In a
footnote the Court recognized that various authorities differed on whether state or federal
common law should apply to indirect liability under CERCLA but, because the parties had not
challenged that aspect of the Sixth Circuit's decision, the Court left open the question of which
law is applicable.
The Court then turned to a parent corporation's direct liability as an operator of the
chemical manufacturing facility. "Operator" is defined by 42 U.S.C. § 9601(20)(A)(ii), but the
statutory definition provides little guidance. The Court rejected a test that asked only "whether
the parent actually operated the business of its subsidiary." Bestfoods, 524 U.S. at 59. The
Court also rejected imposing direct liability merely because a parent and a subsidiary share
officers or directors. Instead, the Court focused on whether the parent was involved in operating
the facility in question.
The Court outlined broad categories of actions that could lead to a finding that the parent
operated the facility and thereby incurred direct liability under CERCLA: (1) if the"parent itself
operates the facility or operates the facility in a joint venture with the subsidiary; (2) if shared
officers or directors of the parent and subsidiary perform their duties in a manner that it is
obvious that they act on behalfof the parent corporation, even to the detriment of the subsidiary;
and (3) if an agent who represents the parent but who has no official connection to the subsidiary
controls the facility. The Court noted that the critical inquiry into the parent's operation of the
facility was whether its actions were merely those that are consistent with the legitimate
oversight that a parent corporation, acting as an investor, exercises over its subsidiary or whether
the parent's actions go further into control of the facility.
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Unites States v. Township of Bri.:hton,
153 F.3d 307 (6th Cir. 1998).
ISSUE:
Under what circumstances maya governmental entity be liable for environmental
response costs as an "operator" ofa facility under CERCLA?
(Other issues that are not summarized here included what constitutes a "facility" and
what factors allow divisibility of environmental harm.)
HOLDING:
In order to find a governmental entity an "operator" ofa facility the entity must have
exercised actual control by way ofaffirmative acts or by "macromanagement." The mere
authority to regulate the facility, without more, does not make the entity an operator.
FACTS:
Brighton Township, Michigan, contracted with the owner ofa parcel of land to allow
residents to use the land as a waste dump. The agreement changed over time to allow
commercial as well as residential waste. The township paid monthly rental and maintenance fees
which increased in amount over time. The township also made special appropriations from time
to time for various projects such as bulldozing and snow removal at the site. Township officials
visited the site and discussed compliance with state regulations.
The federal government eventually investigated the site, determined that a removal action
was needed, and incurred response costs. The United States then sought recovery of the
response costs from the owner and from the township. The owner defaulted, and the district
court found the owner and the township jointly and severally liable.
ANALYSIS:
The township's appeal was based, in part, on its assertion that it was not an "operator" of
the facility under the meaning of CERCLA. In a three-part opinion (majority opinion, a
concurrence, and a dissent) the three-judge panel remanded to the district court to determine
whether the township had exhibited the requisite control over the site. The court provided some
guidance for the district court to use in its determination.
Referring to the Supreme Court's decision in Bestfoods, the court stated as follows: "The
plain meaning of the term 'operator' as expounded upon in Bestfoods does, after all, require that
[the township] have performed some affirmative acts - that they 'operated' the site by
A- 3
'direct[ing] the workings,' 'manag[ing],' or 'conduct[ing] the affairs' - before they can be held
responsible." Brighton, 153 F.3d at 314. With regard to the operator liability of a governmental
entity, the court declared that the entity's exercise of its police power to regulate a dump to
ensure public health and safety would not necessarily lead to liability. However, if the entity's
regulation extended further and was in reality a means to "macromanage" the facility, then the
entity could be found to be an operator.
Noting explicitly that governmental entities may be liable as operators, the concurring
opinion agreed that actual control - that is, not mere regulatory authority - is necessary before
liability attaches. The concurrence listed several factors that should be considered in evaluating
whether the entity had exercised the requisite control as follows:
the government's expertise and knowledge of the environmental dangers ...,
establishment and design of the facility, participation in the opening and closing
ofa facility, hiring or supervising employees involved in activities related to
pollution, determination of the facility's operational plan, monitoring of and
control over hazardous waste disposal, and public declarations of responsibility
over the facility and/or its hazardous waste disposal.
Brighton, 153 F.3d at 327 (Moore, J., concurring).
A-4
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Carter-Jones Lumber Co. v. Dixie Distrib. Co.,
166 F.3d 840 (6th Cir. 1999).
ISSUE:
Under what circumstances are a corporation and a person who is an officer and 100%
shareholder of the corporation jointly and severally liable in an action for recovery of response
costs brought under CERCLA?
HOLDING:
An officer and sole shareholder ofa corporation may be held personally liable as an
"arranger" under CERCLA ifstate law would allow piercing the corporate veil to impose
indirect or derivative liability on the shareholder. The officer or shareholder also may be liable if
the person participated in arranging for disposal so that direct liability would attach.
FACTS:
The defendant, Harry Denune was the President, CEO, and 100% shareholder of the
defendant, Dixie Distributing Company. Dixie and Denune purchased transformers that
contained PCBs. PCBs from some ofthe transformers contaminated the plaintiff's property.
The plaintiff sought to recover its cleanup costs from the Dixie and Denune. In this contribution
action under CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9613(f), the district court found Dixie and Denune to be
severally liable for 50% and 30% of the costs, respectively.
ANALYSIS:
The defendants' CERCLA liability arose due to their role as "arrangers" for disposal of
hazardous waste. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(3). In determining whether Denune, the officer and sole
shareholder, was personally liable as an arranger, the Sixth Circuit applied the analysis of
operator liability announced by the United States Supreme Court in Bestfoods. Denune would
be personally liable, therefore, if state law would allow piercing the corporate veil to reach him
as a shareholder or if he had participated in arranging for disposal to such an extent that he would
be directly liable. Citing Ohio law, the court stated that "a corporate officer can be held liable
for a tort committed while acting within the scope ofhis employment." The court of appeals
affirmed the district court's assessment of personal liability and held that the lower court's
findings of fact satisfied the requirement under Bestfoods for an officer's direct involvement.
The court of appeals stated that Dixie would be jointly and severally liable for Denune's
actions because under Ohio law a corporation and an officer both are responsible for the acts of
the officer in the scope of his duties. However, whether Denune could be liable for Dixie's
portion of the damages depended on whether the facts supported piercing the corporate veil, and
the court remanded to the district court to determine that issue.
A - 5
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet v.
Cumberland Wood and Chair Corp.,
File Nos. DOW-18965-042 and DWM-13064-042, 1998 WL 665654
(KNREPC Dec. 28, 1998).
(This case addressed many issues. The only one summarized here is individual liability
for hazardous waste violations. It is included under the Bestfoods heading because of the
related analysis.)
ISSUE:
Under what circumstances maya corporation's president and sole shareholder and a non-
shareholder employee be held individually liable for violations of state law regarding hazardous
waste.
HOLDING:
Imposing liability on individual as an operator does not require piercing the corporate
veil. An individual employee or an officer/shareholder may be liable as an operator ofa waste
facility on the basis ofweighing three factors: "(1) the seriousness of the violation, (2) the degree
ofcontrol exercised by the corporate officer or agent over the affairs of the corporation, and (3)
the amount of the corporate officer's or agent's knowledge, participation or culpability in the
violation."
FACTS:
The defendant, Cumberland Wood and Chair Corp. (CWC) manufactured furniture and
generated hazardous waste. Kupchick was the president and sole shareholder ofCWC. Pawlak
was the plant manager. CWC was cited for several water quality and hazardous waste violations.
The Cabinet brought an action against the corporation and against Kupchick and Pawlak
individually. The individual defendants argued that they could not be liable absent piercing the
corpor~te veil. The hearing officer held, among other things, that both Kupchick and Pawlak
could be liable for some of the hazardous waste violations. The hearing officer's initial report
was remanded by the Secretary for evaluation in light of the United State Supreme Court's
decision in Bestfoods.
ANALYSIS:
The individual defendants were charged with various hazardous waste violations. The
hearing officer noted that these were violations of state law, but he looked to federal law
interpreting CERCLA and RCRA for guidance. The Hearing Officer rejected the argument that
individual liability could attach only by piercing the corporate veil. The analysis of the
individual defendants' liability focused on whether the defendants could be characterized as
"operators" ofthe facility. Announcing the three-part test described above, the hearing officer
found sufficient evidence of both of the defendants' involvement, knowledge, and control
A- 6
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regarding matters ofenvironmental hazards and compliance so as to warrant their classification
as "operators."
Upon remand the hearing officer thoroughly reviewed the history and rationale of the
Bestfoods decision and concluded that it had "no direct relevance to the facts of this case" and
thus the decision did not necessitate modification of his recommendation. In particular, he
distinguished Bestfoods because that case did not address the individual liability of one who was
not a corporate shareholder. Also, Bestfoods addressed operator liability under CERCLA while
the instant case involved liability under state law that was patterned after RCRA; the definitions
of"operator" differ under these laws.
A-7
B. Other Cerda Cases
Centerior Servo Co. v. Acme Scrap Iron & Metal Corp.,
153 F.3d 344 (6th Cir. 1998).
ISSUE:
May one party who is a potentially responsible party (pRP) for a cleanup action under
CERCLA bring a cost recovery action for joint and several liability against other PRPs under
§ 107(a) ofCERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a), or is the party limited to an action for contribution
under § II3(f) ofCERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9613(f)?
HOLDING:
A party that is itselfa PRP and that is compelled to perform cleanup may not recover
from other PRPsjointly and severally under § I07(a). Instead, one PRP's recovery from other
PRPs is limited to an action for contribution under § 113(f).
FACTS:
The EPA identified four parties who were potentially responsible parties for
contamination at a site. None ofthese initial parties objected to or denied their liability. The
EPA ordered the parties to perform cleanup work. One ofthe parties conducted its own
investigation and identified about 250 additional parties who could have liability. The initial
party brought actions pursuant to § 107(a) to recover the cleanup costs jointly and severally from
the additional parties. The district court ruled that the plaintiffs, as PRPs, could recover only
under § 113(f) for contribution.
ANALYSIS:
The court ofappeals affirmed the ruling of the district court. The court recognized and
discussed the features ofan action under § 107 Goint and several liability, burden on the
defendant to prove divisible harm, six-year statute oflimitations) compared to an action under §
113 (burden on the plaintiff to prove the defendant's equitable share, three-year statute of
limitations). Analyzing statutory language and the common law ofcontribution, the Sixth
Circuit held that a party that is required to pay response costs may recover from others who are
liable only by way ofthe contribution action allowed under § 113(f). One PRP may not seek
joint and several recovery from other PRPs. The court did not answer the question ofwhether an
innocent volunteer may engage in cleanup then seek to recover jointly and severally from
responsible parties.
A- 8
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Olin Corp. v. Yeara:in, Inc.,
146 F.3d 398 (6th Cir. 1998).
ISSUE:
Whether a particular indemnity agreement provided for indemnification for CERCLA
and other environmental costs. The relevant portion of the agreement stated as follows:
[the contractor agrees to] protect, indemnify and hold Owner harmless from any
and all loss, damage, liability, claims, demands, costs, or suits ofany nature
whatsoever asserted by employees of Contractor or any third persons ... for
property damage, personal injury or death, or otherwise ....
Olin Corp., 146 F.3d at 407.
HOLDING:
By a two-to-one vote the Sixth Circuit held that under Tennessee law the indemnity
agreement covered environmental losses.
FACTS:
The defendant, Yeargin, was a contractor at the plaintiff's electrochemical plant. During
the contract work, Yeargin's employees were injured by exposure to mercury, among other
causes. The employees brought suit against the instant plaintiff, Olin. Olin settled these claims.
Olin also suffered losses related to environmental costs under CERCLA. Olin then brought the
instant suit seeking indemnification for its losses from Yeargin under the parties' contractual
agreement as well as other relief. On motions for summary judgment the district court held that
the indemnification clause did not cover losses under environmental statutes.
ANALYSIS:
This analysis is limited to the Sixth Circuit's discussion of the indemnification agreement
as it relates to the environmental costs. The Sixth Circuit did not affirm the district court's ruling
on this matter.
The court started its discussion with the basic assumptions that environmental liabilities
may be shifted by means of indemnity agreements and that "whether a particular agreement has
shifted such liabilities is a question of state law." Olin Corp., 146 F.3d at 407.
The plaintiff argued that the term, "or otherwise," was broad enough to bring into the
agreement coverage for the environmentally-related losses. The court however did not reach this
question. Instead, the court found that the environmental costs stemmed from violations of
environmental statutes and regulations and that these violations caused property damage and
personal injuries. Because property damage and personal injuries were included in the
agreement and because the agreement extended to "all loss, damage, liability ..." the court
found that the agreement covered losses attributable to the environmental violations.
A- 9
II. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq.
A. Jurisdiction and "Imminent and Substantial Endangerment"
Davis v. SUD Oil Co.,
148 F.3d 606 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, -U.S.-, 119 S.Ct. 543, 142 L.Ed.2d 451 (1998).
ISSUES:
1. Do the federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction over citizen suits brought pursuant to
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. § 6972?
2. Does the presence in the soil ofhigh levels ofcontaminants, in the absence ofother
facts, allow the determination as a matter of law that there exists an imminent and substantial
endangerment to health or the environment?
HOLDING:
1. Federal and state courts have concurrent jurisdiction over citizen suits under RCRA.
2. The mere fact of the presence in the soil ofhigh levels of the contaminants in this case
did not support granting summary judgment on the issue ofwhether the contamination presented
an imminent and substantial endangerment.
...
J
FACTS:
The defendants sold to the plaintiffs a piece of property on which the defendants had
operated a gasoline filling station. The defendants removed the underground storage tanks but
left in the ground pipes that had connected the tanks. Gasoline leaked from the pipes and
contaminated the soil. The plaintiffs sued in Ohio state court for breach ofcontract, nuisance,
and fraud. The state court found that high levels ofvarious contaminants were present in the
soil.
The plaintiffs also brought suit in federal court under RCRA. They charged that the
defendant had disposed of hazardous waste that presented an imminent and substantial
endangerment. Relying on the state court's finding ofcontamination, the plaintiffs moved for
summary judgment in the federal court on the issue of the existence of imminent and substantial
endangerment. The district court denied the plaintiffs' motion. The defendant moved for
summary judgment on the basis ofres judicatil, and the district court granted the motion.
ANALYSIS:
The court of appeals affirmed the district court's decisions. Contamination is not
necessarily, as a matter of law, an imminent and substantial endangerment. The Sixth Circuit
remarked that certain circumstances may allow such a determination. Davis, 148 F.3d at 610
("[W]here ... such large and unmitigated hazards (such as the amount and type of waste,
combined with its proximity to the public) that 'reasonable minds could not differ as to the
A - 10
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import of the evidence."'). The facts of the instant case did not rise to that level and so the
district court was correct to deny the plaintiffs motion for summary judgment.
In the course of examining the defendant's defense of res iudicata the court considered
whether the RCRA claim could have been brought in state court. The court held that the
language in 42 U.S.C. § 6972 did not give the federal courts exclusive jurisdiction over citizen
suits under RCRA. The dissent argued however, that other courts have held that the federal
courts have exclusive jurisdiction over RCRA. Davis, 148 F.3d at 614 n.2 (Boggs, J., concurring
in part and dissenting in part).
Because the RCRA action could have been brought in the state court and because the
court ofappeals found that the defendant had not waived objection to the plaintiffs' claim-
splitting, the court ofappeals affirmed the district court's dismissal of the action on the basis of
claim preclusion.
A-ll
B. Mens Rea for Criminal Liability
United States v. Kelley Technical Coatin2s, Inc.,
157 F.3d 432 (6th Cir. 1998).
ISSUE:
In a criminal action under RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6928(d)(2)(A) for knowingly storing and
disposing ofhazardous waste, must the prosecution prove that the defendant knew that a permit
was required and that the material stored or disposed ofwas a regulated hazardous waste?
HOLDING:
It is sufficient ifthe government proves the defendant's knowledge as follows: that the
material was stored or disposed of, that the material was waste, and that the material had the
potential to be harmful. It is not necessary to prove that the defendant knew that a permit was
required and that the material was a regulated hazardous waste.
FACTS:
The defendants, a corporation and an individual, were involved with manufacturing paint.
The process generated hazardous waste which was accumulated and stored in drums on the site
without a permit. Some ofthe drums deteriorated, and these leaking drums, along with handling
ofthe wast~ resulted in some ofthe waste being spilled onto the ground. The defendants were
prosecuted for knowingly storing and disposing ofhazardous wastes.
Regarding the charge ofstoring hazardous waste the district court instructed the jury as
follows:
Each individual defendant can be found guilty as to Count Two ofthe indictment
only if all ofthe following facts are proved beyond a reasonable doubt with
respect to that defendant.
First, that ... the defendant knowingly stored material on the premises ofKelley
Plant Two for a period exceeding 90 days.
Second that the material was hazardous waste.
Third, that the defendant did not have a permit to store hazardous waste.
Fourth, that the defendant knew that the material was waste and that it had the
potential to be harmful to others or to the environment.
Kelley Technical Coatings, 157 F.3d at 436.
ANALYSIS:
In United States v. Dean, 969 F.2d 187 (6th Cir. 1992), the Sixth Circuit had addressed
the nature of the defendant's requisite knowledge for a violation of42 U.S.C. § 6928(d). The
court reviewed Dean and the instant case in light ofrecent decisions by the United States
Supreme Court. The court found that these decisions did not require modifying the holding in
Dean and held that the district court's instructions to the jury were adequate.
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American Landfill, Inc. v. StarkffuscarawaslWayne Joint Solid Waste
Mana2ement Dist.,
166 F.3d 835 (6th Cir. 1999).
ISSUE:
Does the Tax Injunction Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1341, deprive the federal district court of
subject matter jurisdiction over a suit in which the operator ofa solid waste facility challenges
the monetary assessments that are imposed by a solid waste management district and seeks
reimbursement for payments made under those assessments?
HOLDING:
The court held that the assessment in question was a tax and therefore the district court
did not have jurisdiction.
FACTS:
Ohio law allows a solid waste management district to impose an assessment on persons
who dispose ofsolid waste at a facility in the management district. The assessments are to be
used to fund such activities as preparing and implementing the solid waste management plan and
recycling programs, assisting local boards ofhealth, maintaining roads and other public services
that are related to the solid waste facility, and assisting law enforcement related to litter and open
dumping. The plaintiffbrought suit in federal district court to challenge the assessment schedule
and to obtain reimbursement. The district court dismissed because the Tax Injunction Act
deprived the court ofsubject matter jurisdiction.
ANALYSIS:
The crucial inquiry for the court was whether the assessment was a tax or a fee. The Tax
Injunction Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1341, provides as follows: "The district courts shall not enjoin,
suspend or restrain the assessment, levy or collection ofany tax under State law where a plain,
speedy and efficient remedy may be had in the courts of such State." 28 U.S.C.A. § 1341 (West
1993).
The court discussed different tests that may be used to distinguish a "tax" from a "fee."
The most important element in these tests was whether the revenue would be used to benefit the
general public and contribute to the general welfare (a ''tax'') or whether the revenue was related
more to an individual privilege and benefited the payer or the facility (a "fee"). The court found
that the assessment in question was a tax because the revenue benefited the entire community;
the benefit was not limited to the waste facility or to those who used the facility directly. The
court ofappeals affmned the ruling of the district court because the assessment was a tax and
thus under the Tax Injunction Act the district court did not have jurisdiction to consider the case.
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B. Penalties
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet v. Deguzman,
File No. DWM-30567-039, 1998 WL 741845 (NREPC Oct. 9, 1998).
ISSUE:
-Is one who disposes ofwaste one time at an unpennitted site liable for civil penalties for
each day that the waste remains at the site?
HOLDING:
A civil penalty is assessed for each day ofprohibited act or omission. Because the
prohibited act is the disposal of the waste, only one day's penalty would be assessed for one
day's disposal.
FACTS:
.J
Eleven bags of office waste from the defendant's business were found at an unpennitted ..l
dump site. The defendant was adjudged liable for disposing ofsolid waste without a pennit in
violation ofKRS 224.40-100(1). The hearing officer recommended imposing a civil penalty for
one day's violation. ...l
ANALYSIS AND SIGNIFICANCE: -The Cabinet argued that KRS 224.40-100(1) was violated each day that the waste
remained at the unpennitted site. The hearing officer rejected this argument because, among
other reasons, KRS Chapter 224 contains no penalty for failing to abate a violation (unlike laws ...
on coal mining in KRS Chapter 350). The hearing officer stated that the assessment of
additional days ofpenalties would require proofofa separate violation - that is, prohibited
conduct or omission - for each day charged. Because there was no evidence ofmore than one ...
day's improper disposal, only one day's penalty would be charged.
The hearing officer also stated, however, that failure to take the remedial action as .J
ordered in a Final Order by the Secretary would be subject to a maximum penalty of$5,000 per
day.
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Swatzell v. Commonwealth,
962 S.W.2d 866 (Ky. 1998).
ISSUE:
Is a party's failure to, file exceptions to a hearing officer's report a failure to exhaust
administrative remedies such that the party is barred from seeking judicial review ofthe final
order?
HOLDING:
A party is barred from seeking circuit court review ofan administrative order because the
party has failed to exhaust administrative remedies if the party fails to file exceptions to the
hearing officer's report.
FACTS:
The Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet (Cabinet) brought an
administrative action to forfeit the bonds on Swatzell's surface coal mining permit. The hearing
officer recommended bond forfeiture. The Cabinet filed exceptions to the hearing officer's
report. Swatzell did not file exceptions to the report, and he did not respond to the Cabinet's
exceptions. After the Secretary's Final Order adopted the hearing officers report with the
Cabinet's exceptions, Swatzell filed for review by the Franklin Circuit Court. The circuit court
granted the Cabinet's motion to dismiss for failure to exhaust administrative remedies, and the
Court ofAppeals affirmed.
ANALYSIS:
The Court acknowledged that the language of statute and regulation appears to suggest
that filing ofexceptions is permissive and not mandatory. See,~, KRS 350.0301(2) and 405
KAR 7:091 Section 3(5)(a).' But see KRS 350.032(2). However, the Court stated that requiring
the objecting party to file exceptions as part of the administrative review would ensure that
issues would be raised with the Secretary to correct errors before an appeal to the courts and
would thus serve judicial expedience. Affirming the decision of the Court ofAppeals, the
Supreme Court held as follows: ''the Appellant's failure to file exceptions to the report of the
hearing officer constitutes a failure to exhaust his administrative remedies, thereby precluding
review by the circuit court." Swatzell, 962 S.W.2d at 870.
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I. SUPREME COURT DECISION
Ohio Forestry Ass'n v. Sierra Club, 118 S. Ct. 1665 (1998)
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ISSUE:
Is a challenge to a federal land and resource management plan adopted by the U.S. Forest Service
pursuant to the National Forest Management Act ("NFMA") subject to judicial review on the ground that
the plan permits too much logging and too much clearcutting?
HOLDING:
The Sierra Club's challenge was not ripe for judicial review because (1) delayed judicial review
would not cause significant hardship to the parties, (2) immediate judicial intervention could hinder the
Forest Service's efforts to refine its policies through revision of the plan and application of the plan in
practice, (3) the courts would benefit from further factual development of the issues, and (4) Congress did
not provide for pre-implementation judicial review of forest plans.
FACTS:
This was an appeal ofa 1997 decision ofthe Sixth Circuit, Sierra Club v. Thomas, 105 F.3d 248, in
which the Court of Appeals had held that the Forest Plan for the Wayne National Forest in southern Ohio
improperly favored clearcutting, in violation ofthe NFMA. The Supreme Court granted review to detennine
whether the controversy was justiciable, and if so, whether the Forest Plan conformed to the statutory and
regulatory requirements for a forest plan.
DISCUSSION:
The Court avoided the merits of the challenge to the Forest Plan by holding that the suit was not
justiciable, because it was not ripe for court review. The Supreme Court therefore vacated the decision of
the lower court and remanded with instructions to dismiss. The Court applied a three-part test to detennine
whether the case was ripe: "(1) whether delayed review would cause hardship to the plaintiffs; (2) whether
judicial intervention would inappropriately interfere with further administrative action; and (3) whether the
courts would benefit from further factual development ofthe issues presented." In this case, the Court noted
that delay would not cause hardship because the Forest Plan did not actually authorize any immediate
activity; individual logging actions still require a site-specific decision, including NEPA review. Second,
the Court found that its intervention would interfere with the Forest Service's ability to refine its policies
through revisions to the Forest Plan and/or application of the Plan in practice (~, in response to site-
specific logging proposals). Finally, the Court noted that review ofsuch site-specific decisions would allow
the courts to avoid the "time-eonsuming judicial consideration of the details of an elaborate, technically
based plan," i.e., the Forest Plan. The Court also noted that Congress has not provided for pre-
implementation review of forest plans, as it has for other statutes (such as pre-enforcement review under
RCRA, TSCA, the Clean Air Act, etc.).
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The most notable result of this decision is that future plaintiffs will not be able to challenge the
substance of an adopted forest plan. Rather, they will be required to challenge individual actions proposed
pursuant to such a plan. The Court acknowledged that this case-by-ease approach may be more burdensome,
but noted that this is the traditional, normal mode of operations of the courts, and that it allows courts to
avoid the disadvantages of premature review. The Court did note, however, at the end of the opinion, that
it may be possible to challenge forest plans based on harms that the forest plan will allow to occur
immediately (such as opening trails to motorcycles or using heavy machinery in the forest). While
acknowledging this argument, the Court refused to consider it in this case because the Sierra Club had not
raised the argument in its original complaint.
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ISSUE:
SIXTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS DECISIONS
Southwestern Pennsylvania Growth Alliance v. Browner,
144 F.3d 984 (6th Cir. 1998)
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Did the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") act arbitrarily and capriciously in
redesignating the Cleveland-Akron-Lorain, Ohio, area as an "attainment" area for ozone, pursuant to 42
U.S.c. § 7407(d)(3)(D), because EPA failed to take into account the "regional" effect of ozone pollution?
HOLDING:
The court held that the Petitioner had standing to challenge EPA's redesignation order, but that
EPA's redesignation decision was not arbitrary and capricious.
FACTS:
The Petitioner, an organization of major manufacturers and local governments in the Pittsburgh-
Beaver Valley area of Southwestern Pennsylvania, challenged EPA's 1996 decision to grant the request of
the Governor of Ohio to redesignate the Cleveland-Akron-Lorain area as being in "attainment" of ozone
standards. The Cleveland-Akron-Lorain area had been designated as a moderate ozone nonattainment area
in 1991, and Ohio sought to regain attainment status for the area so that sources of air pollutant emissions
in the area would be subject to the less stringent, and less costly, standards applicable in attainment areas.
When EPA sought comment on the redesignation, the Petitioner submitted comments claiming
"strong evidence" that the ozone problem in southwestern Pennsylvania was caused by emissions of ozone
precursors from states to its west, particularly Ohio and West Virginia. EPA responded that interstate
transport is not relevant to the narrow issue of attainment of air quality standards but that it is relevant in a
determination ofredesignation. EPA also noted that it was addressing the ozone transport problem separately
through requirements on 22 states, including Ohio, to reduce emissions of oxides of nitrogen and thereby
mitigate the transport of ozone to other states. In addition to challenging EPA's decision, Petitioner filed an
unsuccessful lawsuit in the Third Circuit challenging EPA's refusal to redesignate the Pittsburgh-Beaver
Valley area to attainment status.
DISCUSSION
The Court first held that the Petitioner had standing to challenge EPA's decision. The Court found
two factors that supported the Petitioner's standing. First, the Petitioner argued that it was injured by EPA's
process of dealing with the regional transport of ozone, and that its appeal was the only way it could attack
EPA's separation of the attainment decision from the regional transport decision. Second, the Petitioner
argued persuasively that EPA's decision placed southwestern Pennsylvania at an economic disadvantage to
the CleveIand-Akron-Lorain area becauase it allowed Ohio businesses to pay less for ozone controls than
businesses in southwestern Pennsylvania. The court found this to constitute "injury in fact" for purposes of
establishing standing.
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With respect to the merits ofthe Petitioner's claim, the court found that EPA had not acted arbitrarily
and capriciously in making its redesignation decision. The Petitioner argued that EPA could not rely on
Ohio's state implementation plan ("SIP") in making its redesignation decision, because that plan did not
contain a provision addressing emissions that contribute significantly to nonattainment in another state.
However, the court approved ofEPA's decision to address the regional transport problem on a regional basis,
and, pending recommendations on that problem by a regional study group, EPA could reasonably rely on its
prior approval of Ohio's state implementation plan ("SIP") which complied with the interstate transport
requirement.
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UNPUBLISHED DECISIONS
Commonwealth of Kentucky v. U.S. EnvtI. Protection Agency,
1998 U.S. App. LEXIS 21686 (6th Cir. Sept. 2,1998)
(UNPUBLISHED DECISION)
DISCUSSION:
Kentucky appealed EPA's denial of its request to redesignate the Kentucky portion ofthe Cincinnati-
Northern Kentucky Area to attainment status for ozone, and to approve Kentucky's associated attainment
maintenance plan. EPA had denied Kentucky's request because Kentucky experienced an additional
violation of the ozone standard after submitting its request, thereby violating the standard for a fourth time
in three years. Attainment status requires three or fewer exceedances in a three-year period. Kentucky
argued that EPA should consider its redesignation request based solely on the number of violations that
occurred during the three-year period prior to the submission of Kentucky's request.
The Sixth Circuit rejected Kentucky's arguments. The court found that an area must remain in
attainment pending a redesignation request, and therefore, EPA may consider any violations that occur after
the request is submitted, but before a decision is made. The court also held that EPA's consideration of a
violation that occurred outside the period specified in the state's request did not violate the Administrative
Procedures Act. EPA is "free to examine the most recent three year period for which air quality control data
exists or the period identified in a state redesignation request." (Emphasis added) Finally, the court rejected
Kentucky's request that it be allowed to address the post-request violation through the remedial contingency
provisions included in the maintenance plan that was submitted with the redesignation request. "Until the
EPA approves a request for redesignation, the existing requirements for nonattainment areas 'continue in
force and effect.'"
United States v. Shurelds, 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 3521 (6th Cir. March 2,1999)
(UNPUBLISHED DECISION)
DISCUSSION:
A defendant appealed his conviction under the Clean Air Act for improperly removing and disposing
ofasbestos. Among other arguments, the defendant alleged that the criminal liability provisions ofthe Clean
Air Act are unconstitutionally vague. In particular, the defendant argued that 42 U.S.C. § 7413(c)(l) and 42
U.S.C. § 7413 (h) specify conflicting mental state requirements. Section 7413(c)(I) applies to "any person
who knowingly violates" the Clean Air Act. Section 7413(h) provides that, "[e]xcept in the case ofknowing
and willful violations, for purposes of [Section 7413(c)(I)] the term 'a person' shall not include an employee
who is carrying out his normal activitiesand who is acting under orders from the employer." The defendant
argued that these provisions create conflicting mental state standards-"knowingly" vs. "knowing and
willful."
The court rejected the defendant's argument because Section 7413(h) provides an exception to
Section 7413(c)(l), which the court construed to be an affirmative defense. Thus, a "knowing violation
establishes criminal liability unless the defendant establishes that he was 'an employee who is carrying out
his normal activities and who is acting under orders from the employer.' If the defendant establishes that
defense, the government must show a 'knowing and willful violation' by the defendant to establish criminal
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liability." The court also rejected the defendant's argument that the statute is vague because it does not define
"nonnal activities." Because the defendant had not invoked this affinnative defense, and because the Sixth
Circuit will not hear facial challenges to the vagueness of criminal statutes outside the First Amendment
context, the court refused to hear the defendant's challenge.
Bylinski v. City of Allen Park, 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 1221 (6th Cir. Jan. 25,1999)
(UNPUBLISHED DECISION)
DISCUSSION:
A class action suit was brought by taxpayers seeking a refund ofcertain taxes paid and an injunction
against such further taxation by defendant municipalities. The taxes were assessed to satisfy the
municipalities' obligations under a consent decree settling an action brought by the State of Michigan and
EPA under the Clean Water Act to remedy illegal discharges of raw sewage and other pollutants into
Michigan waterways. The funds were used to update wastewater treatment facilities. The plaintiffs objected
to the taxation as a violation of a "tax revolt" provision ofthe state constitution.
The court affinned the District Court's grant ofsummaryjudgment to defendants. The District Court
had held that the plaintiffs' claims were barred by the doctrine of laches, that the court had inherent power
to enforce its judgments (i.e., the consent decree), and that the constitutional provision invoked by the
plaintiffs was not applicable to the tax levies in question. The Sixth Circuit avoided the merits ofthe suit,
and simply held that the plaintiffs' claims were barred by laches; "we find it unnecessary to reach the
question of the district court's inherent authority to order the levy of taxes in this case, and we decline to
interpret the scope ofthe Michigan Constitution, an exercise better left to the Michigan state courts."
Holtzclaw v. Secretary of Labor, 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 841 (6th Cir. Jan. 15, 1999)
(UNPUBLISHED DECISION)
DISCUSSION:
Petitioner Holtzclaw appealed the dismissal ofhis whistleblower action brought pursuant to several
federal environmental statutes. The Petitioner, a fonner EPA engineer, had been employed by the Kentucky
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet ("Cabinet") pursuant to an intergovernmental
agreement with EPA. When the Cabinet opted not to renew his contract, the Petitioner filed a complaint,
alleging an adverse employment action precipitated by his attempts to emphasize governmental deficiencies
in the handling of environmental concerns.
The Sixth Circuit found substantial evidence in the record to support the determination of the
Department of Labor's Administrative Review Board that the decision not to renew the Petitioner's
employment agreement was not made in retaliation for any protected activities undertaken by the Petitioner
pursuant to environmental statutes. Kentucky properly sought to bring the Petitioner's fonner position "in
house" to ensure continuity. Kentucky also was properly concerned about the Petitioner's continued
employment because ofhis previous efforts to represent his personal positions as departmental stances. The
court also found that the lack of evidence of retaliatory action with respect to the Petitioner's continued
employment also deprived the Petitioner ofa "continuing violation" argument so as to bring in other alleged
violations that occurred outside the statutory limitations period.
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III. FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT (KY) DECISIONS
Kentucky Heartwood v. Worthington, 20 F. Supp. 2d 1076 (E.D. Ky. 1998)
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ISSUE:
Should the U.S. Forest Service be enjoined from proceeding with logging in the Daniel Boone
National Forest pending compliance with the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq. ("ESA");
the National Forest Management Act. 16 U.S.C. § 1600 et seq. ("NFMA"); and the National Environmental
Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4321~ ("NEPA")? .
HOLDING:
The court held that the Plaintiffs had standing, that their suit was not barred by the doctrine oflaches,
and that they were entitled to a preliminary injunction with respect to a portion of their ESA and NFMA
claims. The court, however, held that the Plaintiffs' claim challenging the content ofthe Forest Plan pursuant
to the NFMA was not ripe, and that their ESA challenges to the validity of the original Forest Plan and
several subsequent actions related thereto, as well as their NEPA claim, were barred by the statute of
limitations.
FACTS:
The Forest Service adopted the Daniel Boone Land and Resource Management Plan (the "Forest
Plan") in 1985, pursuant to the requirements ofthe NFMA, along with an Environmental Impact Statement
("EIS"). The Forest Plan is designed to establish the overall management direction for the forest for ten to
fifteen years, and is to be reviewed at least every five years and revised every ten years. The Forest Service
subsequently adopted nine amendments to the Forest Plan, as well as three policies that were not officially
adopted as amendments. At the time ofthe litigation, the Forest Service was in the process ofpreparing a
new Forest Plan.
The Plaintiffs challenged the Forest Service on four grounds. First, they claimed that the Forest
Service violated the ESA by not formally consulting with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service ("FWS") on the
Forest Plan, amendments, and policies, because the Plan may affect list endangered, threatened, or sensitive
species. Second, they alleged that the Forest Service had violated the NFMA by permitting the exclusive
use of "even-aged management"~ clear cutting). Third, the Plaintiffs alleged that the Forest Service
violated NEPA by failing to consider alternatives to even-age management. Finally, the Plaintiffs contended
that the three "policies" adopted by the Forest Service violated the NFMA because they were not adopted
as amendments to the Forest Plan.
DISCUSSION:
While upholding the Plaintiffs' standing, the court dismissed most of the Plaintiffs' claims prior to
reaching the merits. The court concluded, based on the Supreme Court's recent decision in Ohio Forestrv
Ass'n v. Sierra Club, 118 S. Ct. 1665 (1998), that the Plaintiffs' NFMA challenge to the Forest Plan was not
ripe for review, and that plaintiffs generally must wait and challenge site-specific actions proposed under the
Forest Plan at the time they are proposed. The court also found that it lacked jurisdiction over the NEPA
claim, most ofthe ESA claims, and one ofthe NFMA claims, because more than six years had passed since
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the occurrence ofthe complained of actions, and those claims were thereby barred by the six-year statute of
limitations for civil actions found at 28 U.S.C. § 2401.
With respect to the Plaintiffs' surviving claims (several ESA claims related to the Forest Service's
alleged failure to formally consult with FWS, and their NFMA claims related to the failure to adopt two of
the "policies" as amendments to the Forest Plan), the court awarded preliminary injunctive relief. The court
found that the traditional four-part "balancing of harms" test for granting injunctive relief does not apply
when violations of the ESA are alleged. In that case, "the Court must simply ascertain whether there has
been a violation of the ESA. If so, the Court must grant injunctive relief." Thus, in this case, the court
granted such relief. With respect to the remaining NFMA claims, the court found that all four factors ofthe
traditional test weighed in favor of granting relief: the Plaintiffs were likely to prevail (based, in part, on
previous success on similar claims); irreparable environmental injury was likely; the federal defendants likely
would not be harmed by injunctive relief, and private intervenors would not suffer substantial harm; and the
public interest supports protecting endangered species.
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IV. RELATED DECISION WITH APPLICATION IN KENTUCKY
National Mining Ass'n v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 145 F.3d 1399 (D.C. Cir. 1998)
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ISSUE:
Does the so-called "Tulloch Rule" exceed the Corps ofEngineers' statutoryjurisdiction by subjecting
"incidental fallback" associated with excavation activities to the requirement for a "discharge" pennit under
Section 404 ofthe Clean Water Act?
HOLDING:
The D.C. Circuit held that "by asserting jurisdiction over 'any redeposit,' including incidental
fallback, the Tulloch Rule outruns the Corps' statutory authority." Thus, the court upheld the district court's
judgment enjoining enforcement ofthe Tulloch Rule anywhere in the United States.
FACTS:
In response to a lawsuit (known as the "Tulloch" litigation) brought against the Corps in the early
1990s, the Corps promulgated a rule in 1993, known as the "Tulloch Rule," that redefined "discharge of
dredged material" to include "[a]ny addition, including any redeposit, of dredged material, including
excavated material, into waters ofthe United States which is incidental to any activity, including mechanized
landclearing, ditching, channelization, or other excavation." 33 C.F.R. § 323.2(d)(1)(iii). Thus, the rule
covers "incidental fallback," such as the clod of dirt that falls offthe bucket used to excavate material from
the bottom of a stream, river or wetland. When that dirt falls back into the water from which it came, the
Tulloch Rule considers that to be the "discharge of dredged material," thus requiring a permit. Moreover,
because it is virtually impossible to conduct excavation or related activities without some incidental fallback,
the effect of the Tulloch Rule was to subject all such activities to pennitting under Section 404--except for
those limited circumstances where the applicant can demonstrate that the activities will have no adverse
effects on waters ofthe United States.
DISCUSSION:
In response to litigation brought by several industry groups, the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia held in early 1997 that the Tulloch Rule exceeded the Corps' statutory, and therefore enjoined
its application anywhere in the United States. On appeal, the D.C. Circuit upheld the decision ofthe District
Court. The court stated, "We agree ... that the straightforward statutory tenn 'addition' cannot reasonably
be said to encompass the situation in which material is removed from the waters of the United States and a
small portion of it happens to fall back. Because incidental fallback represents a net withdrawal, not an
addition, of material, it cannot be a discharge." The court also upheld the District Court's nationwide
injunction against the enforcement of the Tulloch Rule, which injunction prohibits enforcement against any
person, not just the plaintiffs in this case.
Notably, the court emphasized that "we do not hold that the Corps may not legally regulate some
forms of redeposit under its § 404 pennitting authority." Indeed, several previous decisions have upheld the
application of Section 404 to certain "redeposit" activities. For example, in Avoyelles Sportsmen's League
v. Marsh, 715 F.2d 897 (5th Cir. 1983), the Fifth Circuit held that Section 404 applied to a large-scale
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mechanized landclearing project, which involved the deliberate leveling of sloughs that formerly contained
rainwater. Other cases have applied Section 404 to "prop dredging"-using a water vessel's propeller to
displace bottom materials onto adjacent areas--and placer mining-excavating dirt and gravel in and around
waterways, extracting any gold, and discharging the leftover material back into the water. However, none
ofthese cases involved the sort of "incidental fallback" covered by the Tulloch Rule.
The court also noted that, "[i]f the agencies and [intervenors] believe that the Clean Water Act
inadequately protects wetlands and other natural resources by insisting upon the presence of an 'addition' to
trigger permit requirements, the appropriate body to turn to is Congress. Without such an amendment, the
Act simply will not accommodate the Tulloch Rule."
Corps headquarters has instructed all Corps districts not to enforce the Tulloch Rule, pending further
regulatory or judicial action. However, the Corps has stressed that it will continue to be vigilant and require
a Section 404 permit when activities involve more than "incidental fallback."
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CIRCULAR REGARDING THE FOOD OUALITY PROTECTION ACT OF 1996
Public Law 104-170
7 U.S.c. 136
Here Today, Gone Tomorrow? Act Now for FQPAI
Pesticide Loss Could Destroy Your Bottom Line
Hard times are here again as farmers face unprecedented bottom line pressures from the weather, record
low commodity prices and increasingly burdensome government regulations, especially the Food Quality
Protection Act (FQPA). This complex 1996 law dramatically changes the way pesticides are evaluated and
registered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
If EPA does not implement the law fully and fairly, many effective and reliable pesticide uses could be lost
to farmers, nursery managers, public health officials, pest control operators and all other businesses that
rely upon pesticides.
Pesticides Under the Gun
Most organophosphate (OP) and carbamate insecticides are in the August 1999 group of pesticides to be
reassessed under FQPA. Since EPA must reassess all pesticides within 10 years, what happens now to the
OP's and carbamates sets the stage for all crop protection products.
The Problem: EPA Implementation of FQPA
Arguing that it must meet the short deadlines for pesticide reassessment imposed in the law, EPA appears
to be rushing to judgment on valuable pesticide products before sound science policies are in place. Rather
than listen to farmers, business people and public health professionals about how they use pesticides, EPA
is using unrealistic, theoretical assumptions instead of actual data. Based on preliminary, incomplete
information, it is about to remove or restrict certain pesticides and their uses.
This isn't fair. It's not sensible. And it certainly doesn't make for good, science-based public policy.
Fanners could lose products or uses, increasing their costs and making it more difficult to control crop
diseases, weeds and insect pests, which reduce yields and lower crop quality. Public health officials, pest
control operators, nursery and greenhouse managers and many other businesses would lose, too, big time.
Economic, Environmental and Consumer Consequences
Fewer pest control products will mean lower crop yields and quality, less conservation tillage, less
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and the potential for more pesticide resistance.
Able to choose from a wider array of pesticides, foreign growers would enjoy a competitive edge on world
markets over U.S. farmers.
Fewer pesticides could undermine public health programs, resulting in more cockroaches (associated with
asthma), more mosquitoes (which carry encephalitis and malaria), more ticks (which transmit Lyme
disease) and more termites (which destroy houses, barns and businesses).
Consumers could find fewer fruits, vegetables and grain products - at higher prices - in the supermarket.
What is the "Risk" Cup?
Enacted in 1996, FQPA contains far-reaching provisions to revise the standards pesticides must meet to be
registered by EPA for use. To help understand the changes brought about by FQPA, think of the exposure
that can be safely allowed for a particular pesticide as filling a "risk" cup. This cup contains the amount of
pesticide residue that a person can be exposed to daily without affecting health.
Before FQPA, each pesticide had its own risk cup, which held only the risk from use on food crops; for
example, from corn and apples.
Under FQPA, the risk cup must now make room not only for residues on food, but also from those found
in drinking water, from uses in and around the home, such as on lawns and gardens, and on public spaces,
such as parks, rights-of-way and golf courses. Exposure from these multiple sources is combined as
"aggregate" risk.
When data pertaining to a pesticide's effects on children's health call for it, EPA also may add an extra
tenfold or more margin of safety. In these cases, the risk cup becomes even smaller, resulting in potentially
fewer pesticides and/or pesticide uses.
Furthermore, under a concept known as "cumulative" risk, if two or more pesticides act on human health in
the same manner, FQPA requires them to share a common risk cup, again shrinking the number of
available pesticides and/or pesticide uses.
When applying these new standards, EPA frequently uses the most extreme, unimaginable assumptions; for
example, that a farmer drinks directly from a farm pond, filled with runoff from the cornfield and the
barnyard! Such assumptions ignore real-world data, disregard sound science and make the risk cup
C - 1
artificially overflow, crowding out pesticide uses. Safety is not enhanced. Valuable pesticides and their
uses are lost unnecessarily.
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FOOD QUALITY PROTECTION ACT ACTION LINE
News Communication to the American Crop Protection Association (ACPA)
FQPA ACTION LINE
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A confidential news communication to American Crop Protection Association (ACPA) members, crop
protection industry representatives and other allied groups. Please do not forward this
information. Those wishing to receive the newsletter should contact ACPA.
FQPA DISCUSSION GROUP INITIATED
The National Pesticide Telecommunications Network (NPTN) has opened a FQPA discussion group to
provide "objective, science-based information" on a variety of pesticide-related topics. NPTN is a
cooperative effort of Oregon State University and EPA. Topics to be addressed will include the lOx
safety factor, future of organophosphates and carbamates, the risk cup and common mechanism of
toxicity. Discussion is open seven days per week from 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. PST. To subscribe,
call 1-800/858-7378; e-mail subscribe-fqpa@lists.ace.orst.edu; or visit the website at
http://ace.orst.edu/info/nptn.
OP CROP "MATRICES" ISSUED ON 10 CROPS
Ten FQPA crop "matrices" related to organophosphates are now available on the Internet
for apples, brussels sprouts, peaches, pears, oats/rye, rice, sorghum, soybeans, sugarcane and
tomatoes. Detailed information on OP use patterns is being posted while still in draft form, EPA
says, to allow growers and other interested parties an opportunity to review and comment. EPA
will use this data in reassessing residue limits in foods under the safety standard required by
FQPA. You'll find the information at http://www.epa.gov/oppbeadllmatrices.
PUBLIC VOICE CONFERENCE HEARS ABOUT FQPA;
KENNEY TO DEPART CONSUMERS UNION FOR USDA
A group of consumer advocates and others heard about the need for full and fair implementation of
FQPA during the annual National Food Policy Conference presented by Public Voice, an advocacy
group. Nancy Foster, ACPA, noted that the pesticide industry can comply with the 1996 act
"if given a reasonable and fair chance." She added that although the comment period on critical
FQPA science policies won't be completed before year's end, "EPA is scheduled to make tolerance
decision.s by August." Scott Rawlins, American Farm Bureau Federation, told the group that EPA
must provide more information to U.S. agriculture on FQPA implementation.
Another panelist, Jeannine Kenney of Consumers Union, faulted those in agriculture and industry
who, she claimed, believe that more reliable, complete science will ensure that all pesticides
pass the FQPA safety tests. In a separate conversation with ACPA's Jay Vroom, Kenney said
that she is leaving Consumers Union at the end of March to take a career job at USDA.
CENEXIHARVEST STATES BOARD MEMBERS VISIT CONGRESS
Tuesday, March 16, farm-based members ofCenexlHarvest States board of directors were
briefed on FQPA status and need for fair, science-based implementation by ACPA's Nancy Foster.
Then, they journeyed to Capitol Hill and delivered the messages during more than 100 meetings with
mem bers of Congress.
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GEORGIA GROUP VISITS THE HILL
Jim Bone, Griffin Co., Valdosta, GA, reports participating with other members of the University
of Georgia's Agricultural College Advisory Council in visiting a number of elected officials in
Washington, DC this week. Visits included ones with Sen. Coverdell, and Reps. Bishop, Chambliss,
Deal, Isakson and Linder. Although the primary topic was related to competitive grant funding for
land grant universities, Jim made sure that FQPA concerns were discussed, as well.
SEMINAR AT USDA WILL FOCUS ON FQPA POLICY
USDA will hold another seminar in its series on Integrated Pest Management (lPM) March 25. This
one will focus on FQPA policy. Therese Murtagh, deputy director, and Wilfred Burr, pest management
specialist, of EPA's Office of Pest Management Policy, will discuss their office's involvement in
FQPA implementation. The one-hour seminar starts at 9:30 a.m. in Room 107-A of the Jamie A. Whitten
Building (USDA's administration building). For information, contact Nicole Shaw at
nshaw@reeusda.gov or 202/401-4866.
CRITICISM OF CONSUMERS UNION REPORT GROWS
In last week's FQPA Spotlight, the criticism by the Society of Toxicologists of Consumers Union's
"food alarm" report was reported. Now, the executive director of Consumer Alert, Frances
Smith, has commended the society for its stand. Smith writes, "As a consumer group that promotes
the need for sound science to underlie public policy, [we have) frequently pointed to...negative
consequences of fear-mongering campaigns regarding the safety of the food supply." Smith is
concerned that, " ...as a result of 'studies' such as CU's, and ...media headlines about 'killer
produce," many consumers will drastically cut back on fresh fruits and vegetables."
IDAHO TOXICOLOGIST SPEAKS OUT FOR FOOD SAFETY
In a February 22 editorial in Boise's The Idaho Statesman, Bernadene Magnuson, University of Idaho
extension food toxicologist, emphasizes the need for science-based, rather than politically
influenced, FQPA implementation. She urges EPA to "get the process right" before making decisions on
such pesticides as organophosphates and carbamates. She writes that, "If these pest-
control tools are lost, that could mean a more expensive and lower quality diet, and more pests
around the home." Then she concludes, "I have yet to see clear evidence of health risks from the low
levels of pesticides found in our food. Let's use the best science to keep it that way."
Action Line is published bi-weekly by the American Crop Protection Association, Washington, DC.
Editors: Don Collins, Margaret Speich; 202/872-3863; don@acpa.org; margaret@acpa.org.
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PART 170-WORKER PROTECTION
STANDARD
Subpart A-General Provlllonl
Sec.
170.1 Scope and purpose.
110.3 Definitions.
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AUTHORITY: 7 U.S.C. 136w.
SOURCB: 67 FR 38161, Aug. 21, 1992, unle88
otherwise noted.
Subpart A-General Provisions
t 170.1 Scope and purpotle.
This part contains a standard de-
signed to reduce the risks of 1llne88 or
injury resulting from workers' and
handlers' occupational exposures to
pesticides used in the production of ag-
ricultural plants on farms or in nurs-
eries, greenhouses, and forests and also
from the accidental exposure of work-
ers and other persons to such pes-
ticides. It requires workplace practices
designed to reduce or el1minate expo-
sure to pesticides and establ1shes pro-
cedures for responding to exposure-re-
lated emergencies.
t 170.s Deflnltlons.
Terms used in this part have the
same meanings they have in the Fed-
eral Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act, as amended. In addi-
tion, the following terms, when used in
this part, shall have the following
meanings:
AQT1cultural emploJier means any per-
son who hires or contracts for the serv-
ices of workers, for any type of com-
pensation, to perform activities related
to the production of agricultural
plants, or any person who is an owner
of or is responsible for the management
or condition of an agricultural estab-
I1shment that uses such workers.
AQT1cultural eatablllhment means any
farm, forest, nursery, or greenhouse.
Agricultural fJint means any plant
grown or matnned for commercial or
research purposes and includes, but is
not I1mited to, food, feed, and fiber
plants; trees; turfgraBB; Dowers, shrubs;
ornamentals; and eeedl1ngs.
Chemlgatlon means the appl1cation of
pesticides through 1rr1gation Systems.
Commercial pesticide handling eatab-
IIshment means any estabUshment,
other than an agricultural establ1sh-
ment, that:
(1) Employs any person, including a
self-employed person, to apply on an
agricultural establ1shment, pesticidel
used in the production of agricultural
plants.
(2) Employs any perlOn, including a
self-employed person, to perform on an
agricultural establ1shment, tasks as a
crop advisor.
Environmental Protection Agency
Crop advllor means any person who is
aBBe881ng pest numbers or damage, pes-
ticide diltribution, or the status or re-
Quirements of agricultural plants. The
term does not include any person who
is performing hand labor tasks.
EarlJ/ entl?L means entry by a worker
into acrea d area on the agricultural
establilhment after a pesticide appl1ca-
tion is complete, but before any re-
strtcted-entry interval for the pesticide
has expired.
Farm meanl any operation, other
than a nursery or forest, engaged in the
outdoor production of agricultural
plants.
Foreat means any operation engaged
in the outdoor production of any agri-
cultural plant to produce wood fiber or
timber products.
Fuf.'l£ant means any pesticide prod-
uctt 18 a vapor or gas, or forms a
vapor or gas on application, and whose
method of pesticidal action is through
the gaseous state.
Greenhouse means any operation en-
gaged in the production of agricultural
plants ine1de any structure or space
that 18 enclosed with nonporous cove~
ing and that il of sufilcient B1ze to per-
mit worker entry. This term includes,
but il not limited to, polyhouses,
mushroom hOUlel, rhubarb hOusel, and
similar Structurel. It does not include
such structures as malll, atrtume, con-
eervatories, arboretume, or omce
buildings where agricultural plants are
present pr1mar1ly for &esthetic or cl1-
matic modification.
Hand labor means any agricultural
actIVIty perrormed by hand or with
hand too18 that caU888 a worker to
have lubstantial contact with surfaces
(Iuch as plants, plant parts, or IOU)
that may contain pesticide residues.
These activitiee inclUde, but are not
limited to, harvesting, detaBBel1ng,
thinning, weeding, topping, planting,
sucker removal, pruning, dtsbudding,
roguing, and packing produce into con-
tainers in the field. Hand labor does
not include operating, moving, or re-
pairing 1rr1gation or watering equip-
ment or performing the tasks of crop
advisOrs.
Handler means any person, including
a eell-employed person:
(1) Who is employed for any type of
compensation by an agricultural estab-
5170.3
l1shment or commercial pesticide han-
dl1ng establ1shment to which subpart C
of this part appl1es and who is:
(1) Mixing, loading, transferring, or
applying pesticides.
(11) Disposing of pesticides or pes-
ticide containers.
(111) Handling opened containers of
pesticides.
(1v) Acting as a Dagger.
(v) Cleaning, adjusting, handl1ng, or
repairing the parts of mixing, loading,
or appl1cation equipment that may
contain pesticide residues.
(vi) Assisting with the application of
pesticides.
(v11) Entering a greenhouse or other
enclosed area after the appl1cation and
before the inhalation exposure level
I1sted in the labeling has been reached
or one of the ventilation criteria estab-
I1shed by this part ( U70.11O(cX3» or in
the labeling has been met: .
(A) To operate ventilation equip-
ment.
(B) To adjust or remove coverings
used in fum1gation.
(C) To monitor air levels.
(vi11) Entering a treated area out-
doors after appl1cation of any soil fu-
migant to adjust or remove soil cover-
ings such as tarpaulins.
(ix) Performing tasks as a crop advt-
lOr:
(A) During any pesticide appl1cation.
(B) Before the inhalation exposure
level I1sted in the label1ng has been
reached or one of the ventilation cri-
teria established by this part
(U70.11O(cX3» or in the labeling has
been met.
(C) During any restricted-entry inter-
val.
(2) The term does not include any
person who is only handling pesticide
containers that have been emptied or
cleaned according to pesticide product
label1ng instructions or, in the absence
of such instructions, have been sub-
jected to triple-rinsing or its eQulva-
lent.
Handler empli,ller means any person
who is eelt-empoyed as a handler or
who employs any handler, for any type
of compensation.
Immediate family includes
spouse, chUdren, stepchildren,
chlldren, parents, stepparents,
parents, brothers, and sisters.
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NurseTJl means any operation engaged
in the outdoor production of any agri-
cultural plant to produce cut flowers
and ferns or plants that w1ll be used in
their entirety in another location.
Such plants include, but are not 11m-
ited to, flowering and foUage plants or
trees; tree seedUnga; Uve Christmas
trees; vegetable, fruit, and ornamental
transplants; and turfgraas produced for
sod.
Owner means any person who has a
pre"Siiiitpoaaeaaory intsrest (fee, lease-
hold. rental, or other) in an agricul-
tural estabUshment covered by this
part. A person who has both leased
such agricultural estabUshment to an-
other person and granted that same
person the right and full authority to
manage and govern the use of such ag-
ricultural estabUshment is not an
owner for purposes of this part.
Bptrlcted-entTM Interval meana the
time after the end of a pesticide appU-
cation during which entry into the
treated area 18 restrictsd.
Treated area means any area to which
a pesticide Ii being directed or has
been dlrectsd.
Worker means any person, including a
self-emPloyed person, who is employed
for any type of oompensation and who
18 performing activities relating to the
production of agricultural plants on an
agricultural estabUshment to which
subpart B of this part appUes. WhIle
persons employed by a commercial pes-
ticIde handlIng estabUshment are per-
formlng tasks as crop advisors, they .
are not workers covered by the requIre-
ments of subpart B of thls part.
l17o.a Effective date aDd compUance
di&ei:
(a) Effective date.' The effectIve dats
for this part,includlng 1170.112(e), shall
be October 20, 1992.
(b) Accelerated provisions. The compU-
ance date shall be Aprll 21, 1993, for:
(1) Section 170.112(a) through (c)(3);
(2) Section 170.112(d)(1) through
(d)(2)(11);
(3) The requirement of 1170.112(c)(3)
as referenced in 1170.112(d)(2)(111);
(4) The requirement of 1170.112(c)(3)
as referenced in 1170.112(e)(5);
(5) Section 170.120(a)(3); and
(6) Section 170.120(b)(3).
40 CFR Ch.1 0-1-91 Edition)
(c) All other provisions. The compli-
ance date for all other provia1ona of
this part shall be April 15, 1994.
1170.7 Geaeral dutl_ aDd prohibited
!!!!!!!!!:.
(a) General duties. The agricultural
employer or the handler employer. as
approprIate, shall:
(1) Aaeure that each worker subject
to subpart B ot this part or each hall-
dler subject to subpart C of this part
receives the protsctions required by
this part.
(2) A88ure that any pesticide to
whlch subpart C of thls part appUea 18
used in a manner conalstent with the
labeUng ot the pesticide. Including the
requirements ot thls part.
(3) Provide, to each person who au-
pervlaea any worker or handler. Infor-
mation and directions aumclent to &B-
sure that each worker or haIldler re-
ceIves the protsctJQmt requJredby th1a
part. Such Information and directions
shall specIfy whlch persons are respon-
sible for actIons required to comply
wIth thl. part.
(4) Require each person who super-
mes any worker or haIldler to aaaure
complIance by the worker or haIldler
wIth the provia1ons of thls part and to
aaaure that the worker or haIldler re-
ceIve. the protections required by thl.
part.
(b) Prohibited actions. The agriCul-
tural employer or the haIldler em-
ployer aha1l not take any retaliatory
action tor attempts to comply with
thi. part or any action having the ef-
tect ot preventing or d1acouraglng any
worker or handler trom complYing or
attempting to comply with any re-
quirement of thi. part.
1170.' V1olatioDl of thla part.
(a) Under the Federal Insecticide.
Funglcide, and Rodenticide Act (7
U.S.C. 138 et leq.) (FIFRA) section
12(a)(2)(0) it I. unlawrul tor any person
"to use any registered pesticide In a
manner Inconsistent with Its labeUng."
When thls part Is referenced on a label,
users must comply with all of Its re-
quirements except those that are In-
consistent with product-specific In-
structions on the labeUng. For the pur-
poses of this part, EPA interprets the
term "use" to Include:
Environmental ProlecUon AgencV
(1) PreappUcation activities. Includ-
Ing, but not Umlted to:
(1) Arranging tor the appUcatlon of
the pesticide;
(11) Mixing and loading the pesticide;
and
(111) Making neceaaary preparations
for the appUcation of the pesticide, In-
cluding responslbU1ties related to
worker notification, tralDlng of han-
dlers. decontamination, use and care of
personal Protective equipment, emer-
gency Information. and heat stress
management.
(2) AppUcatlon of the pesticide.
(3) Poat-appUcation activities nec-
eaaary to reduce the risks of 111ne88 and
Injury resulting trom handlers' and
workers' occupational exposures to
pesticide residues during the re-
stricted-entry Interval plus 30 days.
These activitiea InclUde. but are not
Umited to, responslbU1t1ea related to
worker training. notification. and de-
contamination.
(4) Other pesticide-related activities,
Including. but not Umlted to, providing
emergency aaa18tance. transporting or
storing pesticides that have been
opened. and disposing ot exceaa pea-
ticidea, spray m1x, equipment wash wa-
ters. pesticide containers, and other
pesticlda-contalDlng material•.
(b) A person who has a duty under
thl. part, as reterenced on the pesticide
product label. and who falla to perform
that duty. vlolates FIFRA section
12(a)(2)(0) and I. subject to a civil pen-
alty under section 14. A person who
knowingly violates section 12(a)(2)(0)
Is 8ubject to section 14 cr1mlnal sanc-
tiona.
(c) FIFRA section 14(b)(4) provides
that a person Is Uable tor a penalty
under FIFRA 1t another person em-
ployed by or acting for that person vio-
lates any provia1on of FIFRA. The
term "acting tor" Includes both em-
ployment and contractual relation-
ships. .
(d) The requirements of thls part. In-
clUding the decontamination require-
ments. shall not. for the purposes of
section 653(b)(l) of title 29 of the U.S.
Code, be deemed to be the exercise of
statutory authority to prescribe or en-
force standards or regulations affecting
the general sanitary hazards addreaaed
by the OSHA Field Sanitation Stand-
§ 170.103
ard, 29 CFR 1928.110, or other agricul-
tural, nonpesticide hazards.
Subpart a-Standard for Workers
1170.101 AppUcabWty of this SUbpart.
Except as provided by HI70.103 and
170.104, this subpart appUes when any
pesticide product Is used on an agricul-
tural estabUshment in the production
of agricultural plants.
[80 ll'R 21952, May 3, 1996]
1170.103 ExceptioDl.
Ezceptlons. This subpart does not
apply when any pesticide 18 appUed on
an agricultural estabU8hment In the
following circumstances:
(a) For mosquito abatement. Medi-
terranean trait fly eradication. or slml-
lar wide-area pubUc pest control pro-
gramS 8ponsored by governmental enti-
ties;
(b) On Uvestock or other animals, or
In or about animal preml8es;
(c) On plants grown tor other than
commercial or research purpoaea,
whlch may Include plants In habi-
tations, home fruit and vegetable gar-
dena, and home greenhouses;
(d) On plants that are In ornamental
gardena, parks, and pubUc or private
lawns and grounds that are Intended
only tor &esthetic purposes or cUmatic
modification;
(e) By Injection directly Into agricul-
tural plants. Direct Injection does not
Include "hack and equirt," "trill and
spray," chemlgatlon, soU-Incorpora-
tion, or SOU-Injection;
(0 In a manner not directly related
to the production ot agricultural
plants, including. but not Umlted to,
structural pest control. control of
vegetation along rights-of-way and in
other noncrop areas, and pasture and
rangeland use;
(g) For control of vertebrate pests;
(h) As attractants or repellents in
traps;
(I) On the harvested portions of agri_
cultural plants or on harvested timber;
and
(j) For re8earch uses of unregistered
pesticides.
[57 FR 38151, Aug. 21, 1992. Redesignated at 80
FR 21952, May 3, 1995]
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the alr concentration Is measured to be
equal to or leBS than the Inhalation ex-
posure level the labellng requires to be
achleved. It no Inhalation exposure
level Is llsted on the labellng, ventila-
tion shall continue until after:
(1) Ten alr exchanges are completed;
or
(11) Two hours of ventilation using
rans or other mechanical ventllatlng
systems; or
(lll) Four hours of ventilation using
vents, windows or other passive ven-
tilation; or
(Iv) Eleven hours with no ventllatlon
followed by 1 hour or mechanical ven-
tilation; or
(v) Eleven hours with no vent1lation
followed by 2 hours or passlve ventila-
tion; or
(vi) Twenty-rour hours with no ven-
tilation.
(4) The rollowlng Table 2 applles to
paragraphs (c) (I), (2), and (3) of this
section.
proprlately trained and equipped han-
dler, to enter or to remain In the area
specified In column B or Table I or this
paragraph. After the application Is
completed. unt1l the end or any re-
str1cted-entry Interval, the entry-re-
strlcted area Is the treated area.
(c) Greenhouses. (1) When a pestlclde
application described In column A of
Table 2 under paragraph (c)(4) of this
section takes place In a greenhouse,
the agricultural employer shall not
allow or direct any person. other than
an appropriately trained and equipped
handler, to enter or to remaln in the
area SP8Ctned In column B or Table 2
until the time specified In column C or
Table 2 has expired.
(2) After the time spectned In column
C or Table 2 under paragraph (c)(4) of
this section has expired. until the expi-
ration or any restr1cted-entry Interval,
the agricultural employer shall not
allow or direct any worker to enter or
to remaln In the treated area as specl-
ned In column D or Table 2 under para-
graph (c)(4) or this section. except as
provided In 1170.112.
(3) When column C or Table 2 under
paragraph (c)(4) or thls section specl-
nes that ventilation crlterla must be
met, ventilation shall continue until
A. Dumg~ Ill. P......,.:
(I)Cal AflllIad:
(II AarIaIy••
CIIIIn .. upwanI dIractIon••
(II) tiling • ..., .........-.... 150 ......
'" ApplIad u a:
(II FumIganI, •
CIII Smoka,.
(11)""".
(Iv) Fog..
MMnlaoL
(2){a) Apphd -..dllllng:
(II AhaIghllll'- _ 121ncMa 110m lie planing ...........
CIlIA ...,••
(II) A ' ........... _ 40 pal and _ 150 pol
tI) Nell u In 1 • 2lal_1Iul for wIlIcIl ..,...-dftlca .. ......- for ..
pIcaIlon br lie producllaballng.
(3)Apphd-
other than an appropriately tralned
and equipped handler. to enter or to re-
maln In the treated area.
(b) Nurseries. In a nursery. during any
pestiCide appUcatlon described In col-
umn A or Table 1 of thls paragraph, the
agricultural employer shall not allow
or direct any person, other than an a~
TABLE 1-ENTRv-RESTRICTED AREAS IN NURSERIES DuRING PESTICIDE APPLICATIONS
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proprlate PPE, appropriate decon-
tamination supplies. and how to con-
duct the tasks safely. The crop advisor
must convey this Information to each
person under hls direct superv1Blon In a
language that the person understands.
(1v) Before entering a treated area,
the certified or licensed crop advisor
must Inform. through an established
practice of communication. each per-
son under his direct supervislon of the
pesticide product and active Ingredi-
ent(s) applied, method of appllcatlon,
time of application, the restricted
entry Interval, which tasks to under-
take, and how to contact the crop advi-
sor.
(c) Grace od or
ero a visor tas W 0 are not certi i
eme . 0 e at t e con -
tions or paragraph (c)(2) or this section
are met. a person who Is neither cer-
tified nor licensed as a crop advisor and
any person perrormlng crop advising
tasks under his direct supervision Is
exempt unt1l May I, 1996, from the re-
quirements or:
(1) Section 170.130.
(11) Section 170.150.
(111) Section 170.160.
(2) Conditions of exemption. (1) Ap-
pIles only when the persons are per-
forming crop advislng tasks In the
treated area.
(11) The crop advisor must make spe-
cific determinatiOns regarding the ap-
propriate PPE, approprlate decon-
tamination supplies, and how to con-
duct the tasks sarely. The crop advisor
must convey thiS Information to each
person under hls direct supervision In a
language that the person understands.
(111) Before enterlng a treated area,
the crop advisor must Inform. through
an establlshed practice or communica-
tion, each person under his direct su-
pervision of the active Ingredient,
method of application. time or applica-
tion. the restricted entry Interval,
whlch tasks to undertake, and how to
contact the crop advisor.
[60 FR 21952, May 3. 19951
t 170.11S t':~o:iT MIOClate4 with
peat cleapp ca 0 ....
(a) Farms and forests. During the ap-
pllcatlon of any pesticide on a rarm or
In a rorest, the agricultural employer
shall not allow or direct any person,
t 170.104 Exemptions.
The workers llsted In this section are
exempt from the specified provisiOns or
this subpart.
(a) Owners 01 agricultural establish-
ments. (I) The owner or an agricultural
establlshment Is not required to pro-
vide to himself or members of his Im-
media.te fa,m1ly who are performing
tasks related to the production or agri-
cultural plants on their own agricul-
tural establlshment the protections or:
(1) Section 170.112(c)(5) through (9).
(11) Section 170.112(c)(5) through (9) as
rererenced In HI70.112(d)(2)(111) and
170.112(e).
(111) Section 170.120.
(1v) Section 170.122.
(v) Section 170.130.
(vi) Section 170.135.
(vii) Section 170.150.
(v111) Section 170.160.
(2) The owner of the agricultural es-
tabllshment must provide the protec-
tions llsted In paragraph (a)(I)(1)
through (vi11) or thls section to other
workers and other persons who are not
members of his Immediate ram1ly.
(b) Crop advisors. (1) Provided that
the conditions of paragraph (b)(2) of
this section are met, a person who Is
certified or llcensed as a crop advisor
by a program acknowledged as appro-
priate In writing by EPA or a State or
TrIbal lead agency for pesticide en-
forcement, and persons performing
crop advising tasks under such quali-
fied crop advisor's direct supervision,
are exempt from the provisions of:
(1) Section 170.150.
(11) Section 170.160.
A person Is under the direct super-
vision or a crop advisor when the crop
advisor exerts the supervisory controls
set out In paragraphs (b)(2)(11I) and (Iv)
or thls section. Direct supervision does
not require that the crop advisor be
physically present at all times, but the
crop adv1Bor must be read1ly acceBSlble
to the employees at all times.
(2) Conditions or exemption. (1) The
certification or llcenslng program re-
quires pesticide sarety training that In-
cludes, at least, all the Information In
§170.23O(c)(4).
(11) Applles only when performing
crop advising tasks In the treated area.
(UI) The crop advisor must make spe-
cific determinations regarding the a~
§ 170.104
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loose-fitting, one- or two-piece Il'&r-
ment, such &8 a cotton or cotton and
pOlyester coverall. that cover.. at a
minimum. the entire body except head.
hands, and Ceet. The pesticide product
labeling may speclfy that the cover&11s
be worn over a layer oC clothing. IC a
chemic&1-resistant suit is substituted
Cor coveralls. it Deed not be worn over
a layer oC clothing.
(vii) Gloves shall be ot the type speci-
fied by the product labellnll'. Gloves or
II'l0ve linings made oC leather. cotton.
or other absorbent materi&1s must not
be worn Cor early-entry activities un-
leBB these materi&1s are llsted on the
product labeling as acceptable Cor such
use. If chemic&1-reaistant II'l0ves with
.umcient durab1l1ty and suppleneBB are
not obt&1nable Cor tasks with roses or
other plants with ah&rp tborna; .leather
II'l0ves may be worn over chemic&1-rs-
sistant liners. However, once leather
gloves have been worn Cor this use.
thereafter they ah&11 be worn only with
chemic&1-reaistant llners and they
sh&11 not be worn Cor any other use.
(vil1) When "chemic&1-resistant Coot-
wear" i. specified by the product label-
inll', it sh&11 be one oC the Collowing
types oC Cootwear: chemic&1-resistant
shoes. chemic&1-resistant boots. or
chemiC&l-resistant shoe coverings worn
over shoes or boots. If chemic&1-realst-
ant Cootwear with sumcient durab1l1ty
and a tread appropriate Cor wear in
roulI'h terr&1n is not obt&1nable Cor
workers, then leather boots may be
worn in such terr&in.
(tx) When "protective eyewear" i.
specified by the product labellng, it
sh&11 be one oC the Collowinll' types oC
eyewear: 1I'0"les; Cace shield; safety
II'I&Bses with Cront. brow. and temple
protection; or a CUll-face respirator.
(x) When "chemic&1-reBistant head-
par" is specified by the product label-
Inll'. it sh&11 be either a chemic&1-reai8t-
ant hood or a chem1c&1-reBistant hat
with a wide brim.
(5) The agricultur&1 employer shall
assure that the worker. beCore entering
the treated area. either h&B read the
product labelinll' or h&B been inCormed,
in a manner that the worker can un-
derstand. oC all labeling requirements
related to huma.n hazards or pre-
cautions, first &id. sYMptoms of poison-
ing. person&! protective equipment
L,_~,~L.<",-~-~L,"",,~.,
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(2) The time in treated &re&B under a
restricted-entry interv&1 Cor &BY work-
er does not exceed 1 hour in any 24-
hour period.
(3) No such entry is &110wed Cor the
first 4 hours Collowlng the end oC the
appllC&tion. and no such entry i. &1-
lowed thereafter unt11 a.ny inh&1ation
exposure level listed in the labellng h&B
been reached or &BY ventilation cri-
teria eatabl18hed by U70.l1OCcX3) or in
the label1n1l' have been met.
(4) The person&! protective equip-
ment .pecified on the product labellng
Cor early entry 1. provided to the work-
er. Such personal protective equipment
sh&11 conform to the Coliowing stand-
&rd8:
(1) Person&1 protective equipment
(PPE) means devices and apparel that
are worn to protect the bodY from
contact with pesticidea or pesticide
reBidue•• including. but not llmited to.
coverall., chemic&1-resistant .uits.
chemic&1-reBi.tant II'IOV88. chemic&1-re-
sistant Cootwear. respiratory pro-
tection devices. chemic&1-resistant
aprons, chemic&1-re.istant he&dll'ear.
and protective eyewear.
(11) Long-sleeved shirts, short-Bleeved
shirts. lonll' pants. short pants. shoes.
socks, and other items oC work cloth-
ing are not conBldered person&! protec-
tive equipment Cor the purposes oC this
sectlon and are not subject to the re-
quirements oC this section. &1thoulI'h
pe.ticide labeling may require that
such work clothing be worn durinll'
some activities.
(111) When "chemic&1-reaistant" per-
liOn&! protective equipment is specified
by the product labellnll'. it sh&11 be
made oC materi&1 that allows no meas-
urable movement of the pesticide being
used throUll'h the material durinll' use.
(iv) When "waterproof'" person&! pro-
tective equipment is specified by the
product labellng. it sh&11 be made oC
materi&1 that &1lows no me&Burable
movement oC water or aqueous solu-
tions throUll'h the materi&1 during use.
(v) When a "chemic&1-resistant suit"
is specified by the product Iabellnll'. it
sh&11 be a loose-fitting. one- or two-
piece. chemical-resistant lI'arment that
covers. at a minimum. the entire body
except head. handa, and Ceet.
(vi) When "coveralls" are specified
by the product labellnll'. they shall be a
b_,L'~W"~$L'$~'"L--
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(b) Eueptton [or acttvtUu with no con-
tact. A worker may enter a treated area
ilurlng a reatricted-entry interval1C the
agricultur&1 employer assures that
both oC the Coliowing are met:
(1) The worker wUI have no contact
with anything that has been treated
with the pesticide to which the re-
stricted-entry interv&1 applies. includ-
ing. but not limited to, so11. water. &ir.
or surfaces oC plants; and
(2) No such entry is allowed until &BY
inh&1ation exposure level llsted in the
labellng h&B been reached or &BY ven-
tilation criteria established by
U70.11OCcX3) or in the labellng have
been met.
(c) Ezceptton [or lIhort-term acttvlttu. A
worker may enter a treated area dur-
ing a restricted-entry interv&1 for
short-term activities 1C the agricul-
tural employer assures that the Collow-
ing requirements are met:
(1) No hand labor activity is per-
formed.
L=.~L",,~L_
'1'10.112 Entry restrlctlOD&
(a) General rutrlcttonll. (1) After the
appllC&tion oC a.ny pesticide on an agri-
cultur&1 employer sh&11 not &110w or di-
rect &BY worker to enter or to rem&in
in the treated ar8& beCore the re-
stricted-entry interv&1 specified on the
pesticide labeling h&B expired. except
&B provided in this section.
(2) Entry-restricted are&B in green-
hoW1e8 are specified in column D in
table 2 under 1170.11O(c)(4).
(3) When two or more pesticides are
applied at the &&me time. the re-
stricted-entry interv&1 sh&11 be the
longest oC the appliC&ble interv&1s.
(4) The agricultural employer sh&11
assure that &BY worker who enters a
treated area under a restricted-entry
interval &B permitted by paragraphs
(c). (d), and (e) oC this section uses the
personal protective equipment speci-
fied in the product labeling for early-
entry workers and follows any other
requirements on the pesticide label1ng
regarding early entry.
L,.~14"'-";'
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§ 170.112
specified for early entry, and any other
labeling requirements related to safe
use.
(6) The agricultural employer sha.!l
assure that:
(I) Workers wear the persona.l protec-
tive equipment correctly for ite in-
tended purpose and use persona.! pro-
tective equipment according to manu-
facturer's instructions.
(11) Before each day of use, all per-
sona.! protective equipment is In-
spected for leaks, holes, tea.rs, or worn
places, and any damaged equipment Is
repa.lred or discarded.
(111) Personal protective equipment
that cannot be cleaned properly Is dis-
posed of In accordance with any appl1-
cable Federal, Sta.te, and loca.! regula-
tions.
(Iv) All personal protective equip-
ment Is cleaned according to manufac-
turer's Instructions or pesticide prod-
uct labeling instructions before each
day of reuse. In the absence of any such
instructions, it sha.ll be washed thor-
oughly in detergent and hot water.
(v) Before being stored, all clean per-
sona.! protective equipment Is dried
thoroughly or Is put In a well-venti-
lated place to dry.
(vi) Persona.! protective equipment
conta.mlnated With pesticides Is kept
separately and washed separately from
any other clothing or laundry.
(vii) Any person who cleans or laun-
ders persona.! protective equipment Is
Informed that such equipment may be
conta.mlnated with pesticides, of the
potentla.!ly ha.rmful effecte of exposure
to pesticides. and of the correct way(s)
to handle and clean personal protective
equipment and to protect themselves
when ha.ndllng equipment conta.ml-
na.ted with pesticides.
(vll1) All clean persona.l protective
equipment Is stored sepa.ra.tely from
personal clothing and apart from pes-
tlclde-conta.m1na.ted areas.
(Ix) Each worker Is Instructed how to
put on, use, and remove the persona.l
protective equipment and Is Informed
about the Importance of washing thor-
oughly after removing personal protec-
tive equipment.
(x) Each worker Is instructed In the
prevention, recognition, and first aid
treatment of heat-related mness.
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(xi) Workers have a clean place(s)
away from pesticide-storage and pes-
ticide-use areas for storing persona.!
clothing not in use; putting on per-
sonal protective equipment at the start
of any exposure period; and removing
persona.l protective equipment at the
end of any exposure period.
('1) When persona.! protective equip-
ment Is required by the label1ng of any
pesticide for early entry, the agricul-
tural employer sha.ll assure tha.t no
worker Is a.!lowed or directed to per-
form the early-entry activity without
Implementing, when appropriate. mea-
sures to prevent heat-related 111ness.
(8) During any early-entry activity,
the agricultural employer sha.ll prOVide
a deconta.mlna.tlon site In accordance
with 11'10.150.
(9) The agricultura.! employer sha.!l
not a.!low or direct any worker to wear
home or to ta.ke home persona.! protec-
tive equ1pment conta.m1na.ted with pes-
ticides.
(d) E%CPJ!'on for an agricultural emer-
genCl/. (1) n "agricUltural emergency"
means a sudden occurrence or set of
circumstances which the agricultura.!
employer could not have antlclpa.ted
and over which the agricultura.l em-
ployer has no control, and which re-
quires entry Into a treated area during
a restricted-entry Interval, when no a.J-
terna.tive practices would prevent or
mitigate a substantia.! economic loss. A
substantia.! economic loss means a 10Sll
.In proflta.bUlty greater than that
which would be expected bassd on the
experience and fluctuations of crop
yields In previous yea.rs. Only losse.
caused by the agricultural emergency
speclOc to the affected site and geo-
graphic area are considered. The con-
tribution of mismana.gement cannot be
considered In determining the loss.
(2) A worker may enter a treated
area under a restricted-entry Interval
In an agricultural emergency to per-
form tasks, Including ha.nd labor task.,
necessary to mitigate the effecte ot ths
agricultura.l emergency. it the a.rr!cul-
tural employer assures tha.t all the fol-
lowing criteria are met:
(I) A Sta.te, Trlba.!, or Federal Agency
ha.vlng Jurisdiction declares the exist-
ence of circumstances tha.t could caUB8
an agricultural emergency on t.hat ag-
ricultural esta.bl1shment.
Environmental Protection Agencv
(11) The a.rr!cultural employer deter-
mines the agrlcultura.! esta.bl1shment is
subject to the circumstances declared
under paragraph (d)(2)(i) of this section
that result In an agricultura.! emer-
gency meeting the criteria of pa.ra._
graph (d)(1) of this section.
(111) The requirements of paragraphs
(c) (3) through (9) ot this section are
met.
(e) Ezceptlon requlTinp Ap!!!!CJI aft
praval. The Agency may, 1n accordance
. wlt1lparagraphs (e) (1) through (3) of
this section. grant an exception from
the requirements ot this section. An
exception may be withdrawn In accord-
ance with paragraph (e)(6) of this
section.
(1) ~~tlng an e:rcer;'on. A request
for an exception must submitted to
the Director. Omce ot Pe.tlclde Pro-
rra.ms (H-'1501C), Environmenta.l Pro-
tection Agency. 401 M Street, SW.•
Washington, DC 20460 and must be ac-
oompanied by two ooples ot the tollow-
lng Information:
(I) The name, address. and telephone
number ot the submitter.
(11) The time period for which the ex-
ception 11 requested.
(111) A deacription ot the crop(s) and
speclOc crop production task(s) for
which the exception Is requested. Such
a deacrtption must Include an expla-
na.tion as to the necessity ot applying
pesticides ot a type and at a frequency
such tha.t the restricted-entry Interval
would lDterfere with necessary and
tlme-ssnsltive hand labor tasks for the
period tor which the exception Is
sought.
(Iv) A description ot the geographic
area for which the exception Is re-
quested. It the exception request Is for
a l1mlted geographic area, the expla-
na.tlon must Include a description &8 to
why the clrcumsta.nces ot exposure or
economic Impact resulting from the
prohibition ot routine hand labor tasks
during the restricted-entry lnterva.! are
unique to the geographic area named In
the exception.
(v) An explana.tlon &8 to why, for
each requested crop-task comblna.tlon.
alterna.tlve practices would not be
technlca.lly or flnancla.!ly viable. Such
a.!terna.tive practices might Include: re-
scheduling the pesticide appl1cation or
hand labor activity; using a non-chemi-
§ 170.112
cal pest control alternative; using an
alternative to the ha.nd labor tasks,
such as machine cultivation; or sub-
stituting a pesticide with a shorter re-
stricted-entry lnterva.!. This informa-
tion should include estimates or data.
on per acre revenue and cost of produc-
tion for the crop and area for which the
exception Is requested. These estimates
or data. should lnelude: the a1 tuatlon
prior to lmplementa.tlon of this final
rule. the situation arter implementa-
tion ot this flna.l rule it the exception Is
not granted. the situation after imple-
menta.tion of this flna.! rule it the ex-
ception is granted. and specific infor-
mation on individual factors which
cause differences in revenues and costs
among the three situations.
(vi) A description or documenta.tion
ot the safety and feasib1Uty ot such an
exception, including. but not l1mited
to. the teasib1Uty ot performing the
neceaea.ry hand labor activity whUe
wearing the persona.! protective equip-
ment required for early entry tor the
pesticide(s) expected to be appl1ed, the
means ot mitigating heat-related 111-
ness concerns. the period ot time re-
quired daily per worker to perform the
hand labor activity, any suggested
methods ot reducing the worker's expo-
sure, and any other mitigating factors.
such as the availab1Uty ot running
water tor routine and emergency de-
conta.mination and mechanica.l devices
that would reduce the workers' contact
with the treated surfaces. The informa-
tion should include the costs associ-
ated with early-entry, such as decon-
ta.mination fac1l1ties, special informa-
tion and training for the workers, heat
stress aVOidance procedures, and provi-
sion, inspection, cleaning, and mainte-
nance ot persona.J protective equip-
ment. EPA will not grant exceptions
where the costs of early entry equa.! or
exceed the expected loss in va.!ue ot
crop yield or qua.!ity.
(2) Notice o[ receipt. (1) When a request
for an exception is submitted to the
Agency a.!ong with all of the informa-
tion required in paragraph (e)(1) of this
ssction, the Agency shall issue a notice
In the FBDERAL RBGISTER sta.ting that
an exception is being considered, de-
BCr1bing the na.ture of the exception,
and allOWing at least 30 days for inter-
ested parties to comment.
n
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(11) If a request Cor an exception is
submitted to the Agency without all oC
the inCormation required in paragraph
(e)(l) oC this section. the Agency shall
return the request to the submitter.
(3) Ezceptlon decttlon. EPA w1ll pub-
lish in the FEDERAL REGISTER its deci-
Bion whether to grant the request Cor
exception. EPA w1ll base its decision
on whether the benefits oC the excep-
tion outweigh the coats. including the
value oC the health risks attributable
to the exception. If the exception Is
granted, the notice w1ll state the n....
ture oC and reasons Cor the exception.
(4) !'TelumpUve denial. (I) Except as
provided In paragraph (e)(4)(11) oC this
section. persons requesting an excep-
tion may aseume that the exception
has been denied 1C EPA has not lseued
Its decision whether to grant the ex-
ception within 9 months from the com-
ment-elosure date specified In the FJID-
ERAL REGISTIi:R notice In which the
Agency annOunced, In accordlLJ1ce with
paragraph (e)(2) oC this section. that It
would consider the exception.
(11) Persons requesting an exception
may not aseume that the request has
been denied as provided by paragraph
(e)(4)(1) oC this section 1C the Agency
has taken action to extend Its review
period Cor a specified time Interval due
to the complexity oC the exception re-
quest or to the number oC exception re-
quests concurrently under Agency re-
view. EPA shall state the reason(s) Cor
the delay In laaulng a decision on the
exception request. A notice oC such an
action may be published In the FED-
ERAL REGISTER or persons who re-
quested the exception may be directly
notified oC the action.
(S) .AQTfcultural emplO1ler dutlel. When
a worker enters a treated area during a
restricted-entry Interval under an ex-
ception granted under paragraph (e) oC
this section. the agricultural employer
shall aseure that the requirements oC
paragraphs (c) (3) through (9) oC this
section are met. unleaa the notice
granting the exception specifically In-
dicates otherwise.
(6) Withdrawing an e:r~,"t?!!.. An ex-
ception may be withdrawn by the
Agency at any time 1C the Agency re-
ceives poisoning InCormatlon or other
data that Indicate that the health risks
Imposed by this early-entry exception
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are unacceptable or 1C the Agency reo
celves other InCormatlon that Indicates
that the exception Is no longer nec-
eaaary or prudent. If the Agency deter-
mines that an exception should be
withdrawn. It will publish a notice In
the FBDERAL REGISTER. stating the
basis Cor Its determ1Dation. Affected
parties would then have 30 days to re-
quest a hearing on the Agency's deter·
minatlon. The exception. however.
would be discontinued as oC the date
specified by EPA In the notice. which
may Include any oC the 3O-da.y period
and the time required Cor any subse-
quent hearing proceaa. Thereafter the
Agency will declde whether to with·
draw the exception and will publish a
notice In the FBDERAL REGISTER stat-
Ing Its decision.
('1) Lilt of e:rcepU07U gTanted ~ EP.A.
The followingadDi1nlstratlve excep-
tions Crom the requirements oC this
section have been granted by EPA.
EaCh exception listed In paragraph
(e)(7) oC this section contains a reC·
erence to the FEDERAL REGISTER notice
In which EPA has granted the excep-
tion and the effective dates oC the ex-
ception. The terms and conditions oC
the exception appear In the reCerenced
FEDERAL REGISTER notice.
(I) Exception Cor hand labor to har-
vest greellhouae-grown cut roses pub-
lished In the FEDERAL REGISTER oC
June 10. 1994. efCectlve Crom June 10.
1994. to June 10. 1996.
(11) Exception to perform Irrigation
tasks under specified conditions pub-
lished In the FEDERAL REGISTER oC May
3,1995.
(111) Exceptions to perform limited
contact tasks under specified condi-
tions published In the FBDERAL RBO-
ISTER oC May 3. 1995.
(Iv) Exception Cor hand labor to har-
vest greenhouse-grown roses under
specified conditions published In the
FBDERAL REGISTER oC October 3. 1997.
eCCective December 18. 1996 to October
4.1999.
(57 Fa 38151. AUI. 21. Illl12, &8 amended at 68
FR 3O'J64, June 10, 18M; eo Fa 21964. MaT 3,
1995; a Fa 62003. oct. 3. 19871
1170.120 Notice of aeplicatloM.
(a) ~otl/icatlon to WOTkerl ot pgtlcfde
appllcaUon, In preenhowel. The agricUl-
tural employer shall notlty workers oC
Environmental Protection Agency
any pesticide application In the green-
house In accordance with this para-
graph.
(1) All pesticide applications shall be
posted In accordance with paragraph
(c) of this section.
(2) If the pesticide product labeling
has a statement requiring both the
posting or treated areas and oral notifi-
cation to workers. the agricultural em-
ployer shall also provide oral notifica-
tion oC the application to the worker In
accordance with paragraph (d) oC this
section.
(3) Notice need not be given to a
worker 1C the agricultural employer
can aseure that one oC the Coliowing Is
met:
(l) From the .tart oC the application
until the end oC the application and
during any reatricted-entry Interval.
the worker w1ll not enter. work In. re-
main In. or P&B8 through the green·
bouae;or
(11) The worker applied (or supervised
the application oc) the pesticide Cor
which the notice 11 Intended and I.
aware oC all Information required by
paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) or thl.
section.
(b) Not lion to workerl on amu In
nUrl -eI OT n OTeI 0 al?2!!-
CD OM. e c emp oyer
iliilriiotlCy workers oC any pesticide
application on the Carm or In the nurs-
ery or rore.t In accordance with thl.
paragraph.
(1) If the pe.ticlde product labeling
baa a .tatement requiring both the
posting or treated areas and oral notifi-
cation to worke.... the agricultural em-
ployer shall po.t Bigns In accordance
with paragraph (c) oC thI. section and
shall provide oral notification oC the
application to the worker In accord-
ance with paragraph (d) or this section.
(2) For any pe.ticlde other than those
ror which the labeling requires both
po.tlng and oral notification oC appll-
cations, the agricultural employer
shall give notice or the application to
the worker either by the posting oC
warnlng .Igns In accordance with para-
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graph (c) oC this section or orally In ac-
cordance with paragraph (d) oC this sec-
tion. and shall InCorm the workers as
to which method oC notification I. In
effect.
(3) Notice need not be given to a
worker IC the agricultural employer
can aseure that one oC the Collowlng I.
met:
(I) From the start oC the application
until the end or the appllcatlon and
during any restricted-entry Interval,
the worker w1ll not enter. work In. re-
maln In, or P&B8 through on Coot the
treated area or any area within 1/4 mile
oC the treated area; or
(11) The worker applied (or supervised
the appllcatlon oc) the pesticide Cor
which the notice I. Intended and Is
aware oC all Information required by
(d)(I) through (3) oC this section.
(c) POlted wam'~. The agricul-
tural empl~l!l' __ . post warning
.igns In accordance with the Coliowing
criteria:
(1) The warnl~ .Ign shall have a
background color that contrasts with
red. The worda "DANGER" and
"PELIGRO," plus "PESTICIDES" and
"PESTICIDAS." shall be at the top oC
the sign, and the words "KEEP OUT"
and "NO ENTRE" .hall be at the bot-
tom oC the Bign. Lettsrs Cor all worda
must be clearly legible. A circle con-
ta1Dlng an upraised hand on the lett
and a stern race on the right must be
nsar the center or the Bigo. The Inside
oC the circle must be red, except that
the hand and a large portion oC the race
must be In a .hade that contrasts with
red. The length oC the hand must be at
least twice the height oC the smallest
letters. The length oC the Cace must be
only sllghtly smaller than the hand.
Additional 1Dformatlon .uch as the
name or the pesticlde and the date oC
application may appear on the warnlng
.Ign It It does not detract from the ap-
pearance of the 81gn or change the
meaning oC the required Information. A
black-and-white example oC a warnlng
Bign meeting these requirements, other
than the .Ize requirements. Collows:
L~ ..,..-." L- L,,,_ L_~ L"",~ L","~ L_ L,,,,,,,,. L",,,,,,,,,,. l."_»w L&< L••.~ L"., ",""
L~·_" L,;I.'.,.- L~"'i!>~ 1... ~ L_~.,
-, -, -, -, " --, -, " --, -, ---, -, -, --, -, --, .., ---, -,
DANGER PEUGRO
PESTIQOES PEST1CIDAS
KEEP OUT
NO ENTRE
n
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(2) The standard sign shBll be at leut
14 inches by 16 inches with lettel'll at
leut 1 inch in height. Farms and for-
ests shall use the standard size sign un-
leBS a emaller sign is neceB8&rY because
the treated &rea Is too small to accom-
modate a sign of this size. In nUl'lleries
and greenhouses, the agriculturBl em-
ployer may, at any time, use a sign
40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-98 Edition)
emBller than the standard size sign.
Whenever a smBll B1gn Is used on any
establishment, thel'll &re specific post-
Ing distances depending on the size of
the lettering and symbol on the sign. If
a sign Is used with DANGER and
PELIGRO in lettel'll at leut ~ inch In
height and the remaining letters at
leut 'h Inch in height and a red circle
Environmental Protection Agencv
at leut 3 Inches In diameter contain-
ing an upraised hand and a stern face,
the signs shall be no further than 50
feet apart. If a sign is used with DAN-
GER and PELIGRO In lettel'll at leut
'II. Inch In height and the rem&1ning
letters at leut 1/. inch in height and a
red circle at leut 1'h Inches In diame-
ter containing an upr&1sed hand and a
stern face. the signs shBll be no further
than 25 feet apart. A sign with DAN-
GER and PELIGRO in lettel'll leBS than
'II. Inch In height or with any words In
lettel'll leBS than ~ Inch In height or a
red circle emBller than 1't'.1 Inches In di-
ameter containing an upr&1sed hand
and a stern face wtll not satisfy the re-
quirements of the rule. All signs must
meet the requirements of paragraph
(0)(1) of this section.
(3) The employer may replace the
Spanish portion of the warning B1gn
with a non-English language read by
the largest group of workel'll who do
not read Engl1sh. The replacement sign
must be In the &&me format u the
originBl sign and be visible and legible.
(4) On C&rms and In forests and nurs-
eries, the signs shBll be visible from Bll
usuBl points or worker entry to the
treated &rea, Inoludlng at leut each
acUBS road, each border with any labor
camp adjacent to the treated &rea, and
each footpath and other wBlklng route
that entel'll the treated area. When
there &re no usuBl points of worker
entry. signs shall be posted In the oor-
nel'll of the treated &rea or In any other
location a.rtording m&X1mum vislb1l1ty.
(5) In greenhouses, the signs shBll be
posted 80 they &re visible from Bll
usuBl points of worker entry to the
treated &rea Including each aisle or
other wBlklng route that entel'll the
treated &rea. When there &re no usual
points of worker entry to the treated
&rea, signs shall be posted In the cor-
nel'll of the treated &rea or In any other
location &ffording m&Ximum vlslb1l1ty.
(6) The signs sh&11:
(1) Be posted no sooner than 24 houl'll
before the scheduled application of the
pesticide.
(11) Remain posted throughout the
application and any restricted-entry
IntervBl.
(111) Be removed within 3 days after
the end of the appUcation and any re-
stricted-entry intsrval and before agri-
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culturBl-worker entry Is permitted,
other than entry permitted by 1170.112.
(7) The signs shall rem&1n visible and
legible during the time they are posted.
(8) When several contiguous &reU are
to be treated with pesticides on a ro-
tating or sequential bUis, the entire
area may be posted. Worker entry,
other than entry permitted by 1170.112,
is prohibited for the entire area whlle
the signs &re posted.
(d) Oral warning', The agr1culturBl
employer shall provide orBl w&rn1ngs
to workel'll in a manner that the work-
er can undel'lltand. If a worker will be
on the premises during the application.
the warning shall be given before the
application takes place. Otherwise, the
W&rn1ng shBll be given at the begiDn1ng
of the worker's first work period dur-
ing which the appl1cation Is taking
place or the restricted-entry IntervBl
for the pesticide 18 in effect. The warn-
Ing shBll consist of:
(l) The location and description of
the treated area.
(2) The time during which entry Is re-
stricted.
(3) Instructions not to enter the
trsated &rea untll the restricted-entry
IntervBl hu expired.
[57 FR 38151, Aug. 21, 1ll92. lUI ameDded at 61
FR 33207. JUDe 26, 1996]
IlvpOT.AlVl1Lalftc Wonp.·
When workel'll &re on an &gr1culturBl
establishment and. within the lut 30
dayS, a pesticide covered by this sub-
part h&B been applied on the establ1sh·
ment or a restrlcted-entry intsrvBl hu
been in effect, the &gr1cultural em-
ployer shall display, in accordance
with this section, specific Information
about the pesticide.
(a) Location. acces,'blllty. and legfbll-
~ The information shall be displayed
Ii1 the location spectfted for the pes-
ticide eafety poster In 1170.135(d) and
shall be acceBSlble and legible. u specl-
ned In 1170.135 (e) and <0.
(b) 1'17!11nl1. (1) If warning Signa &re
postecrrorthe treated area before an
application, the speclno application In-
formation for that application shBll be
posted at the &&me time or earlier.
(2) The Information shall be posted
before the application takes place, If
workers wtll be on the establishment
n
.......
N
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during application. Otherwise. the In-
rormatlon shall be posted at the begin-
ning or any worker's first work period.
(3) The Inrormatlon shall continue to
be displayed ror at least 30 days after
the end or the restricted-entry Interval
(or. tr there is no restricted-entry In-
terval, ror at least 30 days after the end
or the application) or at least until
workers are no longer on the estabUsh-
ment. whichever is earUer.
(c) ~,rlld Information. The informa-
tion s a InclUde:
(1) The location and description or
the treated area.
(2) The product name, EPA registra-
tion number, and active Ingred!ent(s)
or the pesticide.
(3) The time and date the pesticide Is
to be applied.
(4) The restricted-entry interval ror
the pesticide.
I~ Notice of .ppUsatlOD8 to haD·
employe..-.
Whenever handlers who are employed
by a commercial pesticide handling es-
tabUshment wUl be performing pes-
ticide handUng tasks on an agricul-
tural establishment, the agricultural
employer shall provide to the handler
employer, or assure that the handler
employer is aware or, the following in-
rormatlon concernlng any areas on the
agricultural estabUshment that the
handler may be In (or may walk within
1/4 mUe 00 and that may be treated
with a pesticide or that may be under
a restrlcted-entry Interval whUe the
handler wUl be on the agricultural es-
tablishment:
(a) Specific location and descrlptlon
of any such areas; and
(b) Restrictions on entering those
areas.
I 170.130 Pesticide wely trainlng tor
workers.
(a) General requlrement-(l) Agricul-
tural em1l10J/er assurance.' The agricul-
tural employer shall assure that each
worker, required by this seetlon to be
trained, has been trained according to
this section during the last 5 years,
counting rrom the end or the month in
which the training was completed.
(2) Requirement for workers performing
earlJ/-entTJ/ activities. Before a worker
enters a treated area on the agricul-
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tural estabUshment during a re-
strlcted-entry interval to perform
early-entry activities permitted by
1170.112 and contacts anything that has
been treated with the pestlclde to
which the restrlcted-entry Interval ap-
pUes. including but not limlted to. soU.
water. or surtaces or plants. the agri-
cultural employer shall assure that the
worker has been trained.
(3) Requiremenu for other CI(Jf'icUltural
workers-(1) Information be/ore entrJ/. As
or JanUAI'Y 1. 1996, and except as pro-
vided In paragraph (a)(2) or this seo-
tlon. berore a worker enters any areas
on the agricultural estabUshment
where, within the last 30 days a pes-
ticide to which this subpart appUes has
been applied or the restrlcted-entry in-
terval ror such pestlclde has been In er-
recto the agricultural employer shall
assure that the worker has been pro-
vided the pesticide wety Information
specified In~ph (c). In a manner
that agrIoultural workers can under-
stand, such as by providing written
materials or oral communication or by
other means. The agricultural em-
ployer muat be able to verify compli-
ance with this requlrement.
(11) Training be/ore the 6th tlaJ/ 01
entrJ/. Except as provided in paragraph
(a)(2) or this section. berore the 6th day
that a worker enters any areas on the
agricultural establishment where,
within the last 30 days a pesticide to
which thta subpart applies has been ap-
plied or a restrlcted-entry Interval ror
such pesticide has been in etreet. the
agricultural employer shall assure that
the worker has been trained.
(lU) Ezceptions during interim period.
Until December 31. 1995, and except as
provided by paragraph (a)(2) or this sec-
tion. berore the 16th day that a worker
enters any areas on the agricultural es-
tablishment where. within the last 30
days a pesticide to which this subpart
applies has been appUed or a re-
strlcted-entry Interval has been In er-
rect, the agricultural employer shall
assure that the worker has been
trained. Arter December 31, 1995 this
exception no longer applies.
(b) Exceptions. The rollowing persons
need not be tratned under this section:
(1) A worker who Is currently cer-
tified as an applicator or restricted-use
Environmental Protection Agency
pesticides under part 171 or this chap-
ter.
(2) A worker who satisfies the train-
Ing requirements or part 171 or this
chapter.
(3) A worker who· satiBfles the han-
dler training requirements or
1170.23O(c).
(4) A worker who is certified or U-
censed as a crop advisor by a program
acknowledged as appropriate In writing
by EPA or a State or TrIbal lead agen-
cy ror pesticide enforcement. provided
that a requirement for such certifi-
cation or lIcenslng Is pesticlde wety
training that includes all the Inrorma-
tlon set out In 1170.23O(c)(4).
(c) Puticide s'13 in/ormation. The
pesticide Web ormation required
by paragraph (a)(3)(1) shall be pre-
sented to workers In a manner that the
workers can understand. At a mini-
mum, the tollowtl'1l' Information shall
be provided:
(1) Pesticides may be on or in plants,
solI, Irrigation water. or drlftlng from
nearby applications.
(2) Prevent pesticides from entering
your body by:
(I) Following directions and/or sims
about keeping out of treated or re-
stricted areas.
(11) Washing berore eating, drinking,
using chewing gum or tobacco, or using
the toilet.
(111) Wearing work clothing that pro-
teots the body from pesticide residues.
(tv) Waahlng/showerlng with soap and
water. shampoo hair. and put on clean
clothes after work.
(v) Washing work clothes separately
from other clothes before wearing them
again.
(vi) Washing Immediately In the
nearest clean water It pesticides are
spUled or sprayed on the body. As BOOn
as poulble, shower. shampoo, and
change Into clean clothes.
(3) Further training wtll be provided
within 5 days.
(d) n-atn1na P'f!{at.M: (l) General pes-
ticide wety in ormation shall be pre-
sented to workers either orally from
written materials or audiovisually. The
Inrormatlon must be presented In a
manner that the workers can under-
stand (such as through a translator)
using nontechnical terms. The pre-
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senter also shall respond to workers'
questions.
(2) The person who conducts the
training shall meet at least one or the
rollowing criteria:
(I) Be currently certlfled as an appli-
cator or restricted-use pesticides under
part 171 of this chapter; or
(U) Be currently designated as a
trainer or certltied applicators or pes-
ticide handlers by a State. Federal. or
TrIbal agency having jurisdiction; or
(Ul) Have completed a pesticide ws-
ty traln-ths-tralner program approved
by a State. Federal, or Tribal agency
having jurisdlctlon; or
(Iv) Satisfy the training require-
ments In part 171 of this chapter or In
1170.23O(c).
(3) Any person Who iuues an EPA-ap-
proved Worker Protection Standard
worker tra1D!ng certificate must assure
that the worker who receives the train-
Ing certificate has been trained In ac-
cordance with (c)(4) or this section.
(4) The training materials shall con-
vey. at a mlnimum. the rollowlng In-
formation:
(l) Where and In what rorm pesticides
may be encountered during work ac-
tivities.
(11) Hazards or pesticides resulting
from toxicity and exposure. Including
acute and chronic etrects. delayed ef-
fects, and sensitization.
(lU) Routes through which pesticides
can enter the body.
(1v) Signs and symptoms of common
types or pesticide poisoning.
(v) Emergency tirst aid ror pesticide
lJoUrles or poisonings.
(vi) How to obtain emergency medi-
cal care.
(viI) Routine and emergency decon-
tamination procedures, Including
emergency eyeOushing techniques.
(vUI) Hazards from chemlgatlon and
drlft.
Ox) Hazards from pesticide residues
on clothing.
(x) Warnings about taking pesticides
or pesticide containers home.
(xl) Requirements of this subpart de-
signed to reduce the risks or Ulneu or
Injury resulting from workers' occupa-
tional exposure to pesticides, including
appllcatlon and entry restrictions. the
design or the warning sign, posting of
Lc,"='- L~~~ L L~~.,~ l ..,,,., ..~.
L ... k •• L_ L ....- L,,~, L,~,.~" L,-"., L~.~
L_. L,_ L,..~ L ., L. L,"....
t,~.,.
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warning signs. oraJ warnings, the avall-
ablUty of specific Information about
applications, and the protection
against reta.1latory acte.
(e) Verification of training. (1) Except
as provided In paragraph (e)(2) of this
section, If the agricultural employer
assures that a worker possesses an
EPA-approved Worker Protection
Standard worker training certificate,
then the requlremente of paragraph (a)
and (c) of this section w111 have been
met.
(2) If the agrlculturaJ employer Is
aware or has reason to know that an
EPA-approved Worker Protection
Standard worker training certificate
has not been IBBued In accordance with
this section, or has not been IBBUed to
the worker bearing the certificate, or
the training was completed more than
5 years before the beginning of the cur-
rent month, a worker's poBBesslon of
that certificate does not meet the re-
quirements of paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion.
IS7 FR 381S1, Aug. 21, 1992, &8 amended at 60
FR 21947, 219S2, May 3, 1995]
I~ Potted pettlcldo earety Ipfor-
(a) Requirement. When workers are on
an agricultural establishment and,
Within the last 30 days, a pesticide cov-
ered by this subpart has been applied
on the establishment or a restrlcted-
entry IntervaJ has been In effect. the
agricultural employer sha.ll display, In
accordance with this section, pesticide
safety Information.
(b) Pesticide safetll poster. A safety
poster must be displayed that conveys,
at a minimum, the following basic pes-
tlclde safety concepts:
(1) Help keep pesticides from enter-
Ing your body. At a minimum, the fol-
lowing points shall be conveyed:
(I) Avoid getting on your skin or Into
your body any pesticides that may be
on plante and soil, In Irrigation water,
or drifting from nearby applications.
(11) Wash before eating, drinking,
using chewing gum or tobacco, or using
the toilet.
(111) Wear work clothing that pro-
tects the body from pesticide residues
(long-sleeved shirts. long pants, shoes
and socks, and a hat or scarO.
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(Iv) Wash/shower With soap and
water. shampoo hair, and put on clean
clothes after work.
(v) Wash work clothes separately
from other clothes before wearing them
again.
(vi) Wash immediately In the nearest
clean water If pesticides are sp1lled or
sprayed on the body. As soon as pos-
sible, shower. shampoo, and change
Into clean clothes.
(vII) Follow directions about keeping
out of treated or restricted areas.
(2) There are FederaJ rules to protect
workers and handlers. including a re-
quirement for safety training.
(c) Emerpenctt medical care Information.
(1) The name, &dd1'8BB, and telephone
number of the nearest emergency med-
ical care faclUty sha.ll be on the safety
poster or displayed close to the safety
poster.
(2) The agrlculturaJ employer sha.ll
Inform workers promptly of any
change to the information on emer-
gency medlcaJ care facmtles.
(d) Location. (1) The information sha.11
be displayed in a centraJ location on
the farm or in the nursery or green-
house where it can be readily seen and
read by workers.
(2) The information shall be dis-
played in a location In or near the for-
est In a place where It can be readily
seen and read by workers and where
workers are likely to congregate or
P&88 by, such as at a decontamination
site or an equipment storage site.
(e) Accessiblll~. Workers sha.ll be in-
formed ot theooatlon of the informa-
tion and shall be allowed acceBB to It.
<OLe~b::lfi The information sha.11
remain e e during the time it Is
posted.
1170.UO Pecoptamlpatlon.
(1.)(1) Requirement. The agricultural
employer must provide decontamina-
tion supplies for workers In accordance
with this section whenever:
(I) Any worker on the agrlculturaJ es-
tablishment Is performing an activity
In the area where a pesticide was a~
plied or a restricted-entry IntervaJ
(REI) was In effect within the last 30
days, and;
(11) The worker contacts anything
that has been treated with the pes-
ticide. Including, but not limited to
Environmental Protecllan Agency
soil, water, plants. plant surfaces. and
plant parte.
(2) EZC~ion. The 36-day time period
establish In paragraph (a)(1)(I) of this
section BhaJl not apply If the only pes-
ticides used In the treated area are
products with an REI of 4 hours or leBB
on the label (but not a product without
an REI on the label). When workers are
In such treated areas. the agricultural
employer Bha.ll provide decontamina-
tion ·supplles for not leBB than '1 days
following the expiration of any applica-
ble REI.
(b) General conditions. (1) The agricul-
tural employer shill provide workers
with enough water for routine washing
and emergency eyefiushlng. At aJl
times when the water Is available to
workers, the employer sha.11 assure
that It Is of a qua.llty and temperature
that will not cause 111neBB or Injury
when It contacts the skin or eyes or If
it Is awaJlowed.
(2) When water stored In a tank Is to
be used for m1x1ng pesticides, It shaJl
not be used for decontamination or
eyefiuBhlng, unleBB the tank Is
equipped with properly functioning
vaJves or other mechanlama that pre-
vent movement of pesticides Into the
tank.
(3) The agricultural employer shaJl
provide soap and single-use towels In
quantities sufficient to meet worker's
needs.
(4) To prOvide for emergency
eyefiushlng. the agricultural employer
sha.ll assure that at least 1 pint of
water Is immediately available to each
worker who is performing early-entry
act1v1ties permitted by 11'10.112 and for
which the pesticide labeling requires
protective eyewear. The eyefiush water
sha.11 be carried by the early-entry
worker, or sha.ll be on the vehicle the
early-entry worker Is using. or shall be
otherwise immediately acceBBlble.
(c) Location. (1) The decontamination
supplies shaU. be located together and
be reaaonabl;;: acceBBlble to and not
more than 114 mUe from where workers
are working.
(2) For worker activities performed
more than 114 mile from the nearest
place of vehicular acceBB:
(I) The soap. single-use towels, and
water may be at the nearest place of
vehicular acceBB.
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(11) The agrlculturaJ employer may
permit workers to use clean water from
springs, streams. lakes, or other
sources for decontamination at the re- .
mote work site, If such water Is more
acceBBlble than the water located at
the nearest place of vehicular acceBB.
(3) The decontamination supplies
shaJl not be maintained In an area
being treated with pesticides.
(4) The decontamination supplies
shaJl not be maintained In an area that
Is under a restricted-entry IntervaJ, un-
leBB the workers for whom the supplies
are provided are performing early-
entry activities permitted by 11'10.112
and Involving contact with treated sur-
faces and the decontamination supplies
would otherwise not be reasonably ac-
ceBBlble to those workers.
(d) Decontamination after earlJl-entry
activ1tfes. At the end ot any exposure
pertod tor workers engaged In early-
entry activities permitted by 11'10.112
and Involving contact with anything
that has been treated with the pes-
ticide to which the restricted-entry In-
terval applies. Including. but not lim-
Ited to, soil, water, air, or surfaces of
plants, the agricultural employer shaJl
prOVide, at the site where the workers
remove personaJ protective eqUipment.
soap, clean towels, and a sufficient
amount of water so that the workers
may wash thoroughly.
IS7 FR 381S1. Aug. 21, 1992, as amended at 81
FR 33212, June 26, 1998)
1170.160 Em!l](os ....tance.
If there Is reason to believe that a
person who Is or has been employed on
an agricultural establ1shment to per-
form tasks related to the production of
agricultural plante has been poisoned
or Injured by exposure to pesticides
used on the agricultural establ1shment,
Including, but not l1mlted to, exposures
from appUcatlon, splash, sp1ll, drift. or
pesticide residues, the agrIculturaJ em-
ployer shaJl:
(a) Make available to that person
prompt transportation from the agrI-
culturaJ estabUshment, Including any
labor camp on the agrlculturaJ estab-
lishment, to an appropriate emergency
medlca.l faclUty.
(b) Provide to that person or to treat-
Ing medical personnel. promptly upon
n
......
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request, any obtainable information
on:
(1) Product name, EPA registration
number, and active ingredients of any
product to which that person might
have been exposed.
(2) Antidote, first aid, and other med-
ical information from the product la-
beling.
(3) The circumstances of application
or use of the pesticide on the agricul-
tural establishment.
(4) The circumstances of exposure of
that person to the pesticide.
Subpart c-stanird 'or Pesticide
Han ers
1170.202 AepUcabUity of this subpart.
Except u provided by H170.203 and
170.204, this subpart applies when any
pesticide is handled for use on an agri-
cultural establishment.
[60 FR 21952, May 3, 1995)
1170.203 ExceptlODL
ExceptIons. This subpart does not
apply when any pesticide is handled for
use on an agricultural establishment in
the following circumstances:
(a) For mosquito abatement, Medi-
terranean fruit fiy eradication. or
similar Wide-area public pest control
progra.ma sponsored by governmental
entities.
(b) On livestock or other animals, or
in or about animal premises.
(c) On plants grown for other than
commercial or research purposes,
which may include plants in habi-
tations, home fruit and vegetable gar-
dens, and home greenhouses.
(d) On plants that are in ornamental
gardens. parks, and public or private
lawns and grounds and that are in-
tended only for &esthetic purposes or
climatic modification.
(e) In a manner not directly related
to the production of agricultural
plants, including, but not limited to,
structural pest control, control of
vegetation along rights-of-way and in
other noncrop areas, and pasture and
rangeland use.
(0 For control of vertebrate pests.
(g) As attractants or repellents in
traps.
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(h) On the harvested portions of agri-
cultural plants or on harvested timber.
(1) For research uses of unregistered
pesticides.
[57 FR 38151. Aug. 21, 1892. Redeslpated at 60
FR 21952, May 3, 1995)
1170.204 ExelDptloDL
The handlers listed In this section
are exempt Crom the specified provi-
sions of this subpart. •
(a) pumer, of 40licultUTal e.ttabll,h-
m£!!9. (1) The owner of an agricultural
establishment is not required to pr0-
Vide to himself or members of his im-
mediate family who are performing
handling tasks on their own agricul-
tural establishment the protections of:
(1) Section 170.21O(b) and (c).
(11) Section 170.222.
(1i1) Section 170.230.
(1v) Section 170.232.
(v) Section 170.234.
(vi) Section 170.235.
(vi1) Section 170.240 (e) through (g).
(viii) Section 170.250.
(1x) Section 170.260.
(2) The owner of the a.gr1cultural es-
tablishment must provide the protec-
tions listed in paragraph8 (a)(l) (1)
through (1x) of thl8 section to other
handlers and other persons who are not
members of hi8 immediate fam1ly.
(b) ~(adVIIOT'. (1) Provided that
the con tlons or paragraph (b)(2) of
this 8ection are met. a person who is
certified or licensed as a crop advisor
by a program acknowledged as appro-
priate in writing by EPA or a State or
Tribal lead agency for pesticide en-
forcement, and persons performing
crop advi81ng tasks under 8uch quali-
fied crop advi80r'8 direct supervi81on.
are exempt from the provisions of:
(1) Section 170.232.
(Ii) Section 170.240.
(111) Section 170.250.
,(1v) Section 170.260.
A person is under the direct 8Uper-
vi8ion of a crop advisor when the crop
advisor exerts the SUpervi80ry control8
set out in paragraphs (b)(2)(iv) and (v)
of this 8ection. Direct 8upervi81on doe8
not require that the crop advisor be
physically present at all times, but the
crop advi80r must be readily a.cce88ible
to the employees at all times.
Environmental Protection Agency
(2) Conditions of exemption. (1) The
certiC1cation or licensing program re-
quire8 pesticide 8&Cety tra.1n1ng that in-
clude8, at least, all the information in
1170.23O(c)(4).
(11) No entry into the treated area oc-
curs unt1l after application ends.
(111) Applies only when performing
crop advi8ing tasks in the treated area.
(1v) The crop advi80r must make spe-
cific determinations regarding the ap-
propriate PPE. appropriate decon-
tamination supplie8. and how to con-
duct the tasks 8&Cely. The crop advisor
must convey this information to each
person under his direct 8upervi81on in a
language that the person understand8.
(v) Before entering a treated area.
the certified or licensed crop advi80r
mU8t inform. through an e8tabli8hed
practice of communication. each per-
80n under hi8 direct 8upervi8ion of the
pest1cide produetsand active 1ngredi-
ent(s) applied. method of application.
time of application. the restricted
entry interval. which tasks to under-
take. and how to contact the crop advi-
sor.
(c) Groce 2leJ1od for J!!!!'IOTIS perfcrmunll
crop advllor141"", who aTe not certlffed or
licen.sed. (1) Provided that the condi-
tTciiiiOf paragraph (c)(2) of th18 section
are met. a person who i8 neither cer-
tified nor licensed as a crop advisor and
any person performing crop advi81ng
tasks under h18 direct supervi8ion i8
exempt unt1l May 1. 1996, from the re-
quirements of:
(1) Section 170.230.
(11) Section 170.232.
(111) Section 170.240.
(1v) Section 170.250.
(v) Section 170.260.
(2) Conditions of exemption. (1) No
entry into the treated area occurs until
after application ends.
(11) Applie8 only when the persons are
performing crop advi81ng task8 In the
treated area.
(111) The crop adviaor must make 8pe-
cific determinations regarding the ap-
propriate PPE, appropriate decon-
tamination 8uppUes. and how to con-
duct the tasks 8&Cely. The crop advisor
mU8t convey th18 information to each
person under hi8 direct 8upervision in a
language that the person understands.
(1v) Before entering a treated area,
the crop advisor must Inform, through
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an estabU8hed practice of communica-
tion, each person under hi8 direct 8U-
pervi8ion of the pe8tlcide products and .
active ingredlent(s) applied, method of
application. time of application, the re-
stricted entry interval, which tasks to
undertake. and how to contact the crop
advi80r.
[60 FR 21953. May 3. 1896)
1U%IIO lIeetrfctJ. durlD, appUca.
~
(a) Contact IDIth 1DOTker, and other per-
,on,. 'The handler employer and the
"iiiiiidler sha.11 usure that no pe8ticide
i8 applied 80 as to contact, either di-
rectly or through drift, any worker or
other person, other than an appro-
priately trained and equipped handler.
(b) "andler, handllna hiahlll toxic m-
tlclcte.s. The handler employer lIhaJl as-
lure tllat any handler who 18 perform-
ing any ha.nd1ing activity with a prod-
uct that has the 8kull and crosebone8
sYmbol on the Cront panel of the label
i8 monitored v18ua.lly or by voice com-
munication at least every 2 hours.
(c) FumIgant application, In areen-
howe.t. The handler employer shall
Uiiiie:
(1) That any handler who handle8 a
CUm1gant in a greenhouse, including a
handler who enten the greenhouse be-
fore the acceptable inhalation expo8ure
level or ventilation criteria have been
met to monitor air level8 or to initiate
ventilation, malntafns continuous
visual or voice contact with another
handler.
(2) That the other handler has 1mme-
diate accese to the personal protective
equipment required by the CUm1gant la-
beling for ha.nd1ers in the event entry
into the CUm1gated greenhouse becomes
nece88&rY for rescue.
1&7%222 ProyId''I rille Infong-
OD about aee ca ODL
When handlers (except those em-
ployed by a commercial pesticide han-
diing e8tablishment) are on an agricul-
tural e8tablishment and. within the
last 30 day8, a pe8ticide covered by this
8ubpart has been applied on the e8tab-
li8hment or a restricted-entry interval
has been in eCfect, the handler em-
ployer sha.11 display, in accordance
with this 8ection, 8pecific information
about the pesticide.
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(a) Loclitrn• act~.t.tI~!Uf'ba~'bll-lliL. Tiie ormat on s e sp ;;yea
In the sa.me location specified for the
pesticide wety poster in 1170.235(d) of
this part and shall be a.ccessible and
legible, a.s specified in 1170.235(e) and
(C) of this part.
(b) Tlrmng. (1) If warning signs a.re
posted for the treated a.rea before an
appllcation. the specific appllcation in-
formation for that appllcation sha.ll be
posted at the sa.me time or earller.
(2) The information shall be posted
before the appllcation takes place, 1C
handlers (except those employed by a
commercial pesticide handling estab-
I1shment) wUl be on the establlshment
during appllcation. Otherwise. the in-
formation shall be posted at the begin-
ning of any such handler's nrst work
period.
(3) The information shall continue to
be displayed for at lea.at 30 days a.rter
the end of the reatricted-entry interval
(or. if there is no restricted-entry in-
terval. for at lea.at 30 days a.rter the end
of the appllcation) or at lea.st until the
handlers a.re no longer on the establlsh-
ment, whichever is earller.
(c) ~'red Information. The informa.-
tion s Include:
(1) The location and description of
the treated area.
(2) The product name. EPA registra.-
tion number, and active ingredient(s)
of the pesticide.
(3) The time and date the pesticide is
to be applled.
(4) The restricted-entry interval for
the pesticide.
1170.D4 Notice of appllcatlODl to agrl·
CUltural employen.
Before the appllcation of any pes-
ticide on or in an a.gr1cultural estab-
I1shment, the handler employer shall
provide the following information to
any a.gr1cultural employer for the ea-
tabllahment or shall a.aaure that any
agricultural employer is awa.re of: '
(a) Specific location and description
of the treated a.rea.
(b) Time and date of appllcation.
(c) Product name, EPA registration
number, and active ingredient(s).
(d) Restricted-entry interval.
(e) Whether posting and oral notifica-
tion are required.
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(f) Any other product-specinc re-
quirements on the product labellng
concerning protection of workers or
other persons during or a.rter appllca-
tion.
l17m::tlcl4e •.reW inlaiD! for
(a) Requirement. Betore any handler
performs any handling ta.ak, the han-
dler employer shall a.aaure that the
handler ha.s been tra.1ned in a.ccorda.nce
with this section during the la.st 5
years, counting trom the end ot the
month in which the tra.1ning wa.s com-
pleted.
(b) Ezceptlom. The following persons
need not be tra.ined under this section:
(1) A handler who is currently oer-
tined a.a an appllcator of restricted-use
pesticides under part 171 ot thla chap-
ter. .
(2) A handler who aatiaOes the tra.1n-
ing requirements ot part 171 ot this
chapter.
(3) A handler who is oertined or 11-
oenaed a.s a crop advisor by a program
acknowledged a.s appropriate in writing
by EPA or a State or Triba.11ead agen-
cy tor pesticide enforcement, provided
that a requirement tor such certlO-
cation or lloena1ng is pesticide wety
tra.1ning that includes all the informa-
tion set out in 1170.23O(c)(4).
(c) ;rralnlng f!J'flriaml. (1) Genera.l pea-
ticide I&tety in ormation aha.11 be pre-
sented to handlers either ora.lly from
written mater1a.ls or audiovlaua.lly. The
information must be presented in a
manner that the handlers can under-
stand (such a.a through a tra.nalator).
The presenter also shall respond to
handlers' questions.
(2) The person who conducts the
tra.1ning shall meet at lea.at one ot the
following criteria:
(1) Be currently certified a.a an appll-
cator ot restricted-use pesticides under
part 171 of this chapter; or
(11) Be currently designated a.a a
tra.1ner ot certified applicators or pes-
ticide handlers by a State, Federa.l, or
Tribal agency having jur1ad1ction; or
(111) Have completed a pesticide aa.te-
ty tra.1n-the-tra.1ner program approved
by a State. Federa.l. or Tribal agency
having juriad1ction.
(3) Any person who i88Ues an EPA-ap-
proved Worker Protection Standard
Environmental Protection Agency
handler training certificate must a.a-
sure that the handler who receives the
tra.1ning oertlOcate ha.s been tra.1ned in
accordance with paragraph (c)(4) ot this
section.
(4) The pesticide safety training ma-
terials must convey, at a minimum.
the following information:
(1) Format and meaning of informa-
tion conta.1ned on pesticide labels and
in labeling. including wety intorma-
tion such a.s precautionary statements
about human health hazards.
(11) Haza.rda ot pesticides resulting
from toxicity and exposure. including
acute and chronic etrects, delayed ef-
tects. and sensitization.
(111) Routes by which pesticides can
enter the body.
(1v) Signs and symptoms ot common
types of pesticide poisoning.
(v) Emergency nrst a.1d tor pesticide
injuries or poisonings.
(vi) How to obta.1n emergency med1-
ca.l ca.re.
(vii) Routine and emergency dacon-
ta.mination procedures.
(vi11) Need tor and appropriate use ot
personal protective equipment.
(1x) Prevention. recognition, and first
a.1d treatment ot heat-related Ulne88.
(x) 8aCety requirements tor handllng,
transporting. storing. and disposing ot
pesticides, including general prooe-
dures tor spill cleanup.
(xl) Environmental concerns such as
drift, runoff, and wildlite hazards.
(xli) Wa.rn1nga about taking pea-
tioides or pesticide conta.1ners home.
(xl11) Requirements ot thla subpart
that must be tollowed by handler em-
ployers tor the Protection ot handlers
and other persons, including the prohi-
bition aga.1nst applying pesticides in a
manner that wUl cause contact with
workers or other persons, the require-
ment to use personal protective equip-
ment, the provisions tor training and
deconta.mination, and the protection
aga.1nst retaliatory acts.
(d) Venflcatlon of tralnln~. (1) Except
as provided In paragraph d)(2) ot this
section, 1C the handler employer
a.aaures that a handler po88eaaes an
EPA-approved Worker Protection
Standard handler training certincate,
then the requirements of paragraph (a)
of this section wUl have been met.
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(2) If the handler employer is awa.re
or ha.a reason to know that an EPA-ap-
proved Worker Protection Standard
handler tra.1ning certificate ha.s not
been i88ued in accordance with this
section, or ha.a not been i88ued to the
handler bea.r1ng the certificate, or the
handler tra.1ning wa.a completed more
than 5 years before the beginning ot
the current month, a handler's poaaes-
sion of that certificate does not meet
the requirements ot paragraph (a) of
this section.
[57 Fa 38151, Aug. 21, 1892, as amended at 60
FR 21953. May 3, 19951
1170.232 KDowled,e of labeling aDd
.Il_peclnc lDlormanon.
(a) KnOWledge of labeling Information.
(1) The handler employer shall a.aaure
that betore the handler performs any
handling activity, the handler either
has read the product label1ng or ha.a
been informed in a manner the handler
can understand ot all label1ng require-
ments related to We use ot the pea-
ticide. such a.a signal words, human
hazard precautions, persona.l protective
equipment requirements. first aid in-
structions, environmental precautions,
and any addltiona.l precautions per-
ta.1ning to the handling activity to be
performed.
(2) The handler employer shall a.aaure
that the handler ha.s access to the
product labeling information during
handling activities.
(b) Knowledge of .tlte-speclf!c Informg-
tlon. Whenever a handler who is em-
PlOYed by a commercial pesticide han-
dling eatabl1shment will be pertorming
pesticide handl1ng ta.aks on an a.gr1cul-
tural establlshment, the handler em-
ployer shall a.aaure that the handler is
aware ot the tollowing information
concerning any area.a on the agricul-
tura.l establlshment that the handler
may be in (or may walk within 114 mUe
of) and that may be treated with a pes-
ticide or that may be under a re-
stricted-entry interval while the han-
dler w1ll be on the agricultural estab-
I1shment:
(1) Specific location and description
of any such area.a; and
(2) Reatrictions on entering those
areas.
n
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'170.234 Safe operation 01 equipment.
(a) The handler employer shall assure
that before the handler uses any equip-
ment for mixing, loading, transferring,
or applying pesticides, the handler is
instructed in the safe operation of such
equipment, including, when relevant,
chemigatlon safety requirements and
drift avoidance.
(b) The handler employer shall assure
that, before each day of use, equipment
used for mixing, loading, transferring,
or applying pesticides is inspected for
lealea, clogging, and worn or damaged
parts, and any damaged equipment is
repaired or is replaced.
(c) Before allowing any person to re-
pair. clean, or adjust equipment that
has been used to mix. load. transfer, or
apply pesticides, the handler employer
shall assure that pesticide residues
have been removed from the equip-
ment, unless the pereon doing the
cleaning, repairing, or adjusting is a
handler employed by the agricultural
or commercial pesticide handling es-
tablishment. If pesticide residue re-
moval is not feasible, the handler em-
ployer shall assure that the pereon who
repairs, cleans. or adjusts such equip-
ment is informed:
(1) That such equipment may be con-
taminated with pesticides.
(2) Of the potentially harmful eCCects
of exposure to pesticides.
(3) Of the correct way to handle such
equipment.
'170.236 Poeted pesticide _tty Ipfor-
mallon.
(a) Requirement. When handlen (ex-
cept those employed by a commercial
pesticide handling establishment) are
on an agricultural establishment and,
Within the last 30 days, a pesticide cov-
ered by this subpart has been applied
on the establishment or a restricted-
entry interval has been in eCCect, the
handler employer shall display, in ac-
cordance With this section, pesticide
safety Information.
(b) Pestlctde safetJl poster. A safety
poster must be Cl18played that conveys,
at a minimum, the following basic pes-
ticide safety concepts:
(1) Help keep pesticides Crom enter-
Ing your body. At a minimum, the fol-
lowing points shall be conveyed:
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(1) Avoid getting on your skin or Into
your body any pesticides that may be
on plants and soil. in irrigation water,
or drifting Crom nearby applications.
(11) Wash before eating, drinking,
using chewing gum or tobacco, or using
the toilet.
(111) Wear work clothing that pro-
tects the body Crom pesticide residues
(long-sleeved shirts, long pants. shoes
and socks, and a hat or scarO.
(1v) Wash/shower with soap and
water. shampoo hair. and put on clean
clothes after work.
(v) Wash work clothes separately
Crom other clothes before wearing them
again.
(vi) Wash immediately In the nearest
clean water If pesticides are spilled or
sprayed on the body. As soon as pos-
sible, shower. shampoo, and change
into clean clothes.
(viI) Follow directions about keeping
out of treated or restricted areas.
(2) There are Federal rules to protect
worken and handlen Including a re-
quirement for safety training.
(c) Emerge1lCJ/ medical care Inloml4tlon.
(1) The name, aaaress, and telephone
number of the nearest emergency med-
Ical care facUlty shall be on the safety
poster or displayed close to the safety
poster.
(2) The handler employer shall In-
form handlen promptly of any change
to the Information on emergency medi-
cal care facUities.
(d) Location. (1) The Information shall
be displayed In a central location on
the farm or In the nursery or green-
house where It can be readily seen and
read by handlen.
(2) The Information shall be dis-
played In a location In or near the for-
est in a place where it can be readily
seen and read by handlen and where
handlen are likelY to congregate or
pass by. such as at a decontamination
site or an equipment storage site.
(e) AccembllltJl. Handlen shall be in-
formed of the location of the Informa-
tion and shall be allowed access to It.
<0 Le~bllltf,' The Information shall
remain egi e during the time It Is
posted.
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'170.240 Personal protective eqHI~
~
(a) Requirement, Any penon who per-
forms tasks as a pesticide handler shall
use the clothing and personal protec-
tive equipment speclCled on the label-
Ing for use of the product.
(b) Definition. (1) Personal protective
equipment (PPE) means devices and
apparel that are worn to protect the
body from contact with pesticides or
pesticide residues, Including, but not
limited to, coveralls, chemical-resist-
ant suits, chemical-resistant gloves,
chemical-resistant footwear. res-
piratory protection devices, chemlcal-
resistant aprons. chemical-resistant
headgear, and protsctlve eyewear.
(2) Long-sleeved shirts, short-sleeved
shirts, long pants, short pants, shoes,
socks, and other Items of work cloth-
Ing are not considered penonal protec-
tive equipment for the purposes or this
section and are not subject to the re-
quirements of this section, although
pesticide labeling may require that
such work clothing be worn during
some activities.
(c) Provision. When penonal protec-
tive equipment Is speclCled by the la-
beling of any pesticide for any handling
activity. the handler employer shall
provide the appropriate penonal pro-
tective equipment In clean and operat-
Ing condition to the handler.
(1) When "chemical-resistant" per-
sonal protective equipment Is specified
by the product labeling, It shall be
made of material that allows no meas-
urable movement of the pesticide being
used through the material during use.
(2) When "waterproor' penonal pro-
tective equipment Is speclOed by the
product labeling. It shall be made of
material that allows no measurable
movement of water or aqueous solu-
tions through the material during use.
(3) When a "chemical-resistant suit"
Is speclOecJ by the product labeling, It
shall be a-loose-Otting. one- or two-
piece chemical-resistant garment that
coven. at a minimum, the entire body
except head, hands, and feet.
(4) When "coveralls" are speciOed by
the product labeling, they shall be a
loose-Otting, one- or two-piece gar-
ment. such as a cotton or cotton and
polyester coverall, that coven, at a
minimum, the entire body except head,
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hands, and feet. The pesticide product
labeling may specify that the coveralls
be worn over another layer of clothing.
(5) Gloves shall be of the type speci-
fied by the product labeling. Gloves or
glove linings made of leather, cotton,
or other absorbent material shall not
be worn for handling activities unless
such materials are listed on the prod-
uct labeling as acceptable for such use.
(6) When "chemical-resistant foot-
wear" is speclC1ed by the product label-
Ing, one of the follOWing types of foot-
wear must be worn:
(I) Chemical-resistant shoes.
(11) Chemical-resistant boots.
(111) Chemical-resistant shoe cover-
ings worn over shoes or boots:
('1) When "protective eyewear" Is
specified by the product labeling, one
of the following types of eyewear must
be worn:
(1) GOggles.
(U) Face shield.
(111) Safety glasses With front, brow,
and temple protection.
(Iv) Full-face respirator.
(8) When a "chemical-resistant
apron" is speclC1ed by the product la-
beling, an apron that coven the front
of the body from mid-chest to the
knees shall be worn.
(9) When a respirator Is speclC1ed by
the product labeling, it shall be appro-
priate for the pesticide product used
and for the actIvity to be performed.
The handler employer shall assure that
the respirator Ots correctly.
(10) When "chemical-resistant head-
gear" Is speclOed by the product label-
Ing,lt shall be either a chemical resist-
ant hood or a chemical-resistant hat
with a Wide brim.
(d) Erceptfons to per
~ulmmmts~ctnwonmod~tl<m BOdy protection. (I) A-chemical-re-
sistant suit may be substituted for
"coveralls," and any requirement for
an additional layer of clothing beneath
Is waived.
(U) A chemical-resistant suit may be
substituted for "coveralls" and a chem-
Ical-resistant apron.
(2) Boots. If chemical-resistant foot-
wearwlf]f sufficient durabiUty and a
tread appropriate for wear in rough
terrain is not obtainable. then leather
boots may be worn in such terrain.
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handler employer shall dispose of the
personal protective equipment In ac-
cordance With any appllcable Federal,
State, and local regulations. Coveralls
or other absorbent materlale that have
been drenched or heavily contaminated
with an undlluted pesticide that has
the signal word DANGER or WARNING
on the label shall be not be reused.
(3) The handler employer shall &l8ure
that contaminated personal protective
equipment Is kept separately and
washed separately from any other
clothing or laundry.
(4) The handler employer shall &l8ure
that all clean personal protective
equipment shall be either dried thor-
oughly before being stored or shall be
put In a well ventilated place to dry.
(5) The handler employer shall &l8ure
that all personal protective equipment
Is stored separately from personal
clothing and apart from pestlclde-con-
tamlnated areas.
(6) The handler employer shall &l8ure
that when dust/mist CUterlng res-
pirators are used. the Olters ehall be
replaced:
(1) When breathing resistance be-
comes exce88lve.
(11) When the nIter element has phys-
Ical damage or tears.
(111) According to manufacturer'e rec-
ommendations or pesticide product la-
beling, whichever Is more frequent.
(Iv) In the absence of any other In-
etructlons or Indications of service life.
at the end of each day'S work period.
('I) The handler employer shall &l8ure
that when gas- or vapor-removing res-
pirators are used, the gas- or vapor-re-
moving canisters or cartridges shall be
replaced:
(1) At the Orst Indication of odor,
taste, or Irritation.
(11) According to manufacturer'e rec-
ommendations or pesticide product la-
beling, whichever Is more frequent.
(111) In the absence of any other In-
structions or Indications of service life.
at the end of each day'S work period.
(8) The handler employer shall In-
form any person who cleans or launders
personal protective equipment:
(I) That such equipment may be con-
taminated With pesticides.
(11) Of the potentially harmful effects
of exposure to pesticides.
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be worn when entering or leaVing an
aircraft contaminated by pesticide res-
Idues. In the Cockpit. the gloves shall
be kept In an enclosed container to pre-
vent contamination of the Inside of the
cockpit.
(11) Open cockpf~. Persons occupying
an open cockpit shall use the personal
protective equipment SpeclOed In the
product labeling for use during applica-
tion, except that chemical-resistant
footwear need not be worn. A helmet
may be substituted for chemical-resist-
ant headgear. A visor may be sub-
stituted for protective eyewear.
(111) Enclo!ed cockpit. Persons occupy-
Ing an enclosed cockpit may substitute
a long-sleeved ehlrt, long pants, shoes,
and eocks for labeling-epeclfied per-
sonal protective equipment.
('I) CTop advisors. Crop advisors enter-
Ing treated areas while a restricted-
entry Interval Ie In effect may wear the
personal protective equipment speci-
fied on the pesticide labeling for early-
entry activities Instead of the personal
protective equipment epeclOed on the
pesticide labeling for handling actlvl-
tlee. provided:
(I) Application has been completed
for at least 4 hours.
(11) Any Inhalation exposure level
listed In the labellng has been reached
or any ventllatlon criteria established
by 11'10.11O(c)(3) or In the labeling have
been met.
(e) U!e Tli ~!onal protective equip-
.ment. m e aniller employer shall
&l8ure that personal protective equip-
ment Is used correctly for Its Intended
purpose and Ie used according to the
manufacturer'e Instructions.
(2) The handler employer 8h&11 &l8ure
that, before each day of use, all per-
80nal protective equipment Ie In-
epected for leake, holes, tears. or worn
places. and any damaged equipment Ie
rePaIred or dl8C&rded.
(0 Cleanin! and maintenance. (l) The
handler emp oyer shAll &l8ure that all
personal protective equipment Ie
cleaned according to the manufactur-
er'e Instructions or pesticide product
labeling Instructions before each day of
reuse. In the absence of any euch In-
structions. It shall be washed thor-
oughly In detergent and hot water.
(2) If any personal protective equip-
ment cannot be cleaned properly, the
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(I) Persons occupying an enclo8ed cab
may substitute a long-sleeved shirt,
long pants, ehoes, and socke for the la-
bellng-speclOed personal protective
equipment. If a respiratory protection
device Is epeclOed on the pesticide
product labellng for the handling activ-
Ity, It must be worn.
(11) Persons occupying an enclosed
cab that has a properly functioning
ventllatlon system which Ie used and
maintained In accordance with the
manufacturer's written operating In-
structions and which 18 declared In
Writing by the manufacturer or by a
governmental agency to provide res-
piratory protection equivalent to or
greater than a dustlm1et Oltering res-
pirator may substitute a long-sleeved
shirt, long pants. shoes. and socke for
the labellng-speclOed personal protec-
tive equipment. If a respiratory protec-
tion device other than a dustlm1Bt-C1l-
tering respirator 18 speclOed on the
pesticide product labeUng, It must be
worn.
(111) Persons occupying an enclosed
cab that has a properly functioning
ventllatlon eY8tem which Is u88d and
maintained In accordance with the
manufacturer's written operating In-
structions and which Is declared In
writing by the manufacturer or by a
governmental agency to provide res-
piratory protection equivalent to or
greater than the vapor- or gas-remov-
lng, respirator epeclOed on pesticide
product labellng may eubBtltute a long-
sleeved Bhlrt, long pants. shoes, and
socka for the labellng-speclOed per-
sonal protective equipment. If an air-
supplying respirator or a self-contained
breathing apparatus (SODA) Is epecl-
Oed on the pesticide product labellng,
It must be worn.
(Iv) Persons occupying an enclosed
cab ehall have all labellng-speclOed
personal protective equipment Imme-
diately available and stored In a chem-
lcal-res18tant container, such as a plas-
tic bag. They shall wear such personal
protective equipment If It Is nece88&rY
to exlt the cab and contact pesticide-
treated surt'a.ces In the treated area.
Once personal protective equipment Is
worn In the treated area, It must be re-
moved before reentering the cab.
(6) Aerial iLf-i,tcatlons-(1) U!e ~
gloves. Chemic~reslstant gloves sha
(3) Gloves. If chemical-resistant
gloves'Vilt11sufficlent durab1l1ty and
supplene88 are not obtainable, then
during handUng activities with r088S or
other plants with sharp thorns. leather
gloves may be worn over chemical-re-
sistant glove llners. However, once
leather gloves are worn for this use,
there&t'ter they shall be worn only with
chemical-resistant Uners and they
shall not be worn for any other use.
(4) CT!ed ~!tl' If handling tasks
are per orme us ng properly function-
Ing systems that enclo88 the pesticide
to prevent It from contacting handlers
or other persons, and If such systems
are used and are maintained In accord-
ance with that manufacturer's written
operating Instructions, exceptions to
labeUng-spec1C1ed personal protective
equipment for the handling activity
are permitted as provided In para-
graphs (d)(4)(1) and (11) of this section.
(I) Persons using a closed system to
mix or load pesticides with a signal
word of DANGER or WARNING may
substitute a long-sleeved shirt, long
pants, shoes, socks, chemical-resistant
apron, and any protective gloves speci-
fied on the labeUng for handlers for the
labeUng-speclC1ed personal protective
equipment.
(11) Persons using a closed system to
mix or load pesticides other than those
In paragraph (d)(4)(1) of this section or
to perform other handling tasks may
substitute a long-sleeved shirt, long
pants, shoes, and socks for the label-
Ing-specified personal protective equip-
ment.
(111) Persons using a closed system
that operates under pre88ure shall wear
protective eyewear.
(Iv) Persons using a closed system
ehall have all labellng-speclfied per-
sonal protective equipment Imme-
diately available for use In an emer-
gency.
(5) Enclosed cabs. If handling tasb
are Performed from Inside a cab that
has a nonporoue b&rr1er which totally
surrounds the occupants of the cab and
prevents contact with pesticides out-
elde of the cab, exceptions to personal
protective equipment speclOed on the
product labeling for that handling ac-
tivity are permitted as provided In
paragraphs (d)(5) (1) through (1v) of this
section.
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(111) Of the correct way(s) to clean
personal protective equipment and to
protect themselves when handling such
equipment.
(9) The handler employer shall assure
that handlers have a clean place(s)
away from pesticide storage and pea-
tlclde use areas where they may:
(1) Store personal clothing not In use.
(11) Put on personal protective equip-
ment at the start of any expOsure
period.
(111) Remove personal protective
equipment at the end of any expOsure
period.
(10) The handler employer shall not
allow or direct any handler to wear
home or to take home personal pro-
tective equipment contaminated with
pesticides.
(g) Heat-related lllnu,. When the use
of Jlilrsonal protective equipment 18
specified by the labeling of any pea-
tlclde for the handling activity, the
handler employer shall assure that no
handler Is allowed or dlrected to per-
form the handling activity unle88 ap-
propriate measures are taken, if nec-
eBBarY. to prevent heat-related mne88.
1170.150 DecontamlDatloD,
(a) ~ement. During any handling
actlV1Y:he handler employer ahall
provide for handlers. In accordance
with this section, decontamination
supplies for washing off pesticides and
pesticide reBldues.
(b) General condition,. (1) The handler
employer shall provide handlers with
enough water for routine washing. for
emergency eyeflushlng, and for wash-
Ing the entire body In case of an emer-
gency. At all times when the water Is
aVallable to handlers, the handler em-
ployer shall assure that It Is of a qual-
Ity and temperature that Will not
cause mne88 or Injury when It contacts
the skin or eyes or if It Is swallowed.
(2) When water stored In a tank 18 to
be used for mixing pesticides, It shall
not be used for decontamination or eye
flushing, unle88 the tank Is equipped
with properly functioning valves or
other mechanisms that prevent move-
ment of pesticides Into the tank.
(3) The handler employer shall pro-
vide soap and single-use towels In
quantities sufficient to meet handlers'
needs.
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(4) The handler employer shall pro-
vide one clean change of clothing. such
as coveralls. for use In an emergency.
(c) Location. The decontamination
supplleB'ili&ll" be located together and
be reasonably acce88lble to and not
more than ~ mile from each handler
during the handling activity.
(1) Ezf1lIUon [or mlzlUtte,. For mix-
Ing ac ties. decon nation sup-
pllea ahall be at the mixing site.
(2) ~uon [or IlIlotl. Decontamina-
tion s\iJiPies tor a Pilot who Is applying
pesticides aerially ahall be In the
a1rplalne or at the aircraft loading BIte.
(3) Ezceptionv/r handling putlddu in
remote areas. en handUng activities
are pertormed more than 1/4 mUe from
the nearest place of vehicular &CCe88:
(1) The soaP. BIngle-use towels. clean
change of clothing. and water may be
at the nearest place of vehicular ac-
C888.
(II) The handler employer may per-
mit handlers to use cleaa water from
springs. streams, lakes, or other
sources for decontamination at the re-
mote work site, If such water Is more
acceBB1ble than the water located at
the nearest place of vehicular acce88.
(4) Decontamination IUpplle& In treated
areas. The deContamination supplies
iihilrnot be In an area being treated
with pesticides or In an area under a
restrlcted-entry Interval. unI888:
(I) The decontamination suppllea are
In the area where the handler 18 per-
forming handling activities;
(II) The soap, BIngle-use towel8, and
clean change of clothing are In en-
closed containers; and
(111) The water Is running tap water
or Is enclosed In a container.
(d) EmerpenCll eue/Zwhlnp. To provide
for emergency eyenuah1ng, the handler
employer shall asaure that at least 1
pint of water Is Immediately avallable
to each handler who 18 performing
tasks for which the pesticide labeling
requirea protective eyewear. The
eyeflush water 8hall be carried by the
handler. or shall be on the vehicle or
aircraft the handler Is UBlng. or shall
be otherwise Immediately acceBB1ble.
(e) Decontamination after handling ac-
tivitlu. At the end of any expoeure pe-
rioa:the handler employer shall pro-
vide at the site where handlers remove
personal protective equipment. 80ap,
Environmental Protection Agency
clean towels, and a sufficient amount
of water so that the handlers may wash
thoroughly.
(67 PR 38161. AIlI'. 21, I., as amended at 81
PR 33213, June 28, Il11l8)
'170.280 Emel'l!!lCl_utance.
If there Is reason to believe that a
person who Is or has been employed by
an agricultural establishment or com-
mercial pesticide handling establish.
ment to perform pesticide handling
tasks has been pOisoned or Injured by
eXpOsure to pesticides &8 a result of
that employment. Includlng, but not
limited to. expOsures from handling
tasks or from application. splash, spill,
drift. or pesticide reBldues. the handler
employer shall:
(a) Make avaUable to that person
prompt transpOrtation from the place
of employment or the handling site to
an appropriate emergency medical
facility.
(b) Provide to that person or to treat-
Ing medical personnel, promptly upOn
request. any obtainable Information
on:
(1) Product name, EPA registration
number. and active Ingredients of any
product to Which that person might
have been expoeed.
(2) Antidote, flrat aid, and other
medical Information from the product
labeling.
(3) The circumstances of handling of
the pesticide.
(4) The circumstances of eXpOsure of
that person to the pesticide.
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CHAPTER 31
PESTICIDES
General provisions.
Hearings to determine suspension, modification, or revocation
of license.
Settlement proceedings.
Certification.
Commercial structural pest control and fumigation.
Fine schedule for violation of KRS 217B.55O.
Fme schedule for violation of KRS 217B.120.
Storage and handling of pesticides and bulk fertilizer.
302 KAR 31 :040. Storage and handling of pesttcldes and bulk
fertlliz••
RELATES TO: KRS Chapter 2178. 40 CFR, 49 CFR
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 2178.050(1)
NECESSITY. FUNCTION, AND CONFORMITY: KRS
217B.050(1) authorizes the department to promulgate administrative
regulations prescribing the methods of storing fertilizers and pesti-
cides. This administrative regulation regulates the storage and han-
dling of pesticides and bulk fertilizers at commercial facUities.
Section 1. Definitions. (1) "Approved".means approval by an agent
of the Kentucky Department of Agriculture. except where otherwise
stated.
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(2) "Best management practices" means schedules of activities.
prohibitions of practices. maintenance procedures. and other man-
agement practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of waters of the
Commonwealth. Best management practices also includes treatment
requirements. operating procedures. practices to control facility run-off.
spillage or leaks. sludge or waste disposal. or drainage from raw ma-
terial storage.
(3) "Bulk fertilizer" means dry or liquid fertilizer in any unpackaged
quantity.
(4) "Buk pesticide" means a pesticide that is held in a nonmobile
container in an undivided quantity greater than:
(a) 300 U.S. gallons of liquid measure; or
(b) 300 U.S. pounds of net dry weight.
(5) "Buk repackaging" means the transfer. in an unaltered state.
of a pesticide from one (1) bUlk container to an approved mobile con·
tainer In preparation for sale or distribution, with both containers con·
tainlng undivided quantities of greater than:
(a) Fifty·five (55) U.S. gallons liquid measure; or
(b) 100 U.S. pounds net dry weight.
(6) "Commercial purposes" means selling a pesticide or fertilizer
for compensation or other consideration.
(7) "Commercial storage facUitY" means a site used for a commer·
cIaI purpose that. In a year. sells, uses, stores, mixes. repackages, or
transfers from one (1) container to another more than:
(a) 300 U.S. gallons of liquid pesticide;
(b) 300 U.S. pounds of a dry pesticide;
(c) 5,000 U.S. gallons of a liquid buk fertilizer; or
(d) Twenty·five (25) tons of dry bulk fertilizer.
(8) "Elephant riW" means a temporary operational containment
device:
(a) With an open top that has a storage capacity of:
1. Not less than twenty·five (25) U.S. gaRons; and
2. Not more than 100 U.S. gallons; and
(b) USed for recovering spillage and leakage from a transfer con·
nection or pump.
(9) "Fertilizer'" is defined In KAS 2178.040. but for purposes of this
administrative regulation shall not Include anhydrous ammonia fertil-
Izer material or fertilizer packaged for household use.
(10) "Impervious" means restricting the passage of water at a rate
greater than 1 X10-6 centimeters per second (cmlsec).
(11) "Impregnation" means the application of a pesticide onto
fertilizer.
(12) "Lead a9!~ means the Kentucky Department of Agricul-
ture, Division of Pesticides. that shall be responsible for the enforce·
ment of this administrative regulation.
(13) "1..Jguid pesticide" means any pesticide In fluid form.
(14) "Uguid fertilizer" means fertiliZer In fluid form, and includes
solutions, emulsions. suspensions. and slurries.
(15) "Load" means the transfer of pesticides. or buk fertilizer from
the storage facility to transport vehicles. application equipment, or
mobile containers.
(16) "Low pressure nitrogen solutions" means an aqueous solu-
tion of ammonium nitrate or urea or other nitrogen carriers. containing
various quantities of free ammonia exceeding two (2) percent by
_ight. " does not Include aqua ammonia and nonpressure nitrogen
solutions commonty referred to as twenty-eight (28). thirty (30), or
thirty·two (32) percent nitrogen solutions.
(17) "MinJbulk pesticides" means an amount of:
(a) Liquid pesticide In an undivided quantity in a mobile container
designed for handling and transport that is: .•
1. Greater thaftflfty (55) U.S. gallons; and
2. Less than 300 U.S. gallons; or
(b) Dry pesticide held in an undivided quantity in a mobile con-
tainer designed for handling and transport that is:
1. Greater than 100 U.S. pounds; and
2. Less than 300 U.S. pounds.
(18) "Mobile container" means a container designed and used for
transporting a pesticide or fertilizer.
(19)~ means a storage facitity not in existence at the time of
the effective date of this administrative regulation.
(20) "Operational area" means a site at a facility where the fol·
lowing occurs:
(a) Loading, unloading. repackaging. mixing, impregnation. or
transferring of a pesticide or fertilizer; or
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(b) Rinsing, washing, or cleaning of pesticide or fertilizer applica-
tion equipment.
(21) "Operational area containment" means any structure or sys-
tem designed and constructed to effectively intercept and contain
operational spills of fertiliZer and pesticides including rinsete. or rain
water resulting from any operational activity in an operational area.
(22) "Package pesticides" means a pesticide not defined as bulk
or minibulk pesticides.
(23)"~ is defined in KRS 2178.040(2). but for purposes
of this administrative regulation shall not include a pesticide packaged
for household use.
(24) "Primary containmenr means any storage container or de-
vice used to contain a bulk peslic:ide, fertiliZer or rinsate in a storage
container at a storage facility.
(25) "Reportable release" means an uncontrolled release of a
reportable substance outside an operational area containment or sec-
ondary containment structure that equals or exceeds the reportable
quantity for that substance.
(26) "Reportable quantity" means a quantity that equals or ex-
ceeds the reportable quantity for substances listed in the Appendix to
49 CFR 172.101 or In AppendiX A of 40 CFR 355.
(27) "Reportable substance" means any substance listed In the
Appendix to 49 CFR 172.101 orin Appendix Aof4O CFR 355.
(28) "B!!:!.!!!!" means water or other liquid resulting from the
washing of equipment, operational areas. or containers used in the
application, loading, unloading. mixing. transferring or storing 01 any
fertilizer or pesticide.
(29) "Roofed" means protected from precipitation.
(30)~ container" means a container used for the storage
of fertiliZer or pesticides. A storage container includes a rail car. nurse
tank. or other mobile container used for the storage of buk fertiliZers
or pesticides. The definition of a "storage container" does not include:
(a) A mobile container storing fertiliZer or pesticide at a storage
faciiity for less than fifteen (15) days. it this storage is incidental to the
loading or unloading of a storage container at the storage facUity.
(b) A container used solely tor temporary emergency storage of
leaking fertiliZer or pesticide containers.
(31) "Secondary containmenr means a dike. Uner, structure. or
other device used to:
(a) Contain a prodUCI spill from a primary bulk storage container;
and
(b) Prevent runoff or leaching.
(32) "Storage facUity" means commercial storage facilities.
(33) "Temporary operatlonal contalnmenr means any slruc:ture or
system designed end constructed with the capability of movement
between operatlonal areas and to intercept end contain discharges
from operational activities Including the loading, unloading, repackag-
ing. impregnation. end transfer of pesticides or fertiliZer or the rinsing.
washing or cleaning of pesticide end fertlizer application equipment.
(34) "Unload" means the transfer of peslic:lde. or bulk fertiliZer
from the tranSj)Ortvehic:le into the storage facility.
Section 2. Sco~ and Aep!lcation. (1) The Kentucky Department
of Agriculture bivislon of Pesticides shall be the designated lead
agency.
(2) A commercial storage facility shall comply with this administra-
tive regulation.
(3) A commercial storage facility:
(a) Shall have a wrltten emergency response plan to be followed
in the event of an emergency. A plan required by another regulatory
program may be used.
(b) Shall:
1. Register with the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Divi-
sion of Pesticides within ninety (90) day after the effective date of
this administrative regulation; and
2. Define the scope of the existing operation and facility pursu-
ant to the prOCedures established by the department
(c) SUbject to SARA Titie III (42 USCA Sec. 9601) shall:
1. Be in full compliance by the required dates; and
2. Promptly and accurately complete the required annual re-
porting forms.
Section 3. Compliance Schedule. (1) On the effective date of this
administrative regulation. a new facility shall come under immediate
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compliance. A compliance schedule shall not be in effect.
(2) On the effective date of this administrative regulation. dry
bulk fertilizer material shall be stored and handled using best man-
agement practices.
(3) Within one (1) year of the effective date of this administrative
regulation, a nonmobile bulk pesticide storage container shall be
located within impervious secondary containment.
(4) Within two (2) years of the effective date of this administra·
tive regulation. impregnation shall be performed within an impervi-
ous operational area containment unless performed in the field of
application.
(5) Within three (3) years of the effective date of this administra-
tive regUlation. unless performed in the field of application. the
loading. unloading. repackaging, or transferring of the following shall
be performed within an Impervious operational area containment:
(a) Bulk pesticide;
(b) Minibulk pesticide; or
(c) Uquid bulk fertilizer.
(6) Within three (3) years of the effective date of this administra-
tive regulation. unless performed in the field of application, the rins-
ing, washing, or cleaning of pesticide or fertilizer application equip-
ment shall be performed within an impervious operational area con-
tainment
(7) Within four (4) years of the effective date of this administra-
tive regulation, a nonmOORe bulk liquid fertilizer storage container
shall be located within an impervious secondary containment.
(8) Within five (5) years of the effective date of this administra-
tive regulation. unless performed in the field of application. the
loading, unloading. mixing and handling of dry bulk fertilizer shall be
performed on an Impervious operational containment area.
~on 4. Operational Area Sitl §pecifica!ions. (1) New perma-
nent operatiOl18l area containment located in a fIoocI plain shall be
protected from inunctation by floods.
(2) New permanent operational area containment shaft be located
a minimum of 100 feet from on-site wells and sinkholes. 200 feet from
private domestic wells. end 400 feet from any community wells used
as a public: water source.
Section 5. Primart Containment of UQuid Pesticides and Uquid
~ (1) Basic requirements.
(a) A storage container end appurtenances shall be constructed.
instailed and maintained so as to prevent the release of liquid fertiliZer
or pesticides.
(b) Storage containers and appurtenances shall be constructed of
materials. which are resistant to corrosion. puncture. or cracking and
compatible with the product being stored.
(c) A storage container and appurtenance used for the storage
of a liquid fertilizer conlllining potassium chloride (muriate of potash)
may be constructed of ferrous materials it the following provisions
are met:
. 1. The container and appurtenance are coated or treated with
protective substances; and
2. The container or appurtenance is used for a storage period of
not more than six (6) months and Is completely emptied between
storage periods. and the empty container and appurtenance are
cleaned and inspected for leaks prior to being refilled for a subse-
quent period;
(d) Metals used for valves. fittings, repairs on metal containers
shall be compatible with the materials used in the construction of the
storage container. so that the combination of metais does not cause or
increase corrosion which may weaken the storage container or lis
appurtenances. or create a risk of release.
(e) Storage containers and appurtenances shall be designed to
handle all operating stresses. taking into account static head. pressure
buildUp from pumps end compressors. and any other mechanical
stresses to which the storage containers and appurtenances may be
subjected to in the foreseeable course of operations.
(f) Storage containers shall be properly labeled according to state
and federal regulations for fertiliZers and pesticides dUring active use
of the container.
(2) Prohibition against underground storage and plumbing.
(a) The storage of liquid fertiliZer or pesticide in an underground
storage container shall be prohibited unless an impervious catch basin
-
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is used for the temporary collection of run-off or rinsate from contain-
ment or operational areas and It is emptied within seventy-two (72)
hours of use.
(b) Underground plumbing shall be restricted to the use of con-
centric piping.
(3) Abandoned containers.
(a) Storage containers and other containers used at a slorage
facility to hold liquid bulk fertilizer or pesticide, or pesticide and fertilizer
rinsate shell be considered abandoned if they have been out of serv-
ice for more than six (6) months because of a weakness or leak, or
have been out of service for any reason for more than two (2) years
and no integrity tests have been performed.
(b) Abandoned aboveground containers shall be thoroughly
cleaned. All hatches on the containers shall be secured. and all valves
or connections shall be severed or saaled.
(c) A secondary containment facility shall not be considered
abandoned for the sole reason that there have been no releases into
the secondary containment
(4) Prohibited materiaJs.
(a) Storage containers and appurtenances shall not be con-
structed of copper, brass. zinc. or copper base alloys.
(b) Storage containers and appurtenances used for the storage of
liquid fertilizers containing phosphate or chlorides shall not be c0n-
structed of aluminum aJJoys.
(c) Storage containers and appurtenances used for the storage of
low ph «5) liquid fertilizers shall not be construeled of ferrous materi-
als other than stainless steel unless the materials are coated or
treated with protective substances.
(d) Storage containers and appurtenances used for the storage of
low-pressure nitrogen solutions shall not be constructed of mild steel.
fiberglass. POlyolefins, or plastic. This prohibition shall not extend to
nonpressure solutions commonly referred to as twenty-eight (28).
thirty (30), or thirty-two (32) percent nitrogen solutions. This prohibition
against the use of mild steel shaD not extend to aqua ammonia.
(e) Storage containers and appurtenances used for the storage of
phosphoric acid shal not be constructed or fenous materials other
than stainless steel unless the container Is fined with a suitable sub-
stance.
(5) Filling storage containers. Storage containers shaD not be filled
beyond irie capacity for which they are designed.
(6) Pipes and fittings. Pipes and fittings shall be adequately sup-
ported to prevent sagging and possible breakage because of gravity
and other forces, which may be encountered in the ordinary course of
operations. Underground plumbing shaD be prohibited except as
specified in subsection (2)(b) of this section.
(7) ~Uid level gauging device.
(a) very storage container shall be equipped with a liquid level-
gauging device by which the level of liquid in the storage container can
be readily and safely determined. A liquid Ievel-gauging device shall
not be required if the level of liquid in a storage container can be read-
Ily and reliably measured by other means.
(b) Uquid level gauging devices shall be secured, in a safe man-
ner. to protect against breakage or vandalism.
(c) External sight gauges shall be prohibited.
(8) Ventina. Storage containers shall be vented to manufacturer's
specifications for the product being stored In the container.
(9) Facility Inspection and maintenance bv owner or operator.
Inspeclions by the operator shall be conducted quarterty to assure the
aarly detection of cracks and other defects that may compromise the
integrity of the primary containment. Repairable defects that occur in a
primary containment shall be sealed or repaired immediately.
Section 6. Secondary Containment of Llguld Bulk Pesticide and
Uguid Bulk Fertilizer. (1) In accordance with 5ection 3 of this adminis-
trative regulation, a nonmobile storage container for liquid bulk pesti-
cides and liquid buRt fertilizer shall be located within a secondary con-
tainment.
(2) Basic requirements shall indude:
(a) The floor and walls of a secondary containment structure shall
be constructed of:
1. Concrete;
2. Concrete block that has been capped and filled with concrete;
3. Steel; or
4. Another impervious material compatible with the product being
stored.
(b) The floor and walls of a secondary containment structure
which contains a pesticide shall be constructed of material which will
maintain structural integrity under fire conditions.
(c) Secondary containment structures shall not have relief outlets
or release valVes.
(d) Underground plumbing shall be prohibited except as provided
in Section S(2)(b) of this administrative regulation.
(e) Secondary containment may provide for the separation be-
tween bUlk pesticides and buRt fertilizer to the extent that a common
wall or curbing exists between the fertilizer and pesticide areas and
shall provide for the interception and recovery including clean-up of
pesticide releases. The entire secondary containment area shall meet
or exceed the total capacity requirements specified in this section.
(f) Secondary containment structures shall be cleaned and rinsed
within seventy-two (72) hours after any release into the secondary
containment.
(9) An inspection shall be conducted quarterly by the owner or
operator to assure the early detection of cracks or other defects that
may compromise the integrity of the secondary containment. Repair-
able defects that occur in a secondary containment shall be sealed or
repaired immediately. Inspections shaD be documented In a legible
and accurate form.
(h) Containers. pipes. hoses and valves shall be protected against
reasonably foreseeable risks of damage by trucks and other moving
vehicles.
(I) Clay. natural soli clay mixtures, or clay or bentonite mixtures
shall not be used to contain any bulk pesticide.
OJ Temporary operational containment or elephant rings shall not
be used as secondary containment for any bulk pesticide.
(k) Secondary containment structures shall Include a sump or
collection point for colleclion of spillage. leakage, rinsate or other resi-
dues. A sump or collection point shall not be greater than two (2) feet
deep and shall not contain more than 109 U.S. gallons. A sump shall
be cleaned and rinsed within seventy-two (72) hours of use.
(3) Secondary containment structures shall provide the following
capacity:
(a) If not roofed, the containment shal have a minimum contain-
ment Volume that equals a six (6) inch rain storm in a twenty-four (24)
hour period. pius 100 percent or the capacity of the largest tank. and
the volume displaced by the bases of the other tanks located within
the secondary containment structure.
(b) If roofed, the containment shall have a minimum containment
volume of 100 percent of the capacity of the largest tank. plus the
volume dispiaCed by the bases of the other tanks located within the
secondary containment structure.
(4) Basic requirements for the secondary containment of liquid
fertilizer.
(a) Secondary containment shall be provided which meets or
exceeds the requirements in subsection (2) of this section.
(b) Secondary containment shall be constructed to a water per-
meability rate of 1 x 10-6 centimeters per second and maintained so
that liquid movement through the walls and base does not exceed a
rate of 1 x 10-5 centimeters per second permeability rate. The secon-
dary containment structure shall be designed and maintained to with-
stand a full hydrostatic head of any contained Hquid.
(c) Synthetic materials or liners may be used as secondary con-
tainment if they ara compatible with the substances being contained
and are instaUed according to manufacturer's recommendations.
These directions and recommendations shall be maintained at the
storage facility.
(d) Earthen walls used for secondary containment of fertilizer shall
be protected against erosion. Side slopes shall not exceed a three (3)
to one (1) ratio of horiZontal to verlical. The top width of earthen walls
shall not be less than two and one-half (2 1/2) feet.
(e) Provisions shall be made for safe emergency access and -exit
to and from the secondary containment structure.
(f) Floors shall be constructed to allow the safe and eXpeditious
removal of precipitation or any spilled liquid to a collection point.
(g) A soil liner used for secondary containment of fertilizer shall be
constructed of suitable soil or soli treated with bentonite clay or other
comparable material, with a minimum depth of twelve (12) inches. if
the other requirements stated in this section are met. The liner shall be
covered by a soil or smooth aggregate layer not less than six (6)
r c -21
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inches thick and shall be maintained to prevent cracking or puncture.
(h) Prefabricated secondary containment devices shall be con-
structed of a rigid prefabricated basin having both a base and walls
constructed of steel, reinforced concrete or synthetic Hner or synthetic
materials which are resistant to corrosion. puncture or cracking.
(5) Exemptions from secondary containment
(a) A liner shall not be required to be installed directly under a
storage container having a capacity of 100.000 gallons or more which
has been constructed on site and put into use prior to the effectiVe
date of these regulations. if all the following conditions are met:
1. A second bottom made of steel shall be constructed for the
storage container. The second bottom shall be placed over the original
bottom and a layer of smooth fine gravel or coarse sand having a
minimum thickness of three (3) inches shall be InstaUed between the
. layers;
2. The original bottom of the storage container is tested for leaks
before the sand layer or second bottom is installed. A record of the
test shall be maintained at the storage facility;
3. The newly constructed bottom is tested for leaks before any
liquid fertilizer is stored on the newly constructed bottom. A record 01
the test shall be maintained at the storage facility; and
4. There is a method by which leaks from the newly constructed
bottom into the sand layer may be readily detected unless the storage
containers are constructed of nonferrous materials which have a pro-
tection system in place consisting of synthetic liners and monitoring
system.
(b) The secondary containment requirements under this section
shall not apply to raik:ars, which are periodically transferred to and
from storage.
(6) A storage facility with existing seconclary containment on site
and in place on the date of adoption of these administratiVe reguta-
tions shall be exempt from this section if the following conditions are
met:
(a) All requirements specified in Section 5 of this administratiVe
regulation are met; and
(b) All requirements specified In subsection (2) of this section are
met; and
(c) A minimum secondary containment capacity of 110 percent of
the largest container, plus the volume displaced by the other tanks
located within the secondary containment slruclure exists.
Section 7. Operational Containment For Pesticides ansi UQuid
Fertilizer. (1) In accordance with Beetion 3 of this administrative
regu;ailOn. the transfer of a pesticide orUquid fertilizer between stor-
age containers at a commercial facility shall be performed within an
impervious operational containment designed to intercept, retain,
and recover an accidental release or leakage of rinsate and residue.
Transfer shall Include the following:
(a) Loading;
(b) Unloading;
(C) Repackaging;
(d) Impregnating;
(e) Mixing; or
(I) The cleaning of equipment.
(2) Temporary operational area containment may be used In lieu
of impervious operational containment for loading or unloading of rail
cars or barges.
(3) The basic requirements for permanent operational contain-
ment structures for a pesticide and a liquid fertilizer shall include:
(a) The material of construction and the design of a containment
structure shall be compatible with the products handled and be main-
tained in a condition to retain recovered material until it is used or
properly disposed of.
(b) Operational containment shall be constructed of reinforced
concrete or other impervious materials compatible with the products
being handled.
(C) The owner or operator to assure the early detection of cracks
and other defects that may compromise the integrity of the operational
containment structure shall conduct Inspections at least quarterly.
Repairable defects that occur in an operational containment structure
shall be sealed or repaired Immediately. Inspections shaD be docu-
mented in a legible and accurate form.
(d) Stormwater drainage shall be diverted away from all opera-
tional containment structures.
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(e) Operational containment shall include a sump or collection
point for the temporary collection of spillage, leakage, rinsate. or other
residues. A sump or collection point shall not be greater than two (2)
feet deep nor contain more than 109 U.S. gallons. A sump shall be
cleaned and rinsed within seventy-two (72) hours of use.
(I) Operational containment shall not have a relief outlet or release
valve.
(g) Operational containment shall be large enough in area to pre-
vent spillage onto unprotected areas and to prevent any release to the
surrounding environment.
(h) The use of underground plumbing shall be prohibited except
as provided in Section 5(2)(b) of this administrative regulation.
(4) Operational containment shall provide the following capacity:
(a) Operational area containment for a roofed permanent structure
shall have a volume sufficient to contain a minimum of 1.000 U.S.
gallons. Containment capacity of the sump shall be figured in addition
to the containment capacity of the structure.
(b) Operatlonal area containment for an unroofed permanent
structure shall have a volume sufficient to contain a minimum of 1,250
U.S. gallons. Containment capacity of the sump shall be figured in
addition to the containment capacity of the structure.
(5) Temporary operational containment may be utilized to meet
the requirements of this section II the following conditions are met:
(a) The capacity of temporary operational containment shall not
be less than 1,250 U.S. gallons; and
(b) The temporary operational containment shall be constructed of
material which is compatible with products handled and a written copy
of the manufacturer's installation directions, compatibility statement,
and expected life expectancy is maintained at the storage facility; and
(C) All requirements specified In subsection (3) of thiS section are
mel.
(6) An elephant ring may be utilized to meet the requirements of
this section II a minimum capacity of twenty-five (25) U.S. gallons is
provided for the use of recovering spillage and leakage from the
transfer connections and pumps associated with the unloading of a
truck, barge. or railcar into a storage facility.
(7) A combination of an elephant ring and concentric piping may
be utilized to meet the requirements of this section if a minimum ca-
pacity of twenty-five (25) U.S. gallons is provided for the use of recCN-
ering spillage and leakage from the transfer connections and pumps
associated with the loading or unloading of a railcar or barge.
Sectjon 8 ContalnmM! gt prv ByRs Pesticides. (1) In accordance
with Section 3 of this a<*ninistrative regulation, a nonmobile storage
container for dry bulk pesticides shall be located within secondary
containment.
(2) Dry bulk pesticide storage shall be segregated from other
containment areas and be segregated by a six (6) inch curb of an area
that extends at least two (2) feet beyond the perimeter of the walls of
the storage container.
section 9 • DryBulk FertilIZer Storage ,nd Handlin,g. (1) Dry bulk
fertilIZer mateil8J Sfiili 68 stored and handled using best management
practices.
(2) Dry bulk fertilizer shall be stored inside a structure or device
having a cover or rooftop, sidewalls and base sufficient to prevent
contact with precipitation and surface waters.
(3) The loading, unloading, mixing or handling of dry bulk fertilizer.
unless performed In the field of application, shall be CO!l~ucted in a
manner to provide for the collection and reuse of any spilled fertilizer.
Section 10. Containment Manaaement. (1) A pesticide. fertilizer.
pesticide residue. fertilIZer residue, or rinsate recovered from secon·
dary or operational containment shall be field applied at agronomic
rates, used In a liquid mixing operation, or otherwise recycled or dis·
posed of in accordance with the producfs label. A pesticide residue or
rinsate that is to be land applied shaD be handled in accordance with
the producfs labels. Rinsetes may be used to make up the total spray
mixture if the mixture does not exceed the pesticide label application
rates.
(2) Best management practices shall be used to keep rinsete, and
other recovered material segregated by compatible uses.
(3) Uncontaminated precipitation collected shall be discharged
from containment areas. Contaminated precipitation shall be field
,.
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applied pursuant to subsection (1) of this section.
(4) Recovered or rinsate material collected In a containment sys.
tem shall not be considered a hazardoUS waste unless It is detennined
that the rinsate or other recovered material can not be applied to a
labeled target area.
Section 11. Field Mixing and Transferrina. (1) In accordance with
Section 3 of this administrative regulation. the foUewing shall be
performed at the field site or within operational area containment:
(a) Field mixing of a pesticide or fertilizer;
(b) Transferring of a pesticide or fertiliZer; or
(c) Rinsing of a pesticide container.
(2) The following shall not be conducted on a public highway.
road. or street:
(a) Mixing of a pesticide or fertilizer;
(b) Transferring of a pesticide or fertilizer; or
(c) Rinsing of pesticide or fertilizer equipment
Section 12. Distribution. (1) Sale by weight or meter shall be the
approved method of resale for pesticides and fertilizer. Both methods
shall meet the specifications. tolerances and other technical require-
ments for weighing and measuring devices as determined by the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
(2) A separate meter shall be required for each product distributed
for sale if the product is sold through a meter. (24 Ky.R. 2243; Am. 25
KyA 308; eft. 8-17-98.)
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ISSUE
BACKGROUND
• Government regulators now recognize animal waste as a significant and widespread
environmental problem. Contaminants in surface and ground water have been attributed
to the animal production industry, especially in areas ofhigh concentration.
The animal production industry is rapidly growing in the Environmental Protection
Agency Region 4. That growth has caused serious concerns about environmental pollution
emanating from such industries. Region 4 is developing a strategy to address those
concerns.
A 1989 summary of state nonpoint source water quality assessments conducted under
Section 319 ofthe Clean Water Act revealed that over one-third of all water impairments
attributed to agricultural pollution were caused by animal waste.
ANIMAL WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 4
SOUTHERN LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE
CHARLESTON PLACE HOTEL, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
August 9, 1998
by
Ira Linville l
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• Waste disposal practices used by many animal production operations cause water quality
degradation. Most operations collect manure from animal confinement areas in solid or
liquid form and apply it to farmland as a nutrient for crops or simply as a disposal
method. With heavy rainfalls, huge waste lagoons sometimes overflow into waters of the
United States causing severe environmental impairments.
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Significant animal production industry growth continues in the Region. Swine and
poultry production facilities have shown the largest increase. Overall, the animal
production industry is growing by nearly 7 percent annually.
In North Carolina and other states, the number of hog factory farms has grown
dramatically. In 1988,just 7 percent of the nation's hogs were raised in factory fanns.
Today, 17 percent are, and projections are that number will double in five years. North
Carolina is expected to produce up to 16 million hogs in 1997. It is now second
nationwide in hog production.
r
r
lIra Linville, Regional Agriculture Coordinator, US Environmental Protection Agency, 61 Forsyth Street,
SW, Atlanta, Georgia 30303, telephone: 404-562-9242, e-mail: linviIle.ira@epamaiI.epa.gov.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY OPTIONS
-EPA Enforcement Options-
EPA Region 4 states have been delegated primary authority to address environmental
problems associated with animal production pursuant to several EPA statutes and
regulations. However, the EPA retains an oversight role which allows it to take
enforcement action if necessary to ensure compliance with applicable environmental
laws.
• Clean Water Act
Section 301(a) establishes statutory requirements for the discharge ofpollutants from
point sources to waters of the United States. Section 502(14) and implementing
regulations at 40 CFR Part 122 set forth National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permitting requirements for concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO),
concentrated aquatic animal production facilities, and discharges into aquaculture
projects. Section 504 of the Clean Water Act allows the EPA to file a suit to immediately
restrain any person causing or contributing to pollution which presents an imminent and
substantial endangerment to the health of persons.
• Costal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendment of 1990
This subjects smaller animal production operations to requirements similar to those found
in NPDES regulations. Feedlots located in Section 6217 program management areas that
are not concentrated animal feeding operations under the NPDES program may be
subject to the Act's requirements. Those requirements outline management measures for
confined animal facilities.
J
I
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• The Safe Drinking Water Act
The Underground Injection Program (UIC) helps protect underground sources of drinking
water by controlling the pollutants disposed of in injection wells. Injection wells that
accept feedlot drainage are classified as Class V agricultural drainage wells which are
subject to inventory requirements at 40 CFR Part 144. Class V wells are subject to a
performance standard that prohibits movement ofcontaminants into an underground
source ofdrinking water, if the contaminants could cause a violation of a drinking water
standard or otherwise adversely affect human health.
The Sole Source Aquifer Program includes development of a comprehensive
management plan requiring identification of existing and potential point and nonpoint
sources of ground water degradation, an assessment ofthe relationship between activities ..
on the land surface and ground water quality, and development ofmanagement practices
to be implemented. If identified as a source of ground water degradation, an animal J
production operation could be subjected to additional management practices.
C - 26
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The Surface Water Treatment Rule establishes criteria that public water systems
must meet in order to avoid filtration. These criteria include identification of
activities that may have an adverse effect on the quality ofwater sources and a
demonstration that all sources of activities with potential for adverse impact can
be controlled.
In addition, the EPA can take action under the emergency powers of the Safe
Drinking Water Act, Section 1431, based on public health endangerment from
contaminated drinking water or the underground source ofdrinking water.
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Under Section 7003 ofthe Solid Waste Disposal Act, the EPA could take
enforcement action against a person upon receipt ofevidence that the past or
present handling, storage, treatment, transportation or disposal ofany solid waste
resulting from animal production operations causes imminent and substantial
endangerment to health or the environment.
- EPA Non-Enforcement Options -
Provide technical and grant assistance to assess long-term impact and risk on
environment, provide environmental training and compliance assistance to the
state.
Reinvent statutes and regulations to target large animal production operations.
Address point, nonpoint and ground water pollution stemming from the pollutants
contained in waste from animal production operations.
Provide information such as the published document entitled "Guide Manual on
NPDES Regulations for Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations" (December'
1995) which promotes uniform permitting and enforcement for CAFOs.
Enter into Performance Partnership Agreements and Community-Based
Environmental Protection activities with states and communities for greater
autonomy and responsibility for results and to achieve coordinated community-
wide environmental improvements.
Set additional guidelines for national standards ofperformance for the animal
production industry in terms of environmental quality and pollution control.
Provide opportunities and incentives for voluntary compliance, including
environmental audit and self-disclosure and correction policies and technology
transfer.
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• Review TMDLs to ensure that implementation of best management practices to
address water quality problems stemming from animal production operations.
J
J
• Increase on-site inspections of animal production operations.
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OVERVIEW OF UNIFIED NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS
OF
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AND
THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
USDA-EPA
Unified National Strategy for
Animal Feeding Operations
Kentucky Department of Agriculture
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What Is an animal feeding operation
(AFO)?
• Afacility, such as afarm or livestock market,that
confines animal feeding activities
• Concentrates animal populations
• Results in manure generated in asmall or
confined area
• Pasture operations generally are not considered
AFOs
-------(~
~ Depat1ment of AgrlcuItlre ~
Guiding Principles
• Foster public confidence that AFOs are
meeting their performance expectations
• Coordinate Federal, State, Tribal and
local activities Coordinate Federal, State,
Tribal and local activities
• Focus technical and financial assistance
to support AFOs in meeting the national
performance expectations established in
this Strategy (~~
~~of~ ~
Environmental Impacts
fromAFOs
• AFOs Can Affect AU Media
- Water quality
• In the 22 States that categorized impacts from
specific types ofagriculture, animal operations
impact about 35,000 miles ofthose miles assessed
• Fish kills
• Oxygen depletion (anoxia or hypoxia)
• Transmission of pathogens
• Nutrient enrichment ofponds, lakes, and estuaries
• Drinking water contamination
c -30
Guiding Principles
• Minimize water quality and public health
impacts
• Focus on greatest risks
• Long-term sustainability of livestock
production
• National goal and performance
expectations
• Incentives for sustainable agriculture
practices and systems (fiItt..~
Kentud<y Depoltment of Agt1cuIlure ~
AFOs in the United States
• Estimated 450,000
AFOs Nationwide
• Approximately 6,600
Concentrated AFOs
(CAFOs)
• ConSOlidation
- rMI'HMd prodact'" .t
rewer r.clllties resultl I_
more .nlm.....nlm.1
m.nare, ..d .nlmal
C.rcUHI per radII!)'
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Environmental Impacts from
AFOs
- Air quality
• Animal manure management systems account for
10 percent ofall methane emissions in United States
- projected to increase to IS percent in 2000.
• Manure storage lagoons also emit ammonia,
resulting in deposition of nitrogen into surface
waters
- Soil quality
• Excessive levels ofnutrients
• Erosion
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Pfiesteria piscicldan
• First Discovered in 1991
• Dinoflagellate - A Single-Cell Aquatic
Organism
• Fish Kills in Maryland, North Carolina,
and Florida
• Human Health Impacts
- In NC and MD, anglen, commercial diven,
and marine construction worken appeared
__a_fli_ec_te_d_b_y_P._1i_,e_st_e~_ia_to_x_in (~
Kentucky Deportment or AgrtcuIture ~
National Goal and
Performance Expectations
• Comprehensive Nutrient Management
Plans:
- Feed Management
- Manure handling and storage
- Land application of manare
- Land management
- Recordkeeping
- Other utilization options
-------Kenlud<y--Deportment--or-AgrtcuIture--- (O~
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Voluntary Programs
- Locally led conservation
- Environmental education
- Technical and financial assistance progrms
• Owners and operators encouraged, but
not required, to develop and implement
CNMPs
-------K-entudty--Deportment---or-AgrtcuItun!-- (0
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National Goal and
Performance Expectations
• National goal: Take actions to minimize
water pollution
• National performance expectation:
Develop and implement CNMPs
-------K-entueIty--Deportment---or-Ag-rtcuItun!-- (0'
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Clear and complimentary roles
• Voluntary programs for most
- 95 percent of AFOs
• Regulatory program for highest risk
- 5 percent ofAFOs
-------Kentud<y--Deplftment--or-Agrtalltun!--- 0
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Regulatory Program
-1972 - Section 502(14) CWA defines CAFO
as a point source
- 1974 - Effluent Guideline >1,000 A.U.s (40
CFR412)
- 1976 - NPDES regs. (40 CFR 122.23 and
Appendix B)
- Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments
-------K-en-tucky-Deportmenl---or-AgrtcuItun!-- (0
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• NPDES Regulation:
- Facilities with more than 1,000 A.U.s
- Facilities 301 and 1,000 A.U.s that mayor
does discharge by one of the methods
covered by the regulations at 40 CFR Part
121, Appendix B
- Designated a CAFO by permitting authority
on a case-by-case basis
--------I<entU<ky--Deportment---o/-AgrttuIlure--- (0
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Coastal Zone Reauthorization
Amendments (CZARA):
- Requires the 29 States and territories to
develop and implement nonpoint source
controls (management measures)
- Permitted CAFOs covered by the NPDES
program
- Other AFOs covered by the CZARA
management measures
--------(~
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Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Priorities for Regulatory Program
- Significant manure production
- Unacceptable conditions
- Significant contributors to water quality
impairment
• Watershed Scale
• Individual waterbody
--------I<entU<ky--Department---o/-AgrtalItun!--- (0
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Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Emuent guideline requirements
- For feedlots over 1,000 A.U.s: no discharge
to waters of the US except when chronic or
catastrophic storm events cause an overflow
from a facility designed, constructed, and
operated to hold process generated
wastewater plus runoff from a 1S-year,
14-hour storm event
-------K-entucky--llepartment---or-AgrtalItun!--- (0
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Land application of manure
- Has agricultural benefits
- In accordance with a CNMP, qualifies for
CWA AgriCUltural Stormwater Exemption
- Can cause water quality and public health
impacts
- Not in accordance with a CNMP
--------Kentucky--Deportment---o/-AgrtalItun!--- (0
Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• CAFOCNMPs
- In accordance with guidance of regulatory
authority
- NRCS's practice standards adopted by
regulatory authority as appropriate
standards
- Developed by a person certlfled to do
CNMPs
- Responsibility of CAFO owner or operator
Kentuelcy Department or Agttcullun! (0"".:;/
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Relationship of Vol. and Reg.
Programs
• Smaller CAFOs can exit the Regulatory
Program
• Good Faith incentive
-------Kentudty--oepe-rtment--",-AgrtcuIb.re-- (0
Strategic Issue # 1:
Building Capacity for CNMPs
• Increase the number of certified
specialists from private and public sector
• Ensure implementation under the
guidance of qualified specialists
• Consistent quality
• All AFO owners have a CNMP developed
by a certified specialist by 2008
--------~
KenIucky Depoltmonl ", AgrtcuIbn
Strategic Issue # 3:
Improving the Reg. Program
• Phased permitting approach
• CAFO permitting guidance
• State permitting strategies
• Review and revise existing regulations
• Improved compliance and enforcement
-------Kenlutky--oepe-rtment--",-AgrtcuIb.re-- (0
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Strategic Issues
• Building capacity for CNMP
• Accelerating voluntary programs
• Improving the Regulatory Program
• Coor. research, tech. innovation,
compliance assistance, and tech. transfer
• Encouraging industry leadership
• Data coordination
• _P_e_r_fo_r_m_a_n_c_e_m_e_a_su_r_e_s_&_ac_c_o_u_nt_a_b_i1i~~
KenIucky Depertment ", AgrtcuIb.re .~.
Strategic Issue # 2:
Accelerating Vol. Programs
• All AFOs with CNMPs by 2008
• Maximize environmental benefits per
dollar
• Ensure equal opportunity to all
producers to participate
• National standards and guidance for
CNMPs
• Options for financial assistance
-------Kentudty--Depertment---",-Agr1cuIlure-- (0
Strategic Issue # 4:
Coordination
• Research
• Technical innovation
• Compliance assistance
• Technology transfer
• Actions:
- Coordinated research plan
- Coordinated technology transfer plan
- Virtual center
-------Kenlucky--Depertment---",-Agricutlun!-- (0
Strategic Issue # 5:
Encouraging Ind. Leadership
• Industry role in development and
implementation of CNMPs
• Industry-led initiatives
• USDA and EPA actions to encourage
industry involvement
Strategic Issue # 7:
Performance Measures & Acct.
• Government Performance and Results
Act
• Gauge success
- Programmatic activity
- Environmental outcome
------------~
KenIudty Deportment",~
Next Steps
• USDA's website at: nhq.nrcs.usda.govl
• EPA's website at:
epa.gov/owmlafostrat.htm
• USDA Service Centers
• EPA Offices and Water Resource Center
(202) 260-7786
-------Kenludty--Deportment--",-AgrtcuIture--- (O~
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Strategic Issue # 6:
Data Coordination
• Preserve trust relationship between
USDA and producers
• Joint policy statement
• Cost-benefit methodolgy
-------Kenludty--Deportment--",-AgrtcuIture--- (0'\
Roles
• Nine groups
- FederallStatelLoeal Government
- Individual Producen
- Integraton
- Livestock Industry
- Other Private Sector
- Research and Educational Institutions
- Watershed or Community Responsibilities
- Environmental Groups ~
-------Kenludty--Deportment--",-AgrlcuIture--- (~.
Next Steps
• 120-day comment period began 9/17/98
• Outreach meetings to be announced
• Submit comments to:
Denise C. Coleman
USDA, Natural Resources Conservation
Service
Washington, D.C. 20013-2890
• Final Strategy early 1999
-------k-ent-ueky-oepa-rtment-o/-Ag-rtcu-llu<e- (~
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CLEAN WATER ISSUES:
THE KENTUCKY
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
Lee Colten
Department for Environmental Protection, Division of Water
Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Frankfort, Kentucky
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Executive Summary
The Kentucky Watershed Management Framework is a dynamic,
flexible structure for coordinating watershed management across the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. The Watershed Management Framework is
not a new program, but rather a way ofcoordinating existing programs
and building new partnerships that will result in more effective and
efficient management of the state's land and water resources. Inherent in
the design of the Framework is the belief that many stakeholder groups
and individuals must have ongoing opportunities to participate in the
process of managing the abundant natural resources that characterize
Kentucky's watershedS.
Benefits to the people of Kentucky include
• Better information for decision making
• Increased ability to resolve complex water resource problems
• Improved coordination among governmental agencies
• More opportunities for citizens to get involved
• Increased ability to demonstrate results and benefits of environ~
mental management
• More cost~effectiveuse of public and private funds
Core Components of the Framework
The Framework consists of five core components.
Basin management units provide the spatial basis for coordinating
watershed ecosystem protection and restoration activities in Kentucky.
The 12 basin management units are based on Kentucky's major river
basins and tributaries that drain directly to the Ohio and RiveL
A basin management cycle facilitates coordinated timing of key
watershed management activities within each basin management unit.
The cycle is composed of five phases: (1) scoping and data gathering,
(2) assessment, (3) prioritization and targeting, (4) plan development,
and (5) implementation. The five activity phases of the basin manage~
ment cycle are sequenced and repeated in each basin management unit at
fixed five~year intervals to ensure that watershed management goals,
priorities, and strategies are routinely updated and implemented on an
ongoing basis.
A statewide basin management schedule establishes a statewide
calendar and a sequence for conducting key management activities in
each basin management unit and throughout the state. The statewide
schedule facilitates efficient use of available human and financial re~
sources by focusing major watershed management efforts on one portion
of the state at any given time.
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Fonnns to support cooperative action involve all interested parties to
achieve bener coordination, more cost-effective use of resources, and
increased public support for watershed management efforts. A Partner
Network, linking partner agencies and stakeholders via existing local
organizations and forums, is a key element of the Framework approach to
achieving broad public participation in watershed management. Coordi-
nation of activities will take place on three different levels: state, river
basin. and watershed. Efforts taking place at each level will be linked
together and integrated through communication forums including a
Statewide Steering Committee, River Basin Teams, and Local Watershed
Task Forces.
Basin Management Plans and Watershed Action Plans document
management priorities and provide a common reference guide for imple-
mentation of the Watershed Management Framework at both the basin
management unit and watershed levels.
Forums for Communication and Public
Participation
More than 30 organizations are working together to plan and imple-
ment the Kentucky Watershed Management Framework and to encourage
other partners to join in the cooperative effort. Successful implementation
of the Watershed Management Framework will require the support and
efforts of citizens and organizations at many different levels. A PartneT
Network will be used to help coordinate and carry out watershed manage-
ment activities. The Partner Network consists of agencies, organizations,
and individuals who willingly invest their time and resources to learn
about watershed management needs, develop and implement strategies to
address those needs, and promote public involvement in the Watershed
Management Framework.
Coordination of activities under the Watershed Management Frame-
work will take place at three levels:
At the watershed level, Local Watershed Task Forces will rally public
support and encourage stakeholders to become involved in the Watershed
Management Framework process. Each Local Watershed Task Force
formed in a watershed identified as a priority watershed will provide a
forum for local government officials, industry representatives, and farm-
ing, environmental, and other stakeholder groups to develop and imple-
ment an Action Plan to address specific watershed problems. The Task
Force will assist in determining which problems within a watershed can
and should be addressed, in order to ensure the most cost-effective use of
limited resources.
A River Basin Team will be formed to provide a forum for coordinat-
ing and carrying out watershed management activities in each of the
state's 12 basin management units. The River Basin Team will facilitate
communication among the Local Watershed Task Forces in a basin
management unit. Working with the Task Forces, the River Basin Team
will compile existing information and make plans for collecting data to fill
information gaps. Using this information, the Team will evaluate water-
6/30/97
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shed conditions and prioritize watershed management needs. A Basin
Management Plan for addressing the highest priority problems in the basin
will then be drafted and shared with stakeholders and the public.
A Statewide Steering Committee will address issues of statewide
coordination and policy related to the Watershed Management Frame-
work. The Steering Committee will provide a forum for communication
among the River Basin Teams and wUl coordinate watershed management
activities taking place throughout the basin management cycle in all basin
management units across the state.
Participation ofparmer agencies and organizations in anyone of these
forums will involve an ongoing commitment to identify and offer re-
sources to support shared watershed management activities and costs.
Each partner program involved in watershed management will also be
responsible for orienting its day-to-day activities to suppon aspects of the
basin management cycle. The Kentucky Division ofWater (DOW) has
agreed to take leadership responsibility for general coordination and
oversight of the framework, providing administrative support to maintain
the forums and strong lines of communication.
Resource Needs to Implement the
Watershed Approach
Many of the activities needed to successfully implement a watershed
management approach are already being conducted, although the method
and timing of operations may be revised under the new framework.
Nonetheless, the Kentucky Watershed Framework Development
Workgroup identified the need for ongoing coordination of these activities
consistent with the basin management cycle. Basin Coordinator and
Public Information Coordinator positions are recommended to fulfill this
need.
Basin Coordinators will be assigned to one or more basin management
units, and will be responsible for facilitating River Basin Team meetings
and supporting the Statewide Steering Committee. Additionally, Basin
Coordinators can serve as liaisons between Local Watershed Task Forces
and the River Basin Teams. They will make sure that partners understand
how the Kentucky Watershed Framework operates and are aware of key
milestone dates so that the basin schedule of activities stays on track.
Basin Coordinators will also compile information at key points along the
basin management cycle, and bring together specific partners to trouble-
shoot issues or carry out planning and implementation functions.
Public Information Coordinators will be used to help communicate
technical and policy information in a manner that promotes understand-
ing among a broad range of audiences. They will work with River Basin
Teams, Local Watershed Task Forces, Basin Coordinators, and the Panner
Network to prepare messages regarding Basin Status Reports, public
surveys, 'draft priority watershed rankings, and action plans. Information
Coordinators will also be responsible for ensuring that information about
ongoing activities and progress in basin management reaches key audi-
ences.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction and
Overview
What Are the Challenges and Opportunities
Facing Kentucky?
The Commonwealth of Kentucky boasts abundant natural resources
and a high quality of life for its citizens. However, as we enter the 21st
century, the people of Kentucky are "faced with several significant
challenges:
• Protecting Water Quality-In 1996, approximately 3,250 miles
of rivers and streams and 18,650 acres of lakes in Kentucky were
impaired. The causes of impairment include industrial and
municipal waste water discharges, storm runoff from agricultural
land and city streets, and loss of critical fishery habitat. As
Kentucky continues to grow, these and other sources of impair-
ment are likely to increase.
• Maintaining Economic Growth-If Kentucky is to continue to
grow, its citizens and industries will need clean and abundant
water. Fish and wildlife resources and other environmental
6/30197
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Sustaining high-quality
water; land, and air
resources is essential to
the quality of life in the
Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
Watershed management
is a way of coordinating
existing programs
geographically in order to
manage the state's land
and water resources
more effectively and
efficiently.
To manage land and
water resources wisely, it
is necessary to describe
the condition of the
watershed, identify
sources of pollution, and
then develop and
implement efficient
solutions that meet a
range of environmental
and economic goals.
1-2
amenities must also be protected to promote tourism and pre-
serve the quality of life for many Kentuckians. New approaches
must be found to manage Kentucky's farms wisely to limit the
impact of agricultural chemicals and soU erosion on the envi-
ronment, while protecting the farming economy.
• Saving Taxpayer Money-Demands on state and federal budgets
continue to grow, whUe our willingness to pay for more govern-
ment services diminishes. As a result, many environmental and
economic development programs are likely to receive smaller
shares of our government budgets in coming years. Therefore, we
need to eliminate duplication of effort, spend the available re-
sources more effectively, and focus on achieving results.
• Working Together and Supporting Local Action-If Kentucky is to
address these challenges, multiple agencies and programs from
federal, state, and especially local governments must work to-
gether to make the best use of available funds, people, and man-
agement tools. The work of local watershed protection groups and
other citizen groups must also be better supported.
This document provides background information and guidance for
improving the way we address these challenges through a watershed
management approach. Many local, state, and federal agencies and
organizations (see the box on page 1-5) have come together to imple-
ment this approach. Together, we recognize that sustaining high-
quality water, land, and air resources is essential to a high quality of life
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Our mission is soundly based in
both governmental statute and resource conservation ethic, with a
mandate to address contamination problems created in the past, to
ensure that current activities are consistent with recognized principles
of sound environmental management, and to protect the environment
of the future by seizing opportunities for pollution prevention and
resource allocation.
Why Does Kentucky Need This New
Approach to Environmental Management?
The many agencies and organizations involved in environmental
management in Kentucky have achieved great successes in controlling
pollution sources and cleaning up past contamination problems, but much
more remains to be done. Our abUity to manage the complex environmen-
tal problems of today, while maintaining economic growth, requires
coordinated solutions that focus resources geographically on specific
problems.
Organizing management activities geographically is a resource-
centered approach. Success is measured in terms of improving and
maintaining environmental quality and protecting public health by foster-
ing the protection and restoration of specific resource uses while sustaining
economic activities that depend on natural resources. By using a
watershed approach, agencies and organizations can cooperate to achieve
common resource management goals within a specific geographic unit.
6/30/97
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Why a Watershed Approach?
Why design for watershed units and not some other geographic unit,
such as ecoregions or groundwater aquifers? All of these geographic units
are critical to our understanding and management of resources.
Watersheds can be viewed as landscape units that integrate land,
groundwater, surface water, and atmospheric processes over time. The
topographical ridge lines that define the boundaries of watersheds
provide a natural basis for organizing stakeholders, tying the people to
the resource, and helping them to focus on solving common problems.
As a result, watersheds serve as a convenient tool for integrating water
resource protection and restoration activities.
Ecoregions help us in evaluating and establishing environmental
criteria in tune with regional characteristics. Aquifers describe natu,
rally formed underground water bodies that frequently provide vital
drinking water supplies. Unfortunately, neither ecoregions nor aquifers
are easy for most people to relate to or recognize. Watersheds, on the
other hand, have more recognizable boundaries. For this reason, the
watershed is a practical choice as a management unit.
Watersheds Include Both Surface Water
and Groundwater
Watersheds should be thought of as three-dimensional
systems that include both surface water and groundwater
flow. After a rainfall, water moves through a watershed to
the lake or stream by either flowing over the land or seep-
ing into the soil and moving more slowly to a lake or river
as groundwater. As a reSUlt, shallow groundwater flow
should be considered when the boundaries of a watershed
are defined. This is especially important in the approxi-
mately one-fourth of Kentucky that is primarily karst terrain.
The seeps found in karst regions (irregular limestone re-
gions characterized by sinkholes, underground streams, and
caverns) provide a rapid conduit for water movement from
the land surface to a lake or stream.
How Will a Watershed Approach Benefit
the People ofKentucky?
The watershed management approach will allow Kentucky agencies
to do more with existing resources. Some of the benefits of this approach
are listed below.
• Biological monitoring efforts will be combined and capabilities
increased by using Division of Water staff for algae and
macroinvertebrate collections and Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources staff for fisheries collections.
6130197
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Watershed boundaries
provide a natural basis
for organizing
stakeholders, tying people
to watershed resources,
and focusing on solving
common problems.
Sound watershed
managementdec~rons
must be based on an
understanding of the
relationship of resource
quality, resource use, and
physical processes within
the watershed.
III" Benefit: Better information
about Kentucky's rivers and
sueams wfthout higher
monitoring costs
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• • • and local watershed
management
Targeting of available funds
to address the state's most
pressingwater quality prob-
lems
II. Benefits: Better infonnation
collection and communica-
tion with the public
III'" Benefit: More opportunities
for citizens to get involved in
solving water resource
problems
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The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Natural Resources Conser, III Benefit: Stretching of
vation Service (NRCS), University of Kentucky,Kentucky Geo- financial resources
logical Survey (KGS), University of Kentucky,Cooperative
Extension Service (CES), NREPC-Kentucky Division of Water
(KDOW), Kentucky Department of Conservation (DOC), and
Kentucky Department of Fish And Wildlife (F&W) have jointly
funded a major project to delineate small,scale watersheds (14,
digit hydrologic units) for management purposes. This project
could not have occurred without the contributions of all the
agencies involved.
Currently only about 20 percent of Kentucky's streams have III'" Benefit: Assessment of
been assessed for water quality; enhanced cooperation among water quality in more of the
monitoring partners will result in better coverage of the state. state's streams
It has taken several years to rally cooperative efforts among the 111-' Benefit: Increased ability to
Division of Water, Letcher County Fiscal Court, Kentucky River resolve complex water
AuthOrity, Mountain Association for Economic Development resource problems
(MACED), and Kentucky River Area Development District to
address the problem of untreated sewage in Letcher County.
The Watershed Management Framework will provide a forum
for resolving these types of issues.
Water supply planning is mandated for all counties in Kentucky; II. Benefit: More effective
cooperation among the Area Development Districts, the Divi, coordination of water supply
sion of Water, and the counties is resulting in better planning. planning • ••
Implementation of these water supply plans will require coop-
eration through the watershed approach among even more
partners, as potential sources of contamination, alternate
supplies, and quantity issues are addressed through drinkng
water supply protection plans.
Local watershed planning and management are currently conducted
as fragmented efforts ofexisting Conservation Districts, Water Supply
Planning CouncUs, Sanitation Districts, Waterways Alliances, and
others. These efforts can be better coordinated and supported by
state and federal partners in watershed management.
The Division of Water produces a biennial report to Congress on
water quality (305 (b) report) and a priority watershed list
(303(d) list). The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Environ,
mental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) allows for local
priority setting and regional plans to improve water quality
through better management of agricultural chemicals. Through
the watershed approach, these planning and reporting efforts
can be better coordinated with water quality management
activities implemented by participating agencies.
The Framework provides keY'avenues for public participation
throughout the basin management cycle described in the next
chapter. Waterways Alliances, Conservation Districts, Water
Supply Planning Councils, and local governments will be given
the opportunity to comment on watershed management priori-
ties and to provide insight on potential solutions suited to the
locality, technical and fiscal feasibility, and local support for
implementation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Participants Helping to Develop a Watershed Management
Framework for Kentucky
How Are Partners Working Together to
Develop This Approach?
Over 30 organizations are
working to plan and
implement the watershed
approach and to
encourage new partners
to join in the cooperative
effort.
The watershed management approach depends on cooperation
among many agencies and organizations in Kentucky involved in water
quality and water resource management, water research, public out-
reach, and land use management relating to watershed protection.
Kentucky is one of many states in the Nation that recognize this fact
and are developing statewide frameworks to support a multipartner
approach to managing and protecting water resources. Several federal
agencies are promoting a watershed approach by retraining their staff
and supporting education of others. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is investing many of its resources in watershed manage-
ment, including resources to help states and regions develop their own
watershed management frameworks. EPA has provided funding to
Kentucky to conduct the Executive Short Course on Statewide Water-
shed Management, and to design and tailor an approach that best
meets the needs of Kentucky.
I
Kentucky Geological Survey
Kentucky league of Cities
Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission
Kentucky River Authority
Kentucky Water Resources Research Institute
Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission
(ORSANCO)
Tennessee Valley Authority, Water Management
University of Louisville, Institute for the
Environment and Sustainable Development
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Louisville District
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources Conservation Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources
Division
Sierra Club
Kentucky Waterways Alliance
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service
Environmental Quality Commission
Area Development District (ADD) Council
Environmental Education Council
Kentucky Association of Counties
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Environmental
Forum
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Division of
Pesticides
Kentucky Cabinet for Health Services
Kentucky Department of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement
Kentucky Department ofTransportation, Office of
Environmental Affairs
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources
Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
(DEP), Commissioner's Office
Kentucky DEp, Division for Air Quality
Kentucky DEp, Division of Waste Management
Kentucky DEp, Division of Water
Kentucky Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
Commissioner's Office
Kentucky DNR, Division of Forestry
Kentucky DNR, Division of Conservation
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Watershed Management Is Being Implemented
Throughout the United States
J
J
Efforts to develop and implement statewide watershed management frameworks are taking
place in many states including Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Massachu-
setts, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, North carolina, Oregon, South carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia. Although no federal mandate requires states to
implement watershed management frameworks, these states have chosen to do so for several
reasons:
• Meeting the Need for Integrated Solutions-TOOay's environmental issues often cut
across program boundaries and political jurisdictions so that individual agencies lack the
capability to address problems fully. Statewide frameworks make it easier to work together
to solve complex problems. In Utah, implementation of a statewide framework led to a
strategy for solving problems of flooding, nonpoint source nutrient runoff, and biological
habitat loss in the Bear River Basin that involves multiple organizations and landowners.
• Increasing Cost-Effectiveness-In a climate of decreasing budgets and increasing,
demands, public and'private agencies are searching for ways to make the best use of limited
funds. Statewide frameworks help by targeting staff and funds to highest priority concems,
pooling expertise and funds, and eliminating duplication of efforts. SOuth carolina estimates
that implementation of a statewide framework is producing 40%-50% more raw water
quality data at the same cost. North carolina's watershed approach helped create a nutri-
ent pollutant trading program in the Tar-Pamlico River Basin that allows municipalities to fund
more cost-effective nonpoint source controls rather than more expensive additional point
source treatment.
• Demonstrating Results-The public and private sectors are demanding proof that their
efforts and expenditures are improving the environment. Many frameworks are designed to
produce better information on risk to the environment, to focus on solving the problems
posing the greatest risk, and to track progress. Delaware is using its statewide framework as
the basis for reaching a performance partnership agreement with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Incorporating environmental indicators, watershed assessment, and
program implementation based on priority setting within a statewide framework has given
the states a mechanjsm for demonstrating that block grants can be used to address envi-
ronmental priorities effectively.
• Growing Beyond a Top-Down Approach-Many traditional water resource management
programs use a top-down approach driven by federal or state mandates, often emphasizing
regulatory actions to solve specific problems. AlthOUgh this approach is sometimes needed,
many of tOOay's problems require innovative solutions incorporating stakeholder capabilities
and voluntary actions. Statewide frameworks use integrated forums to encourage ap-
proaches that a broad range of stakeholders can support. In Georgia, basin advisory com-
mittees and stakeholder forums augment technical basin teams to provide opportunities for
involvement at local, state, and federal levels and achieve broad-based support for manage-
ment strategies.
• Improving the Information Base for Decision-Making-Through cooperative data
collection and information sharing, statewide frameworks can build a stronger base of
information to support decision-making. In Washington State, framework implementation is
producing a database that enables stakeholders to prioritize areas most in need of coopera-
tive management efforts.
1-6
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The Kentucky Division of Water (DOW) has agreed to help lead the
development of the Kentucky Watershed Management Framework by
coordinating logistics for a series ofwork sessions. In March 1996, an EPA
workshop was conducted with a broad range of leaders from many agen-
cies to identify the challenges facing resource managers in Kentucky and
to assess whether a watershed management approach would help address
those challenges better than current approaches. Strong interest on the
part of workshop participants led to follow-up meetings to discuss whether
common goals and objectives could provide the foundation for building a
multiparty framework for watershed management in Kentucky. In July
1996, DOW began to host meetings of interested participants (referred to
as the Watershed Framework Development Workgroup) to begin designing
and developing such an approach. Partner agencies and organizations on
the Workgroup were represented by managers and keys~ who were in
tum responsible for reporting back.to their organizations regarding the
issues involved in adopting the watershed management approach. Early in
this process, the Workgroup determined that a series of subcommittees
would be needed to address specific technical issues raised under the
Watershed Management Framework. Beginning in August 1996, five
technical subcommittees (see Appendix A for the list of participants)
were established to address the following issues:
• Public participation
• Watershed monitoring and assessment
• Data management and geographic information systems
• Prioritizing, planning, and implementing watershed management
activities
• Funding and resource needs
These subcommittees met through the fall of 1996 and early 1997 to
complete final findings and recommendations. Those findings and recom-
mendations are included in this Framework Document.
Throughout the Framework development process, the Watershed
Framework Development Workgroup and technical subcommittees
confirmed the need to implement the watershed management approach
by building on existing programs. Initial efforts will focus on orienting
existing permitting, technical assistance, monitoring, and grant-making
activities around a basin management cycle (see Chapter 2). Beginning
in July 1997, emphasis will be placed on coordinating other program's
and partner's work plans to support monitoring, assessment, planning,
data management, and implementation activities within the basin
management cycle and statewide schedule described in this document.
Over the long term, Kentucky envisions a dynamic, flexible frame-
work for watershed management in which all interested parties can
participate. As opportunities and needs arise, current Framework
partners will encourage participation from other stakeholder groups to
improve the effectiveness of watershed protection and restoration
activities.
6130197
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The Kentucky Watershed
Framework Development
Workgroup, representing
a cross section of
interests, has been
developing a statewide
watershed management
approach.
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The Framework will be
dynamic and flexible for
watershed' management
in which all can
participate.
The primary goal of the
Watershed Management
Framework is to ensure
sustainable use of the
state's water and other
natural resources into the
future.
The goals of the
Watershed Management
Framework can best be
achieved through
statewide communication,
cooperation, creative
problem solving, and
sharing of resources.
What Are the Mission and Goals of
Kentucky's Watershed Management
Framework?
The Watershed Framework Development Workgroup established
the following mission statement, goals, and objectives for the Kentucky
Watershed Management Framework.
Mission Statement
The Kentucky Watershed Framework will serve as a means for
coordinating and integrating the programs, tools, and resources of
stakeholders to better protect, maintain, and restore the ecological
composition, structure, and function of watersheds and to support the
sustainable uses of watersheds for -the people of the Commonwealth.
Goals
The Kentucky Watershed Management Framework is designed to
facilitate an approach that focuses on meeting individual program goals
to one that can achieve watershed-based goals. The Framework design
reflects the following watershed resource management goals:
• Protect and enhance public health and safety.
• Conserve and enhance watershed ecosystems.
• Support sustainable watershed resource use that meets water
quality standards and conservation goals.
• Reduce or prevent pollutant loadings and other stressors in
watersheds.
• Preserve and enhance esthetic and recreational values of
watersheds.
• Provide adequate water supply to support sustainable human
use and ecological integrity.
Objectives
To attain the six goals listed above, the Kentucky Watershed Frame-
work will be implemented to accomplish the following objectives:
• Increase communication and consensus among local, state, and
federal programs and other stakeholder groups to strengthen
information and data collection and exchange, share expertise and
tools, and implement cooperative solutions to watershed manage-
ment problems.
• Identify indicators of watershed integrity, and establish watershed
management priorities to guide integrated efforts.
• Implement integrated, yet practical and flexible, solutions that
achieve watershed objectives by coordinating regulatory (stan-
dards, permitting, monitoring, enforcement, and federal report-
6/30/97
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ing) and nonregulatory (planning, technical assistance, and
outreach) activities in targeted watersheds or problem areas
within watersheds.
• Provide a forum for networking and cooperation among agencies
and programs so that critical watershed management functions
can be carried out despite changing funding levels.
• Develop stronger partnerships among federal, state, regional, and
local governments and organizations to more effeCtively address
local watershed problems.
• Coordinate existing public communication and education forums
and develop new avenues for participation by citizens in watershed
management in order to promote a stronger resource conservation
ethic and understanding ofwatershed ecosystems.
What's the Purpose of This Framework
Document?
This Framework Document is designed to provide information and
guidance to all participants involved in planning and implementing the
watershed approach in Kentucky. The remaining chapters describe the
following:
• The major components of a "framework" to support watershed
management in Kentucky (Chapter 2)
• The timing of activities and specific roles for River Basin Teams,
Local Watershed Task Forces, Parmer Network, Basin Coordina-
tors, and Public Information Coordinators (Chapter 3)
• Schedules and key activities for making the transition to the
watershed management approach (Chapter 4)
• The resource needs involved in making the transition to and
implementing Kentucky's'watershed management approach
(Chapter 5)
6/30/97
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The Framework
Document/s a guide for
ongoing coordination of
water resource
management activities by
organizations throughout
the state.
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• Basin
Management
Cycle
• Statewide Basin
Management
Schedule
• Forums to
Support
Cooperative
Action and Public
Participation
• Basin
Management and
Watershed Action
Plans
-
........--......;....:::...------4. Core Components
of the Framework
• Basin
Management
Units
4. Forums to support cooperative action and public participation
reflect a concerted effort to involve all interested parties in
watershed management activities to achieve better coordina-
tion, more cost-effective use o{ resources, and increased public
support {or watershed management efforts.
Five core components consti-
tute the statewide Watershed
Management Framework {or
Kentucky:
1. Basin management units
provide the spatial basis
{or coordinating water-
shed ecosystem protection
and restoration activities
in Kentucky. The man-
agement units are based
on Kentucky's 12 major
river basins and tributar-
ies that drain direcdy to
the Ohio River.
2. A basin management cycle
facilitates coordinated
timing o{ key watershed
management activities
within each basin management unit.
3. A statewide basin management schedule establishes a statewide
calendar and a sequence for conducting key watershed man-
agement activities in basin management units and throughout
the state.
Core Components of
the Framework
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Basin management units
provide the spatial basis
for coordinating all
watershed management
activities in Kentucky.
5. Basin and Watenhed Management Plans document management
priorities and Action Plans to provide a common reference guide
for implementation.
Core Component 1:
Basin Management Units
There are 12 major river basins in Kentucky: Big Sandy, Green,
Kentucky, Licking, Little Sandy, Lower Cumberland, Mississippi, Salt,
Tennessee, Tradewater, Tygarts, and Upper Cumberland (Figure 2-1).
The Ohio River also borders the state, and numerous small watersheds
drain directly to its main stem. Under the Kentucky Watershed Frame-
work, the 12 large river basins are combined with the smaller watersheds
draining directly to the Ohio River to form 12 basin management units.
These basin management units provide the spatial basis for coordinating
watershed ecosystem protection and restoration activities.
The basin management units for the Kentucky Watershed Framework are
based on 6-digit hydrologic unit codes (HUCs), within'which are nested 11-
digit HUCs (watersheds) (see Figure 2-2). The Framework will emphasize the
6- and II-digit watersheds for information collection and reporting purposes.
Written basin summaries will be organized by 6-digit HUCs, while watershed
information will be organized by smaller II-digit HUCs (see Basin and Water-
. shed Management Plans section at the end of this chapter for more details on
these documents).
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Figure 2-1. Map of Kentucky showing river basins.
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Core Component 2:
Basin Management Cycle
Hydrologic Unit Codes
1.
.". _,_.:0:.
2-3
1) Scoping and data
gathering
2)Assessment
3) Prioritization and
targeting
4)Action Plan
development
5) Implementation
The basin management
cycle establishes a..
schedule for key
watershed management
activities:
The basin management
cycle ;s repeated every
five years.
Kentucky's basin
management cycle has
five activity phases
that are sequenced
and repeated for each
basin management
unit at fixed 5-year
intervals. This cycle
ensures that manage-
ment goals, priorities,
and implementation
strategies are routinely
updated and imple-
mented on an ongoing
basis (Figure 2-3).
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Hydrologic unit codes (HUCs) were developed to standardize hydrologic unit
delineations for geographic description and data storage purposes. All basins
with named streams were identified on 1:100,000 scale maps, and then
delineated on 1:24,000 scale maps. The 6-digit HUCs are major river
basins. The ii-digit HUCs are watersheds "nested" within a major
river basin. HUC watershed boundaries have been accepted
by a number of agencies (e.g., U.S. Forest Service, USGS,
EPA, NRCS, TVA, Division of Water) as the standard unit
for watershed delineation within a geographic informa-
tion system (GIS) .. Their broad base of accep-
tance makes HUCs a logical choice for information
exchange among agencies under a watershed
approach.
PHASE 4
PHASE 5 Implementation
Figure 2-2.
Eleven-digit
watersheds nested
within Kentucky River
Basin (6-digit HUe).
PHASE 3
6/30/97
Coordinating the timing and location ofwatershed management
activities is paramount to successful implementation of a statewide water-
shed approach. While the state's river basins and nested watersheds
provide the spatial
basis for coordination,
the basin management
cycle is the temporal
component for coordi-
nation. The cycle
PHASE 1 provides a time frame
for a series ofwater-
shed management
activities to occur in
PHASE 2 Assessment each basin manage-
mentunit.
Figure 2-3. Basin management cycle.
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Planning and implementation are not one~time activities. The repeating
management cycle reflects Kentucky Watershed Framework partners'
understanding that the nature ofwatershed management is dynamic, and
that the Framework must be flexible enough to address this dynamic
nature in a systematic manner.
Phase 1: Scoping and Data Gathering
.J
J
I...
Scoping and Data
Gathering:
Identify key audiences
Issue a Basin Status
Report
Educate the public and
create a dialogue about
public concerns
Collect existing and new
information
Prepare a Strategic
Data Collection Plan
The first phase of the basin management cycle has several purposes:
• To identify key audiences for two~way communication about basin
management goals, priorities, planning needs, and the process for
developing and implementing management strategies.
• To enable technical partners to issue a joint Basin Status Report on
existing conditions, ongoing management activities, and manage~
ment priorities and needs withrn the basin management unit.
• To work with stakeholders within the basin to increase their
understanding of the Watershed Management Framework, to
refine short~ and long~termmanagement goals for the basin, and
to identify important information gaps.
• To gather existing information and collect new information
about the river basin and to assess the level of interest and
resources available within the basin.
A core team of partners begin the scoping and data gathering
process by identifying key audiences in the basin and preparing a Basin
Status Report to communicate with those audiences about apparent
watershed problems and the sources of these problems. Preparation of
the report will require assigning responsibilities for compiling key pieces
of information and ensuring their quality prior to public presentation.
The Status Report is to be communicated through existing forums and
followed up by stakeholder surveys and brainstorming sessions to refine
management goals and identify important information gaps.
Interested partners then develop and implement a Strategic Data
Collection Plan. Example areas to be addressed in a Strategic Data
Collection Plan include data needed to characterize river basin features
and conditions, review water quality standards, clarify and quantify
J
J
!
J
J
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What is a Basin Status Report?
The Basin Status Report is the first document prepared as activities are initiated in each
basin management unit under the Kentucky Watershed Management FrameWOrk. The report
is written dUring the first phase (Scoping and Data Gathering) of the basin management
cycle. The purpose of the report is to communicate conditions and trends in water quality
and quantity and watershed integrity to a broad audience. The information in the Basin
Status Report will assist the River Basin Team in preparing a Strategic Data Collection Plan
and, in phase 3 of the basin management cycle, identifying those watersheds within the
basin that are in most urgent need of attention.
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causes and sources ofwatershed problems, calibrate assessment models,
and evaluate the effectiveness ofprevious management efforts. The
Strategic Data Collection Plan should
• Clarify the issues in the basin that require further study,
• Identify existing sources of information that can be obtained to
characterize those issues,
• Specify new data to be obtained through expanded or revised
monitoring activities,
• Ide~tify resources that can be devoted to existing data compila,
tion or new monitoring activities, and
• Oudine complementary roles and responsibilities for existing
data collection and monitoring.
As part of activities outlined in the Strategic Data Collection Plan,
new or expanded watershed monitoring activities will be addressed in a
Basin Monitoring Work Plan..Guidance for Monitoring Work Plans is
currently being devdoped (see Chapter 4). As will be described in the
guidance, raw data collected as part of new monitoring activities should
be checked for quality and entered into electronic databases with
corresponding geographic location identifiers, such as latitude and
longitude as well as other metadata, where appropriate.
What is a Strategic Data Collection Plan?
A Strategic Data Collection Plan is prepared after all readily available data on a river
basin have been gathered. The plan outlines data still needed to fully understand the land
and water resource problems within the basin. The Strategic Data Collection Plan estab-
lishes objectives for new data collection efforts to be carried out and identifies physical,
chemical, biological, geological, hydrologic, land use, and other data that can be collected
with available resources. These new data may be drawn from sources not usually included
in water quality assessments, such as information from health districts, planning agencies,
or chambers of commerce. A schedule for collecting new data through revised or expanded
monitoring activities is also part of the plan, which will be carried out during phases 1 and 2
of the basin management cycle by a number of agencies working cooperatively.
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Phase 2: Assessment
During the second phase of the basin management cycle, informa,
tion gathered under the Strategic Data Collection Plan is interpreted.
Quantitative and qualitative analyses are performed to evaluate and
document the severity, extent, causes, and sources of stress to water,
shed resources. Partners are assigned assessment responsibilities accord,
ing to their expertise, available resources, and willingness to participate.
For example, the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
could focus its expertise and resources on assessing critical habitat
restoration and protection needs for fish and wildlife, while the Division
of Water's Water Resources Branch could assess water quantity within
the basin. Key summaries of partners' assessments are compil~d to
6/30197
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Assessment:
Evaluate and document
watershed problems
2-5
update the Basin Status Report and provide the basis for establishing
management priorities and allocating resources to address the most
urgent problems.
Phase 3: PrioritizatIon and Targeting
J
Why Prioritize and Target?
In developing the Framework, partners recognize that stakeholder resources (people,
funds, equipment) are limited. Effective and efficient use of these resources therefore
requires that management efforts be directed where they are most needed and where they
are most cost-effective. The prioritization process, whereby watersheds within a basin
management unit are ranked in order of priority for management actions, helps to clarify
the interrelatedness of resource management issues. It also can help partners gauge the
level of pUblic interest and support, and can sometimes create synergy for directing more
resources at priority problems so that strategies can be developed for resolving the most
pressing problems. In addition to prioritizing watersheds, partners will frequently be faced
with the need to identify and rank lower priority watersheds in which further data collection
and assessment are needed.
Prioritization and
Targeting:
Establishes a priority
ranking for watersheds.
within the basin
Targets the most urgent
problems for immediate
attention
Prioritizing Watersheds
In the third phase of the basin management cycle, Framework
partners and interested stakeholders work together to establish a
priority ranking of watersheds within the basin, using 11,digit HUes as
the basis for discussion. The initial effort by partners to rank all of the
11,digit watersheds within a basin management unit will be based solely
on technical factors related to human health risk and ecological impair,
ment, including
• severity of impact or threat
• spatial scale or extent of impact or threat
In establishing priorities, it is important that partners strike a.
balance between (1) restoring impaired resources (the traditional
emphasis of regulatory agencies) and (2) protecting resources from
impending threats before significant damage is done. The prioritization
methods developed for the Framework attempt to address both of these
goals. (A more detailed discussion of the Framework's priority,ranking
method is being developed in a separate guidance document.)
Once a preliminary ranking of watersheds in a basin has been
established, it will be presented for public review. The list will then be
reconsidered and adjustments made as necessary to incorporate stake-
holders' values and concerns.
Once priority watersheds within a basin management unit have
been identified, another process, referred to as targeting, must take
place. Through the targeting process, partners and stakeholders can
evaluate the feasibility and adVisability of allocating limited resources to
address particular issues within a priority watershed. Some issues can
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An Action Plan is a written document that outlines specific activities that Framework
partners and stakeholders will implement to address problems within a basin (basin Action
Plan) or targeted issues within a priority watershed (watershed Action Plan). The activities
included in an Action Plan are designed to achieve a cost-effective solution to important
problems. Action Plans emphasize resource management goals, proposed resource man-
agement actions, responsible parties, funding and scheduling, and methods for tracking
and evaluating success. Prior to implementation, draft Action Plans are communicated to
citizens and fine-tuned to strengthen public support for the final Action Plan. i
2-7
Action Plan Development:
Choose strategies for
addressing highest
priority problems
Document these
strategies in draft basin
and watershed Action
Plans
What is an Action Plan?
be so difficult to deal with that they may not be solvable or cost effective,
given that human and financial resources are not infinite. After water-
sheds are ranked, therefore, the next activity is to figure out which prob-
lems within a priority watershed should be addressed under the Frame-
work.
Targeting Available Resources Within Priority Watersheds
Decisions about targeting available resources toward solving
particular problems in priority watersheds are expected to be consensus-
based, bringing in real-world considerations to determine what is
doable. Criteria that might, for example, be used to determine which
problems within a watershed will be targeted include
• Priority Tanking: Is it a high priority relative to other concerns
in the basin management unit?
• Technical feasibility: Can the problem be solved through avail-
able means?
• Political feasibility: Are stakeholders willing, ready, interested
in doing something?
• Cost-effectiveness: How much benefit is expected per dollar
spent relative to other concerns?
• Programmatic feasibility: Are needed staff and financial re-
sources available?
Phase 4: ActIon Plan Development
Technical experts from partner agencies work with other stakehold-
ers during phase 4 of the basin management cycle to identify, evaluate,
and select management strategies to address targeted issues in priority
watersheds. Sound science and stakeholder consensus are emphasized
to establish cost-effective solutions that are supported or accepted by
those who must take the actions. Implementation strategies are docu-
mented in draft basin and watershed Action Plans. These plans outline
specific actions and funding sources to gliide the efforts of Framework
partners to resolve the problem. Draft Action Plans are communicated
to a broader public audience and fine-tuned as necessary to strengthen
public support for the final Action Plan.
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Implementation:
Carry out cost-effective
management activities
in accordance wfth
basin and watershed
Action Plans designed
to protect or restore the
watershed resources
A fixed sequence of
activities throughout each
five-year cycle ensures
progressive
implementation of
watershed management
activities.
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Phase 5: Implementation
During phase 5 of the basin management cycle, Framework partners
carry out and guide management actions in accordance with basin or
watershed Action Plans. Probable actions include
• Conducting education and outreach to promote broad public
understanding and participation
• Issuing, modifiying, or denying regulatory permits such as KPDES
permits for wastewater discharges
• Awarding Nonpoint Source Program grants to facilitate implemen-
tation of best management practices
• Funding and constructing pollution control and abatement facilities
• Modifying agency programs to support the Action Plan
• Revising regulations, statutes, and ordinances
• Sharing information among partners and stakeholders regarding
activities
• Targeting enforcem~t activities toward priority problem areas and
pezmtent violators
• Monitoring progress of Action Plan implementation
• Providing technical assistance to stakeholders
• Supporting drinking water source protection and planning
Time Frames for Activities In Each of the Five Phases
Time frames for specific activities during each of the five phases are
shown in Figure 2-4. These schedules are fixed to ensure timely transi-
tion from planning to implementation. The schedule does not limit
when a partner can conduct an activity; those decisions remain at the
discretion of the partner. Rather, the schedule indicates the time frame
dedicated to integrated planning and implementation or, in other
words, the time during which partn~rs emphasize working together to
accomplish a specific task. Partners have the opportunity to tie into the
schedule during these key time frames, knowing that other partners will
also be focusing on the same activities simultaneously. For example, a
local government might monitor its drinking water watershed on a
monthly basis every year. By tying into the basin management cycle
during scheduled monitoring design and assessment periods, however,
the locality might gain more information without increasing monitoring
costs since a number of partners would be coordinating data gathering
activities at that time and sharing the resulting information.
Delays in moving through the basin management cycle are discour-
aged. Rather, partners are encouraged to go on to the next phase even if
results are less than ideal. Open-ended schedules can lead to an endless
period of planning. The Framework is based on the principle that cost-
effective implementation of actions that protect or restore the watershed
resources should be the primary emphasis. The fixed cycle ensures progres-
sive implementation of Framework activities. Issues that are not addressed
in one iteration of the cycle can be top priorities for the next.
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July 1997
July 1998
July 1999
A statewide basin
management schedule
establishes a calendar
and sequence for
conducting key watershed
managementactwroes
within each basin
management unit and
throughout the state.
By creating five basin
management unit groups,
the schedule provides a
regional focus for
watershed management
efforts.
The grouping also helps
partners involved in
watershed management
on a statewide basis to
balance workloads over
time.
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Core Component 3:
Statewide Basin Management Schedule
The basin management cycle will not be initiated in all basin manage-
ment units at the same time for practical reasons. For Framework schedul-
ing purposes, the 12 basin management units have been combined to form
five basin management groups (Table 2-1 and Figure 2-5). These groups are
designed to make it possible for partners to focus watershed management
activities on one portion of the state during a given period of time, allowing
more efficient use of human and fInancial resources. The five basin groups
are based on geographical proximity of river basins to one another, equal
distribution of land area, and equal disttibution of critical workloads.
Table 2-1. Basin management groups for the Kentucky
Watershed Framework.
Basin Management Group Area Percent of
Number and Description (mi.2) Total Area
1. Kentucky River 6,966 17.2
2. Salt and Ucking Rivers 9,037 22.4
3. Upper and Lower Cumberland, 9,853 24.4
Mississippi, and Tennessee Rivers
4. Green and Tradewater Rivers 11,109 27.5
5. Big Sandy, little Sandy, and Tygarts 3,424 8.5
Rivers
A statewide schedule is in place for sequencing the phases of the
management cycle within each of the five basin management groups.
Figure 2~6 shows how the schedule for basin management cycle activi-
ties will be phased in each group of river basins (see Appendix B for a
more detailed schedule). The sequence for initiating activities in the
five basin management groups was established based on several factors.
These included the Kentucky River AuthOrity's presence in the Ken-
tucky River basin, permitting issues, and Tennessee's basin management
cycle within the Cumberland River basin.
Basin management cycle activities will begin in each of the five
groups of river basins as follows:
1. Kentucky River Basin
2. .Salt and Licking Rivers
3. Upper and Lower Cumberland, Mississippi,
and Tennessee Rivers
4. Green and Tradewater Rivers July 2000
5. Big Sandy, Litde Sandy, and Tygarts Rivers July 2001
Thus, by the year 2001, activities will have been initiated, and will
be ongoing, in each basin management unit. This illustrates one of the
core features of the Framework: at anyone point in time, different ac-
tivities are happening across all five basin groups, providing regional fo-
cus and balanced workloads among partners operating statewide. More
information about the transition to the statewide basin management
schedule is provided in Chapter 4.
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Basin Management Units by Sequence
i-Kentucky
2-Salt / Licking
3-Tennessee / Mississippi / Cumberland
4-Tradewater / Green
5-Big and Little Sandy / Tygarts
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Mississippi Tennessee
Lower
Cumberland
Licking
Upper
Cumberland.
Tygarts and
Little Sandy
Figure 2·5. Map of basin management groups for scheduling activities•
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Forums to support
cooperative action and
public participation
reflect a concerted effort
to involve all interested
parties in watershed
management activities.
The Partner Network
consists of organizations
and individuals willing to
invest their time and
resources to learn about
watershed management
needs, develop and
implement strategies to
address those needs,
and promote public
involvement.
Involving all who have a
stake in watershed
management is a
challenge that requires
the combined resources
and commitment of many
partners.
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Core Component 4:
Forums to Support Cooperative Action and
Public Participation
Forums to Support Cooperative Action
PaTtneT Network
A Parmer Network is being used to help coordinate and carry out
watershed management in Kentucky. Involving all citizens and organi·
zations who have a stake in watershed management, planning, and
implementation is a challenge that requires the combined resources and
commitment of many parmers. Successful implementation of the
Kentucky Watershed Management Framework will depend on the use
of existing communication networks and expertise from these key
parmers to ensure broad·based support among the diverse audiences
and participants. The Parmer Network consists of agencies, organiza·
tions, and individuals willing to invest their time and resources to learn
about watershed management needs, to develop and implement strate·
gies to address those needs, and to promote awareness of and public
involvement in the watershed approach. Table 2·2 lists key parmers to
lead and support communication and planning efforts for specific
audiences considered integral to the watershed management process.
The parmers in watershed management in Kentucky need an
organizational structure that they can depend on to support and facili·
tate their efforts. Coordination is needed at three levels:
• Within local watersheds, to rally public support and participation
of local stakeholders in watershed management.
• At the basin level, to assess watershed conditions and prioritize
watershed management needs.
• Statewide, to conduct watershed management activities across
the entire state, and to target and synchronize efforts by all
partners.
To meet these needs, the Framework uses the forums described in
the next three sections. No hierarchical relationship is associated with
these forums. They are meant to coexist and address different needs at
each of the three geographic levels (see Figure 2·7).
Statewide Steering Committee
The purpose of the Statewide Steering Committee is to address
issues of statewide coordination and policy related to the Framework.
Members of the Statewide Steering Committee will represent a large
cross section of organizational interests, including the Kentucky Water·
shed Framework Development Workgroup and local governments,
environmental groups, business, industry, and others.
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Table 2-2. Key audiences and partners.
AUDIENCE: GENERAL
Lead Partners:
Environmental Education Council
Cooperative Extension Service
Division of Conservation
Supporting Partners:
Participants for Reform Initiatives in Sci-
ence and Math (PRISM)
Area Development Districts (ADDs)
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
Kentucky Waterways Alliance
Environmental Quality Commission (EQC)
WaterWatch (DOW program)
Know Your Watershed (CTIC)
AUDIENCE: LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Lead Partners:
ADD Districts (local lead)
Dept. of Local Government (state lead)
Supporting Partners - State Level:
League of Cities
Kentucky Association of Counties
Chambers of Commerce
Health Services Cabinet
Resource Conservation & Development
Councils
Supporting Partners - Local Level:
Local Solid Waste Coordinators
Kentucky Rural Water Association
Water & Wastewater Operators Association
County Health Departments
Environmental Directors Association
Health Supervisors Association
Water Supply Planning Councils
AUDIENCE: BUSINESS
Lead Partners:
Chamber of Commerce - Environmental
Forum
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Supporting Partners:
Associated Industries of Kentucky
Water Well Drillers Association
Kentucky On-site Wastewater Association
Coal Operators Association
Kentucky Coal Association
Kentucky Fertilizer and Chemical Assn
Local Kentucky Utilities
Home Builders Association
Cabinet for Tourism!Tourism Association
Economic Development Cabinet
Kentucky Forest Industry Association
Kentucky Oil and Gas Association
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Publicly and Privately-owned Utilities
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AUDIENCE: LANDOWNERS/LAND USERS
Lead Partners:
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Cooperative Extension Service
Conservation Districts
Supporting Partners:
Kentucky Woodland Owner Association
Kentucky Farm Alliance
Private Lands Council
Resource Conservation and Development
Councils
Neighborhood Associations
Commodity Groups
AUDIENCE: CHILDREN/SCHOOLS (K-12j
Lead Partners:
PRISM
Kentucky Science Teachers Association
(KSTA)
Environmental Education Council
Supporting Partners:
Project WET
Kentuc~ Environmental Education
Association
Kentuc!<y Association for Environmental
Education
Ag and the Environment in the Classroom
4-H (partner lead with PRISM)
Vocational Agriculture (FFA)
WaterWatch
AUDIENCE: ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCACY
GROUPS
Lead Partners:
Sierra Club
Waterways Alliance
Supporting Partners:
Kentucky Resources Council
The Nature Conservancy
Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
Kentucky Conservation Committee
Kentucky League of Sportsmen
Trout Unlimited
Ducks Unlimited
Community Farm Alliance
AUDIENCE: LEGISLATORS
Lead Partner:
Legislative Research Commission
Supporting Partners:
Natural Resources & Environmental
Protection Cabinet
Long-Term Policy Research Center
Legislative Committee/Subcommittees
• Agricultural & Natural Resources
• Economic Development
Environmental Quality Commission
Cabinet for Health Services
Kentucky Resources Council
River Basin Teams
Assess basin-scale
conditions and
management needs.
Statewide Steering Comm-
Addresses statewide
coordination needs and
maintain framework.
...•.~.:-;:;:".: ..:::;;._.:::~:
Local Watershed Task Forces
Determine local needs
and actions.
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J
-
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Figure 2-7. Relationship of. statewide, basin-level, and
watershed-level forums.
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More information about the missions of these groups is presented in Appendix C.
Other Forums That Complement the Statewide Steering Committee
Many existing groups and forums (some of which are listed below) can provide impor-
tant building blocks for the Statewide Steering Committee of the Kentucky Watershed
Management Framework. These groups or forums address specific issues that relate
directly to the Framework mission. Their participation and involvement in developing and
implementing the Framework will constitute an important contribution to the realization of
the watershed approach in Kentucky. The Statewide Steering Committee can, in tum,
provide a means of communication for these and other groups and forums that has not
existed before.
Agricultural Water Quality Authority (AWQA)
Area Development District (ADD) Council
Chamber of Commerce (Cote)
Kentucky Association of Counties (KACo)
Kentucky Water Interagency Coordinating Council (KWICC)
Kentucky Waterways Alliance (KWA)
Kentucky League of Cities (KLC)
Private Lands Council (PLC)
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Functions of the Statewide Steering Committee will include the
following:
• Representing a cross-section of organizations
• Coordinating watershed management activities statewide
• Communicating activities and exchanging ideas
• Identifying Basin Coordinators (see page 2-20)
• Recruiting River Basin Team members (see below)
• Identifying Local Watershed Task Force members
• Developing policy
• Resolving disputes
• Designing the statewide Watershed Management Framework
• Supporting framework implementation
• Evaluating and updating the Framework
River Basin Teams
A River Basin Team will be formed in each basin management unit
to provide a forum for carrying out joint watershed management efforts.
Functions of the River Basin Teams will include:
• Developing Basin Status Reports
• Facilitating public communication and conducting outreach
activities
• Developing Strategic Monitoring Plans
6/30197
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A Statewide Steering
Committee will address
issues of statewide
coordination and policy,
facilitate communication,
and evaluate how the
Framework is working.
Members wlll represent a
wide cross section of
interests.
River Basin Teams will be
formed in each basin
management unit to
provide a forum for
conducting joint
watershed management
efforts.
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Local Watershed Task
Forces wiff be formed or
identified in watersheds
where high priority
problems have been
identified.
The Task Forces wiff
provide opportunities for
stakeholders to develop
and implement Action
Plans.
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• Assessing watershed conditions
• Prioritizing watersheds and targeting resources to issues within
watersheds
• Developing Basin Management Plans
• Overseeing Basin Management Plan implementation
River Basin Team members will· be skilled experts in technical fields
and public relations, including
• Communication (writing, public speaking, education, outreach)
• Monitoring and assessment (physical, chemical, and biological)
• Resource management (agriculture, fisheries, forestry, ground~
water, mining, surface water, wildlife)
• Modeling
• Land use planning
• GIS and data management
• Economic development
Other Forums That Complement the
River Basin Teams
Several existing groups or forums have complementary
roles to the River Basin Teams, including the Area Develop-
ment Districts (ADD), Kentucky River Authority (KRA), and
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). There will be many
opportunities for these groups to participate in the River
Basin Teams, and the Teams will benefit from the knowl-
edge the other groups possess. In tum, the River Basin
Teams can provide a useful forum for these groups as well
as a larger context for their work. More information about
the missions of these groups or forums is presented in
AppendixC.
Local Watershed Task Forces
Local Watershed Task Forces will be formed in watersheds where
high priority problems have been identified. The Task Forces will
provide a forum for local government officials, industry representatives,
farming, environmental, and other stakeholder groups to participate in
Action Plan development and implementation.
The functions of the Local Watershed Task Forces will include the
following:
• Providing a forum for all interested parties to participate in
Framework activities
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• Assisting in targeting resources to issues in priority watersheds
• Developing watershed Action Plans; including establishing
goals and objectives; identifying, evaluating, and selecting
options; and writing plans
• Implementing Action Plans
• Coordinating with and recruiting willing local participants.
The Statewide Steering Committee and River Basin Team will work
with local contacts to recruit willing participants for the Local Watershed
Task Force. Local watershed groups that already exist, and that have a
broad cross-section of representatives and balanced perspectives, will be
encouraged by Framework partners to take on this organizational role.
other Forums That Complement the
Local Watershed Task Forces
Existing agencies and organizations will complement
and contribute to the work of the Local Watershed Task
Forces. These include the Soil and Water Conservation
Districts, existing watershed groups, Water Supply Planning
Councils, and Sanitation Districts. There will be many
opportunities for these groups to participate in the Local
Watershed Task Forces, and the Task Forces will benefit
from the knowledge the other groups possess. In tum, the
Watershed Task Forces can provide a useful forum for
these groups as well as a larger context for their work.
More information about the missions of these groups or
forums is presented in Appendix C.
Coordination Among Forums
The activities of the Statewide Steering Committee, River Basin
Teams, Local Watershed Task Forces, and Partner Network will be
coordinated using three mechanisms: general administration by the
Division of Water, management by Basin Coordinators, and outreach by
Public Information Coordinators.
General Administration
The Division ofWater (DOW) has offered to take leadership responsi.
bilit), for general coordination and oversight of the Kentucky Watershed
Framework This is consistent with DOW's statutory authority for water
quality and quantity management. A primary DOW responsibility will be
to ensure that coordination and communication are maintained. This task
will require that DOW take an active role in recruiting partners and
maintaining partnerships by means of letters of intent, memoranda of
agreement, and other mechanisms.
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Local watershed groups
that already exist, and
that represent a broad
range of perspectives,
may assume this
organizational role.
The Division of Water
(DOW) will provide overall
administration and
leadership, ensuring
coordination and
communication among all
partners.
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Basin Coordinators
assigned to each basin
management unit will
provide key facilitation
and coordination
sefYices.
Public Information
Coordinators will
communicate the
Framework mission and
goals with a broad range
of audiences and look for
ways to involve the public
on an ongoing basis.
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Basin COOTdinatoTs
Successful management of the basin management units in Kentucky
will require substantial ongoing coordination among many agencies and
organizations. Basin Coordinators will be assigned to facilitate Framework
activities within one or more of the 12 basin management units. Coordina-
tors will provide key facilitation and coordination services, including facili-
tating dialogue and planning functions among Framework partners. The
coordinators will be responsible for facilitating River Basin Team meetings
and supporting the Statewide Steering Committee. Additionally, Basin
Coordinators can serve as liaisons between Local Watershed Task Forces
and the River Basin Teams. Basin Coordinators will make sure that partners
understand how the Kentucky Watershed Framework operates and are
. aware of key milestone dates so that the basin schedule of activities stays on
track. They will help compile information at key points along the basin
management cycle, work with public information coordinators (see next
section), and bring together specific partners to troubleshoot issues or carry
out planning and implementation functions.
Framework partners will seek as Basin Coordinators individuals with
both strong communication and organizational skills and technical
backgrounds that include an understanding of the basics of all facets of
watershed function and management. It is critical that the Basin
Coordinators be perceived by Framework partners as highlyapproach-
able, knowledgeable about the Framework's components and operations,
and capable of facilitating communication among many partners.
Public Infonnation Coordinators
Communication about the mission, goals, and activities of the Water-
shed Framework with a broad range of audiences must occur throughout
the basin management cycle. Successfully transmitting messages that
contain technical and policy information is challenging, and many scien-
tists, engineers, and planners do it poorly. Because public and private sector
support is critical to the success of any watershed management effort, the
Framework includes public information coordinators.
Responsibilities of the Public Information Coordinators will include
working with River Basin Teams, Local Watershed Task Forces, Basin
Coordinators, and the Partner Network to prepare messages for the
diverse audiences. Information about Basin Status ReportS, public
surveys, draft priority watershed rankings, and draft Action Plans will
need to be disseminated effectively to the public. Information Coordi-
nators will also be responsible for ensuring that information about
ongoing activities and progress in basin management reach key audi-
ences. The Coordinators will also work with the Partner Network to
coordinate public input into the watershed management process.
The Public Information Coordinators should be people who have
strong written and oral communication skills. They must be able to
help partners take technical and policy information and make it under-
standable for a diverse set of audiences. These Coordinators will need
to have frequent exchanges with key contacts in the Partner Network
to help maintain the flow of communication.
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Basin Champion
While each basin management unit will be assigned a Basin Coordinator, that person
may be called upon to serve as coordinator for several basin management units. For this
reason, the Basin Coordinator cannot always be a person who lives and works in a particu-
lar basin. In order to ensure that basin-specific issues are carefully monitored and articu-
lated, and that key players and stakeholders are kept involved, Basin Coordinators will look
for a volunteer in each basin to serve as Basin Champion. This indMdual will serve as a
reference person for both the Basin Coordinator and the River Basin Team. The Basin
Champion may be an employee of a partner agency or organization, either public or private.
A Basin Champion must have a strong interest in the basin, be very knowledgeable about
the basin and its land and water resources, and be willing to engage stakeholders in the
watershed approach on an ongoing basis.
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Public Participation
The Purpose and Importance of Public Participation
Public participation is critical to the success of the watershed
approach. The Kentucky Watershed Framework is based on the follow-
ing key principles regarding public participation:
• Success of the watershed approach is dependent on early and
strong efforts to educate and involve the public.
• Existing public forums and communication networks should be
used whenever possible:
- There is no reason to "recreate the wheel"; use means that
have demonstrated effectiveness.
- The public tends not to come out for special-topic meetings
unless the meetings involve controversial issues; reach out
to people in forums they already attend frequently.
• Methods for involving the public must be able to hold their
interest.
• The public must have trust that their input and involvement
will make a difference.
• Communication with the public must address both immediate
and long-term watershed management needs.
Activities to Involve the Public in the Framework Process
The Kentucky Watershed Framework emphasizes two purposes
for public participation: eduaItion and involvement. Rather than being
tied to one specific phase of the proposed basin management cycle,
education is an ongoing need. Educational approaches used will vary
depending on the audience. Specific types of education should be tied
to key activities within the basin management cycle and agendas of
public meetings. Table 2-3 gives examples of typical relationships
between audience and type of education.
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critical to the success of
the watershed approach.
Existing forums and
communication networks
will be used whenever
possible.
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Table 2·3. Audiences and purposes ofeducation for the watetshed Approach.
Targeted
Audience Type or Purpose of Education and Involvement J
J
• Communicate technical and regulatory information
- drinking water regulations and source water protection mea-
sures
- wastewater discharge regulations and impacts
- storm water runoff impacts and control measures
- pollution prevention programs and measures
• Understand roles and benefits in watershed management
• Acquire basic understanding of watershed management
• Learn about statewide watershed management framework
• Understand opportunities and reasons for participation
• Provide outreach to those who have not been involved
General public
Local government
:'!i2
II-----------+----------------------------{"
~~
:~
.~
Business community,
including utilities
• Communicate technical and regulatory information
- wastewater discharge/pretreatment regulations and impacts
- storm water runoff regulations, impacts, and control measures
- pollution prevention programs and measures
• Understand roles and benefits in watershed management
1
J
J
Landownerslland
users
• Communicate technical information
- nonpoint source pollution impacts and control measures
• Learn reasons for management and participation
• Understand roles and benefits in watershed management -Legislators • Build support for watershed management concept
• Keep apprised of legislative and appropriation needs
• Understand roles and benefits in watershed management
School/children • Acquire basic understanding of watershed function and manage-
ment
• Develop conservation ethic at early age
• Learn why and how to participate
• Enhance education efforts for general public (children help par-
ents learn)
J
,
.J
In addition to providing opportunities for learning about watersheds
and their management, the Framework should involve the public
throughout the basin management cycle. Table 2A lists important types
of public involvement at key points in the cycle. J
J
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Basin Management and
watershed Action Plans
document the most
urgent problems within a
basin or watershed and
record plans for
addressing those
problems.
These Plans provide a
common reference for
Framework partners and
guide implementation of
watershed management
activities.
Timing Within the
Type of Involvement Basin Management Cycle
Public and stakeholder meetings Strategically timed within I
~- Scoping and Data Gathering (Phase 1) ;,::~
Prioritization and Targeting (Phase 3)
j~-- ?.~
- Plan Development (Phase 4) :~
:~
:J
Outreach and education - mailings, Ongoing throughout basin management cycle
1
~
web pages, and newsletters
Surveys During:
- input on issues and needs of basin - Scoping and Data Gathering (Phase 1)
- input on watershed priorities - Prioritization and Targeting (Phase 3)
Local Watershed Task Force During Plan Development (Phase 4)
Voluntary monitoring (e.g., participate Ongoing with emphasis on reporting during
in WaterWatch) Scoping and Data Gathering (Phase 1)
Management implementation Receives emphasis during Implementation
- spending time and funds (Phase 5), but requires ongoing commitment
Core Component 5:
Basin Management and Watershed Action
Plans
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A Basin Management Plan will be developed for each basin man-
agement unit and updated on a five-year basis according to the state-
wide schedule. The primary purpose of these Basin Management Plans
is to provide a common reference guide for implementation of water-
shed management activities. Specific audiences and corresponding
purposes for Basin Management Plans are listed in Table 2-5.
Basin Management Plans will have four major sections (see Appen-
dix D for an example outline):
• A User's Guide that will provide an overview of the watershed
management approach and help the reader understand the
purpose and organization of the Plan.
• A Basin Summary that will provide the reader with the "big
picture" of the entire basin management unit. The Summary
should contain physical and cultural descriptions of the entire
basin management unit, information on current resource condi-
tions, and profiles of Action Plans for priority watersheds.
• Watershed Summaries and Action Plans. The Watershed Summa-
ries will describe each II-digit HUe in a basin management unit,
including features and conditions. For priority watersheds,
r
r
r Table 2-4. Important types ofpUblic Involvement in the basin management cycle.
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Action Plans will be included in the Summaries. The Action Plans
will emphasize management goals and objectives, proposed man·
agement actions, responsible parties, funding and scheduling, and
methods for tracking and evaluating success.
• Technical appendices that will contain more technical information
on management methodologies and results.
Table 2-5. Anticipated audiencfi!s and purposes .. of basin planning documentation.
Audience: Who Can Purpose: How Can
Use the Plans? Plans be Used?
...
-
I j
-:;.
Governmental Framework
partners (local, state, and federal)
Regulated community
Special interest groups
State legislature
Landowners, land users
(e.g., agriculture, forestry, mining,
urban development, homeowners)
General public
~.-._,..
• Meet reporting mandates
• Support communication and coordination
• Guide operations and policy decisions
• Highlight information needs
• Provide education and guidance
• Promote involvement
• Support long-term planning
• Encourage private leadership initiatives
• Highlight areas of priority concern
• Provide information
• Promote involvement in watershed management
• Keep legislators well-informed
• Guide appropriations
• Identify legislation needs
• Provide information
• Promote involvement in watershed management
strategy implementation
• Raise public awareness
• Generate public support for and participation in
watershed management
J
What Is a Basin Management Plan?
A Basin Management Plan is a written plan that documents anticipated Framework
activities in a particular basin management unit over a five-year period. The purpose of the
Basin Management Plan is to provide a common reference guide for implementation of
watershed management activities.
The Basin Management Plan consists of four parts: (1) a User's Guide that provides an
overview of the watershed management approach and states the purpose and organization
of the Plan, (2) a Basin Summary that describes the physical and cultural characteristics of
the basin management unit as well as the condition of land and water resources, (3) Water-
shed Summaries for all ii-digit watersheds in the basin management unit and an Action
Plan for each priority watershed, and (4) technical information on management methodolo-
gies and results.
.J
.J
i...
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• Action Plan
Implementation
• Strategic Data
Collection,
Monitoring, and
Assessment
In T~his_---il
Chapter... ~
~,
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• Setting Priorities
and Developing
Management
Strategies
CHAPTER 3
Core Watershed
Management
Activities
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This chapter builds on the Kentucky Watershed Framework compo·
nents outlined in Chapter 2 by describing the specific management
activities carried out during implementation of the basin management
cycle in each basin management unit. Tuning of activities and specific
roles are detailed for the River Basin Teams, Local Watershed Task
Forces, Partner Network, Basin Coordinators, and Public Information
Coordinators. A.n activity reference guide summarizing key activities,
end products and outcomes, responsible parties, and timing within the
cycle in a step.by.step matrix format is provided in Appendix E.
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As described in Chapter 2, watershed management decisions are
based on reviews of historical data and new information collected
through strategic monitoring and assessment efforts. The term strategic
Strategic Data Collection, Monitoring, and
Assessment
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Strategic data collection,
monitoring,' and
assessment constitute key
activities as the Watershed
Management Framework is
initiated in each basin
management unit.
These activities provide
information that partners
can use to set priorities
and make management
decisions.
During the first few months
of the basin management
cycle, technical experts
and the public are brought
together to identify the
most pressing concerns in
each basin.
The River Basin Team
prepares the Basin Status
Report.
The Partner Network
distributes the draft Basin
Status Report to diverse
audiences throughout each
basin management unit.
Stakeholders are
encouraged to become
involved in the Watershed
Management Framework.
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refers to efforts that are targeted to make best use of limited resources.
A number of programs and agencies in Kentucky are already collecting
information relevant to watershed management. The inventory of
Kentucky monitoring and assessment activities in Appendix F provides
a summary of these previous and ongoing data collection efforts. It will
be challenging to compile all the information needed for a basinwide
assessment because of the large number of agencies and programs
involved in data collection and the range of data management and
assessment tools used in the state: Communication among partners and
with the stakeholders in each basin is essential to this task. Several
activities to support strategic data collection, monitoring, and assess,
ment are planned under the Kentucky Watershed Framework. .
Scoping and Data Gathering (Phase 1)
Compiling Relevant Data and Infonnation
During the first few months of the basin management cycle, techni,
cal experts and the public are brought together to identify the most
important concerns in each basin. This is referred to as a scoping
process: it represents the first phase of the basin management cycle.
Data on the basin are needed to (1) prepare the Basin Status Report
and (2) provide the background information partners need to rank
watersheds in order of priority. Additional data collected during this
phase will further support the watershed ranking process and the
development of strategies for solving the most urgent problems in
priority watersheds. Important data related to watershed resources are
currently collected by the Kentucky DEP in order to meet the reporting
requirements under Sections 305 (b) (a report to Congress on the
condition of waters within the state) and 303(d) (a list of impaired
waters requiring development of total maximum daily loads for problem
pollutants) of the Clean Water Act. Additional data are collected by
other programs and agencies, including the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources, Kentucky and U.S. Geological Surveys,
and regional programs, including the Louisville,Jefferson County
Metropolitan Sewer District, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Appendix F).
Month 1 of the basin management cycle is largely spent organizing and
orienting the River Basin Team and clarifying monitoring and assessment
objectives and activities planned for the early phases of the cycle. During
months 1 and 2 of the cycle, River Basin Team members assigned to a
Monitoring and Assessment Workgroup will compile readily available data
and prepare a Basin Status Report (see Figure 3,1). The Status Report is
intended to communicate conditions and trends in water quality and
quantity and watershed integrity to a broad audience, and to support the
River Basin Team's determination of priorities for strategic monitoring.
The draft Basin Status Report will be communicated to the public
during months 3 and 4, using the Framework's Partner Network. The
Public Information Coordinator will act as a liaison between the River
Basin Team and the Partner Network to ensure that the issues and
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Using the Basin Status
Report and readily
available data, partners
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Conduct monitoring and
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Collection Plan including
Monitoring Wolfe Plans, Data
Mgt. and GIS MNfc Plans
Public Information
Coordinator
Gather basin status
infonnation from various
sources and produce
Basin Status Report
Prepare Public 0utnNIch
Message on watershed
management approach
and Basin Status
Review and Update
Monltoting and
Assessment Resoun:es
Irwentoly as needed
M0N'IHS1-2
Figure 3-.1. Phase .1: Scoping and Data Gathering.
concerns described in the Basin Status Report are understandable and
accurately portrayed. A survey designed by a Public Participation
Workgroup of the River Basin Team will accompany the Basin Status
Report to elicit the public's perceptions of conditions within the basin
and problems that warrant attention. The Public Information Coordi-
nator will see that survey responses obtained through the Partner
Network are returned to the River Basin Team for incorporation into
plans developed during later phases of the management cycle.
r Designing and Implementing a Monitoring Work Plan
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Also during the scoping and data gathering phase of the basin
management cycle, partners will begin developing Monitoring Work
Plans (part of the Strategic Data Collec.tion Plan) by clarifying monitor-
ing objectives during month 1. The Monitoring Work Plans will detail
sampling designs, partner roles, and monitoring schedules. Most efforts
by the Monitoring and Assessment Workgroup to design and document
the Monitoring Work Plans, however, will occur during months 4
through 6 of the basin management cycle. Draft Monitoring Work
Plans will be distributed by the Basin Coordinator for comment and
refined during months 7 to 9.
Months 9 to 21 will be spent implementing the Monitoring Work
Plans. Physical, chemical, biological, and hydrologic data will be
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collected according to the Work Plans. These data will be augmented
by ongoing monitoring activities throughout the basin (e.g., habitat
analyses, reference reach monitoring, ambient surface water and
groundwater monitoring). The Monitoring and Assessment Workgroup
will work with the Basin Coordinator to see that monitoring activities
stay on track.
Standard monitoring protocols and guidance are needed to ensure
consistent data collection, assessment, and management. Separate
guidance is being developed by a Technical Workgroup which is part of
the Kentucky Watershed Framework Development Workgroup (see
Chapter 4). The guidance will, in tum, be adopted and implemented
through the River Basin Teams.
Assessment (Phase 2)
j
,
..J
Sample Analysis and Data
Entry Work Plans specify
roles, responsibilities,
and schedules for
analyzing and managing
data collected under
Monitoring WorK Plans.
Integrating Assessment Components
Partners within the Kentucky Watershed Framework possess a broad
range of assessment capabilities (Appendix F). Depending on the issues
of concern within the basin, the agencies conducting relevant assess-
ment activities will be identified.
During months 6 to 9 of the basin management cycle, the Basin
Coordinator and River Basin Team will develop Sample Analysis and
Data Entry Work Plans assigning roles, responsibilities, and schedules
for sample analysis and data management that correspond to the Moni-
toring Work Plans (Figure 3-2). Months 9 through 24 are reserved for
carrying out Work Plans.
J
Assign agency roles, respon-
sibilities, and schedules for
basin assessment in
Assessment Worlc I'Ians
Conduct assessments and
produce Draft Basin
Assessment Report
MONTHS ...
Assign agency roles,
responsibilities, and
schedules through Sample
Analysi$ and Data Entry
Wolfe I'Ians
MONIHS 9-2111111 MONTHS 2;1;-2;41111
"
J
l
.J
Figure 3-2. Phase 2: Assessment.
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During months 15 to 18 of the cycle, the Basin Coordinator, with
assistance from the River Basin Team, develops Assessment Work Plans
for evaluation and analysis of the compiled data. Partner roles, responsi-
bilities, and schedules are detailed such that assessment activities are
coordinated efficiently and effectively from months 18 to 27.
The result of the implementation of the Monitoring, Sample Analy-
sis and Data Entry, and Assessment Work Plans is the production of
final reports on monitoring results. These Final Monitoring Reports are
interim reports that are used by the River Basin Team to prepare a draft
Basin Assessment Report.
Managing Information
Kentucky is supporting several programs to promote consistent data
management practices in the state and to support the application of
metadata objectives across programs. (Metadata include information about
data, such as period represented, techniques used to generate the data,
and quality assurcmce measures applied to data.) The DEP is developing a
"data warehouse" to manage information collected as part of its field
collection and assessment efforts. This warehouse will support greater
information exchange and needs. This database will be linked to the
ongoing geographic information system (GIS) development activities within
the state. In addition, DEP is developing modeling tools and will support
work on the statewide data dictionary and GIS/modeling integration.
Setting Priorities and Developing
ManagementStrategies
Prioritization and Targeting (Phase 3)
Ranking Watersheds by Priority
The Kentucky Watershed Framework supports a process for identify-
ing watershed priorities. The purpose of the process is to (1) efficiently
achieve consensus on the most pressing watershed concerns (balancing
restoration and protection goals) in the basin management unit
(prioritization) and then (2) determine where efforts can be directed most
cost-effectively (targeting). This process takes place during the third
year of the five-year basin management cycle, beginning in month 25.
Priority setting follows the assessment activities in phase 2 of the basin
management cycle. In the first part of the prioritization process, technical
information from the Final Monitoring Reports and draft Basin Assessment
Report is entered into a numeric indexing formula by the River Basin Team
(see Figure 3-3). The index uses technical information to produce a
relative ranking for each II-digit HUC (watershed) within the basin (see
Chapter 2 for a discussion of HUCs). This represents a preliminary ranking
of watershed priorities to be presented for public consideration.
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MONTHS 25-27
River Basin Team!
Basin Coordinator
Establish a Draft Priorfty
RlJnldnt Ust of ll-di~
watersheds
Develop Outreach Message
and SuMty Mechanism for
CollectIng Public Feedbaclc
on priority listing
Figure 3-3. Phase 3: Prioritization and Targeting.
MONTHS 31-33
Public Info. Coordinatorl
Basin Team/Basin Coordinator
Convene focus WOUps to resolve
conl\icts regarding priority ranking
and develop a consensus-based
priori1y ranking for current basin
management ~Ie
Convene Local watershed Task
Forces and 5eeIc Public Input
To Tattet Priority Watershed
Issues for Action Plan
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priorities for action.
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incorporate their input
Local Watershed Task
Forces and the River
Basin Team decide where
to allocate limited
resources within priority
watersheds so that efforts
and funds are directed
where they are most
effective.
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With the help of the Public Information Coordinator for the basin
management unit, the River Basin Team distributes the preliminary
ranking through the Partner Network for public review and comment
during months 28 to 30. Key contacts within the Partner Network will
help compile comments for their constituencies and return them to the
River Basin Team for review and consideration. If specific concerns are
preventing consensus on watershed priorities, the River Basin Team can
conduct focused discussions with relevant participants to resolve the
issues and achieve a ranking supported by basin stakeholders by month 33.
Targeting Resources to Priority Watershed Problems
Once stakeholders have agreed on a ranking of watersheds in
order of priority, partners on the River Basin Team will apply targeting
criteria to determine where collaborative efforts should be directed. The
targeting process should be completed by month 36 of the cycle.
Practical considerations typically influence where participants are
willing to put forth (target) significant effort. Factors to consider
generally fall under two categories: the probability of success and cost-
effectiveness. In relation to probability of success, specific criteria
include:
• Technical feasibility: What is the level of certainty that the
problems can be solved?
• Political feasibility: Is there sufficient local support and interest
to solve the problems?
• Economic feasibility: Are the necessary funds available to solve
the problems?
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In evaluating cost-effectiveness, partners are interested in knowing
where their time and funds will do the most good. For example, it
might be very expensive to address problems in one priority watershed,
while the same level o( investment might solve problems in several other
priority watersheds. Information on cost-effectiveness can help guide
partners in making these difficult choices.
Good information (or targeting might not always be readily avail-
able. Nonetheless, River Basin Teams can make a first attempt at
targeting based on the interaction with other panners and the public
that has occurred up until this point in the basin management cycle
(phases 1 to 3). Working with patties who have been active in earlier
phases could help to clarify projections o( feasibility or cost-effective-
ness. Additionally, these contacts might lead direcdy to the (ormation
o( Local Watershed Task Forces to suppon the next phase o( watershed
management.
ActIon Plan Development (Phase 4)
Action Plans fOT Priority Watersheds
Solutions t6 many o( the problems in priority watersheds will un-
doubtedly require the efforts of many stakeholders. Parmers can use the
Kentucky Watershed Management Framework to plan how their actions
can be integrated to achieve management goals. The first step in
developing integrated management strategies is to establish an effective
local (orum (or planning. These local (orums are called Local Water-
shed Task Forces. Ideally they already exist in some (orm or will estab-
lish themselves during the targeting phase as logical extensions of
public involvement in the previous phases of the basin management
cycle. Representatives from a cross section o( interests and existing
forums will be recruited by the River Basin Team and Statewide Steer-
ing Committee to serve on the Task Forces.
It is anticipated that Local Task Forces will eventually be able to
sustain themselves. However, early efforts may require substantial input
and guidance from the Basin Coordinator. Additionally, circumstances
might arise where Local Task Forces would benefit from the skill and
experience of River Basin Team members (e.g., in developing tools to
evaluate tnanagement options). Working relationships will evolve as
the new approach is phased in, and differences are likely to exist among
basin management units because o( the unique circumstances of each
unit. Appendix G provides a listing of implementation tools for consid-
eration when developing Action Plans.
With the help of the Basin Coordinator and River Basin Team,
Local Watershed Task Forces work during months 37 to 42 to develop
draft Action Plans (or their panicular priority watershed. Each Action
Plan contains specific management goals and objectives, discussion of
alternative management options, and preferred approaches to solving
watershed problems. Each draft Watershed Action Plan will be distrib-
uted for public comment and revised accordingly.
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The River Basin Team
and the Local Watershed
Task Forces work
together during the fourth
year of the basin
management cycle to
develop an overall Basin
Management Plan which
contains a specific Action
Plan for each targeted
priority watershed.
Basin Management Plans
During year 4 (months 37 to 48), the River Basin Team and Local
Watershed Task Forces will pull together all the information about the
basin and draft an overall Basin Management Plan, which will include
specific Action Plans for targeted priority watersheds. A Basin Manage,
ment Plan is a written plan that documents Watershed Management
Framework activities in a particular basin management unit over a five-
year period. The purpose of the Basin Management Plan is to provide a
common reference guide for implementation of watershed management
activities. The Basin Coordinator will oversee development of the Basin
Management Plan by facilitating meetings of the River Basin Team,
compiling Team output, and working as a liaison with the Local Water-
shed Task Forces to compile their results as well.
The audiences, purpose, and contents of Basin Management Plans
were discussed in Chapter 2. This section describes the activities
conducted by watershed framework partners to document and adopt
Basin Management Plans, scheduled for the fourth year in the basin
management cycle.
A Basin Management Plan has three primary components:
• User's Guide
j
j
'j
J
The River Basin Team
and Basin Coordinator
work together to compile
the Basin Summary.
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• Basin Summary
• Watershed Summaries and an accompanying Action Plan for .J
each priority watershed
User's Guide
The User's Guide will provide an overview of the watershed man,
agement approach and state the purpose and organization of the Plan.
Once developed, the user's guide is expected to contain "boilerplate"
information that will be applicable to and that can be included in the
User's Guide section of each of the 11 Basin Management Plans
throughout the state.
The Basin Summary and Watershed Summaries, however, will
require substantial effort to tailor and update the Plans to the specifics
of a given basin management unit. Some parts of the Basin and Water,
shed Summaries, especially geology and number and size of watersheds,
will not change from year to year. Other components will require
substantial revision with each item of the basin management cycle.
Basin Summary
The Basin Summary, as currently designed, has four sections:
• Description of the basin management unit's physical and cuI,
tural features and an assessment of their conditions
• Overview of issues and concerns throughout the basin manage-
ment unit
• Brief summary of priority watersheds and Action Plans
• Brief discussion of future issues and challenges
-~
j
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Content for these sections will be generated primarily through activities
of the River Basin Team and Local Watershed Task Forces occurring
throughout the basin management cycle. For example, most of the basin
management unit description will be developed during the initial seoping
phase when the River Basin Team prepares a Basin Status Report to support
public participation in the Framework process and identification of primary
concerns in the basin. Refinement of basin features and condition descrip,
tions is likely to occur following the River Basin Team's completion of the
assessment phase. A preliminary ranking of priority watersheds will be
drafted by the River Basin Team in phase 3 of the management cycle, and
Action Plans for priority watersheds will be generated by the joint efforts of
the Local Watershed Task Forces and River Basin Team in phase 4. Future
issues and challenges will likely come from both the Task Forces and the
River Basin Team, based on dialogue and planning efforts during phases 3
and 4 of the basin management cycle. The Basin Coordinator will oversee
compilation of the various sections and subsections of text into a complete
draft Basin Summary for review by month 42 and final adoption by month
48 (see Figure 3~).
Watershed Summaries
The Watershed Summaries will follow the Basin Summary portion of
the Basin Management Plan and will provide watershed,level informa,
tion. Watershed Summaries are expected to include four sections:
• Brief "watershed,at,a,glance" overview
• More thorough description of physical and cultural features and
their condition
• Summary of issues and priorities
• Detailed Action Plan for each priority watershed
Local Watershed Task Forces will take the lead in compiling infor,
mation available only at the local level. This information is likely to
include descriptions of ongoing management initiatives and watershed
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MONTHS 37042
Basin Coordinator
Local Watershed Task Forces:
• Determine specific
management goals and
objectives
• Evaluate management
options
• Select preferred options
• Draft watelShed ActIon
Plans
River Basin Team:
• Compile Basin SummalY
• Work with Task Forces to
Draft Action Plans
• Compile Basin
Management Plan
Prepare and DIstribute Public
Message regarding proposed
Basin Management Plan. Collect
Partner and Public Comments
on Draft BasIn Plan
Local Watershed Task
Forces lead development
of Watershed Summaries
and Action Plans.
Consider partner and public input
on draft basin plans. Prepare
Rnal Basin Management Plan
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Figure 3·4. Phase 4: Plan Development.
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protection measures, locally defined management goals and objectives,
and technically and politically feasible management options that can be
implemented at the local level. The Action Plans should include
milestones, which are specific objectives to achieve within a certain
time frame.
The Basin Coordinator can help compile Action Plans into the
Watershed Summaries, and act as a liaison between the 'Task Forces
and Basin Team. The Public Infonnation Coordinator can provide
guidance on effective communication of Action Plans and act as a
liaison with the Partner Network that will distribute and refine the
Action Plans. These activities are performed in year 4 (months 37 to
48) and generally follow the same schedule as that oudined above for
the Basin Summary.
Reviewing Basin Management Plans
The Public Information Coordinator will work with the River Basin
Team, Local Watershed Task Forces, and Basin Coordinator to ensure
that the Basin Management Plan communicates effectively with its
intended audiences. The Public Information Coordinator's responsibili-
ties include offering guidance prior to development of sections by
Framework partners and helping to edit the draft Plan before it is
distributed for public comment. Additionally, the Public Information
Coordinator can act as a liaison between the River Basin Team and
Local Watershed Task Forces and key contacts within the Partner
Network. The Partner Network will be used to help distribute the draft
Plan and gather comments during months 43 to 47. Responses from
stakeholders will be considered by the authors as they finalize the Basin
Management Plan during months 47 to 48.
Action Plan Implementation (Phase 5)
Year 5 (months 49 to 60) of the basin management cycle is devoted
to implementation of the priority watershed Action Plans. Although
implementation will go on past this one year of activity, extra emphasis
is placed on implementation during this period to ensure efforts get off
to a good start. Success is dependent on partners remaining committed
to the Action Plans, and helping to ensure that others know how they
can contribute to achieving agreed-upon goals and objectives. Several
activities considered critical during this focused implementation period
are described below (see also Figure 3-5).
Outreach
It is important that partners and the general public know and under-
stand the goals of the Action Plans, and how they can participate in
implementing the Plans. The Public Infonnation Coordinator will be
responsible for outreach, working closely with the River Basin Team, Local
Watershed Task Forces, Basin Coordinator, and Partner Network to prepare
informative materials that communicate this message effectively.
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MONTHS 49-80+
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Figure 3-5. Phase 5: Implementation.
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Kentucky's Watershed Management Framework coordinates the activities
ofpartner organizations to achieve effective watershed management and
protection. As a result, rather than creating new bureaucracies to implement
the program, the watershed management approach must be adopted as part of
the mission and day-to-day activities of the agencies and organizations that
have participated in developing this Framework Document. The priority
watershed Action Plan milestones will be translated into partner work plans.
As a result, it is the responsibility of each participant to ensure that those tasks
included in their work plans are implemented. As described below, tracking
the success of these implementation activities will be the responsibility of the
Basin Coordinators, working cooperatively with the partner organizations.
Monitoring Progress and Evaluating Success
The success of Kentucky's watershed management approach will
ultimately be measured in terms of improvements in water quality and
habitat, and restoration of watershed functions. Indicators of such
improvements in water quality and watershed function will be incorpo-
rated into strategic Monitoring Plan Guidance (being developed as a
separate document, see Chapter 4). By measuring improvements in this
way, Kentucky will be able to build a database that will allow the state
to track improvements in watershed resources statewide.
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In the near term, however, the effectiveness of the Watershed Man~
agement Framework will be measured in terms of the achievement of
critical milestones described in the priority watershed Action Plans. It will
be the responsibility of the Basin Coordinator to track achievement of the
critical milestones and identify the need for additional resources from or
renewed efforts by partners. By carefully tracking progress from Action
Plan milestones to partner Work Plan commitments to achievement in the
field, the Basin Coordinator will be responsible for assessing the status of
watershed management implementation.
If the Basin Coordinator, working with the River Basin Team,
identifies a need for additional support to achieve a critical Action Plan
milestone, the Statewide Steering Committee will serve as a forum. for
responding to those needs. The Basin Coordinator will be responsible
for anticipating and clearly identifying additional resources needed,
communicating those needs to the Steering Committee, and making
sure that additional resources committed by the members of the Steer~
ing Committee are implemented. If additional support is not available,
the Basin Coordinator will document the shortfall in achieving the
Action Plan milestone so that future planning activities within the
basin and in other basins can anticipate and account for the shortfall.
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CHAPTER 4
Transition to the
Watershed Approach
Creating an Organizational Structure for
the Watershed Management Approach
To suppon its watershed approach, Kentucky will establish organiza-
tions to implement the administrative structure outlined in Chapters 2
and 3. This chapter summarizes the key groups and issues involved in
making the transition to full implementation of the state's Watershed
Management Framework.
Establish a Statewide Steering Committee
In 1996, the Kentucky Watershed Framework Development
Workgroup began developing the core components of the statewide
Watershed Management Framework. As described in Chapter 2, these
core components are:
• Basin management units
• Basin management cycle
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A statewide workgroup
began developing the core
components of the
Kentucky Watershed
Management Framework
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A Statewide Steering
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and implementation.
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• Statewide basin management schedule
• Forums to support cooperative action and public participation
• Basin Management and Watershed Action Plans
As part of the development of this Fl'amework Document, the Ken,
tucky Watershed Framework Development Workgroup has addressed the
first three of these core components: designating five groups of basin
management units, describing key basin management cycle activities, and
developing a five,year basin management schedule and activity reference
guide. However, key statewide management activities remain to be
completed. A Statewide Steering Committee is needed to (1) convene the
Partner Network that will support critical public participation and out,
reach activities, and (2) provide ongoing review and consultation for
basin, and watershed,level planning and implementation.
To support these long,term activities, Kentucky will create a perma-
nent Statewide Steering Committee to oversee implementation of the
Framework. Critical steps involved in establishing the Steering Commit,
tee include
• Developing a charter to define ongoing Steering Committee
activities and responsibilities
• Adopting rules of operation to guide future meetings and
deliberations, including an approach for selecting a Committee
Chairperson
• Reviewing the organizations represented on the existing
Workgroup to identify needs for new Steering Committee
members
• Finalizing the Framework Document and establishing a method
for indicating endorsement by the partner organizations
Steering Committee Charter
In its deliberations, the Kentucky Watershed Framework Development
Workgroup recognized the need for statewide coordination of watershed
management activities. As the basin management cycle tasks are imple,
mented in each of the five basin management unit groups, multiple
activities will be occurring throughout the state by the fifth year of impIe -
mentation (see Figure 2,6). Because many different organizations will be
involved in conducting these tasks, some mechanism is needed to provide
coordination and oversight.
The Workgroup was specifically charged with identifying any existing
statewide organizations that could fulfill the oversight role. While several
groups and organizations in Kentucky address certain aspects of watershed
management, the Workgroup concluded that there are no existing state,
wide organizations that encompass the expertise or mandates to imple-
ment all basin management cycle tasks. As a result, the Kentucky Water-
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shed Framework Development Workgroup was seen as a starting point for
organizing a permanent Steering Committee to provide these coordination
and oversight functions.
The Workgroup further concluded that the charter for this Steering
Committee should be narrowly focused. The Steering Committee will
assist the River Basin Teams and Local Watershed Task Forces by ensuring
that appropriate expertise and resources are directed to watershed man-
agement efforts. This will be accomplished through Steering Committee
review of the membership of River Basin Teams and Local Watershed Task
Forces. The Steering Committee members will be expected to offer
additional expertise and resources as needed. In this way, the Steering
Committee will consult with and support the basinwide and watershed-
level forums.
Overall, the Steering Committee will serve as the body to best achieve
the objectives described in Kentucky's Watershed Management Mission
Statement. In particular, the Steering Committee will
• Increase communication and consensus among state programs
and other stakeholder groups
• Review watershed management priorities and targeted manage-
ment activities
• Coordinate statewide regulatory and non-regulatory program
revisions
• Provide a forum for program networking to manage changes in
program funding
• Develop strong partnerships with regional, county, and local
governments
• Coordinate existing public communication and education forums
through the Partner Network
r
r
r
r Rules of Operation
The Kentucky Watershed Framework Development Workgroup and
its Technical Subcommittees have operated under Rules of Operation
adopted in early 1996. These same Rules of Operation will be reviewed
and revised by the Steering Committee as needed. The Rules address
membership, coordination, decision making, and conflict resolution (see
sidebar on the next page).
In addition, the Workgroup recommended that a Steering Committee
Chairperson be chosen to provide administrative coordination for Com-
mittee activities. The Chair will be chosen by consensus of the whole
Committee.
r
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As a first order of
business, the steering
committee will review the
Rules ofOperation
adopted by the Framework
Development Workgroup,
and refine them as
needed.
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Rules of Operation
Rules of Operation will be reviewed and revised by the Steering Committee as needed.
Membership
• In general, Steering Committee members should have statewide or basinwide in-
volvement in natural resource activities
• Ability to bring resources (people, funding, authorities) to the Framework process
• Willingness to participate in a constructive manner
• Ability to make a long-term commitment
• Membership should represent a broad spectrum of agencies, organizations, and
non-governmental interests.
Coordination
Kentucky Division of Water will continue to provide the following ongoing coordination
functions:
• Maintain mailing lists
• Arrange Steering Committee meetings
• Document Steering Committee sessions
• Distribute Steering Committee materials (agendas, meeting summaries)
Decision Making
Work toward general consensus, which is defined as achieving "solutions with which
everyone can live" and not necessarily with which everyone is in complete agreement
Conflict Resolution
Conflicts over issues not central to watershed approach implementation should be
settled outside of the Steering Committee process.
Conflicts involving key decisions of the Steering Committee will be addressed by
• Identifying conflicting positions and clarifying the rationale behind them (i.e., inter-
ests represented, main issues, and motivations)
• Obtaining additional information as needed to help clarify issues or reduce uncertain-
ties
• Developing alternative strategies that address interests (i.e., search for common
ground or compromise)
The Steering Committee
will review its membership
and invite additional
participation if key groups
or subject areas have
been omitted.
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Steering Committee Membership
The Workgroup recommended that Steering Committee membership
initially include all groups represented on the Workgroup and Technical
Subcommittees. As a first order ofbusiness, the Steering Committee will
review its membership and invite additional participation if key groups or
subject areas have been omitted.
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Framework Endorsement
The Workgroup members recommended that some form of endorse·
ment be requested from each of the organizations represented on the
Steering Committee to reflect commitment to the Watershed Manage.
ment Framework. Once the final Framework Document is reviewed by
the Workgroup, it should be forwarded to senior management in each
partner organization with an accompanying letter requesting written
endorsement.
The Workgroup concluded that such endorsement is needed to ensure
commitment to membership in the Steering Committee. As a result, the
Workgroup will continue to perform the coordination functions of a Steering
Committee, including the creation ofa Kentucky River Basin Team, until the
Framework Document has been endorsed. It is expected that this Framework
Document will be forwarded for endorsement by early summer 1997 and the
Steering Committee will convene by midsummer 1997.
Create the Kentucky River Basin Team
The Kentucky River Basin will be the first management unit to initiate
the basin management cycle. As a result, a Basin Coordinator must be
identified prior to the start of phase I of the Kentucky River management
cycle in July 1997. The Statewide Steering Committee will select the
Basin Coordinator. The Coordinator will, in tum, consult with each of
the partner organizations on the Steering Committee to identify appropri-
ate individuals to serve on the Kentucky River Basin Team.
The Statewide Steering Committee and the River Basin Teams are
intended to complement one another. The Steering Committee will ensure
that key people are involved on each River Basin Team. This is not an
approval process (the Steering Committee will not vote on River Basin
Team membership); rather, the Steering Committee will obtain additional
resources or expertise to support the Basin Team ifneeded. In tum, the
River Basin Team will implement the basin management cycle activities
designed by the Steering Committee. To facilitate its implementation
activities, each River Basin Team will need to
• Adopt rules of operation (see sidebar on Rules of Operation on
page 4·4)
• Brief River Basin Team members on the Framework and basin
management cycle activities
• Begin work on Phase 1 scoping and data gathering activities,
including preparing the Basin Status Report and Strategic Data
Collection Plan
These same actions will be completed by each of the River Basin
Teams as they are convened. The Steering Committee should note that
the Basin Teams will benefit from getting an early start on basin manage·
ment activities, especially as each Team begins the basin management
cycle. For this reason, the Steering Committee should begin considering
River Basin Team membership three to six months before the basin
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Public involvement with
the River Basin Teams will
be critical to successful
implementation of the
Framework.
management cycle begins each July (for the next five years) in a new group
of basin management units. In this way, the Basin Teams will have an
opportunity to get organized before they are scheduled to start producing
materials, such as the Basin Status Report.
As described in Chapter 2, public involvement and consultation with
the River Basin Teams will be critical to successful implementation of the
watershed approach. Consultation with stakeholders and the public will
be supported through a Partner Network.
...
Convene a Partner Network
Key members of the
Partner Network need to
be oriented to Framework
goals and opportunities.
The Statewide Steering Committee and Public Information Coordina,
tor will support a Partner Network which will assist with the work of the
River Basin Teams (see Chapter 2). The Public Information Coordinator
will recruit members of the Partner Network and orient them so they have
a clear understanding of the goals and objectives of the Framework and
basin management cycle. The Network members will. in tum. advise the
River Basin Teams on the local organizations and individuals who should
be actively involved in basin management activities.
The Partner Network is critical to the long,term success of the water,
shed approach. The partners will identify local organizations and indi,
viduals who are needed to carry out local watershed management. Some
or all of these key participants are likely to be strong candidates for the
Local Watershed Task Forces, which will design and implement priority
watershed Action Plans. Without this key link to the public. many critical
watershed management activities may not succeed.
j
Guidance to support the
development of strategic
Monitoring Work Plans is
being written.
Developing Guidance and Implementation
Tools
In addition to the organizational and administrative activities needed
to implement the Kentucky Watershed Management Framework, certain
guidance and implementation tools will also be needed.
i
",J
-A Technical Workgroup convened in January 1997 to begin work onguidance to support the development of strategic Monitoring Work Planswithin each basin management unit. The guidance will help the River
Basin Teams review existing monitoring activities and identify critical gaps
(see Appendix F for a current inventory of monitoring activities in
Kentucky). These gaps may include
(1) An absence of regular monitoring in major water resources of the
state
(2) Limited monitoring for critical indicators of watershed integrity or
stress (e.g., habitat measures or other indicators of biological lIIIIi
resource value)
Monitoring Guidance
The guidance will help the
River Basin Teams review
existing monitoring
activities and identify
critical gaps.
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(3) Limited monitoring for stressors within the watershed (e.g.,
changes in land use).
The River Basin Teams will develop strategic Monitoring Work Plans
to ensure that sufficient data are collected to set watershed management
priorities within the basin and target resources in a cost-effective manner.
In addition, the Monitoring Guidance will help ensure that the many
agencies and programs collecting monitoring data throughout the state
follow common data quality and metadata objectives.
The Statewide Steering Committee will continue to support the
Monitoring Technical Workgroup. An initial draft of the monitoring
guidance will be completed by July 1997.
Prioritization and Targeting Methods
As described in Chapter 3, a subcommittee of the Kentucky Water-
shed Framework Development Workgroup is developing methods for
reaching consensus on the most pressing problems within each basin
management unit. An initial draft ofa quantitative formula to guide the
development of priority rankings for watersheds will be drafted as a
separate guidance document. The Steering Committee will continue to
gather comments on the draft priority-ranking formula and revise it as
needed.
Education and Outreach Materia's
As pan of the ongoing public outreach and consultation activities
built into the basin management cycle, the River Basin Teams and Public
Information Coordinator will continue to develop and disseminate
education and outreach materials. These materials will include work
products generated as part of the basin management cycle activities, such
as Basin Status Reports, as well as more general educational materials on
watershed management. Many of these materials can be adapted from
outreach information produced bY other states, federal agencies, or non-
profit organizations. A small workgroup is currendy inventorying existing
outreach materials and identifying important topics to focus on initially. It
will be the responsibility of the Steering Committee, River Basin Teams,
and Public Information Coordinator to ensure that these materials are
tailored to appropriate audiences within Kentucky.
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Aligning Ongoing Program Activities with
the Basin Management Cycle
Each partner program involved in watershed management will also be
responsible for orienting its day-to-day activities to support aspects of the
basin management cycle. This can be accomplished by revising work
plans and standard operating procedures and shifting resources within
program budgets. Programs should conduct self-audits to identify re-
sources that can be reallocated to support Framework activities. These
audits can identify activities that are no longer relevant to the mission of
the program or resources that can be reallocated to support watershed
management.
In some cases, key basin management cycle activities can be imple-
mented by Framework partners without the need for significant, additional
resources. For example, partners can help disseminate Basin Status
Reports, pamphlets, and other public outreach materials through existing
regional offices and media contacts, or as part of other, ongoing outreach
activities.
In addition, those partners who can volunteer additional resources
will be asked to support certain fixed costs, such as document printing.
Each parmer should understand that participation on the Steering
Committee and River Basin Teams includes an obligation to identify and
offer resources to support shared watershed management activity costs.
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CHAPTERS
Resource
Needs
New Positions
Needed to
Implement the
Watershed
Approach
The parmer organizations
that have come together to
develop this Framework Docu,
ment are already conducting
many of the activities needed to
successfully implement a water,
shed management approach in
Kentucky. Nonetheless, the
Kentucky Watershed Framework
Development Workgroup identi,
fied the need for ongoing coordi,
nation of these activities to ensure
that basin management cyele
tasks are completed and the goals
and objectives of this Framework
are met. The Workgroup con,
eluded that these coordination
functions can be best imple-
mented through the creation of
several new positions.
Basin Coordinators
A Basin Coordinator will be assigned to each basin management unit
to coordinate and facilitate the activities of the River Basin Team mem,
bers (see Chapters 2 and 3). For the Kentucky River Basin, no additional
funding is anticipated to support the Coordinator position. As a result,
the Coordinator responsibilities will be shared between the Kentucky
River AuthOrity and the Kentucky Division of Water. For other basin
management units, the Coordinator may be provided by one program or
funded jointly by the members of each River Basin Team in the basin
management unit.
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Public InformatIon Coordinator
The Kentucky Watershed Framework Development Workgroup also
endorsed the need for a Public Information Coordinator to maintain the
Parmer Network and lead public outreach, education, and communica~
tion activities (see Chapters 2 and 3). As for the Kentucky River Basin
Public Information Coordinator, no additional funds are currently avail~
able to support this position. As a result, the Watershed Framework
Development Workgroup initially considered delegating these responsibili~
ties to the Kentucky Environmental Education Council. Future funding
will be sought to create a new position located within the Council.
Approaches for Supporting Watershed
Management Positions in FY 1998 and
1999
The Kentucky Watershed Framework Development Workgroup
convened a Funding Subcommittee in February 1997 to discuss options for
supporting the Basin and Public Information Coordinator positions in the
future. The Funding Subcommittee included representatives from the
Governor's office, legislators, state program staff involved in budgeting
and grants administration, and others with experience raising and admin~
istering grants and other discretionary monies. The Subcommittee was
briefed on the watershed management approach and the need to support
Basin Coordinator and Public Information Coordinator positions. The
Funding Subcommittee reached the follOwing conclusions:
(1) New funds will not likely be available to support the Coordinator
positions in the next budgeting cycle.
(2) No legislative action would be needed for the partner agencies to
identify and reallocate appropriations to support the positions.
(3) Ifexisting funds are shared among agencies, memoranda of
agreement (MOAs) should be used to provide accountability for
the manner in which the funds are used.
As a result, the Kentucky River Basin Coordinator and Public Infor~
mation Coordinator positions will be supported by the Kentucky River
Authority and DOW using existing appropriations.
Options for Supporting Future Watershed
Management Positions
In future budgeting cycles, additional state funds might become
available to support the Basin and Public Information Coordinator posi~
tions. To best support requests for new funds, the Steering Committee
should draft a joint statement for the legislature supporting the positions.
This statement could also be supported by other organizations and mem~
bers of the Partner Network. Even if new funds do not become available,
a joint request would bolster the argument for expanding corresponding
agency staffing caps to allow new Basin and Public Information Coordina~
tor positions to be established under current funding levels.
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Acronyms
ADD· Area Development District
DEP • Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
DNR • Kentucky Department of Natural Resources
DOW • Division of Water, Kentucky Department of Environmental Protection
EPA· US. Environmental Protection Agency
EQIP • Environmental Quality Incentives Program (see definition in the glossary)
GIS • geographic information system (see definition in the glossary)
HUC • hydrologic unit code (see definition in glossary)
KPDES • Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
MACED· Mountain Association for Community Economic Development
NRCS • Natural Resources Conservation Service (an agency of the US. Department of Agriculture)
ORSANCO • Ohio River Valley Sanitation Commission
TMDL • Total Maximum Daily Load (see definition in glossary)
USGS • US. Geological Survey
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Glossary
Action Plan ~ a written document that outlines specific activities that Framework partners and stakehold~
ers will implement to address problems with a basin (basin Action Plan) or a priority watershed
(watershed Action Plan). ....i
aquifer ~ an underground layer of rock or soil containing useable amounts of water.
Basin Champion. ~ a volunteer, who lives and works in a basin management unit, whose responsibilities are
to ensure that basin~specific issues are carefully monitored and articulated, and that key players and
stakeholders are kept involved in the Framework process.
Basin Coordinator ~ a person responsible for facilitating Kentucky Watershed Management Framework
activities in one or more of the state's basin management units.
basin management cycle ~ the temporal component for coordinating watershed management activities
under the Kentucky Watershed Management Framework. The cycle provides a time frame for a series
of watershed management activities to occur in each of the state's 12 basin management units.
Basin Management Plan ~ a written document that serves as a common reference· guide for implementing
activities under the Kentucky Watershed Management Framework for a particular basin management
unit. The Plan consists of a User's Guide, a Basin Summary, Watershed Summaries, and technical
information on management. methods and results.
basin management unit ~ one of 12 geographically based units that form the spatial basis for coordinating
watershed ecosystem protection and restoration activities throughout Kentucky. The 12 basin manage~
ment units are based on the 12 large river basins of the state combined with the smaller watersheds
draining directly to the Ohio River.
Basin Status Report ~ a report prepared during the first phase of the basin management cycle to communi~
cate conditions and trends in water quality and quantity and watershed integrity to a broad audi~
ence.
ecoregions ~ geographic regions that exhibit similarities in the mosaic of geologic, climatic, and biological
systems
Environmental Quality Incentives Program ~ a program administered by the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture to provide technical assistance and resources to help farmers control agricultural runoff.
geographic information system (GIS) ~ computer programs linking features commonly seen on maps (such
as roads, town boundaries, water bodies) with related information not usually presented on maps,
such as type of road surface, population, type of agriculture, type of vegetation, or water quality
information. A GIS is a unique information system in which individual observations can be spatially
referenced to each other.
groundwater ~ water found in the pore spaces of bedrock or soil. Groundwater reaches the land surface
through springs or it can be pumped using wells.
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hydrologic unit code (HUC) - a cataloging system developed by the u.s. Geological Survey and the Natural
Resource Conservation Service to identify watersheds in the United States. HUCs are typically reported
at the large river basin (6-digit HUC) or smaller watershed (11.digit and 14-digit HUC) scale. These
codes were developed to standardize hydrological unit delineations for geographic description and data
storage purposes.
karst - a type of terrane and/or hydrologic regime that is formed by dissolution of limestone, dolomite, gyp-
sum, and other soluble rocks. It is characterized by underground drainage and conduit-fed springs, and
may include sinkholes, caves, and sinking streams.
Kentucky Watershed Framework Development Workgroup - a group of agency representatives who began
developing the core components of the Kentucky Watershed Management Framework in 1996.
Kentucky Watershed Management Framework - a dynamic, flexible structure for coordinating watershed
management throughout the Commonwealth of Kentucky in which all interested parties can partici.
pate
Local Watershed Task Force - a group formed in a priority watershed to provide a forum for local government
officials, industry representatives, the farming community, environmental advocacy groups, and other
stakeholder groups to participate in Action Plan development and implementation.
metadata - information about data, such as period represented, techniques used to generate the data, and
quality assurance measures applied to data.
nonpoint source pollution - pollution originating from runoff from diffuse areas (land surface or atmo·
sphere) having no well-defined source.
partner - an agency, organization, or individual who participates in and supports the Kentucky Watershed
Management Framework.
Partner Network - a broad network of agencies, organizations, and individuals who are willing to invest
their time and resources to learn about watershed management needs, to develop and implement
strategies to address those needs, and to promote awareness of and public involvement in the water·
shed approach.
prioritiiation -. the process of ranking all of the watersheds within a basin management unit in terms of
their relative need or importance for management.
priority watershed - a watershed which has received a high ranking as a result of the prioritization process
within a basin management unit.
Public Information Coordinator - a person responsible for communicating about the mission, goals, and
activities of the Watershed Management Framework with a broad range of audiences throughout all
phases of the basin management cycle.
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Rit1eT Basin Team, a group formed in each of the state's basin management units to provide a forum for
carrying out joint watershed management efforts.
seep, an area of groundwater flow to the land s~rface or surface water.
stakeholder ' anyone who is involved in or affected by watershed management. Stakeholders include
landowners, government agencies, businesses, private individuals, and special interest groups.
statewide basin management schedule ' a calendar and sequence for conducting key watershed manage,
ment activities within each basin management unit and throughout the state under the Kentucky
Watershed Management Framework.
Statewide Steering Committee ' a group representing a cross section of organizational interests within the
state that will address issues of statewide coordination and policy related to the Kentucky Watershed
Management Framework.
Strategic Data Collection Plan, a document prepared by each of the River Basin Teams that identifies
information needs to support basin assessment and watershed prioritization, establishes a schedule for
data collection, and identifies agencies responsible for data gathering. The data may include existing
information and new data collected as part of basin monitoring.
sustainable use ' the conservative use of a resource such that it may be used in the present and by future
generations.
targeting , the allocation of available resources to address particular issues within a priority watershed
based on a set of criteria.
Total Maximum Daily Load ' the pollutant loading from point, nonpoint, and background sources for a
segment ofwater that results in an ambient concentration equal to the numerical concentration limit
required for that pollutant by numerical or narrative criteria in the water quality standards.
water quality standards ' established limits of certain chemical, physical, and biological parameters in a
water body; water quality standards are established for the different designated uses of a water body.
watershed, the boundaries of a water body system (a lake, stream, or river) and the land area that drains
into it.
watershed approach ' the watershed approach is a coordinating framework for environmental management
that focuses public and private sector efforts to address the highest priority problems within hydrologi-
cally defined geographic areas, taking into consideration both ground and surface water flow.
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Kentucky Statewide Watershed
Steering Committee
State
• John McCauley, Director (Ernest Collins),
Division of Pesticides, Department of
Agriculture
• David Nichols, Environmental Manage-
ment Branch, Cabinet for Health Services
• Russ Renaud, Executive Director, Office of
Environmental Affairs, Cabinet of Trans-
portation
• Tom Bennett, Commissioner (Lynn Garri-
son) Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
• Robert McCance, Director, Kentucky State
Nature Preserves Commission
• Jack Wilson (Bob Ware, Lee Colten),
Division of Water
• Kay Harker, Branch Manager (Margaret
Shanks), Planning and Program Coordina-
tion Branch, Department for Environmen-
tal Protection
• Rob Daniel, Director aeff Pratt), Division
of Waste Management
• John Hornback, Director Oohn Lyons),
Division for Air Quality
• John Mark Clements, Department for
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforce-
ment
• Bill Martin, Commissioner, Department for
Natural Resources
• Steve Coleman, Director, Division of
Conservation
• Mark Matuszewski, Director (Cary
Perkins), Division of Forestry
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• Hugh Archer, Executive Director, Kentucky
River AuthOrity
• Jim Dinger (Dan Carey, Phil Conrad),
Kentucky Geological Survey
• Lyle Sendlein (Lindell Ormsbee), KY Water
Resources Research Institute
Federal
• Robert Beil, Chief Water Mgt. Section,
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers District,
Louisville
• Randolph B. See (Tom Mesko), U.S.
Geological Survey, Water Resources
Division
• David Sawyer (Billy Hartsell), Natural
Resources Conservation Service
• Lee Barkley (Steve Alexander), U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service
• Peter Tennant, Ohio River Valley Water
Sanitation Commission (ORSANCO)
• Janet Herrin (Frank Sagona), Tennessee
Valley AuthOrity, Water Management
• Gary Coleman Oon Walker), U.S. Forest
Service
• Dave Beam, Office of Surface Mining,
Lexington Field Office
Organizational
• James Evertt (Michael Dant), Area Devel-
opment District (ADD) Council
• Curtis Absher, Cooperative Extension
Service
• Mike Magee, Exe. Director (Karen Garri-
son), KY Association of Counties
A-I
Ken Oilschlager, President Oohn Brazel), Steve Czajkowski, Department of Fish and
.J• •
KY Chambers of Commerce Wildlife Resources
]
• Sylvia Lovely, Exe. Director Oerry Deaton), • John Mark Clements, Department for .J
KY League of Cities Surface Mining, Reclamation, and Enforce,
Jane Wilson, Environmental Education
ment J• Council • Hugh Archer, Kentucky River Authority
• Russ Barnett, University of Louisville, • Ken Bates, Office of Information Services JInstitute for the Environment and Sustain, John Penfield, Office of Information
able Development •
Services
• Frank Elsen, Kentucky Waterways Alliance ffiDan Carey, Kentucky Geological Survey ;~• i
Betsy Bennett (Hank Grady), Sierra Club ..I• Lindell Ormsbee, Water Resources Re,•
search Institute
~
Public Participation Subcommittee • Susan Lambert, Office of GIS .J
• Maleva Chamberlain, Kathleen O'leary, • Steve Crabtree, Natural Resources Conser,
Ken Cooke, Division of Water vation Services ...i
• Pamla Wood, National Resources and • Jason Duke, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Environmental Protection Cabinet • Steve Holstrom, US Army Corps of Engi, i.J
• Sue Ann Elliston, Kentucky River Author, neers
ity
:1
Jane Wilson, Environmental Education Monitoring and Assessment ~• ....
Council Subcommittee
• Bill Thorn, Cooperative Extension Service Vicki Ray, Jim Webb, Tom VanArsdall, J•
• Martin Bess, Division of Conservation Melissa Lenn, Kevin Flowers, Division of
Nancy Fouser, Natural Resources and
Water
~• j
Environmental Protection Cabinet • Fazi Sherkat, Division of Waste Manage, -;1...
ment
• Ron Pasch, Tennessee Valley Authority !• Martin Bess, Steve Coleman, Division of ~~,
• John Wilson, Department of Fish and Conservation ...i
Wildlife Resources
Charles Wright, Department for Surface• i
• David Nichols, Division of Environmental Mining, Reclamation, and Enforcement J
Services & Community Safety • Wes Combs, Cabinet for Health Services
• Scott Richards, Environmental Quality Benjy Kinman, Department of Fish and J•Commission Wildlife Resources
• Ron Cicerello, Robert McCance, Nature JData Management and GIS Preserves Commission
Subcommittee • Lindell Ormsbee, Water Resources Re,
• Vicki Ray, Ted Stumbur, Kathy Collins, search Institute JDivision of Water • Phil Conrad, Kentucky Geological Survey
• Margaret Shanks, Department for Environ, • Peter Tennant, Ohio River Valley Water Jmental Protection Sanitation Commission (DRSA.~CO)
I
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• Steve Alexander, US Fish & Wildlife • Karen Garrison, Association of Counties
Service
John Brazel, Chamber of Commerce Envi-•
• Gary Coleman, US Forest Service ronmental Forum
• Douglas Hines, Natural Resources Conser- • Jerry Deaton, League ofCities
vation Service • Derek Guthrie, Metropolitan Sewer District
• Lynn Jarrett, US Geological Survey Joyce Hobbs, Tom Howard, Farm Services•
• Bill Perry, US Army Corps of Engineers Agency
• Jeff Hohman, East Kentucky Power, Coop- • Mike Childress, Long-Term Policy Research
erative (Chamber of Commerce Environ- Center (contacted, but reviewing litera-
mental Forum) ture)
• Patie Grace-Jarrett, Metropolitan Sewer
District Funding Committee
• Charlie Collier, Bill Gatewood, Vicki Ray,
Prioritization and Planning Corrine Wells, Division of Water
Subcommittee
• Hugh Archer, Kentucky River Authority
• Tom VanArsdall, Vicki Ray, Bruce Scott, D. Patti Kirk, Economic Development Cabinet
S. Nagda, Beverly Oliver, Corrine Wells, •
Division of Water • Scott Kimmich, Department of Local
• Steve Coleman, Division of Conservation Government
Hugh Archer, Kentucky River AuthOrity • Nancy Osborne, Legislative Research• Commission
• Ernest Collins, Division of Pesticides, Dept.
of Agriculture • Harry Moberly, Representative
• Cary Perkins, Division of Forestry • Marshall Long, Representative
• Jim Grider, Office of Environmental Affairs, • Tom Howard, Joyce Hobbs, Farm Services
Transportation Cabinet Agency
• Jim Dinger, Kentucky Geological Survey • Don Mullis, Kentucky Infrastructure
• Gary Coleman, John Walker, U.S. Forest AuthOrity
Service • Vallerie Timmons, Lt. Governor's Office
• James Everett, Area Development District • Paula Moore-Carson, Governor's Office
(ADD) Council
r
r
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Organization Mission Statements and
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Kentucky Waterways Alliance
The mission of the Kentucky Waterways
Alliance is to protect and restore Kentucky's
waterways and their watersheds by building an
effective alliance for their stewardship.
The work of Kentucky Waterways Alliance is to
help citizens protect their local waterways. Ken-
tucky Waterways Alliance provides support for
implementing solutions to shared problems; net-
working opportunities; annual conference; training
for citizen groups; cost-share for projects by citizen
groups; quarterly newsletter; news bulletins; legisla-
tive updates; and education and information.
Membership is open not only to citizen groups,
but individuals and families, water resource organi-
zations, corporations, and anyone concerned about
the future of Kentucky's water resources.
Area Development District Council
Area Development Districts grew out of the
efforts by local elected officials and citizens in the
Commonwealth to find collaborative means with
which to deal with problems affecting their commu-
nities.
The Districts serve as forums, clearinghouses,
technical centers and meeting places for the region.
Unlike many other organizations structured along
multi-jurisdictional lines, the ADDs have both
federal and state statutory authority.
The ADDs share some common characteristics
with other regional councils throughout the United
States:
• Extensive program and service delivery
experience
• Fiscal Accountability
• Technical and Professional Staff
• Non-partisan approach
• Flexibility
6/30197
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• Broad-based partnership development
• Established capacity
The ADD network is best characterized by the
follOwing distinctions, unique among regional
organizations:
• The 15 ADDs provide a system of complete
coverage to all 120 counties.
• ADDs provide systematic links between
local leadership and the Governor's Office
and state and federal agencies and private
organizations.
• The ADDs deal with all program are~s
within the Commonwealth.
Kentucky Association of Counties
The county officials who formed the Kentucky
Association of Counties in 1974 defined its mission
as "..•rendering technical, informational, and other
services to the various counties of the state; to the
state for the improvement of county government;
and, for the general welfare of the people of the
state."
League of Cities
The Kentucky League of Cities is a non-profit
organization that represents approximately 350
cities in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The
League offers services such as legislative lobbying,
insurance pools, financial services, and legal assis-
tance to member cities. The League also conducts
training and informational seminars in areas of
importance to municipalities of all classes.
The cities of Kentucky bring an abundance of
resources to the table in the area of clean water.
Cities are the primary entities in Kentucky with
responsibility for sewage treatment and storm water
management. Cities are also responsible for pro-
viding safe drinking water to urban residents, who
Col
make up approximately one,half of the state's
population, and often residents of rural areas. Cities
are generally the driving force behind economic
development in each county, and are increasingly
utilizing the services of a professional economic
development coordinator. The combined expertise
of mayors, economic development officers, and
water and sewer personnel provide an excellent
resource for determining the extent of local water
use, resource protection and conservation.
Private Lands Council
The Kentucky Private Lands Council (PLC) is a
coordinated effort of state and federal agencies and
nongovernmental organizations which offer natural
resource management assistance to private land,
owners. The Council's goals are to coordinate
services to Kentucky landowners and to help
landow~ers be more efficient and cost effective.
The PLC members work together to integrate the
services and financial assistance available to private
landowners. This will provide the best programs
possible for protecting and enhancing Kentucky's
natural resources. All members of the PLC are
extremely excited about the potential of this pro,
gram. The PLC will be a customer service organiza,
tion able to adapt programs based upon input from
the local level.
The goals of the PLC are to:
1. Coordinate distribution of information
about landowner assistance programs;
2. Coordinate and provide technical support;
3. Coordinate COSt'share and other incentive
programs;
4. Form county,level private lands councils;
5. Develop integrated resource management
plans for private landowners;
6. Eliminate any contradictory advice cur,
rently being given to landowners;
7. Eliminate or reduce duplications of services;
8. Seek alternate funding sources to replace
shrinking federal funds.
Sierra Club
The purposes of the Sierra Club are to explore,
enjoy, and protect the wild places of the earth; to
practice and promote the responsible use of the
C-2
earth's ecosystems and resources; to educate and
enlist humanity; to protect and restore the quality
of the natural and human environment; and to use
all lawful means to carry out these objectives.
Our Vision:
For nearly 100 years, Sierra Club members
have shared a vision of humanity living in
harmony with the Earth.
We envision a world }Vhere wilderness areas
and open spaces are protected habitats sustain,
ing all species '" a world where oceans and
streams are clean and the air is pure..• a world
where a healthy biosphere and a nontoxic
environment are inalienable rights. In short,
we envision a world saved from the threat of
unalterable planetary disaster.
To save our planet, we must change the world -
Priorities must change: People must learn to
live in ways that preserve and protect our
precious resources.
Policies must change: Our institutions must
abandon practices that recklessly endanger the
environment.
Values must change: Progress must be mea,
sured by its long,term value to living systems
and creatures rather than its shon,term value
to special interests or the economy.
To achieve this vision, people across the nation
and around the world must speak out with a
powerful voice that cannot be ignored. Ag,
gressive grassroots action on an unprecedented
scale is essential to protect our environment
and our species. There is no other choice. It
will require leadership that is visionary, experi,
enced, and strong.
Chamber of Commerce
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce will
create and suppon a competitive business climate
in the Commonwealth through advocacy, informa,
tion, and customer service.
Environment Mission:
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce believes
that economic growth and environmental
protection are compatible, in fact, complemen,
tary goals. Furthermore, the Chamber recog'
nizes that legitimate uses of the environment
should be protected and that business and
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development many affect environmental
quality. To achieve rational regulatory objec-
tives, it is the chamber's policy to encourage
legislative and administrative actions of govern-
ment which satisfy the following three criteria:
Scientific .,alidity. The need for government
action should be established on the basis of
objective information available for public
review on which meaningful consensus of
opinion can be achieved. Such information
should demonstrate that any proposed action
will result in avoidance of environmental harms
or creation of environmental benefits.
Technical feasibility. To achieve the objective of
governmental regulation information must be
available or reasonably anticipated to become
available to those required to take action
within the time provided by government
mandates.
Economic rationality. Government action must
consider the appropriate allocation of resources
over time. Requirements for compliance should
also consider business' ability to operate profit-
ably within the confines of a legal requirement.
Kentucky Water Interagency
Coordinating Committee
The Kentucky Water Interagency Coordinating
Committee (KWICC) was formed in 1991 to
convene representatives of nonpoint source pollu-
tion control interests on a quarterly basis to discuss
water quality issues. The charge of the group is to
share water information, review and·facilitate
Section 319(h) Nonpoint Source Implementation
Grant projects and project proposals, coordinate
watershed activities and data, and promote program
accomplishments. Representatives of the follOwing
agencies are involved:
University of Kentucky (UK), Dept. of Agricul-
ture Engineering
UK Dept. of Agronomy
UK Cooperative Extension Service
KY Dept. of Agriculture, Division of Pesticides
US Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources
Conservation Service
US Dept. of Agriculture, Farm Service Agency
KY Farm Bureau
6/30197
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KY Division of Water
KY Division of Conservation
US Geological Survey, Water Resources Divi-
sion
KY State University Cooperative Extension
Programs
KY Geological Survey
ICY Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
Western Kentucky University
Agricultural Water Quality Authority
The Agricultural Water Quality Authority is
administratively attached to the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet. It consists
of a multidisciplinary peer group that is charged
with evaluating, developing, and improving best
management practices in conservation plans,
compliance plans, and forest stewardship manage-
ment plans; establishing statewide and regional
agriculture water quality plans; and otherwise
promoting soil and water conservation activities
that protect waters of the Commonwealth from the
adverse impacts of agriculture operations within the
Commonwealth.
Tennessee Valley Authority
TVA has a rich history as a steward of the
Tennessee Valley's natural resources. Established as
a federal corporation in 1933, TVA was charged
with providing electricity to the Valley region which
includes most ofTennessee and parts of Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, Kentucky, and
Virginia. TVA was also mandated to provide flood
control, manage lands and recreation areas held in
the name of the United States, tend and manage
the Tennessee River system, and promote economic
development.
Kentucky River Authority
The Kentucky River Authority was first estab·
lished by the Kentucky General Assembly in 1986
to take over operation of the Kentud."y River Locks
and Dams 5 through 14 from the United States
Corps of Engineers. Following the drought of 1988,
the AuthOrity was given a mission to protect and
improve the waters of the Kentucky River through
environmental management of the entire water·
C·]
shed. It is the first effort by the Commonwealth of
Kentucky to protect a great water resource through
watershed management. Watershed management
recognizes that a river is more than the water
flowing in the main channel. Human activities
through the drainage area of the river affect the
amount and quality of water that flows through the
main channel. The Authority is charged with
developing comprehensive plans for the manage-
ment of the Kentucky River Basin, including long
range water supply, drought response and ground
water protection plans. It is to adopt regulations to
improve and coordinate water resource activities
within the basin among state agencies. The Author-
ity may adopt water quality standards for the basin
that are more stringent than those applied to the
rest of the state. It is also charged with developing
recreational areas within the basin.
Sanitation Districts
Pursuant to KRS 220.030, sanitation districts
may be established for any of the following pur-
poses:
• to prevent and correct the pollution of
streams
• to regulate the flow ofstreams for sanitary
purposes
• to clean and improve stream channels for
sanitary purposes
• to provide for the collection and disposal of
sewage and other liquid wastes produced
within the district; and incident to such
purposes and to enable their accomplish-
ment, to construct, with all appurtenances
thereto, laterals, trunk sewers, intercepting
sewers, siphons, pumping stations, tteat~
ment and disposal works, to maintain,
operate, and repair same, and do all other
things necessary for the fulfillment of the
purposes ofKRS 220.010 to 220.520
• to provide for the management of onsite
sewage disposal systems
• to develop and implement plans for the
collection and disposal of storm drainage to
the extent that collection and disposal of
storm drainage is required by applicable
federal and state regulations.
C-4
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Water Supply Planning Council
Water supply planning council is designed to be
representative of the people or agencies who make
or are affected by water supply decisions in the
planning unit. The planning council is the decision
~ making body for water supply planning. Their
duties are to oversee the planning process, be
responsible for placing public decisions, elect a
planning council chair, select a planning representa-
tive, determine what constitutes a quorum, keep
local media informed throughout the planning
process, keep minutes of all meetings and a list of
attendees, set planning goals and objectives, assure
that consensus is reached in all planning activities,
when possible, document differences of opinion and
to oversee plan implementation.
Soli and Water Conservation Districts
Pursuant to KRS 262.020, the purpose of soil
and water conservation districts are as follows:
The purpose of a soil and water conservation
district is to conserve and develop all renewable
natural resources within the district. In so doing,
the district is authorized to undertake, sponsor, or
participate in projects and activities which promote
the conservation, development, maintenance and
use of the land, water, trees and other renewable
natural resources of the district. Such projects and
activities shall include but not be limited to conser-
vation practices on agricultural lands, the control of
soil erosion, retardation of water runoff, the con-
struction of flood prevention and control reservoirs,
the maintenance of flood plains, the promotion of
projects to assure an adequate municipal, industrial
and agricultural supply of water, watershed stabiliza~
tion, the avoidance and abatement of sedimenta-
tion and pollution in streams and other bodies of
water, forestation and reforestation, the establish-
ment of parks and outdoor recreation areas, the
protection of open space, greenbelt areas and
scenery, the preservation of wilderness areas, the
protection of open space, greenbelt areas and
scenery, the preservation of wilderness areas, the
protection of fish and wildlife, working for the
location of highways, industries, housing develop~
ments, airports and other structures as are consis-
tent with the district's objectives and will offer the
least possible natural resources development of the
district.
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User's Guide (general audience)
I. User's Guide Introduction - Description of whole
Basin Management Plan, explanation of parts, and
user's guide: e.g. "If this is your concern, see ...."
n. Overview of the Watershed Management Approach
- includes purpose of plan, stakeholders, general
description of involvement, and benefits and uses of
priority watersheds and watershed action plans
III. Process Overview
A. How was information collected and assessed?
B. How were priority watersheds selected?
C. Who was involved in this process?
Basin Summary (general audience)
I. Basin at-a-glance - one or two page
general public flyer [updated from Phase I Basin
Status Report]
II. Basin Management Unit Description - includes
physical and cultural description and current
condition and trends of resource, and summary
tables (summarizes results by watersheds and issues
to meet 305 (b) reporting requirements} [Prepared
in Phase I as Basin Status Report]
III. Priority Watersheds [prepared at Phase III] and
Action Plan Profiles (watershed name and HUC,
why a priority, responsible party, what to do) -
includes various priority designations and mandated
lists, such as 303 (d), 314,319, etc.
IV. Future Issues and Challenges
Watershed Summary and Action Plans
- ii-digit HUe watershed (local
audience)
I. Introduction - includes discussion of organization
and use of document, references to Executive
Summary and Technical Appendices for further
information
II. Watershed Summaries - repeated for each water-
shed
A. Watershed at-a-glance - one or two
page general public flyer
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B. Tell me about the watershed...
(Watershed Description) [prepared at Phase II
as Monitoring Report)
1. Physical characteristics - geology, hydrology,
precipitation [KGS, NRCS, USGS]
2. What lives in watershed (Ecological
characteristics)
a) Things in the water (Aquatic)
[KDFWR, DOW; NPC, USFW)
b) Things on the land (Terrestrial: in-
cludes land coverlland use - existing
and projected) [NPC, KDFWR, USFW;
USFS]
3. Special areas [NPC, DOW; KDFWR]
4. PopulatiOns and change [UL, Census data]
5. Water supply &. usage: now and in the
future [DOW; County/ADD water supply
plans]
C. What information was used to rank
watershed? (Data Summary andAs~ts -
includes current conditions, and restoration and
preservation needs, 305(b) use support data)
[prepared from Phase III priority formula
calculations]
1. What's wrong with watershed?
(Restoration Goal)
a) ...with the natural world? (Ecological
Health)
b) ...with the human world? (Human
Health)
2. What's will happen if we do nothing?
(Protection Goal)
a) What are the threats? (Threats and
projected conditions)
D. Action Plans
1. Why prepare an Action Plan? (Goals and
objectives)
2. What are the options? (Management
options and evaluations - may include brief
cost-benefit analysis)
3. What is the best option and how you can
help? (Proposed actions)
D-1
4. Who's going to do it? (Responsible panies)
S. How will this be funded? (Funding)
6. When will it be done? (S~heduling)
7. How do we mow ifwe have been successful?
Technical Appendices (regulatory Be
technical audience)
1. Introduction Technical Appendices
II. Methodology
A. Information Gathering Methods and Overview
of Sources
D-2
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B. Information Gaps
C. Assessment Methods
D. Prioritization Formula
E. Targeting Criteria
E Public Panicipation
III. Watershed Results - repeated for each ii.digit
HUC watershed
A. Data tables
B. Priority Formula
C. Problem Quantification - TMDL (if applicable)
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ApPENDIX E
Draft Watershed Management Activity Reference Guide
for the Kentucky Basin Management Cycle
PHASE I. SCOPING AND DATA GATHERING
Convene River Basin Team to conduct planning
activities for watershed monitoring 1n basin
management unit
Initial River Basin Team meeting to develop IBasin Coordinator
(1) monitoring and assessment workgroup roster and
(2) monitoring and assessment planning schedule
Month 1
o
00..-
Communicate statewide and basin-specific
monitoring objectives and activities to River Basin
Team
Identify key stakeholders to address in the
scoping phase and when conducting outreach
(1) Presentation materials on statewide monitoring
objectives and proposed activities in basin
(2) list of monitoring inputs/recommendations from
River Basin Team
(1) Ust of key stakeholders and contacts
Monitoring and assessment technical
specialist on River Basin Team
Public Information Coordinator works with
subcommittee of River Basin Team
Month 1
Month 1
Gather basin status information from 305(b) and
303{d) reports, fish and wildlife, KGS, and other
sources
Prepare outreach message regarding watershed
management and public participation to
accompany basin status report
Review Monitoring and Assessment Resources
Inventory and update as needed
Distribute outreach message and basin status
report via Partner Network
(1) Current Basin Status Report
(1) Written outreach materials (possibly intemet,
video, and other formats as capabilities increase)
(1) Updated Monitoring and Assessment Resources
Inventory
(1) Distributed materialS
Basin Coordinator; report sections IMonths 1 to 2
completed by relevant agencies.Public
information Coordinator guides message
content
Public Information Coordinator works with IMonths 1 to 2
key partners to prepare message(s)
River Basin Team with monitoring and I Months 1 to 4
assessment specialist lead
Designated support staff distribute IMonths 3 to 4
information to Partner Network
Collect public input regarding perceived problems I (1) Ust of perceived problems
in the basin
Public Information Coordinator and Basin IMonths 3 to 5
Coordinator work with Partner Network to
collect input
t;rl-
Distribute inventoried public input and other
scoping data to River Basin Team and Monitoring
Subcommittee for review
River Basin Team reviews and evaluates:
(1) Public input summaries
(2) Other scoping information
Public Information Coordinator Months 3 to 5
lTl,
IV
I
PHASE I. (CONTINUED)
Assign agency roles, responsibilities, and Draft Strategic Data Collection Plan: Basin Coordinator, with assistance of I Months 4 to 6
schedules for data collection (1) Monitoring Work Plans River Basin Team
(2) Assignments for other data collection
Coordinate data management/GIS I(1) Data Management/GIS Work Plans Data Management/GIS technical I Months 7 to 9
specialists supporting River Basin Team
Distribute draft Strategic Data Collection Plan; IFinal Strategic Data Collection Plan revised in River Basin Team IMonths 7 to 9
gather comments; distribute and track response to comments
implementation of final plan
Collect data.as specified in the Strategic Data (1) Water quality monitoring database Assigned agencies I Months 9 to 21
Collection Plan (2) Related data
Continue ongoing monitoring (e.g., habitat (1) Water quality monitoring database Various agencies IOngoing
analyses, use attainability stUdies, ambient
ground water monitoring)
0
I
PHASE II. ASSESSMENT
I
Assign agency roles, responsibilities and (1) Sample Analysis and Data Entry Work Plans IBasin Coordinator, with assistance of I Months 6 to 900
N schedules for sample analysis and data River Basin Team
managemef)t
Analyze samples and enter data I(1) Water quality monitoring data base and data IAssigned agencies IMonths 9 to 21
printouts
Assign agency roles, responsibilities, and (1) Assessment Work Plans Basin Coordinator, with assistance of IMonths 15 to 18
schedules for basin assessment River Basin Team
Compile final monitoring results (1) Final Monitoring Reports Basin Coordinator and assigned agencies IMonths 21 to 24
Conduct assessments and document results (1) Draft Basin Assessment Report River Basin Team IMonths 18 to 27
PHASE III. PRIORITIZATION AND TARGETING
Apply prioritization formula to establish preliminary (1) Draft Priority Ranking Ust River Basin Team with support from Basin IMonths 25 to 27
ranking of 11-digit watersheds Coordinator
Develop message and survey mechanism for (1) Outreach message Public Information Coordinator works with IMonths 25 to 27
public on assessment results and preliminary (2) Survey for collecting public feedback on priqrlty Prioritization Subcommittee
priority ranking ~- ,.
~I
IDistribute outreach message to Partner Network (1) Distributed materials IPublic Information Coordinator works with IMonth 28 to 29
designated support staff
0
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PHASE III. (CONTINUED)
Collect public input through survey indicating
pUblicly perceived priorities
(1) Ust of perceived priorities and recommendations
for revisions to preliminary ranking
Public Information and Basin Coordinators IMonths 28 to 30
work With key partners to collect input
Convene focus groups as needed to resolve
conflicts regarding priority ranking
Convene local Watershed Task Forces to Identify
political feasibility and Willingness to address
priority issues
PHASE IV. PLAN DEVELOPMENT
(1) Consensus-based priority ranking for current
Iteration of basin management cycle .
(1) Public Input for specific targeting criteria
(2) Ust of Issues targeted for Action Plan development
Public Information and Basin
Coordinators work With River Basin Team
Basin Coordinator works with Statewide
Steering Committee and River Basin
Teams to establish task forces and
conduct targeting analyses
Months 31 to 33
Months 31 to 36
tJ
00
w
Use local Watershed Task Forces to:
- determine specific management goals and
objectives
- evaluate management options
- select preferred options
Prepare and distribute public message regarding
proposed plans, and collect comments on drafts
(1) Draft Watershed Action Plans
(2) Draft Basin Management Unit Plan
(1) Outreach message on draft plans
(2) Partner and public comments on draft plans
Basin Coordinator works with river basin IMonths 37 to 42
teams to Integrate local watershed Action
Plans with Basin Management Plans
Public Information Coordinator works with IMonths 43 to 46
River Basin Team, local Watershed Task
Forces, and Partner Network
Consider partner and public input on draft plans I (1) Final Basin Management Plan
and prepare final plan
PHASE V. IMPLEMENTATION
Public Information Coordinator, Basin
Coordinator and River Basin Team
Months 47 to 48
tTl
t.)
Prepare outreach message to communicate
Action Plans; raise public awareness; and
encourage participation
Conduct outreach workshops and use other
means to deliver message and obtain support
Carry out Action Plans
Monitor implementation progress and make
adjustments as needed
(1) Outreach message
(1) workshops
(2) newsletters, videos, Internet web page, etc.
(1) Protection and restoration milestones
(1) Implementation plan adjustments
(2) Framework adjustments
Public Information Coordinator works With
River Basin Teams, local Watershed Task
Forces, and Partner NetWork
Public Information Coordinator works with
Partner Network
Assigned agencies and partners; public
Basin Coordinator works With River Basin
Team and Statewide Steering Committee
as needed
Month 49
Months 50 to 60
Months 49 to 60
and beyond
Months 49 to 60
and beyond
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ApPENDIX F
Kentucky Watershed Monitoring Activities
Chemlcal/Physlcal Water Quality Parameter Studies
Ambient Surface Water Terry Anderson, DOW The monitoring program Is intended to • monthly monitoring at IAnnual I ISW
provide information on ambient surface fixed stations Report
water quality In key KY watersheds and • biological and sediment
to provide data to support 305(b) and sampling once per year
303(d) reporting. The program consists • lake monitoring April
of: through October
- 45 fixed stations
- physical and chemical parameters;
fecal coliform during recreational season
0
I I I
1- biological and sediment monitoring at
, 12 stations
00 - 6 to 8 lakes monitored duringu.
recreation scason
USGS Surface Water IAmy Hallday, USGS IUSGS collects records of stage, Sce USGS monitoring Kentucky I ISW,GW
and Ground Water Water Resources discharge, and water quality for streams network summary. Water
Stations Division and lakes; and water levels of wells. Resources
Annual reports for 83 stream-gaging Data Water
stations, also includes water-quality data Year 1995
for 33 stations samples at regular
intcrvals (*see attached list of
monitoring sites). GW levels for 13
recording and 70 partial sites.
Intensive Surveys I Mike Mills, DOW 145 least impacted sites across State are ISpring and Fall sampling I Data Report I ISW
monitored for algae, macrolnvertebrates,
and fish as well as physical and
chemical parameters used for reference
Biological and chemical surveys of
watersheds to assess problems lOne time sampling IData Report
71
"T1
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
tI
00
0\
Lake Studies during IPat Neichter, USACE Monitor ambient water quality conditions
Stratification (April - Hydrology and at Corps projects and support project
September) Hydraulics Branch, operations to meet authorized project
Water Management purposes and Federal and State water
Section quality standards. Data and samples
are usually taken 4 times during the
summer at inflow, outflow, and lake
sites.
Fixed sample sites in:
Barren River Lake, Green
River Lake, Nolin River
Lake, ROUgh River Lake,
Buckhorn Lake*, Carr Fork
Lake, Cave Run Lake**,
Taylorsville Lake
Acid data recorded using
instrumentation for pH, DO,
and temperature. Water
samples are taken for lab
analysis of metals,
chlorophyll a, N, and P.
Algae and invertebrate
samples are taken from
Inflow, outflow, and lake
sites.
Four sample events In
1995, except:
*=1 sample event
**=10 sample events
Annual report Aeld and
laboratory data
are maintained In
Corps databases
and eventually
sent to STORET
SW
~
~
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Lake Profiles (April -
September)
Pat Neichter, USACE
Hydrology and
HydraUlics Branch,
Water Management
Section
Depth profiles of temperature and DO
taken weekly at the dam during reservoir
stratification. Data uses Include the
operation of selective withdrawal
systems at projects to provide dam
releases to meet downstream water
quality criteria.
Weekly profiles from:
Barren River Lake, Green
River Lake, Nolin River
Lake, Rough River Lake,
Buckhorn lake, Carr Fork
lake, Cave Run Lake,
Taylorsville lake
Temperature and DO
measurements are made
from calibrated
instrumentation.
Weekly
Reports
Water and air
temp., DO, and
water elevation In
dBase format.
Data plotter using
Clipper and HEC.
SW
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.Chemlcal/Physlcal Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
Priority Pollutant IPat Nelchter, USACE Sediment elutrlate samples are tested
Screening Survey Hydrology and every 5 years for the presence of priority
Hydraulics Branch, pollutants.(*see attached list of
Water Management compounds)
Section
Most recent surveys: Barren IAnnual
River Lake '95, Green River Reports
Lake '94, Nolin River Lake
'96, Rough River Lake '96,
Buckhorn Lake '94, Carr
Fork Lake '96, Cave Run
Lake '96, Taylorsville Lake
'93
Aeld and lab data
maintained in Corps
databases
Sediment
I::'
00
--..l
Dredge Material
Analysis
Remote Monitoring
Contaminant
Investigations
Pat Neichter, USACE
Hydrology and
Hydraulics Branch,
Water Management
Section
Pat Neichter, USACE
Hydrology and
Hydraulics Branch,
Water Management
Section
USfWS
Analyze sediment samples to screen for
contamination that may affect disposal
of dredged material from the Ohio River
adjacent to locks and mooring areas.
Measurement of water quality variables
on the lower Ohio River and specific
reservoir sites with remote monitors and
telemetry.
Assessments include fish and wildlife
tissue, egg, blood, water and sediment
samples for reproductive hormones,
organic and inorganic contaminants, and
physicochemical parameters.
Lock and dam projects at:
Mareland, McAlpine,
Newburgh, Uniontown,
Smithland
Telemetered sites-DO and
temp:
Ohio River
• Cannelton L&D
• Newburgh L&D
• Smithland L&D
• Uniontown L&D
Barren River Lake
• Inflow of Boyds Cr.Caesar
Creek Lake
• Inflow
Cave Run Lake
-Inflow, for chlorides
Periodic sampling in
Tennessee R., Cumberland
R., and Mississippi R. and
adjacent counties
Sediment
evaluation
report
Monthly and
Annual
Reports
Reports to
participating
federal,
state, and
local
entities.
Aeld and lab data ISediment
maintained In Corps
databases
Data maintained in ISW
Corps databases and
eventually sent to
STORET
GIS, ECDMS, CIMAS ISW, Sed
7'....
Water Resource
Investigations
USFSjDaniel Boone
National Forest, Jon
Walker, Hydrologist
Vickie Bishop,
Fisheries Biologist
Monitoring data arc used to prepare
Water Resource Inventory Reports on a
watershed basis, develop forest plans,
and write environmental assessments
and biological evaluations. Principal
parameters include inorganics and
physical habitat.
Watersheds within Daniel
Boone National Forest (see
attached).
Water
Resouree
Inventory
Reports
Water data In
ORACLE. Physical
habitat data in
dBase. Developing
GIS layers.
SW
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
Ground Water IDOW/Ground Water IAssessment of ambient ground water
Monitoring Network Branch/James Webb quality throughout the State; support
wellhead and ground water protection
plans and 319 studies.
70 sites representing each
of KY's physiographic
provinces sampled quarterly
for 60 parameters including
metals, pesticides, and
nutrients. VOCs samples at
select sites.
Year-end
Report
(attached) and
raw data
available from
KGSorGWB.
Paper files and
data base on VPJ<;
Bill Yarnell, GWB;
Bart Davidson,
KGS
GW
o
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Nonpoint Source
Pollution (NPSl-319(h)
Demonstration Projects
and Contractual
Projects
Kentucky Groundwater
Monitoring Network
Corrine L. Wells,
DOWN/ater Quality
Branch
Phil Conrad, KGS,
Water Resources
Section
Provide funding of efforts to mitigate
deterioration of water quality due to
nonpoint source pollution impacts In
Kentucky watersheds and collect and
disseminate water quality data
documenting pre-and post-best
management practice (BMP)
implementation of multiple projects with
various types of monitoring:
• physical and chemical
- fecal
- biological
- fish tissue
State network that collects groundwater
samples, amasses data from other
organizations, and
summarizeS/characterizes groundwater
resource to:
(1) provide baseline data on ambient
groundwater resources,
(2) characterize ambient groundwater
resources in publications, and
(3) disseminate information collected
and created by the network.
Sampling schedules and
locations vary for each of
numerous contractual and
demonstration projects:
- pre·BMP
- post·BMP
- recreational season
• storm events
Variable schedule. Now
selecting new sites for
ground water sampling.
Demonstration
Projects:
• pre-BMP
report
- tinal close-
out report
Contractual
Projects:
• annual
reports
• final close-
out reports
"Framework for
the Kentucky
Groundwater
Monitoring
Network"
Working on
summary
document.
SW, NPS
Data Repository at IGW
KGS, Bart
Davidson.
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
Hydrogeology of IJames Currens, KGS, ITo determine the quality of groundwater
Agricultural Lands Water Resources In agricultural areas of Kentucky.
Section Projects are developed as funding
becomes available.
Ongoing; well Installation
and selection of monitoring
sites Is Irregular as projects
develop. Collected
approximately 500 spring,
stream, and well samples
In FY 96. Sampling at
each site varies from hourly
to quarterly.
Reports and
maps.
GWData
Repository at
KGS.
GW
t::l
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Hydrogeology of Karst
Terrains
James Currens. KGS.
Water Resources
Section
To develop an understanding of karst
aquifers In the State for their promotion
as a groundwater resource and to
minimize economic loss from pollution,
sinkhole flooding. or sinkhole collapse.
Varies with specific projects
and Issues. Collapse
sinkhole and flooding
investigations are
conducted as the events
occur. Dye tracing and
aquifer characterization are
conducted seasonally.
Water quality monitoring
ongoing.
Maps, reports,
and data
bases;
publications.
KYGWData
Repository
GW
Dye Tracing and
Kentucky Dye Tracing
Database
James Currens, KGS.
Water Resources
Section
Maintain a database and files of
groundwater dye trace data for use in
preparing maps and reports and for
public access.
Ongoing, varies with receipt ISummary data IKY GW Data
of new data. tables Repository
GW
KWRRI Research
Project
Barbara Ramey, EKU IChemical and biological monitoring of a IJones Branch
constructed wetland on Jones Branch
acid mine drainage
1995
Research
Report No.
192
SW,wetiand
"T1
U.
KWRRi Research
Project
KWRRI Research
Project
Lyle VA Sendleln.
KWRRI
Lindell Ormsbee,
KWRRI
Groundwater study at the Toyota Motor IGeorgetown, KY
Manufacturing Plant in Georgetown, KY
CSO Impact assessment for the Licking ILicking River Bancklick
River; CSO impact assessment for the Creek
Banklick Creek
1995
Research
Report No.
194
1995
Research
Report Nos.
UKCE9502.
UKCE9501
GW
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
o
\D
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Compliance Monitoring
SDWA Compliance
Monitoring
Landfill monitoring
UST site investigation
and assessment
Neil Woomer, TVA
Env. Compliance
Vicki Ray, DOW/DWB
George Gilbert, Solid
Waste Branch, DWM
Submitted by the
facility owner's
consultant to be
reviewed by the
Corrective Action
Section of the UST
Branch,DWM
Provides toxicity monitoring data for
regulatory compliance reporting
Determine compliance with the
regulations for:
• 526 community water systems
- 114 transient PWS
• 124 nontranslent non-community PWS
The monitoring program is intended to
provide Information non both surface and
groundwater quality and to ensure that
the landfill Is not contaminating the
waters of the Commonwealth. The
program consists of approximately:
- 198 surface water monitoring points
- 297 groundwater monitoring points
- chemical parameters found in 401l<AR
48:300
Groundwater (and soil) samples are
collected in order to determine the
extent of contamination from UST
(primarily petroleum constituents, i.e.,
BTEX, PAH's. lead, etc.). Ground water
flow rate and direction also collected.
Monthly at Paradise (Green
R.) and quarterly at
Shawnee (Ohio R.) power
plants
Each PWS submits a list of
sample sites for approval,
samples are collected from
these sites monthly,
quarterly, annually and
must be analyzed for
specific contaminants by a
certified laboratory and
results submitted to DWB.
Each location Is sampled
quarterly.
Sample coverage area Is
typically less t~an 400 sq
meters (the size of a gas
station lot) but the areas
can easily be much greater.
Data gathered up to 2
years and over variable
sample areas.
Compliance
Reports
Violations of
standards are
generated
during various
compliance'
periods.
Various letters
and reports.
Quarterly
monitoring
report
Site
Investigation
Report
KYSDWIS, using
SAS software.
SW
OW
SW,GW
GW
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UST Corrective Action
plan formulation and
implementation
Submitted by the
facility owner's
consultant to be
reviewed by the
Corrective Action
Section of the UST
Branch,DWM
Develop and implement a plan to
remediate the contamination identified
In the above process.
Most data collected during ICorrective
site investigation. Action Plan
GW
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
UST formal quarterly ISubmitted by the Groundwater samples collected from the
ground water facility owner's affected area and analyzed for
monitoring consultant to be contaminants Involved In site
reviewed by the contamination.
Corrective Action
Section of the UST
Branch,DWM
Samples are collected
quarterly from as many
points as necessary over
the affected areas. The
number of sampling points
is variable and slte-specitic.
Quarterly
Monitoring
Report
GW
Oversight Ground Water IDale Burton,
Monitoring Corrective Action
Section, HWB, DWM
Facilities required to conduct long-term ICurrently approximately 50
groundwater monitoring are evaluated sites are undergoing
every three years. At least 4 wells (1 monitoring.
up, 3 down) are monitored semi-annually
at each site, although more monitoring
sites may be required. Typical
parameters InclUde heavy metals,
volatile organic compounds, and
semi-volatile compounds.
o
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UnschedUled
Groundwater and
SUrface Water
Monitoring
Superfund Site
Assessment
Dale Burton, DWM
Herb Petitjean,
Superfund Branch,
DWM
Occasional samples are taken outside of
regulatory requirements.
Superfund Branch conducts sampling to:
- establish the presence, levels and
extent of contamination at potential
abandoned or uncontrolled waste sites
• establish the attribution of observed
releases
- Insure the effectiveness of remediation
activities
- monitor those sites where waste Is
contained in-place
Sampling locations
generally near hazardous
waste management
facilities.
Frequency of sampling
varies with sites.
Statewide summary of
media, frequency, and
parameters samples Is not
readily available.
Comprehensiv
Groundwater
Monitoring
Evaluations
Notices of
Violation
Individual site
reports
GW
GW,SW
Paper reports IGW, SW
maintained by
DWM.GIS layers
being
developed.CERCUS
data maintained by
EPA.
~
Continuous Emissions IDAQ, Technical
Monitoring andlndustrial Services Branch;
Air Monitors larry Garrison, DWM
Determine compliance with ambient air
standards; assess air quality trends; and
assess effectiveness of regulations and
programs.
102 continuous monitors
for criteria pollutants
(except Pb and PM10); 35
air toxics monitors at 7
sites' in tri-State area; 2
acid deposition monitors
KY Ambient
Air Quality
Annual Report
Data retrieved dally IAir
from remote
monitoring sites
and stored in
mainframe and
EPA AIRS
7'
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
lIot:
Bimonthly Sampling
Organics Detection
System
ORSANCO
ORSANCO
- detection of long term trends; biennial
assessment of aquatic life use support;
ambient WQ conditions; problem
Identification
- 31 fixed stations
- physicaVchemical water column
monitoring
• detection of VOCS/spills; biennial
assessment of pUblic water supply use
support
- 14 fixed stations-water column
monitoring for 22 volatile organics
- bimonthly grab samples
- 17 Ohio River sites and
14 major tribs.
• location descriptors
include lat-Iong, GIS, and
river mile
• daily or more frequent
grab samples
• 11 Ohio River sites and 3
tribs
• locations descriptors
include lat-Iong, GIS, and
river mile
• semiannual
Quality Monitor
pUblication
·305(b)
Report
- Trends Report
• semiannual
Quality Monitor
publication
·305(b)
Report
- Trends Report
STORET
STORET, In-house
data base In
Paradox
SW
SW
o
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Contact Recreation ORSANCO - assessment of contact recreational use
support; notification to health depts. on
SUitability of conditions for contact
recreation; evaluation of urban impacts
on bacteria levels
• 6 fixed stations
• fecal coliform, E. Coli
• 5 grab samples per
month; May-October
• sites are downstream of
major urban areas
- location descriptors
Include lat-Iong, GIS, and
river mile
·305(b)
Report
In-house data base ISW
0-
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Interrogation of
Dissolved Oxygen
Monitors
Water Quality Instream
Monitoring
ORSANCO
MSD, Terhune/Nichol
- assessment of suitability for aquatic
life; Identification of need to modify
hydropower operations
• 13 fixed stations; owned and operated
by USACOE and hydropower-operators
- ORSANCO does not generate these
data, but Interrogates and reports results
• ,DO and temperature
provide baseline water quality data;
document Impact of package plant
removal; assess point source Impacts;
adjust metals interference; evaluate
nutrient processes; identify
contamination of food chain
• hourly measurements
- sites at 12 dams and one
power plant
• weekly interrogations of
data from May-October
- routine sampling
• physical parameters,
chemical (nutrients,
metals, etc.), and
biological (macros, fish,
bacteria)
- monthly
Quality
Updates to
States
MSO stream
reports, State
305(b) Reports
• hard copy
lotus and IWIS
SW
SW
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Chemical/Physical Water Quality Paramater Studies (Continued)
Emergency Response IMSO, Terhune Jresponse to emergency spillS/releases
to/near streams which may Impact
aquatic community; protect
environment, sewers, public
Incident related sampling Ienforcement IIWIS
and mitigation
SW
eso Sampling MSO/RGEV, Inc. evaluate Impacts to water quality due to
overflow discharges
- samples collected for two
rain events at 5·6 esos
- TS, lVSS, BOD, TSS,
settleable solidsj instream
sampling· fecals, pH,
solids, metals, toxics, DO,
sediment, nutrients,
bloassessment
• MSO will maintain some
stormwater outfall sampling
Hard cop logs in
file
SW,
sediment
tJ Biological/Habitat Assessments
\0
W
71
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Rare Species Surveys
Nativel8aseline Mussel
Surveys
Water Resource
Investigations
USFWS
USFWS
USFS/Oaniel Boone
National ForesUon
Walker,
HydrologistVickie
Bishop, Fisheries
Biologist
Identify populations and habitat
requirements
Mussel population monitoring
Monitoring data are used to prepare
Water Resource Inventory Reports on a
watershed basis, develop forest plans,
and write environmental assessments
and biological evaluations. Principal
parameters Include Inorganlcs and
physical habitat.
Variable sampling IManagement IGIS GAP Analysis IsW
schedules Plans,
Recovery Plans
Annual Ohio River Management I GIS IsW
sampling; may conduct Strategies,Rec
surveys in Green and Plans
Ucking R. In FY 97.
Watersheds within Daniel IWater
Boone National Forest (see Resource
attached). Inventory
Reports
71...
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BlologlcaVHabltat Assessments (Continued)
Inventory and IKDFWS; Jim Axon
Classification of
Streams
Inventory and classify streams of fishery
importance and re-inventory certain
streams; to assess current fish
population and stream habitat
conditions.
All major drainage basins
completed since the 1960's
except for some Ohio R.
tributaries; Order II and
larger sampled for fish
species, composition, and
physlcaVchemical
characteristics.
Annual
Performance
Report
Paradox database
manages all fish
data; developing
data layer for GIS
SW
Warmwater Streams
Investigation
KDWFS; Jim Axon Determine the status of sport fisheries in IShort-term, finite studies
warmwater streams or importance and direct at fish stock
develop fish management plan. assessments.
Annual
Performance
Report
Paradox database 1SW
manages all fish
data; developing
data layer for GIS
d
I INonpoint Source Corrine l. Wells, Provide funding of efforts to mitigate Sampling schedules and Demonstration 1 ISW, NPS,'0 Pollution (NPS)-319(h) DOW/Water Quality deterioration of water quality due to locations vary for each of Projects:~ Demonstration Projects Branch nonpoint source pollution impacts In numerous contractual and - pre-BMP
and Contractual Kentucky watersheds and collect and demonstration projects: report
Projects disseminate water quality data - pre-BMP - final close-
documenting pre-and post-best • post·BMP out report
management practice (BMP) - recreational season
Implementation of multiple projects with - storm events Contractual
various types of monitoring: Projects:
- physical and chemical • annual
- fecal reports
• biological - final close-
- fish tissue out reports
Intensive Surveys 1Mike Mills, DOW 145 least impacted sites across State are Spring and Fall sampling Data Report I IsW
monitored for algae, macroinvcrtebrates
and fish as well as phyliIchemical
parameters used for reference
Biological and chemical surveys of
watersheds to assess problems lOne time sampling IData Report
0\ Zebra Mussel Benny Kerley, TVA Provide status of zebra mussel ITwice weekly at Paradise IInternal Report I ISW-UJ Monitoring Env. Compliance populations at intakes of TVA power and Shawnee power plants0-\() plants. (April - November)-.I
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Biological/Habitat Assessments (Continued)
Reservoir Catch IDonny Lowery, TVA
Depletion Surveys Clean Water Unit
Stream Bioassessments IRichard Starkey, TVA
Clean Water Unit
Provides data and information on IAnnual spring sampling IAnnual Report
density, biomass, health and condition of (pre-spawn) at 3 locations
black bass populations for use in fishery In Kentucky Reservoir
management decisions by State.
Support river action teams to assess 23 locations In the TN River IAnnual Report
aquatic resource conditions of hydrologic drainage for fish and
units. Index of biotic Integrity Is used for benthic communities In
fish communities, and rapid spring-early summer on a
bloassessment protocols (EPT and 1-3 cycle.
nutrient tolerant) for macrolnvertebrates.
SW
SW
Vital Signs Monitoring IDon Dycus, Dennis Provides Information on the ecological - 4 sites in Kentucky IAnnual IData entry on ISW
Meinert, TVA Clean health of TVA reservoirs and major Reservoir (1 In KY at TRM Reports, e.g., STORET
Water Unit tributary streams to rate the system for 23) monthly during summer RiverPulse
tJ I I I
fishable, swimmable uses. Includes for DO, pH, nutrients,
I physical, chemical, and bacteriological chlorophyll; annual in
\0 sampling, fish tissue analysis, and fish autumn for sedimentVI
and benthic community diversity (metals, pesticides); annual
assessment. for diversity of fish and
benthic communities;
bacteria surveys at 19 sites
during summer
• Clarks R. Mile 9.8,
quarterly physical,
chemical; annual fish and
benthic community
Endangered Species IR. McCance, KY Identify the location of species Statewide sampling Biological and ISW, terrestrial
Monitoring Program State Nature considered rare in Kentucky by the focusing on individual Conservation
Preserves KSNPC and USFWS and periodically watersheds. Rare plants Database at
Commission verify their continued existence. counted to determine KSNPC
population status.
7'........
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Biological/Habitat Assessments (Continued)
Freshwater Mussel IR.R. Cicerello,
Monitoring Program KSNPC
Monitoring program for freshwater
mussels in the Green River within
Mammoth Cave National Park.
Project completed In 1997.
Quadrat sampling in 95 and
96 at miles 198.6 and
206. Species composition,
length frequency, and
reproductive success.
Interim
Progress
Report
BCD at KSNPC SW
o
'0
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Biological Monitoring ORSANCO - development of aquatic life assessment
criteria; assessment of aquatic
community health; characterization of
habitat
• currently 2 pools per year are being
assessed
• multiple sites and sampling events are
conducted in each pool
- fish population and macroinvertebrate
surveys
- habitat characterization
• currently fish popUlation
surveys are conducted at
approximately 20 sites per
pool; 500 meter zones
• macrolnvertebrate
sampling conducted at
approximately 10 sites per
pool
• 2 rounds or sampling per
site
• shoreline habitat recorded
at each site
- development
of biological
criteria
- rlverwide
habitat
characterizatio
Information
System
Database
- fish population
and macro-
invertebrate data
stored In Paradox
- habitat data in
spreadsheet
- Biological
Information
System on
electronic bulletin
board
SW
Fish Tissue ORSANCO - assessment of fish consumption use
support for human health protection
- facilitate states' issuance of fish
consumption advisories
• approximately 12 Ohio
River sites per year
• channel catfish, carp, and
game species sampled at
each site
- tissue analyzed for PCBs,
pesticides and metals, and
dioxin
- annual
summary of
results to
states;teleconf
of states to
coordinate
issuance of
Ohio River fish
consumption
advisories
in-house data base ISW
Hydrology/Hydraulic Process Studies
$
~
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Basin Hydrology Dan Carey, KGS,
Water Resources
Section
Develop a data base on small watershed Four stream monitoring
hydrology for a variety of setting in stations were installed in
Kentucky. Use data to develop better the Eastem Coal field.
models of surface and ground water Nine stations were installed
movement and the associated movement In the central Kentucky
of contaminants. karst regions.
Continuous and IOngoing
storm flow data
and water
quality data.
GW,SW
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Hydrology/Hydraulic Process Studies (Continued)
Water Supply IDavid Wunsch, KGS, IPresently funded to study the occurrence
Water Resources of high-yield wells In coal field area using
Section remote sensing and GIS technologies.
Presently selecting areas of
study. Test wells will be
Installed In 96197.
Reports with
data and
recommendatlo
for well
locations.
KYGWData
Repository
GW
o
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Kentucky Groundwater
Monitoring Network
USGS Surface Water
and Ground Water
Stations
Phil Conrad, KGS,
Water Resources
Section
Amy Haliday, USGS
Water Resources
Division
State network that collects groundwater
samples, amasses data from other
organizations, and
summarizes/characterizes groundwater
resource to:
(1) provide baseline data on ambient
groundwater resources,
(2) characterize ambient groundwater
resources in pUblications, and
(3) disseminate information collected
and created by the network.
USGS collects records of stage,
discharge, and water quality for streams
and lakes; and water levels of wells.
Annual reports for 83 stream-gaging
stations, also includes water-quality data
for 33 stations samples at regular
intervals (*see attached list of
monitoring sites). GW levels for 13
recording and 70 partial sites.
Variable schedule. Now
selecting new sites for
grollld water sampling.
See attached list of sites.
"Framework for
the Kentucky
Groundwater
Monitoring
Network"Workl
on summary
document.
Kentucky
Water
Resources Data
Water Year
1995
Data Repository at I GW
KGS, Bart
Davidson.
SW,GW
Land Use/SoliS/Other Studies
Cooperative Soil Survey IBill Craddock,
USDNNRCS
Soil survey is Intended to provide
information about the spatial
distribution, physical properties, and use
interpretations of soils In a survey area.
Ongoing. Refer to soil
survey progress map.
Soil Survey
Publication
Soils
71
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National Resources
Inventory (NRI)
Bill Craddock,
USDNNRCS
The NRI Is Intended to provide
information about natural resource
trends In the United States. The NRI is
an inventory of land cover and use, soil
erosion, prime farmland, wetlands, and
other natural resource characteristics on
nonfederal rural land In the United
States. The NRI also provides a record
or resource trends over time.
Nationwide. Conducted
every 5 years.
NRI data base. I Land use, soils
~ I Kentucky Basin Assessment Tools
·'-:1.:1'11 'In... :..
Fish and Wildlife Contaminant and
Hormone Analysis
303(d) Analyses
KPDES Permit Limits
SUrface Water Quality Standards
USFWS/Patuxent Analytical Control Facility,
Laurel, MD
DOW
DOW
DOW
Fish and wildlife contaminant occurrence and population assessments
SUrface water use assessment
KPDES compliance assessmentlinstream activities
Use assessment
Maximum Contaminant Limits/Goals IVicki Ray, DOW/DWB
Bacteriological Assessment I DOW
Trophic Status Assessment I DOW
Public health
Recreation use assessment
Aquatic life use assessment
Biological Indices (algae, fish, IBI, IDOW
macroinvertebrates)
CI
\0
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FDA Action Levels or Risk Levels
Reservoir Water Quality Modeling
Tools for Groundwater/Surface
Water Interaction
DOW
Pat Neichter, Hydrology and Hydraulics
Branch, USACOE
Jim Dinger, KGS,lWater Resources Section
Comparison streams (least impacted)
SUrface water use assessment
Water quality model (CEQUAL-W2) will be applied to Taylorsville and cave Run Lakes.
The model will be used to evaluate proposed changes in land use and management
practices in the watershed relative to water quality in the reservoir.
Determine interaction between surface water and groundwater, residence time/velocity
of groundwater, groundwater discharge and recharge lones, water budgets, impact of
GWon SW quality and quantity.
Tools for assessing water quality for IKGS
drinking and other uses
EPA MCLs, secondary quality standards, water-quality needs for aquaculture,
agriculture, livestock, Industry, water-chemistry models, water-type diagrams,
statistics.
$
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Tools for karst groundwater basin
delineation
Tools for water-chemistry/quality
modeling over time and flow
systems
James Currens, KGS,lWRS
David Wunsch, KGS/WRS
Ground water dye tracing (qualitative and quantitative), spring discharge
measurement, potentiometric surface mapping (synoptic water levels in wells),
continuous monitoring capability, cave maps.
Model applications including PHREEQE, MINTEQ, BALANCE, and WATEQ to assess
water quality and chemistry evolution over time and changes within a flow system.
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-.l Tools for assessing the quality of
groundwater resources
Phil Conrad. Jim Currens, KGSM'RS
.l.!."'.
Sampling, field measurements of private wells, springs, monitoring wells. tile drains.
streams; analyses for nutrients, pesticides. inorganics and organics; statistics to
assess current and changing ground water quality.
o
\0
\0
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Tools for hydrologic modeling for IDan Carey, Alex Fogle, KGS/WRS IComputer modeling using ANSWERS, AGNPS. SWRBBWQ. and others.
surface water quantity and quality
Fish tissue I Don Dycus, TVA Clean Water Initiative (CWI) IReservoir ecological health assessments
Bacteriological assessments IJoe Fehring, TVA CWI IReservoir swimming areas assessments
Trophic status assessments IDennis Meinert, TVA CWI IReservoir ecological health assessments
Fish populations IDonny Lowery, TVA CWI IReservoir stock depletion SUlveys
Stream bioassessments I Bob Wallus, TVA CWI IHydrologic unit (streams) fish and benthic assessments
Zebra mussel assessments I Benny Kerley, TVA CWI IWater Intake (reservoirs) populations
D - 100
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Name Program Description
WaterWateh Division of Water Program • Outreach, training. and on going
- -Adopt a Stream- Planning and Administration Branch support for local citiZen groups "Adopt
- River Assessment and Monitoring a Stream-
Program (RAMP) - Citizen monitoring groups
- Concentrated student monitoring
project involving science students
cartying-out monitoring and analysis on
a selected waterbody; students prepare
presentation for -responsible public
body"
Water Quality Management Planning Division of Water Program 40% of State's 604(b) Water Quality
Mini-grants Planning and Administration Branch Management Planning funds (approx.
70-80K per year) is provided to regional
planning agencies for planning projects;
most projects focus on Wastewater
Facility regionaliZationl201 plan
development
KPDES Permits Division of Water 5 year wastewater discharge operating
KPDES Branch permits, general permits and
-no-discharge" permits for all point
sources of water pollution
Municipal Wastewater Pretreatment Division of Water Technical assistance in developing and
Program certification KPDES Branch operating and approval of municipal
programs to insure proper pretreatment
of industriaVcommercial wastewater
prior to discharge to the public system
Enforcement Division of Water Informal and formal conferences to
Enforcement Branch resolve violations of DOW statutes and
regulations; development and
monitoring of agreed orders to resolve
and/or mitigate violations; development
of cases for further administrative and
legal action
Operator Certification and Training Division of Water Training and certification of Drinking
Enforcement Branch water and Wastewater Plant and system
operators
Groundwater Technical Assistance Division of Water Technical assistance in the protection
Groundwater Branch and management of groundwater;
assistance on approval of groundwater
protection plans; technical assistance in
the drilling of water wells
Facility ConstruCtion State Revolving Division of Water Low interest loans for the construction
Loan Funds (SRF) Facilities ConstruCtion Branch and renovation of public wastewater
collection and treatment systems
Facility ConstruCtion Technical Division of Water Technical assistance in all aspects of
Assistance Facilities Construction Branch design, planning. construction.
operation and maintenance wastewater
colleCtion and treatment systems
Comptrain Program (Comprehensive Division of Water On-site on hands training in the
Training Program) Enforcement Branch operation and maintenance of small
community wastewater collection and
treatment systems
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Division of Water (Continued)
Name Program Description
Drinking Water State RevoMng Loan Division of •Water Low interest loans for the construction
Funds (SRF) Drinking Water Branch and renovation of drinking water
treatment and distribution systems to
serve existing customers
Drinking Water Technical Assistance DMsion of Water Technical assistance in all aspects of
Drinking Water Branch design, planning. construction,
operation and maintenance drinking
water treatment and distribution
systems
CTAP (Comprehensive Technical DMsion of Water On-site on hands training in the
Assistance Program) Drinking Water Branch operation and maintenance of small
community drinking water treatment
and distribution systems
Dams and Floodplain Management Division of Water Permitting and technical assistance in
Water Resources Branch the construction of dams and any
construction in streams, floodplains or
f100dways that could impact flooding
NFlP (National Flood Insurance Division of Water Technical assistance to communities for
Program) Water Resources Branch participation in the National Flood
Insurance Program under The Federal
Emergency Management Agency
Flood Damage Mitigation Division of Water Assistance in the responses,
Water Resources Branch assessment and mitigation of disasters
declared due to flooding
Nonpoint Source (319) Grants DMsion of Water Grant for projects that implement
Water Quality Branch nonpoint pollution control programs;
40% local match required
Emergency Response DMsion of Water Assistance in the responses,
Field Operations Branch assessment and mitigation of spills and
other environmental emergencies
Educatiorv'lnformation Dissemination DMsion of Water The director's office public information
Director's Office officer provides coordination and direct
distribution of education and
information resources to all clients of
DOW
Waste Water Facility NeedslPriority Division of Water Assessment of statewide wastewater
Formula Facilities Construction Branch facility needs the development of the
priority formula that governs the
distribution of funds under the
Wastewater Facility SRF
Drinking Water Facility NeedslPriority DMsion of Water Assessment of statewide wastewater
Formula Drinking Water Branch facility needs the development of the
priority formula that governs the
distribution of funds under the Drinking
Water Facility SRF
Drought Response Plans OMsion of Water Technical assistance in the development
Water Resources Branch of local plans for response to drought
and/or water supply shortages
Groundwater & Mineralogical Technical KY Geological Survey Data, inventories, and GIS capabilities
Assistance available for site characterization and
source identification
j
J
j
J
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Division of Water (Continued)
Name Program Description
Wellhead Protection Program Division of Water Technical assistance in the designation
Groundwater Branch and protection of groundwater public
water supply sources
Water Supply Planning Division of Water Technical assistance in development of
Water Resources Branch and approval of local water supply plans
water Withdrawal Permits Division of Water Records all withdrawals of over 10,000
Water Resources Branch gaVday
r
r
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Division ofWaste Management
Resource Name Contact Description of Resource
Brownfields Division of Waste Management Provides financial incentives and
Superfund Branch (Billy Hill and Herb environmental liability protection to
Petitjean) foster the reuse of abandoned, idle, or
under-used industrial lands where
expansion or redevelopment is
complicated by environmental
contamination
Composting and Landfarming Division of Waste Management Provides technical assistance to
Solid Waste Branch (Mark Crim) persons who wish to establish
composting programs, and conducts
permit review of commercial composting
and landfarming facilities
Customer Training Division of Waste Management Coordinates training for the Division's
Program Planning and Administration extemal customers (primarily the
Branch (Sharon Watkins) regulated public), including operator
certification programs for solid and
hazardous waste facilities
Federal Superfund Cleanups Division of Waste Management Oversees the cleanup of sites in
Superfund Branch (Rick Hogan) ~ntucky that are listed on the federal
National Priority Ust for Superfund
(CERCLA) cleanup
Field Assistance Division of Waste Management Inspects siteslfacilities for violations,
Field Operations Branch (Hannah Helm) initiates proactive efforts to help the
regulated public avoid violates, and
responds to public complaints
Hazardous Waste Corrective Action and Division of Waste Management Reviews groundwater monitoring plans
Groundwater Monitoring Hazardous Waste Branch (Dale Burton and corrective action plans for releases
& Ron Gruzesky) at hazardous waste facilities; processes
permit applications for hazardous waste
disposal and incineration
Landfill Permitting, Construction, & Division of Waste Management Processes permit applications, oversight
Monitoring Solid Waste Branch (George Gilbert) on constnJction, and review monitoring
plans for the disposal of solid or special
waste
Non·UST Petroleum Cleanups Division of Waste Management Oversees the cleanup of petroleum
Superfund Branch (Tim Hubbard) releases at sites other than those
regulated by the underground storage
tank program
Open Dump Initiative Division of Waste Management Provides leadership, public outreach,
Resource Conservation and Local and coordination in efforts to identify
Assistance (Joy Morgan) and clean up Kentucky's open dumps
Recycling Programs Division of Waste Management Provides assistance to local
Resource Conservation and Local communities and businesses to aid in
Assistance (Charles Peters) their establishment of recycling
programs
State Superfund Cleanups Division of Waste Management Oversees the cleanup of truck spill and
Superfund Branch (Bob Padgett) other releases not addressed by
another division program
Underground Storage Tank Actions Division of Waste Management Educates the regulated public on tank
Underground Storage Tank Branch (Fazi installation, construction, and leak
Sherkat) detection requirements; oversees the
proper site characterization. cleanup,
and closure of UST contamination sites
J
.J
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Division of Waste Management (Continued)
Resource Name Contact Description of Resource
Waste Enforcement Division of Waste Management Interfaces with the regulated public,
Enforcement Branch (Connie Smith) program staff, cabinet attorneys, and
field office personnel in response to
violations of waste management
statutes and regulations
Waste MinimiZation Division of Waste Management Wor1<s with various division personnel to
Director's Office (Mohammad Alauddin) incorporate waste minimization efforts
and practices into all applicable
processes of the division
Waste Tires Division of Waste Management Provides grants, loans, and advice for
Resource Conservation and Local the cleanup of waste tire piles and for
Assistance Branch (Paul Rawlings); the recycling and reuse of waste tires;
Director's Office Ueff Pratt) coordinates cleanup of existing tire piles
Hazardous Waste Generator Ust Division of Waste Management Maintains a list of all the hazardous
Program Planning and Administration waste generators registered in Kentucky
Branch (Tiffany Mobley and Maria Wood)
CERCUS Ust Division of Waste Management Maintains federal information on release
ProW8m Planning and Administration reporting, site assessment, and clean
Branch (Tiffany Mobley and Maria Wood) up database
Release Reporting Database Division of Waste Management Maintains information on release
Superfund Branch (Bob Padgett) reporting and site cleanup in Kentucky
Underground Storage Tanks Database Division of Waste Management Maintains records on UST sites across
Underground Storage Tank Branch Kentucky
(Colleen Thomas)
Hazardous Waste Facility Database Division of Waste Management Maintains records on hazardous waste
(RCRIS) Hazardous Waste Branch (Uncia storage, transportation, and disposal
Shearer) facilities across Kentucky
Waste Files (other than Underground Division of Waste Management Maintains the main files of the Division
Storage Tanks) Program Planning and Administration of Waste Management
Branch (Tiffany Mobley and Maria Wood)
[Note: This appendix contains only Division of Water and Division of Waste Management tools; tool lists from other
partners are still needed.]
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Water Quality Standards Revisions - 1998
Division ofWater
February 24, 1999
Background
Kentucky's water quality standards are the foundation of the state's surface water quality
management program. A water quality standard consists ofthe beneficial designated use or uses
ofa waterbody or a segment ofa waterbody and the water quality criteria which are necessary to
protect these uses. Water quality standards should, wherever attainable, provide for the
protection ofpublic health and aquatic life and provide for recreation in and on the water.
Standards serve the dual purposes ofestablishing the water quality goals for a specific water
body and forming the regulatory basis for the development ofwater quality-based treatment
controls and strategies beyond the technology-based levels ofwastewater treatment required by
Sections 301(b) and 306 ofthe Clean Water Act.
The state's water quality standards are subject to periodic review and revision in
accordance with federal and state laws. The regulations which are the subject of the current
review include:
• 401 KAR 5:026. Classification ofWaters.
• 401 KAR 5:029. General Provisions
• 401 KAR 5:030. Nondegradation Policy Implementation Methodology.
• 401 KAR 5:031. Surface Water Standards.
The following discussion indicates what changes are being considered by the Cabinet to
each of the four regulations. It is hoped that this paper will initiate a dialog between interested
parties and the Division ofWater that will aid the Cabinet in developing regulatory changes in
this review period.
Revisions to 401 KAR 5:026
Classification of Waters
Section 3 ofthis regulation addresses the priorities for reclassifying surface waters for
designated uses. We intend to delete this entire section. It was placed in the regulation in
1979 because ofa requirement that municipalities could only receive federal funds for installing
a new facility or upgrading existing facilities ifa use attainapilityanalysis was conducted of
waters that they used for public water supplies or for assimilating a treated wastewater. This
requirement is no longer in effect. Section 4 will be changed in order for the Cabinet to
document its determination to propose or deny a redesignation made by petition and that it
provides a copy of the determination to the petitioner and other interested parties.
Section 7 contains a list of streams, locations, and use designations and exceptions to
specific criteria. Several new outstanding resource waters that contain federally endangered or
E - 3
threatened species will be added in addition to a section of the Licking River that qualifies by
nature of its exceptional ecological value because of its diverse freshwater mussel and fish
communities. Use reclassifications for several streams are also proposed as shown below.
Stream
White Oak Creek
Razor Fork
Little Clear Creek
Little Yellow Creek
Location
Near Ashland, KY
Harlan County
Bell County
Near Middlesboro, KY
Reclassification
WAH removed
CAHtoWAH
ORWtoWAH
ORWtoWAH
.J
...
J
ORW - Outstanding Resource Water
WAH - Warmwater Aquatic Habitat
CAH - Coldwater Aquatic Habitat
White Oak Creek and Razor Fork were submitted for reclassification by petition. The
lower end ofWhite Oak Creek has been modified substantially and runs through a storm drain
and culvert before it enters the Ohio River. Razor Fork was never populated with trout. The
Cabinet determined that Little Clear Creek and Little Yellow Creek should not ha:ve been
classified as ORW's because they do not support the b/ackside dace as previously thought. In
addition several cold water aquatic habitat streams will be reclassified to warmwater aquatic
habitat because they never supported trout populations. New coldwater aquatic habitat streams
are proposed because they do support trout populations. Documentation for this was provided by
the Department ofFish and Wildlife Resources and other agencies. They are shown below.
Stream Basin County Zone
Location
Russell Fork of Big Sandy R. Big Sandy Pike KY-VA State Line (R. Mile 16.0 to
River Mile 13.3)
Indian Creek Licking Menifee River Mile 5.2 to River Mile 2.1
Minor Creek Licking Rowan River Mile 2.8 to Craney Creek
Slabcamp Creek Licking Rowan Basin
War Fork of Station Camp Ck Kentucky Jackson River Mile 8.5 to River Mile 2.0
Clover Bottom Creek U. Cumberland Jackson River Mile 1.4 to Horselick Creek
Hawk Creek U. Cumberland Laurel River Mile 4.1 to River Mile 1.1
Attachment A shows the list ofstreams proposed for reclassification as new outstanding resource
waters.
Revisions to 401 KAR 5:029
General Provisions
The definitions section of this regulations will be moved to 401 KAR 5:002, the
definition regulation for Chapter 5, as required by statute. Section 5 contains provisions for
mixing zones. New zones of initial dilution are proposed only to be available for submerged
E-4
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Revisions to 401 KAR 5:030
Antidegradation Policy Implementation Methodology
multiport outfall structures. Limitations on the size of the zone are also proposed. Mixing zone
language for lakes is also proposed for revision. Attachment B shows the changes.
Several new high quality streams have been identified by field investigations of the
Division ofWater. These streams all scored excellent using the fish Index of Biotic Integrity and
thus qualify as high quality waters. They are listed below.
Two portions of this regulation were not approved by the u.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). They disapproved the exclusion ofcarcinogenic compounds from more stringent
limitations in high quality waters. The Cabinet now intends to include them and they will be
restricted to one-halfof the limitation that would have been permitted for use protected waters.
EPA also disapproved the criteria for designating waters as high quality waters because they were
not inclusive enough. EPA felt that additional selection criteria were necessary so that more
waters could be considered for classification in the high quality category. To address this issue,
the Cabinet will assure that applicants ofnew and expanded discharges to waters meeting
designated uses have performed on alternatives analysis. Also, the Cabinet intends to add the use
ofanother biological index to the criteria to increase the potential for more qualifying waters as
excellent. A macroinvertebrate bioassessment index (MBI) score of excellent is proposed. The
Division ofWater has developed this index and has used it for several years in assessing water
quality. An excellent score indicates that water quality exceeds that necessary to support
propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife in the water. The use of this index will allow more
streams to be categorized as high quality. The fish illl often is not applicable to small streams
because there may not be enough habitat to support a diverse fish community even though the
Zone
River Mile 11.4 to River Mile 3.8
River Mile 5.3 to Confluence with S. Fork
Station Camp Creek
River Mile 10.3 to Confluence with Red River
River Mile 9.3 to Confluence with Red Bird
River
River Mile 3.2 to Confluence with Red River
River Mile 7.3 to Confluence with Red River
River Mile 84.0 to River Mile 76.1
River Mile 12.5 to Confluence with N. Fork
Kentucky River
River Mile 60.1 to River Mile 45.1
River Mile 68.1 to River Mile 23.8
River Mile 27.7 to River Mile 11.3
River Mile 3.9 to Confluence with Middle Fork
Red River
Kentucky
Kentucky
Basin
Licking
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Green
Kentucky
Kentucky
Stream
Blackwater Creek
Cavannaugh Creek
Gladie Creek
Goose Creek
Hardwick Creek
Lulbegrud Creek
Middle Fork Kentucky R.
Middle Fork Kentucky R.
Red Bird River
Russell Creek
South Fork Kentucky R.
South Fork Red River
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water quality may be high. The MBI can be used in small streams and will indicate if they are J
high quality. A draft of the index and supporting documentation is being developed and will be
provided at a later date.
EPA also wanted clarification on sanitary discharge requirements to high quality waters.
In order to satisfy their concerns, we are proposing that no new, or expanded private sanitary
wastewater discharges be allowed, unless a demonstration is made of the socio-economic ..J
necessity of the facility, or its expansion, and instream dissolved oxygen be maintained at 6.0
mgll.
Revisions to 401 KAR 5:031
Surface Water Standards
The criteria for protection ofhuman health from the consumption of fish tissue, for the
protection ofwannwater aquatic habitat, and for protection ofdomestic water supply are being
updated. The basis for the updates in this revised discussion paper are the national recommended
water quality criteria published by the EPA in the federal register (FR Vo1.63, No.234/Monday,
December 7, 1998). In addition, domestic water supply criteria that were based on maximum
contaminant levels (MCL)or secondary contaminant maximum levels were updated according to
the Kentucky Public Water Supply Regulations (401 KAR 8:250, 8:300 and 8:600). Metals
criteria for all uses are expressed as the total recoverable form, except for hexavalent chromium
which is in the dissolved form.
The EPA has disapproved of the deletion of dioxin from the human health protection
criteria. Dioxin is now added to that list ofcriteria for the protection ofhuman health from the
consumption offish tissue. The criterion is 0.00000012 ugll (0.12 parts per quadrillion).
Attachment C indicates the proposed changes. Adjustments to the criteria listed for the Ohio
River in Section 8 will also be made to conform with Attachment C. A new Section 10 will be
added that allows individual discharges to obtain exceptions to criteria under certain
circumstances. It is shown in Attachment D. Exceptions are allowed under federal water quality
standards regulations.
The EPA has proposed to revise criteria for mercury, selenium, and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs). Any final criteria published by EPA during this triennial review will be
included in proposed revisions to 401 KAR 5:031.
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New Outst8ncIInp Resource waters
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WATERBOOY BASIN CounliIS ZONE Crlteria
L.EtcmRMr lJddna RMr Mile 115.0 III AMIr MI1818.8 FElT· Mussel
IUctdnll AMIr 1JCIIdra, RMr"'185.0 III AMrMile154.5
G..enRiver ~ ~ AMr....3CIU~ RMrLlke dlmllll RMrMlle 291.0 FElT·MusIeI
GlMnRlver ~ HIlt .......280.0Ill ......mu FElT· MusIeI
Cr8ek Lower~ ~ Source III RId ... FElT· MUSIl!
OhioRMr Ohio Mc:CIDen Rlver .... M8.5 III RMr'" S48.2 FElT· Mussel
Bavau de QIiIn
Ii
..... Source III......17.0 FElT• FilII
CIne CNlkof IIawIu de alilIn GnMI 8IIin FElT· FilII
......c..k GnMI BasIn FElT· FilII
SlndCnlek GIaVII BasIn FElT· FilII
Scxdl FoItt of BaYou de alilIn GnMI BasIn FElT • FilII
AdImI EnnctI ClaabeItInd IWhIlIev BasIn FElT• FilII
BiaBrlndl ClInbedInd BasIn IblM RMr'" 0.8 FElT· FISll
8IIdcIIWle Branctl ClnbeIlInd Bel BasIn FElT -FilII
8MIdIn'a e-k CuINIIltInd HIllIn BasIn FElT· FilII
BricelCNIk C&IllbIltInd Knox BasIn FElT· FilII
ICImDbeI Branctl CuINIIltInd IWhIlIev BasIn FElT· FilII
IClnwCNlk C&IllbIltInd Bel BasIn FElT· FilII
CInnllnc..k _C&IllbIltInd Bel BasIn Ibowe CaMon Clwek like FElT· FISll
Coles 8rIndl _CWIlIIedInd Knox 8aIn FElT· FilII
CoIimClwek a.rC.b81S.id lAtl:.Nr 8IIIin FElT • FilII
CrisciIis BrInch .a.CUmbeltInd IWNIev BuIn FElT ·FISll
Feu....ClMk la-CUmbII1Ind 811 Bain..........2.5 FElT • FilII
FeuMile Awl la-ClaabeItInd Bel BasIn AbcM AMIr Mile 1.0 FElT· FISll
HlleFoltt lbl8 Cumberland Knox BasIn FelT· FISll
..... BrInch Cumbel1anct Knox BuIn FElT • FilII
Branctl ClaabeItInd Knox BasIn FElT· FilII
HunlnJ SNIt 8rIndl Cumbel1anct Knox BuIn AbcM RMr Mile 1.0 FElT• FilII
JInlws BrIndl ...C&IllbIltInd BasIn FElT • FilII
ICRun FcIItof IndiIn CnIek Ciiliit ..If BuIn FElT • FilII
lalnIClMk IlOIl' CumlII1Ind AMIr Mile e.o III AMIr MIe U FElT • Fish
lMnI FOlk of Clar FoItt CumlII1Ind Bel River Mile 16.0 III River Mile 4.7 FElT· Fish
lalnI FoItt of Clear FoItt Cumberland 811 BasIn IblM Rlver Mile 16.0 FElT· Mussel ancf FISh
UUrel FoItt ollndian Qeek Cumberland Basin FElT -FISll
I..IInI FoItt of Middle Fk, Roc:tas1le Cumberland UIl:kson Source to Midclle Fenof Roc:kcas1Ie River FElT· Mussel
LIck FoItt CumtII1Ind Bel s.sIn FElT• Fish
\JIlIe PoDIIrClMk IXIIrCuIIlterIend Knox BuIn IblM ancf IncIudina East Ridae BrancIl FElT • FilII
MalShe-k IlOIl' Cumberland Basin IblM RMr MIle 24.0 FElT· Fish
MlntIClwek 1lD". Cumberland AMIr MIle 24.0 III canIIuencll wIlh CumbellInd AMIr FElT· Mussel ancf FISll
Meadow FOlk IlD". Cumberland Lelcher s.sIn FElT· Fish
MiIIBrIndl IlD..Cumberland Knox BuIn FElT • FilII
MIle-k lID..Cumberland BasIn FElT • FilII
oc_e-k llDIII' Cumberland Knox s.sIn FElT· FilII
iI: CNIk llDIII' C&IllbIltInd WNIIlIV BasIn AbcM......" FElT· FilII
UlUck 1lJllD8rC&IllbIltInd Knox BuIn FElT• FilII
ICi 8rIndl IIJllDIIr Cumberland ....... BasIn FElT• FilII
PIIIelson Creek lJIlaerCunIter1ancf IWhIIIIIv BasIn AbcM AMIr Mile 7A FElT· FISll
IPoor FoItt lJI Cumberland RNer la-Cumberland I.efdIer BasIn AbcM AMIr Mile 742.5 FElT ·FISll
Ric:.tlIaIId Clwek lJIlDIr CumbeI1Ind Knox BasIn IblM AMlrMile 15.7 FElT • FilII
'Ao8rtna FOlk Iller CumbeI1Ind Knox BasIn FElT· FilII
'R\WlI Clwek Iller Cumberland IWhIlIIv BasIn FElT· Fish
Slr*.Ina ClMk lxler Cumberland LaurII Source 10 RocIccaslIe AllIer FElT· Mussel
Sm/lhQeek lxler Cumberland I.tItctler s.sIn FElT· FiIIl
Soulll FoItt of CNIk lxler Cumberland IWhIlIIv s.sInlll Clwek FElT • FilII
Soulll FOlk of RockcIs1Ie AMlr llDllI' Cumberland I.alnl AMIr Mile 2.1 to RockcastIe River FElT· Mussel
SlIMnIon Qeek JllDl!r Cumberland Bel Basin FElT· FISll
lnIoIlIc..k 1lJllD8rCumberland HIl1In BasIn IblM River MIle 1U FelT. Fish
OullarAwl 1lJllD8rCumberland Bel Source 10 CumbeIIand GaD NaIionaJ Historical PIIk 80ulliarY FelT .FISll
race BrInch lUgger Cumberland Knox Buln FelT· FISh
fllltliev Clwek IIJllDIIr Cumberland Knox Buln AbcM AMIr Mile 2.1 FelT· Fish
WalISClwek IIJllDIIr Cumberland HarlIn 8aIn Ib:Ml camo Blanton like FElT· FISll
River SYStem Mammoth c.ve NallonII PIIk AnIa
Turnhole SOrtna Green Edmonson.Banen 0UIside Mamrnolh Caw National PIIk FElT· Caw ShrimD
EchD RiY8r Green Edmonson OutsIde Mamrnolh CaY8 National PIIk FelT· c.ve ShrlmD
fOi(e Sorina Green Edmonson 0UIside Mammolh Caw National Patk FelT - Caw ShrimD
Mile 205.7 Salina Green Hart Outside Mammoth Caw National Park FE&T• Cave ShrimD
Gnleft Hart OutsIde Mamlnalh CaY8 National PIIk FE&T - cave ShrimD
Suds senna Green Hart.Ban8n OutsIde Mammolh c.ve NalionaJ Park FElT· Cave Shrim
00I.tlIe SOl SDrinll Green EdrnonIDn.BInen OutsIde Mammoth CaY8 NalionaJ Park FE&T· Cave Shrim
Green Edrnclnson,Buen 0UIside Mammolh c.ve NalionaJ PIIk FE&T• Cave S/ViInc
Rurnno Salina Green Edrnclnson,Buen 0UIside MImmoIh c.ve NalionaI PIIk FE&T· cave SIvinH
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ATTACHMENT B
401 KAR 5:029
Mixing Zone Revisions
Section 5. Mixing Zones. The following conditions shaD govern all mixing zones.
- .
(1) The cabinet may assign, on a case-by-case basis, definable geometric limits for mixing zones
for a discharge or a pollutant orpollutants within a discharge. Applicable limits shall
include, but may not be limited to, the linear distances from the point ofdischarge, surface
area involvement, and volume ofreceiving water, and shall take into account other nearby
mixing zones. Mixing zones shall not be allowed until applicable limits are assigned by the
cabinet in accordance with this section.
(2) Concentrations oftoxic substances which exceed the acute criteria for protection ofaquatic
life in 401 KAR 5:031 shall not exist at any point within an assigned mixing zone or in the
discharge itselfunless a zone ofinitial dilution is assigned. A zone ofinitial dilution may be
assigned on a case-by-case basis pursuant to subsection (3) of this section. Chronic
criteria for the protection ofaquatic life and criteria for the protection of human health
from the consumption offish tissue shaD be met at the edge ofthe assigned mixing zone.
(3) The following requirements shaD govern zones ofinidal dilution; "._ .
(a) The cabinet may require an applicant to provide a technic:al evaluation and
JustificatioD for a zone of initial dilution.
(b) Concentrations oftoxic substances shall not exceed the acute criteria for the
protection ofaquatic Ufe at the edge ofthe assigned zone ofinitial dilu~on
however, numeric acute criteria may be exceeded within this zone ifthe
frequency and duration ofexposure ofaquatic organisms are not sufficient to
cause acute toxidty.
(c) New zones ofinitial dilution shaD not be allowed in high quality waters and
publicly owned lakes and reservoirs.
(4) New ZODes of initial dilution shaD be available only to submerged multi-port outfall
structures and shaD be IbDlted In size to the most restrictive ofthe following:
(a> The acute criteria shaD be met within ten (10) percent ofthe distance from the
edge of the outfall structure to the edge of the regulatory mixing zone in any
spatial directiOD;
(b) The acute criteria shaD be met within a distance of fifty (SO) times the square
root of the cross-sectional area ofany discharge port, in any spatial direction;
'(c) The acute criteria shaD be met In any horizontal direction within a distance of
five (5) times the natural water depth which prevails under miUng zone design
conditions, and exists prior to the installation ofa dischai-ge oudet; or
(d) The acute criteria shaD be met within a distance often (10) feet from the
discharge port In any spatial direction. This requirement may be used by the
cabinet in establishing the size of the mixing zone.
(5) The location ofa mixing zone shall not interfere with fish spawning or nursery areas, fish
migration routes, public water supply intakes, or bathing areas, nor preclude the free passage
offish or other aquatic life.
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(6) Whenever possible the mixing zone, from the point of discharge in any spatial direction,
shall not exceed one-third (113) ofthe width ofthe receiving stream and shall not exceed
one-half(112) ofthe cross-sectional area.
(7) In publicly owned lakes and reservoirs the mixing zone, from the point of discharge in
any spatial direction, shall not exceed one-tenth (1110) of the width of the lake at that
point and shall be kept to a minimum within this restricted area.
(8) A mixing zone shall be limited to an area or volume which will not adversely affect the
designated uses ofthe receiving water, nor be so large as to adversely affect an established
community ofaquatic organisms.
(9) For thermal discharges, a successful demonstration conducted under Section 316(a) ofthe
Clean Water Act shall constitute compliance with all provisions ofthis section.
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ATTACHMENT C
Table 1
Revisions to Numerical Criteria
401 KAR 5:031 Changes are in bold/ace.
Water Quality Criteria for Protection ofHuman Health from the
Consumption ofFish Tissue
r
r
r
r
r
,\
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
f
r
r
r
r
r
r
Substances Not Linked to Cancer
Metals (total recoverable)
Antimony
Chromium (lll) (to be deleted)
Mercury
Nickel
Thallium
Zinc
Organics
Acenapthene
Acrolein
Anthracene
Chlorobenzene
1,2,4,5 - tetrachlorobenzene
Pentachorobenzene
1,1,1 trichloroethane (to be deleted)
bis (2-chloroisopropyl) ether
Cyanide
l,2--dichlorobenzene
l~chlorobenzene
1,4--dichlorobenzene
l,2,4-trichlorobenzene
Dichlorobenzenes (to be deleted)
Dichloropropenes (to be deleted)
1,3 - dichloropropene
alpha-Endosulfan
beta-Endosulfan
Endosulfan sulfate
Endrin
Endrin aldehyde
Ethylbenzene
Fluoranthene
E-ll
Concentrations (ugll)
45,000/4,300
670,000
0.146/0.051
4,600
48/6.3
69,000
2,7000
780
110,000
21,000
48
85
1,030,000
4,360/170,000
220,000
17,000
2,600
2,600
940
2,600
14,600
1,700
159/240
240
240
0.81
0.81
29,000
54/370
Fluorene 14,000
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 17,000
Isophorone (to be deleted) 520,000
2-chloronaphthalene 4,300 ..01
2-chlorophenol 400
2,4-dichlorophenol 790
2,~ethylphenol 2,300 ..J
2,4-dinitrophenol 14,000
2,4-dinitro-o-cresol (deleted and renamed as below) 765
2-methyl-4,6-dfnitrophenol
Phenol 4,600,000
Di-n-butylphthalate (Dibutyl phthalate, renamed) 154,000/12,000
Diethyl phthalate 1,800,000/120,000 .....
Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (to be deleted) 50,000
Dimethyl phthalate 2,900,000
Pyrene 11,000 ...
Methyl bromide 4,000
Nitrobenzene 1,900
-l
Toluene 424,000/200,000
Substances Linked to Cancer
Metals
Beryllium (to be deleted) 0.117
Organics -
Acrylonitrile 0.65
Aldrin .000079/0.00014 ..01
Benzene 71
Benzidine .00053/0.00054
Benzo (a) anthracene 0.049 ...
Benzo(a)pyrene 0.049
Benzo (b) ftuoranthene 0.049
Benzo (k) tluoranthene 0.049
...
Bromoform 360
Carbon tetrachloride 6.94/4.4
Chlordane .00048/0.0022
Chlorodibromomethane 34
Dichlorobromomethane 46 ~,....
Hexachlorobenzene .00074/0.00077
1,2-dichloroethane 243/99
1,1.2-trichloroethane 41.8 ...
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane' 10.7
..i
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Hexachloroethane
1,2-dichloropropane
1,3-dichloropropene
2,4,6-trichlorophenol
Pentachlorophenol
bis (2-chloroethyl) ether
bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
Chloroform
Chrysene
4,4'-DDT (DDT to be deleted)
4,4'-DDE
4,4'-DDD
Dibenzo (a,h) anthracene
3,3' - dichlorobenzidine
1,1 - dichloroethylene
1,2-trans-dichloroethylene
Dieldrin
2,4-dinitrotoluene
Dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD)
1,2- diphenylhydrazine
Halometbanes (to be deleted)
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Hexachloro1>utadiene
alpha Hexachlorocyclohexane (DHC)
beta - DHC (HCH renamed to BHC)
gamma - DHC (lindane)
Technical HCH (to be deleted)
Indeno (1,2,3 - cd) pyrene
Isphorone
Methylene chloride
N-nitrosodiethylamine (to be deleted)
N-nitrosodimethylamine
N-nitrosodibutylamine (to be deleted)
N-nitrosodiphenylamine
N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (pAHs) (to be deleted)
Tetrachloroethylene
Toxaphene
Trichloroethylene
Vinyl chloride
E - 13
8.74/8.9
39
1,700
3.6/6.5
8.2
1.36
5.9
470
0.049
OO24/0.00059סס.0
0.00059
0.00084
0.049
0.02/0.077
1.85/3.2
140,000
0.000076/0.00014
9.1
0.00000012
0.56/0.54
15.7
0.00029/0.00021
0.00011
50
0.031/0.013
0.0547/0.046
0.0625/0.063
0.0414
0.049
2,600
1,600
1.24
16.0/8.1
0.587
16.1/16.0
1.4
0.000079/0.00017
0.0311
8.85
0.00073/0.00075
80.7
525
401 KAR 5:031 - Changes are in boldface
Table 2
Warmwater Aquatic Habitat Criteria Metals (total recoverable)
Substance
Arsenic (mg/l)
Arsenic (Ill) (ugll)
Beryllium (ugll) (will be deleted)
Cadmium (ugll) (formula change)
(at 100 mg/l hardness)
Chromium (Ill) (ugll) (formula change)
(at 100 mg/l hardness)
Chromium VI (ugll)
Copper (ugll) formula change)
(at 100 mg/l hardness)
Iron (mgll)
Lead (ugll) (no formula change)
(at 100 mg/l hardness)
Mercury (ug/l)
Nickel (ugll) formula change)
(at 100 mgll hardness)
Selenium (ugll)
Silver (ugll) (no formula change)
(at 100 mgll hardness)
Zinc (ugll) (formula change)
(at 100 mg/l hardness)
Aldrin
gamma-SHC (lindane)
Chlordane
Chloropyrifos
4,4'-DDT
Dieldren
alpha-Endosulfan
beta-Endosulfan
Endrin
Guthion
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Lindane
Acute Criteria
360/340
-3.828/-3.687
3.9/4.5
+3.688/+3.726
1742.9/1803.8
16
-1.464/-1.700
17.7/14.0
4.0
81.6
2.4/1.7
+3.3012/+2.255
1418.2/469.2
20
4.0
+0.8604/+.884
117.0/119.8
Organics (ugll)
3.0
0.95
2.4
0.083
1.1
2.5/0.24
0.22
0.22
0.18/0.086
0.52
0.52
2.0
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Chronic Criteria
50
190/150
11 soft water, 1100 hardwater
-3.490/-2.715
1.1/2.5
+1.561/+0.685
207.0/86.2
11
-1.465/-1.702
11.8/9.3
1.0
3.2
0.01210.91
+1.1645/+0.0584
157.7/52.2
5
+.7614/+.884
106.0/119.8
0.0043
0.041
0.001
0.0019/0.056
0.056
0.056
0.0023/0.036
0.01
0.0038
0.0038
0.080
,...
;i..
J
...
J
J..
r
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401 KAR 5:031 Changes are in boldface
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Malathion
Mirex
Methoxychlor
Parathion
Pentachlorophenol (formula change)
(at pH of7.8)
Phthalate esters
Polychlorinated Bippenyls (PCBs)
Toxaphene
Chloride (mgll)
Chlorine, total residual (ugll)
Cyanide, free (ugll).
Hydrogen sulfide (undissociated) (ugll)
0.065
-4.830/-4.869
20.3/19.5
0.73
Others
1200
19
22
0.1
0.001
0.03
0.013
-5.290/-5.134
12.8/15
3
0.0014
0.0002
600 .
10/11
5/5.2
2
Table 3
Domestic Water Supply Source Criteria
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
,.
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r
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Substances Not Linked to Cancer
Antimony·
Beryllium
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Chromium (Ill) (to be deleted)
Copper
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc
Concentration (mgll)
unless noted
Metals
(total recoverable)
.146/.006
0.004
1/2
0.010/0.005
0.050/0.10
33
1.0
0.05/0.015
0.05
0.144/0.000050
0.610/0.100
0.01/0.05
0.05/0.100
0.013/0.0017
5.0
E - 15
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Organics (mg/l)
Acenaphthene 1.200 -Acrolein 0.320
Anthracene 9.6
Monochlorobenzene (renamed to 0.488/.680
ChIorobenzene)
1-2-4-S tetrachlorobenzene 0.038
Pentachlorobenzene . 0.074
1,1,I-trlchloroethane (to be deleted) 18.4
l,2-trans-dichloroethylene 0.100 @
2,4,S-trlchlorophenol 2.6 -
Bis (2-chloroisopropyl) ether 0.0347/1.4
l~chlorobenzene 0.600 f
l~chclorobenzene 0.400 IIIIIi
1,4-dichlorobenzene 0.075
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 0.070
..J
Dichlorobenzenes (to be deleted) 0.400
2-chlorophenol 0.120
2,4-dichlorophenol 3.090/0.093 -Dichloropropenes (to be deleted) 0.087
1,3-dichloropropyene 0.010
alpha-Endosulfan 0.074/0.110 ,.,
beta-Endosulfan 0.110
Endosulfan sulfate 0.110
Endrin 0.001/0.00076 ...
Endrin aldehyde 0.00076
Ethylbenzene 3.1
Fluoranthene 0.042/0.300
Fluorene 1.3
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 0.206/0.05
Methylbromide 0.048 -
2-chloronaphthalene 1.700
Nitrobenzene 19.8/0.017
2,~ethylphenol 0.540
2-4 dinitro-o-cresol (2-methyl-4,6- 0.0134
dinitrophenol)
2,4-dinitrophenol 0.070
Pentachlorphenol (to be deleted) 1.0
Phenol 3.5/21 ..
Dibutylphthalate (renamed Di-n-butyl 34/2.7
phthalate)
Diethyl phthalate 350/23
Dimethyl phthalate 313
-
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r
r Pyrene 0.960Toluene 14.3/1.0
r Others
r Chloride 250Color 75 Platinum Cobalt Color Units
Cyanide (free) 0.200
r Fecal Colifonn 2000/100 ml (Geometric mean)Fluoride 1.0/2.0I
Methylene Blue Active
r Substances 0.5Nitrate (N03-N) 10
Sulfate 250
r Total Dissolved Solids 750/500
J
Substances Linked to Cancer
r
Organics (ugll)
r Acrylonitrile 0.058
.' Aldrin 0.000074/0.00013
r Asbestos (fibers/liter) 30,000n,000,000Benzene 1.2
Benzidine 0.00012
r Benzo(a)anthracene 0.0044Benzo(a)pyrene 0.0044
Benzo(b)f1uroranthene 0.0044
r Benzo(k)f1uroranthene 0.0044Bromoform 4.3
Carbon tetrachloride 0.40/0.25
r Chlordane 0.00046/0.0021Chlorodibromomethane 0.41
Dichlorobromomethane 0.56r Hexachlorobenzene 0.00072/0.000751,2-dichloroethane 0.94/0.38
1,1,1-trichloroethane 200r 1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.60• 1,1,2,2,-tetrachloroethane 0.17
r 1,2-dichloropropane 0.52Hexachloroethane 1.9
2,4,6-trichlorophenol 1.2/2.1,. Pentachlorophenol 0.28
I bis (2-chloroethyl) ether 0.03
bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 1.8
r
r E - 17,
I-
Chloroform 5.7
Chrysene 0.0044
..
4,4'-DDT 0.000024/0.00059
4,4'-DDE 0.00059 -4,4'-DDD 0.00083
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene 0.0044
3-3'-dichlorobenzidine 0.01/0.04 ..
1,I-dichloroethylene 0.033/0.057
Dieldrin 0.000071/0.00014
2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.11 ~
1,2-diphenylhydrazine 0.042/0.040
Heptachlor 0.00028/0.00021
I
Heptachlor epoxide 0.00010 ~
Hexachlorobutadiene 0.45/0.44
alpha Hexachlorocyclohexane (DHC) (BCD 0.009/0.0039 i
renamed)
,.j
beta BHC (BCD renamed to BHC) 0.016/0.014
gamma BHC (Lindane) 0.019 ,
Ideno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 0.0044
...
Isophrone 36
Methylene chloride 4.7
,1
•..
Technical HCH (to be deleted) 0.012
N-nitrosodiethylamine (to be deleted) 0.0008
N-nitrosodimethylamine 0.0014/0.00069
N-nitrosodibutylamine (to be deleted) 0.0064
N-nitrosodiphenylamine 4.9/5.0
N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine 0.005 -
N-nitrosophyrrolidine (to be deleted) 0.016
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) 0.000079/0.00017
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (to be ..
deleted) 0.0028
Tetrachloroethylene 0.8 .J
Toxaphene 0.00071/0.00073
Trichlorethylene 2.7
Vinyl Chloride 2.0 -
..
-
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ATTACHMENT D
Addition to 401 KAR 5:031
Section 10. Exceptions to Criteria for Individual Dischargers. (1) An exception to criteria
may be granted to an individual discharger based on a demonstration by the discharger that
KPDES permit compliance with existing instream criteria will~t in substantial and
widespread adverse economic and social impacts.
(2) The demonstration shall include an assessment ofalternative pollution control
strategies and biological assessments that indicated designated uses are being met.
(3) Before granting an exception, the cabinet shall ensure that the water quality standards
ofdownstream waters are attained and maintained.
(4) All exceptions shall be submitted to the Cabinet for review at least every five (5)
years. Upon review, the discharger shaD demonstrate to the cabinet that a reasonable
effort bas been made to reduce the pollutants in the discharge to levels. that would
achieve existing applicable water quality criteria. ....
(5) The highest level ofeffluent quality that can be economically and technologically
achieved shaD be ensured while the exception is in effect.
(6) The Kentucky Pollution Discharge Elimination System permitting program shall be
the mechanism for the review and public notification ofintentions to grant exceptions
to criteria for individual dischargers.
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Triennial Review of Water Quality Standards Water Quality Standards Regulations Link between Designated Uses in 5:026 and
Criteria in 5:031
• Required by Section 303(c) of Clean Water
Act
• Kentucky has dealt with water quality
regulations since 1950 with the creation of the
Water Pollution Control Committee. Since
1978, the Kentucky Division of Water has
completed 4 triennial reviews
• 401 KAR 5:002 Definitions
• 401 KAR 5:026 Classification of Waters
• 401 KAR 5:029 General Provisions
• 401 KAR 5:030 Nondegradation
Implementation Procedures
• Unless specifically listed otherwise, all waters
are classified in 5:026 for Warmwater Aquatic
Life, Contact Recreation, and Domestic Water
Supply. CAH another designated use
• Criteria contained in 5:031 for waters with
these designated uses constitute surface water
standards
Outstanding Resource Waters
• Present triennial review began Fall of 1998
• Previous triennial review completed in July
1995
• Dischargers to these ORWs perform
biological monitoring
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Items ofEPA Disapproval
• Previous disapproval for lack of dioxin
criteria
• New and expanded facilities only on a small
number of waters receive antidegradation
review
• Carcinogens did not receive twice as stringent
limits in HQ Waters
• 5:031 also contains minimum criteria,
including those for protection of human health
from consumption of fish tissue and important
narrative statements, applicable to all waters
l __
L,~.L ....l~, ...L-
Current Antidegradation Regulation
Places stricter permit limits on dischargers to
High Quality waters
• 401 KAR 5:031 Surface Water
Standards
• Demonstration of socio-economic importance
exempts discharger from more strict limits
• All other waters are protected for maintaining
or re-establishing support of designated uses
• 45 High Quality Waters, most from Division's
Reference Reach Network
L,_~~~
• Defines High Quality waters as those having an
"excellent" fish community, in reference reach
program, and Kentucky Wild Rivers
• 3 Outstanding National Resource Waters in federal
lands: Red River, Underground system Mammoth
Cave, and Big South Fork Cumberland River
l ....~llL_.I ..
• Automatic inclusion of waters containing
federally listed threatened or endangered
species, Kentucky Wild River, Federal Wild
and Scenic River, or nature preserve or natural
area under KY Nature Preserves Act
• Another class ofORWs are those with diverse
or unique aquatic community
L
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REGULATION DEVELOPMENT TIMElINE July 1998
First Month Second Month Third Month FQurth + Month I fifth + Month 3!leth+ Month Seventh + Month Eighth + Month
15 15 15 15 15 16 15 15
•
Second subcommittee meeting,
Ag&NatRes, Regulation effective
upon adjournment unless attached 4,
or 30 days after referral to second
subcommittee, if It doesn't meet to
consider regulation I
First subcommittee II
meeting, ARRS I
Amended regulation
republished in
Admin. Register
I
Statement of
Consideration filed
wI LRC within 16
days of hearing I
...............................................................................
:: OR Statement of Consideration ::
:: may be filed 6 working days ::
:: before next ARRS meeting, if ::
;: regulation is not amended after :;
:: hearing. This moves up ::
:: effective date by one month. ::
.:..........................•................................................:.
Regulation published in
Administrative Register
Regulation filed wI
Regulations Compiler (by
15th of monthl with any
available fiscal impact from
the NOI hearing 1
I
I
I
I, L _
, Notice of Intent to :
, Promulgate Regulation I
: (NOli published in :
, Administrative Register II • J
I
1- - - - - - - _ ... - - - - - - - --.
I NOI mailed to persons on I
I mailing list who want to be I
: notified of proposed regulations :
-i 1 ~ II~ 1 ~ 11111 ~
•• A .1 •. I: t •
, I I
- - - - ... - - - - - ... - - I r - - - - -' - - - - - - - ... I Public Hearing
: Notice of Intent to I I NOI Public Hearing " - - - - - -' - - - - - - conducted (21 st to last
I d 2 I ,
I Promulgate Regulation I I conducte ( 1st to I I NOI Statement of , workday of month):
: (NOli filed wI LRC :. last workday of • I Consideration filed wI. written & orll
I (Regulations Compilerl:' I monthl; written & oral: : LRC within 45 days : comments received Z
I by 15th of month : : comments received I I of public hearing ,1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J • J
t'I1
N
I
4
Proposed or Amended Regulation must be filed wI LRC within 120 days of the scheduled NOI public hearing date.
Agency may extend close of comment period for 16 days, if significant comments are expected. Must notify LRC by letter by date of hearing.
Agency may delay submittal of Statement of Consideration by 30 days (total of 45 days after hearing), if significant comments are received. Must notify LAC by
letter by original due date of Statement of Consideration. .
If regulation is attached, notice is sent to the Governor for his recommendation on withdrawal of regulation, withdrawal of regulation and amending regulation to
conform to the finding of deficiency, or promulgation of regulation despite the finding of deficiency. Governor notifies LRC and the Regulations Compiler of his
determination. Regulation becomes effective after subcommittee of appropriate jurisdiction has reviewed the regulation (or 30 days have past since referral) and
Regulations Complier has received the Govemor's determination.
If quorum is not present at either subcommittee meeting, regulation is treated as if subcommittee had not met: after 30 days of referral it is passed to next
subcommittee: if second subcommittee does not meet or does not have a quorum, the regulation goes into effect 30 days after referral to the subcommittee.
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Revisions to Classifications and
New High Quality Waters
• 71 additions to ORW list in current reg,
mostly because of blackside dace (see App. A
of Discussion Paper)
• Removal of Warmwater Aquatic Habitat Use
in White Oak Creek
• Change from Coldwater Aquatic Habitat to
Warmwater Aquatic Habitat in several
streams where KDFWR did not stock trout
• 12 new High Quality Waters, mostly from
intensive watershed monitoring program
MIXING ZONES
• More clearly defines mixing zones in lakes
• No new zones of initial dilution in lakes or
high quality waters
• Zones of initial dilution restricted to
submerged multiport high rate diffusers
• Absolute limit of lOft for zone of initial
dilution
Numeric Criteria
• Criteria updated based on December 1998
Federal Register publication by EPA
(changes bolded in App. C Discussion Paper)
• Dioxin criteria proposed
• Kentucky appraising ongoing EPA rev.iew of
mercury, arsenic, PCBs, and selenium criteria
ANTIDEGRADAnON
• Carcinogens restricted in similar manner as .
other toxicants in High Quality waters
• Addition ofmacroinvertebrate index rating of
"excellent" (to existing fish index) as criterion
for qualifying water as High Quality
• Alternatives analysis required ofall new and
expanded discharges
I .. L. L L .. l I.,,,..- I.~ ..~ I . 1_ .. L." l ..~..... L ....._ L. t~, .. I .... I L .. I. L._..
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ETHICAL CONCERNS
IN
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW PRACTICE
John R. Leathers • MODERA TOR
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and
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ETHICAL CONCERNS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
15TH ANNUAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE
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By John R. Leathers
Citizen comes to Enviro, a lawyer who specializes in representation of clients
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
with claims relating to environmental damage. Citizen states that he lives on property which
adjoins the refining plant of Refinery and that he believes the refinery is discharging some sort of
hazardous liquid material. Enviro goes to the property and observes a pond on the refinery
grounds. Below the pond, one can see a broad area of dead and discolored vegetation. At the
point of departure from the refinery property (where it enters Citizen's property), Enviro sees a
rust-colored, odorous liquid stream which is in the midst of similarly dead and discolored
vegetation. Eventually that liquid intersects a stream, at which point the stream becomes
discolored and odorous. Enviro sees dead fish, a few dead birds and dead, discolored vegetation
around the edges. Citizen states that his children have come into contact with the substance and
are now exhibiting a variety of medical problems which did not exist before the contact. How
should Enviro proceed in taking action on behalf of Citizen?
2. Assume that Enviro files a lawsuit on behalf of Citizen against Refinery, seeking
injunctive relief and damages. Lawyer is contacted by an insurance claims agent ofInsurer, a
company for which the Firm is approved counsel for defense of claims under Comprehensive
General Liability policies. A claim of property damage and personal injury occasioned by a
chemical spill has been asserted by Citizen regarding property which adjoins that of Refinery and
F - I
regarding injuries allegedly sustained by Citizen's children. The claims agent cautions Lawyer
that Insurer's position is that COL policies apply only to claims of property damage and that
Insurer wishes to reserve its rights on the personal injury claims. Refinery is placed into contact
with Lawyer with the understanding that defense work will be performed and payment for the
expenses thereof will be made by Insurer. One ofInsurer's requirements of its approved counsel
is that they periodically provide to the claims agent a report on the status of the litigation, along
with a plan for how matters will proceed. How should Lawyer proceed in counseling Refinery at
the outset of this relationship?
3. An additional requirement ofInsurer for payment of bills for legal services is that
they be submitted for review by LegalReview, a firm which specializes in analysis of law firm
billings. Such billings must be extremely detailed, including standardized "task codes" which
categorize the nature of the work done. How, if at all, should this alter the counseling which
Lawyer will provide at the outset to Refinery?
4. Assume that the Complaint which Enviro has filed in state court on behalf of
Citizen (for himself and on behalfofhis children), naming Refinery (the corporation only) as a
defendant, seeks damages and injunctive relief. Enviro discovers after the filing of the
Complaint that Citizen is not the owner of the property; rather, he is renting that property on a
month by month basis. How should Enviro proceed?
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5. Assume that Enviro contacts Owner, they examine the problem together and that
Owner wishes to proceed with the litigation. Enviro plans to amend the Complaint to add Owner
as a plaintiff. In the meantime, however, an investigator for Enviro has tracked the path of the
discoloration and odor off property, downstream to another receiving stream and discovered that
similar conditions of apparent damage exist for many miles. Ultimately it is discovered that over
one hundred tracts of property are impacted thereby. Enviro then changes his draft amended
Complaint to be a 23.02(c) class action, with Owner and Citizen as the representative parties and
defining the class to include the owners and occupants of all the properties impacted by the
discharge. The Amended Complaint also adds as defendants the Board of Directors of Refinery,
its President, CEO and COO (the same individual) and its Environmental Director. Lawyer has
previously been approved by Insurer to represent Refinery. Insurer indicates that it will similarly
assume the defense of the Directors, President and Environmental Director, again under a
reservation of rights and with the same requirements about status reports and billing review.
How should Lawyer proceed in deciding whether to represent these additional persons?
6. As the Court proceeds toward certification of the class action, Lawyer learns that
one member of the represented class is an active client of Lawyer's firm. That firm now
represents the member in a contract dispute over his business and has a long-standing
representational relationship with the class member. Is the firm disqualified from representing
defendant(s) in the action?
F-3
7. After the action has been certified, the Court proceeds through the opt-out process
under the Rules. During that time period, it is the desire of Enviro that as many members of the j
represented class as possible not opt out. May Enviro contact those represented class members in
order to encourage them to stay in the class?
8. During that same time period, it is the wish ofLawyer that as many members of
the represented class as possible do opt out. May Lawyer contact those represented class
members to encourage them to exercise their opt out rights?
9. Suppose that the class is certified and that only five out of one hundred members
opt out. The litigation is proceeding. Enviro is informed through local contacts that Laborer, an
hourly, low-level employee of Refinery, has stated that he knows that the discharge was known
to Refinery officials and that company documents were falsified to conceal that fact. May
Enviro contact Laborer without going through Lawyer?
1
J
10. In the course of the litigation, Enviro is asked several times via interrogatory to :1
.J
specify the amount ofdamages sought in litigation but has failed to answer, in violation of CR
8.01(2). Enviro has also twice ordered in standard pre-trial orders to specify amount of damages
sought but has never complied. Had the response been given, any recovery would have been
limited to the amount so stated. On the morning of trial, counsel for defendant(s) moves to
dismiss because no damages are sought and that is an essential element of a claim under
Kentucky law. Upon discussion with the Court, Lawyer suggests that trial could proceed IF the
F-4
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plaintiffs would agree to accept the limits of the defendants' CGL policy as the upper limit of the
damage claim. The Court states that it would, in the interest ofjustice, grant a continuance but
that an alternate trial date is not available for at least eight months. How should Enviro proceed
in dealing with his clients on this issue?
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QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE TO....
KENTUCKY IDlJrES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT RULE 3.130
ADOPTED EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1990
J
..,j
I...
Rule 1.1
Rule 1.2
Rule 1.3
Rule 1.4
Rule 1.5
Rule 1.6
Rule 1.7
Rule 1.8
Terminology.· .
Competence
Comment
Legal knowledge and skill
Thoroughness and preparation
Maintaining competence
Scope of Representation
Comment
Scope of representation
Independence from client's views or activities
Services limited in objectives or means
Criminal, fraudulent and prohibited transactions
Diligence
Comment
Communication
Comment
Withholding information
Fees
Comment
Basis or rate of fee
Terms of payment
Division of fee
Disputes over fees
Confidentiality of Information
Comment
Authorized disclosure
Disclosure adverse to client
Withdrawal
Dispute concerning lawyer's conduct
Disclosures otherwise required or authorized
Former client
Conflict of Interest: General Rule
Comment
Loyalty to a client
Consultation and consent
Lawyer's interests
Conflicts in litigation
Interest of person paying for lawyer's service
Other conflict situations
Conflict charged by an opposing party
Conflict of Interest: Prohibited Transactions
Comment
Transactions between client and lawyer
Literary rights
Person paying for lawyer's services
Limiting liability
Family relationships between lawyers
Acquisition of interest in litigation
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Rule 1.9 Conflict of Interest: Former Client
Comment
Rule 1.10 Imputed Disqualification: General Rule
Comment
Defmition of "fmn"
Principles of imputed disqualification
Lawyers moving between fmns
Confidentiality
Adverse positions
Rule 1.11 Successive Government and Private Employment
Comment
Rule 1.12 Former Judge or Arbitrator
Comment
Rule 1.13 Organization as Client
Comment
The entity as client
Relation to other rules
Government agency
Clarifying the lawyer's role
Dual representation
Derivative actions
Rule 1.14 Client Under a Disability
Comment
Disclosure ofthe client's condition
Rule 1.15 Safekeeping Property
Comment
Rule 1.16 Declining or Terminating Representation
Comment
Mandatory withdrawal
Discharge
Optional withdrawal
Assisting the client upon withdrawal
r
r
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COUNSELOR
Rule 2.1
Rule 2.2
Rule 2.3
Advisor
Comment
Scope of advice
Offering advice
Intermediary
Comment
Confidentiality and priVilege
Consultation
Withdrawal
Evaluation for Use by Third Persons
Comment
Definition
Duty to third person
Access to and disclosure of information
Financial auditor's requests for information
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ADVOCATE
Rule 3.1
Rule 3.2
Rule 3.3
Rule 3.4
Rule 3.5
Rule 3.6
Rule 3.7
Rule 3.8
Rule 3.9
Meritorious Claims and Contentions
Comment
Expediting Litigation
Comment
Candor Toward the Tribunal
Comment
Representations by a lawyer
Misleading legal argument
False evidence
PeIjury by a criminal defendant
Remedial measures
Constitutional requirements
Duration of obligation
Refusing to offer proof believed to be false
Ex parte proceedings
Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel
Comment
Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunal
Comment
Trial Publicity
Comment
Lawyer as Witness
Comment
Special Responsibilities oC a Prosecutor
Comment
Advocate in Nonadjudicative Proceedings
Comment
j
TRANSACTIONS WITH PERSONS OTHER THAN CLIENTS
LAW FIRMS AND ASSOCIATIONS
Rule 4.1
Rule 4.2
Rule 4.3
Rule 4.4
Rule 5.1
Rule 5.2
Rule 5.3
Rule 5.4
Rule 5.5
Rule 5.6
TruthCulness in Statements to Others
Comment
-Misrepresentation
-Statements of fact
Communication With Person Represented by Counsel
Comment
Dealing With Unrepresented Person
Comment
Respect Cor Rights oC Third Persons
Comment
Responsibilities oC a Partner or Supervisory Lawyer
Comment
Responsibilities oC a Subordinate Lawyer
Comment
Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants
Comment
ProCessional Independence of a Lawyer
Comment
Unauthorized Practice of Law
Comment
Restrictions on Right to Practice
Comment
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PUBLIC SERVICE
INFORMATION ABOUT LEGAL SERVICES
MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF THE PROFESSION
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Rule 6.1
Rule 6.2
Rule 6.3
Rule 6.4
Rule 7.01
Rule 7.02
Rule 7.03
Rule 7.04
Rule 7.05
Rule 7.06
Rule 7.07
Rule 7.08
Rule 7.09
Rule 7.10
Rule 7.20
Rule 7.25
Rule 7.30
Rule 7.40
Rule 7.50
Rule 7.60
Rule 8.1
Rule 8.2
Rule 8.3
Rule 8.4
Donated Legal Services
Comment
Accepting Appointments
Comment
• Appointed counsel
Membership in Legal Services Organization
Comment
Law Reform Activities Affecting Client Interests
Comment
ApplicabUity
Definitions
Attorneys' Advertising Commission
Advertising Of Fees
Approval Of Advertisements
Disapproval of Advertisements
Appeal
Open Records
Waiver And Forfeiture Of Fees For Prohibited
Solicitation
Communications Concerning A Lawyer's Service
Comment
Advertising
Comment
• Paying others to recommend a lawyer
Identification Of Advertisements
Direct Contact With Prospective Clients
Communication Of Fields Of Practice
Comment
Firm Names and Letterheads
Comment
Kentucky Disaster Response Plan
Bar Admission and Disciplinary Matters
Comment
Judicial and Legal Officials
Comment
Misconduct
Comment
Jurisdiction
Comment
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!5th Annual Environmental Law Institute
Richard H. Underwood
Ethics Presentation
Here are some recommended readings:
Kenefick, et aI., Assessing Conflicts ofInterest At Multi-Party Superfund Sites: From First
Involvement To Litigation, 4 Envtl. Law. 721 (June 1998).
Marshall, Conducting Internal Investigations in Environmental Cases, ALI-ABA Course Mat'ls
J. 5 (June 1998).
Thompson, et aI., Environmental Investigations: Compliance Issues and Parallel Investigations,
SD19 ALI-ABA 55 (September 1998).
Wallance, Corporate Compliance Programs Under The Organizational Sentencing Guidelines,
1057 PLIICorp 65 (June-July 1998).
Kanner, et aI., Environmental And Toxic Tort Issues, SC24 ALI-ABA 713 (June 1998).
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Clean Air Act
NOx SIP CALL AND OTHER CAA MATTERS
A. Requires EPA to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
CAA §109 42 USC §7409
B. Provides Mechanisms for Compliance with NAAQS
1. SIPs CAA §182 42 USC ,§7511 (a)
2. FIPs CAA §183 42 USC §7511 (b)
C. SIP or PIP require attainment designation for all air quality control regions
within state - some regions are overlapping - both Louisville and Covington are
in interstate regions
D. Air Quality Regions categorized with different attainment dates and
requirements
1. Nonattainment Classifications
Classification impacts permitting of facilities
a. RACT offsets
G - 1
Definition of a major source
a. Extreme
b. Severe
c. Serious
d. Moderate
e. Marginal
b.
2.
I.
r
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3. Consequences of failure to meet attainment dates
a. Sanctions
b.
c.
More stringent permitting requirements
Bump-up to next classification
J
4. KY Ozone Status
a. Jefferson County - Moderate Nonattainment
,,
j
b.
c.
Northern Kentucky - originally - moderate - Nonattainment
Rest of State - attainment
II. Ozone Standard Revision
A. 7/18/97 - EPA promulgates 8 hour ozone standard
1. States given to year 2000 to identify status of air quality regions
2. 3 years to develop SIPs
B. 2/8/98 - EPA Guidance on implementing 1 hour standard
C. 6/5/98 - 1 hour ozone revoked but for Boone, Campbell, Kenton, Bullitt (part),
Oldham (part) , Jefferson (63 FR 31014 1998)
D. 6/22/98 - EPA Guidance on implementing ozone standard
1.
2.
States to recommend attainment designations by 7/99
Meantime, DAQ may require offsets if new source may impact on
potential nonattainment area (51:017§10)
J
E. Based on preliminary data, counties that may fail - Campbell, Kenton, Hancock,
Oldham, Livingston, Fayette, Boone, Daviess, Henderson, McClean, Boyd,
Greenup, Bullitt, McCracken, Simpson
G - 2
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III.
F. Where no data, source may be required to do preconstruction monitoring 401
KAR 51:017 §12
G. 8/19/98 - EPA guidance for implementation of New Ozone Standard
1. 3 Nonattainment classifications
a. Traditional
(1) SIP submitted by 7/2003
(2) Attainment by 2008 or 2010
b. Transitional
(1) SIP submitted by 5/2000
(2) Attainment by 12/31/2003
c. International Transport
(1) SIP submitted by 7/2003
(2) Attainment by 12/31/2005
H. 11/17/98 - Guidance - amends above
1. Finalize nonattaimnent designation by 7/18/2000
2. Traditional nonattainment SIP 7/18/2003
3. Transitional SIP 9/30/99
a. Modeling by 8/1/2000 - meet standard with NOx SIP
NOx SIP CALL
A. 11/7/97 - EPA ANPR on NOx in OTAG Region
1. KNREP Comment
G - 3
B. 5/11/98 - Supplemental notice of ozone impacts on NE
1. Revised SIP due by 9/30/99
J
J
a.
b.
Demonstrate how to comply with NOx budget
KY 158,360 ton limit during Ozone Season - based on EPA view
of cost effectiveness
l
J
2. Implement NOx reductions by 9/30/2002
3. Would require 85 % reduction
C.
D.
E.
9/24/98 - Final NOx SIP Call regulation
1. Proposed action on §126 petitions
Litigation following NOx SIP Call
12/14/98 - NOI to amend 401 KAR 51 for NOx SIP Call
J
J
J
F. §126 Petitions
1.
1.
2.
Public hearing 1/28/99
8/1997 - 8 NE states filed §126 petitions
12/18/97 - EPA/NE states delay petitions until 4/30/99
J
IV. Other Issues
A.
B.
Status of Title V Permits
Repeal of DAQ Air Toxic Regulation
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ATTACHMENT A
CLEAN AIR ACT
- Table of Contents -
illcludillg 1990 tll1lelltlmellls
Regulations
Clean Air Act
This page lists the sections ofthe Clean Air Act as amended in 1990. Click on a specific title to see a list of
that title's sections. Click on a specific section to see the text of that section.
Title 1- Air Pollution Prevention and Control
Part A - Air Ouality and Emission Limitations
Part B - Ozone Protection (replaced by Title VI)
Part C - Prevention ofSilWificant Deterioration ofNr Ouality
Part D - Plan Reguirements for Nonattainment Areas
Title IT - Emission standards for Moving Sources
Part A - Motor vehicle Emission and Fuel Standards
Part B - Aircraft Bmission Standards
Part C - Clean Fuel vehicles
Title m- General
Title IV - Acid Deposition Control
Tille V - Permits
TItle VI - StratosPheric Ozone Protection
TITLE I - AIR POLLUTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Part A - Air Quality and Emission Limitations
Sec. 101. Findings and pmposes.
Sec. 102. COQperative activities and uniform laws.
Sec. 103. Research. investigation. training. and other activities.
Sec. 104. Research relating to fuels and vehicles.
Sec. 105. Grants for mmwrt ofair pollution planning and control programs.
Sec. 106. Interstate air Quality 8iMCies or commissions.
Sec. 107. Air Q.U8lity control Ie£ions.
Sec. 108. Air quality criteria and control techniques.
Sec. 109. National ambient air qya1ity standards.
Sec. 110. Implementation plans.
Sec. 111. Standards ofperfonnance for new stationmy sources.
Sec. 112. National emi$sion mmdards for hazardous air pollutants.
Sec. 113. Fedeml Enforcement.
Sec. 114. In$pectiOOS. monitoring. and entJy.
Sec. liS. International air pollution.
Sec. 116. Retention ofstate authority.
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Sec. 117. President's air Quality advisoty board and advisory committees.
Sec. 118. Control ofpollution from federal facilities.
Sec. 119. Primary nonferrous smelter orders.
Sec. 120. Noncompliance penalty.
Sec. 121. Consultation.
Sec. 122. Listing ofcertain unregulated pollutants.
Sec. 123. Stack heights.
Sec. 124. Assurance ofadeqpacy ofstate plans.
Sec. 125. Measures to prevent economic disruption or unemployment.
Sec. 126. Interstate pollution abatement.
Sec. 127. Public notification.
Sec. 128. State boards.
Sec. 129. Solid Waste Combustion.
Sec. 130, Emission Factors.
Sec. 131. Land Use Authority.
Part B - Ozone Protection
The 1990 eAA Amendments replaced Part B with Title VI - Stratos,pheric Ozone Protection. which
follows later on this page•.The following sections ofPart B were replaced:
Sec. ISO. Purposes.
Sec. 151. Findings and definitions.
Sec. 152. Definitions.
Sec. 153. Studies by environmental protection agency.
Sec. 154. Research and monitoring by other agencies.
Sec. 15S.Pro~sofregudatio~
Sec. 156. International cooperatio~
Sec. 157.Re~ations.
Sec. 158. Other provisions unaffected.
Sec. 159. State authority.
Part C - Prevention ofSignificant Deterioration of Air Quality
SUBPART 1 - Clean Air
Sec. 160. Pw;poses.
Sec. 161. Plan requirements.
Sec. 162. Initial classifications.
Sec. 163. Increments and ceilings.
Sec. 164. Area redesignation.
Sec. 165. Preconstruction requirements.
Sec. 166. Other pollutants.
Sec. 167. Enforcement
Sec. 168. Period before plan approval,
Sec. 169. Definitions.
SUBPART 2 - Visibility Protection
Sec. 169a. Visibility Protection for federal class I areas.
Sec. 169b. Visibility
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Part D - Plan Requirements for Nonattainment Areas
SUBPART 1- Nonattainment Areas in General
Sec. 171. Definitions.
Sec. 172. Nonattainment plan provisions.
Sec. 173. Pennit reQuirements.
Sec. 174. Plannini procedures.
Sec. 175. Environmental protection <ls:ency s:rants.
Sec. 176. Limitation on certain federal assistance.
Sec. I76A. Interstate Trans,port Commissions.
Sec. 177. New motor vehicle emission standards in nonattainment areas.
Sec. 178. Guidance documents.
Sec. 179. Sanctions and consequences offajlure to attain
Sec. 1798. International border areas
SUBPART 2 - Additional Provisions for Ozone Nonattainment Areas
Sec. 181. Classifications and attainment dates.
Sec. 182. Plan submissions and requirements.
Sec. 183. Federal ozone measures.
Sec. 184. Control ofintetstate ozone air pollution.
Sec. 185. Enforcement for Severe and Extreme ozone nonattaioment areas for failure to attain.
Sec. 18SA. Transitional areas.
Sec. 185B. NOx and YOC study.
SUBPART 3 - Additional Provisions for carbon monoxide nonattainment areas
Sec. 186. Classification and attainment dates.
Sec. 187. Plan submissions and reguirements.
SUBPART 4 - Additional Provisions for particulate matter nonattainment areas
Sec. 188. Classification and attainment dates.
Sec. 189. Plan provisions and schedules for plan submissions.
Sec. 190. Issuance ofRACM and BACM mridance.
SUBPART S - Additional provisions for designated nonattainment for sulfur oxides, nitrogen
dioxide, or lead
Sec. 191. Plan submission deadlines.
Sec. 192. Attainment dates.
SUBPART 6 - Savings provisions
Sec. 193. General sayinis clause.
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Sec. 201. Short title.
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TITLE II - EMISSION STANDARDS FOR MOVING SOURCES 1
..J
Part A - Motor Vehicle Emission and Fuel Standards
Sec. 202. Establishment of standards.
Sec. 203. Prohibited acts.
Sec. 204. Injunction proceedings.
Sec. 205. Penalties.
Sec. 206. Motor vehicle and motor vehicle engine compliance testing and certification.
Sec. 207. Compliance by vehicles and engines in actual use.
Sec. 208. Records and Ie1Nrts.
Sec. 209. State standards.
Sec. 210. State grants.
Sec. 211. Regulation offuels.
Sec. 212. Deyelo,pment of low-emission vehicles.
Sec. 213. Fuel economy improvement from new motor vehicles.
Sec. 214. Study ofparticulate emissions from motor vehicles.
Sec. 215. High altitude perfonnance adjustments.
Sec. 216. Definitions for part A.
Sec. 217. Motor vehicle compliance program fees.
Sec. 218. Prohibition on production ofengines reqyiring leaded gasoline.
Sec. 219. Urban bus standards.
Part B - Aircraft Emission Standards
Sec. 231. Establishment ofstandards.
Sec. 232. Enforcement ofstandards.
Sec. 233. State standards and controls.
Sec. 234. Definitions.
Part C - Clean Fuel Vehicles
Sec. 241. Definitions.
Sec. 242. Requirements AP.Plicable to clean fuel vehicles.
Sec. 243. Standards for li&ht-duty clean fuel vehicles.
Sec. 244. Administration and enforcement as per California standards.
Sec. 245. Standards for heayy-duty clean-fuel vehicles(QVWR above 8.500 up to 26.000 lbs).
Sec. 246. Centrally fueled fleets.
Sec. 247. vehicle conversions.
Sec. 248. Federal agency fleets.
Sec. 249. California pilot test program.
Sec. 250. General provisions.
TITLE ill - GENERAL
Sec. 301. Administration.
Sec. 302. Definitions.
Sec. 303. Emergency powers.
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Sec. 304. Citizen suits.
Sec. 305. Representation in litigation.
Sec. 306. Federal procurement.
Sec. 307. General provisions relating to administrative proceedings and judicial review.
Sec. 308. Mandatoty licensing.
Sec. 309. Policy review.
Sec. 310. Other authority not affected.
Sec. 311. Records and audit.
Sec. 312. Comprehensive economic cost studies and studies ofcost effectiveness analysis.
Sec. 313. Additional reports to congress.
Sec. 314. Labor standards.
Sec. 315. Se,parability.
Sec. 316. Sewage treatment grants.
Sec. 317. Short title.
Sec. 318A. Economic impact assessment.
Sec. 318B. Financial disclosure: conflicts ofjnterest.
Sec. 319. Air pity monitoring.
Sec. 320. Standardized air quality modeling.
Sec. 321. EmPIoyment effects.
Sec. 322. EmplOYee protection.
Sec. 323. Cost ofemission control for certain vapor recovea to be borne by owner of retail outlet.
Sec. 324. Vapor recoyety for small business marketers ofpetroleum products.
Sec. 325. Exemptions for certain territories.
Sec. 326. Construction ofcertain clauses.
Sec. 327. Apmopriations.
Sec. 328. Air pollution from outer continental shelfactivities
TITLE IV - ACID DEPOSITION CONTROL
Sec. 401. Findings and pumose.
Sec. 402. Definitions.
Sec. 403. Sulfur dioxide allowance program for existing and neW units.
Sec. 404. Phase I sulfur dioxjde regyjrements.
Sec. 405. Phase IT sulfur dioxide regyirements.
Sec. 406. Allowances for States with emissions rates at or below 0.801bs/mmBtu.
Sec. 407. Nitromt oxides emission reduction program.
Sec. 408. Pennits and compliance plans.
Sec. 409. Rewwered sources.
Sec. 410. Election for additional sources.
Sec. 411. Excess emissions penalty.
Sec. 412. Monitoring. re,porting. and recordkeeping requirements.
Sec. 413. Geneml cornpHance with other provisions.
Sec.414.Enfo~t.
Sec. 415. Clean coal technology regulatoty incentives.
Sec. 416. Continv:ency v;uanmtee: auctions. reserve.
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TITLE V - PERMITS
Sec. 501. Definitions.
Sec. 502. Pennit programs.
Sec. 503. Pennit iWplications.
Sec. 504. Pennit reQuirements and Conditions.
Sec. 505. Notification to Administrator and contiguous States.
Sec. 506. Other authorities.
Sec. 507. Small business stationaIj' source technical and environmental compliance assistance program.
TITLE VI - STRATOSPHERIC OZONE PROTECTION
Sec. 601. Definitions.
Sec. 602. Listim~ ofclass I and class II substances.
Sec. 603. Monitoring and reporting requirements.
Sec. 604. Phase-out ofproduction and consumption ofclass I substances.
Sec. 60S. Phase-out ofproduction and consumption ofclass II substances.
Sec. 606. Accelerated schedule.
Sec. 607. Exchanges. IExcbange authority,]
Sec. 608. National recycling and emission reduction program.
Sec. 609. Servicing ofmotor yehicle air conditioners.
Sec. 610. Nonessential products containing chlorofluorocarbons.
Sec. 611. Labeling.
Sec. 612. Safe alternatives policy.
Sec. 613. Federal procurement
Sec. 614. Relationship to other law.
Sec. 615. Authority ofAdministtator,
Sec. 616. Transfers among Parties to the Montreal Protocol.
Sec. 617. International cooperation.
Sec. 618. Miscellaneous [provisions].
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CLEAN AIR ACT
- Section 109 (42 USC §74991
addressillg Natiollal Ambiellt Air Quality Standards
Sec. 109. (a) (1) The Administrator -
(A) within 30 days after the date of enactment of the Clean Air
Amendments of 1970, shall publish proposed regulations prescrib-
ing a national primary ambient air quality standard and a
national secondary ambient air quality standard for each air
pollutant for which air quality criteria have been issued prior
to such date of enactment; and
(B) after a reasonable time for interested persons to submit
written comments thereon (but no later than 90 days after the
initial publication of such proposed standards) shall by regula-
tion promulgate such proposed national primary and secondary
ambient air quality standards with such modifications as he deems
appropriate.
(2) With respect to any air pollutant for which air quality
criteria are issued after the date of enactment of the Clean Air
Amendments of 1970, the Administrator shall publish,
simultaneously with the issuance of such criteria and
information, proposed national primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards for any such pollutant. The procedure provided
for in paragraph (1) (B) of this subsection shall apply to the
promulgation of such standards.
(b) (1) National primary ambient air quality standards, pre-
scribed, under subsection (a) shall be ambient air quality
standards the attainment and maintenance of which in the jUdgment
of the Administrator, based on such criteria and allowing an
adequate margin of safety, are requisite to protect the public
health. Such primary standards may be revised in the same manner
as promulgated.
(2) Any national secondary ambient air quality standard pre-
scr1becl, under subsection (a) shall specify a level of air
quality the attainment and maintenance of which in the jUdgment
of the Administrator, based on such criteria, is requisite to
protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse
effects associated with the presence of such air pollutant in the
ambient air. Such secondary standards may be revised in the same
manner as promulgated.
(c) The Administrator shall, not later than one year after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977,
promulgate a national primary ambient air quality standard for NO
2 concentrations over a periocl of not more than 3 hours unless,
based on the criteria issued under section 108(c), he finds that
there is no significant evidence that such a standard for such a
periocl is requisite to protect public health.
(d) (1) Not later than December 31, 1980, and at five-year
intervals thereafter, the Administrator shall complete a thorough
review of the criteria published under section 108 and the
national ambient air quality standards promulgated under this
section and shall make such revisions in such criteria and
standards and promulgate such new standards as may be appropriate
in accordance with section 108 and subsection (b) of this
section. The Administrator may review and revise criteria or
promulgate new standards earlier or more frequently than required
under this paragraph.
(2) (A) The Administrator shall appoint an independent
scientific review committee composed of seven members
including at least one member of the National Academy of
Sciences, one physician, and one person representing State
air pollution control agencies.
(B) Not later than January I, 1980, and at five-year intervals
thereafter, the committee referred to in subparagraph (A) shall
complete a review of the criteria published under section 108 and
the national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards
promulgated under this section and shall recommend to the
Administrator any new national ambient air quality standards and
revisions of existing criteria and standards as may be
appropriate under section 108 and subsection (b) of this section.
(C) Such committee shall also (i) advise the Administrator of
areas in which additional knowledge is required to appraise the
adequacy and basis of existing, new, or revised national ambient
air quality standards, (ii) describe the research efforts
necessary to provide the required information, (iii) advise the
Administrator on the relative contribution to air pollution
concentrations of natural as well as anthropogenic activity, and
(iv) advise the Administrator of any adverse public health,
welfare, social, economic, or energy effects which may result
from various strategies for attainment and maintenance of such
national ambient air quality standards.
[42 U.S.C. 7409J
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SEC. 182. PLAN SUBMISSIONS ANp REQUIREMENTS
(a) Marginal Areas.- Each State in which all or part of a
Marginal Area is located shall, with respect to the Marginal Area
(or portion thereof, to the extent specified in this subsection),
submit to the Administrator the State implementation plan
revisions (including the plan items) described under this
subsection except to the extent the State has made such submis-
sions as of the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990.
(1) Inventory.- Within 2 years after the date of the enact-
ment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the State shall
submit a comprehensive, accurate, current inventory of actual
emissions from all Sources, as described in section 172(c) (3),
in accordance with guidance provided by the Administrator.
(2) Corrections to the state implementation plan.- Within
the periods prescribed in this paragraph, the State shall
submit a revision to the State implementation plan that meets
the following requirements-
(A) Reasonably available control technology corrections.-
For any Harginal Area (or, within the Administrator's
discretion, portion thereofl the State shall submit, within
6 months of the date of classification under section l8l(al,
a revision that includes such provisions to correct require-
ments in (or add requirements tol the plan concerning
reasonably available control technology as were required
under section l72(bl (as in effect immediately before the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990), as interpreted in guidance issued by the
Administrator under section 108 before the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
(81 SaVings clause for vehicle inspection and mainte-
nance.- (i) For any Harginal Area (or, within the Adminis-
trator's discretion, portion thereofl, the plan for which
already includes, or was required by section l72(bl(111 (8)
(as in effect immediately before the date of the enactment
of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 19901 to have inclUded, a
specific schedule for. implementation of a vehicle emission
control inspection and maintenance program, the State shall
Submit, immediately after the date of the enactment of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, a revision that includes
a~y prOVisions necessary to provide for a vehicle inspection
anq maintenance program of no less stringency than that of
either the program defined in House Report Numbered 9509294,
95th Congress, 1st Session, 28109291 (19771 as interpreted
in guidance of the Administrator issued pursuant to section
172(b) (11) (81 (as in effect immediately before the date of
the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 19901 Or
the program already inclUded in the plan, whichever is morestringent.
(ii) Within 12 months after the date of the enactment of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the Administrator
shall review, revise, update, and repUblish in the Federal
Register the guidance for the States for motor vehicle
inspection and maintenance programs required by this Act,
taking into consideration the Administrator's investigations
and audits of such program. The gUidance shall, at a
minimum, cover the frequency of inspections, the types of
vehicles to be inspected (which shall inClUde leased
vehicles that are registered in the nonattainment areal,
vehicle maintenance by owners and operators, audits by the
State, the test method and measures, inclUding whether
centralized or decentralized, inspection methods and
procedures, quality of inspection, components covered,
assurance that a vehicle subject to a recall notice from a
manUfacturer has complied with that notice, and effective
implementation and enforcement, including ensuring that any
retesting of a vehicle after a failure shall include proof
of corrective action and providing for denial of vehicle
registration in the case of tampering or misfueling. The
guidance which shall be incorporated in the applicable State
implementation plans by the States shall provide the States
with continued reasonable flexibility to faShion effective,
reasonable, and fair programs for the affected consumer. No
later than 2 years after the Administrator promulgates
regulations under section 202(m) (31 (relating to emission
control diagnosticsl, the State shall submit a revision to
such program to meet any requirements that the Administrator
may prescribe under that section.
(CI Permit programs.- Within 2 years after the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the State
shall submit a revision that includes each of the following:
(il Provisions to require permits, in accordance with
sections 172(c) (5) and 173, for the construction and
operation of each new or modified major stationary source
(with respect to ozone) to be located in the area.
(iiI Provisions to correct requirements in (or add
requirements to) the plan concerning permit programs as
were required under section l72(b) (61 (as in effect
immediately before the date of the enactment of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 19901, as interpreted in regulations
of the Administrator promulgated as of the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
(3) Periodic inventory.-
(AI General requirement.- No later than the end of each
3-year period after submission of the inventory under para-
graph (11 until the area is redesignated to attainment, the
State shall submit a revised inventory meeting the require-
ments of subsection (al(l).
(8) Emissions statements.- (il Within 2 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, the State shall submit a revision to the State imple-
mentation plan to require that the owner or operator of each
stationary source of oxides of nitrogen or volatile organic
compounds provide the State with a statement, in such form
as the Administrator may prescribe (or accept an equivalent
alternative developed by the Statel, for classes or catego-
ries of sources, showing the actual emissions of oxides of
nitrogen and volatile organic compounds from that source.
The first such statement shall be submitted within 3 years
after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990. Subsequent statements shallbe SUbmitted
at least every year thereafter. The statement shall contain
a certification that the information contained in the
statement is accurate to the best knowledge of the individu-
al certifying the statement.
(iiI The State may waive the application of clause (il to
any class or category of stationary sources which emit less
than 25 tons per year of volatile organic compounds or
oxides of nitrogen if the State, in its submissions under
subparagraphs (11 or (31 (AI, provides an inventory of
emissions from such class or category of sources, based on
the use of the emission factors established by the Adminis-
trator or other methods acceptable to the Administrator.
(41 General offset requirement.- For purposes of satisfying
the emission offset requirements of this part, the ratio of
total emission reductions of volatile organic compounds to
total increased emissions of such air pollutant shall be at
least 1.1 to 1.
The Administrator may, in the Administrator's discretion, require
States to submit a schedule for submitting any of the revisions
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or other items required under this subsection. The requirements
of this subsection shall apply in lieu of any requirement that
the State submit a demonstration that the applicable
implementation plan provides for attainment of the ozone standard
by the applicable attainment date in any Marginal Area. Section
172(c) (9) (relating to contingency measures) shall not apply to
Marginal Areas.
(b) Moderate Areas.- Each State in which all or part of a
Moderate Area is located shall, with respect to the Moderate
Area, make the submissions described under subsection (a)
(relating to Marginal Areas), and shall also submit the revisions
to the applicable implementation plan described under this
subsection.
(1) Plan provisions for reasonable further progress.-
(A) General rule.- (i) By no later than 3 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, the State shall submit a revision to the applicable
implementation plan to provide for volatile organic compound
emission reductions, within 6 years after the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, of at
least 15 percent from baseline emissions, accounting for any
growth in emissions after the year in which the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990 are enacted. Such plan shall provide
for such specific annual reductions in emissions of volatile
organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen as necessary to
attain the national primary ambient air quality standard for
ozone by the attainment date applicable under this Act. This
subparagraph shall not apply in the case of oxides of
nitrogen for those areas for which the Administrator deter-
mines (when the Administrator approves the plan or plan
revision) that additional reductions of oxides of nitrogen
would not contribute to attainment •
(ii) A percentage less than 15 percent may be used for
purposes of clause (i) in the case of any State which demon-
strates to the satisfaction of the Administrator that-
(I) new source review provisions are applicable in
the nonattainment areas in the same manner and to the
same extent as required under subsection (e) in the
case of Extreme Areas (with the exception that, in
applying such provisions, the terms "major source" and
"major stationary source" shall include (in addition to
the sources described in section 302) any stationary
source or group of sources located within a contiguous
area and under common control that emits, or has the
potential to emit, at least 5 tons per year of volatile
organic compounds);
(II) reasonably available control technology is
required for all existing major sources (as defined in
subclause (I)); and
(III) the plan reflecting a lesser percentage than 15
percent includes all measures that can feasibly be
implemented in the area, in light of technological
achievability.
To qualify for a lesser percentage under this Clause, a
State must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Adminis-
trator that the plan for the area includes the measures
that are achieved in practice by sources in the same
source category in nonattainment areas of the next higher
category.
(B) Baseline emissions.- For purposes of subparagraph
(A), the term "baseline emissions· means the total amount
of actual vee or NOx emissions from all anthropogenic
sources in the area during the calendar year of the enact-
ment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, excluding
emissions that would be eliminated under the regulations
described in clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (D).
(C) General rule for creditability of reductions.-
Except as provided under subparagraph (D), emissions
reductions are creditable toward the 15 percent required
under subparagraph (A) to the extent they have actually
occurred, as of 6 years after the date of the enactment of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, from the implementa-
tion of measures required under the applicable implementa-
tion plan, rules promulgated by the Administrator, or a
permit under title V.
(D) Limits on creditability of reductions.- Emission
reductions from the following measures are not creditable
toward the 15 percent reductions required under subpara-
graph (A):
(i) Any measure relating to motor vehicle exhaust
or evaporative emissions promulgated by the Adminis-
trator by January I, 1990.
(ii) Regulations concerning Reid Vapor Pressure
promulgated by the Administrator by the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 or
required to be promulgated under section 2ll(h).
(iii) Measures required under subsection (a) (2) (A)
(concerning corrections to implementation plans pre-
scribed under guidance by the Administrator).
(iv) Measures required under subsection (a) (2)(B)
to be submitted immediately after the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(concerning corrections to motor vehicle inspection
and maintenance programs).
(2) Reasonably available control technology.- The State
shall submit a revision to the applicable implementation plan
to include provisions to require the implementation of
reasonably available control technology under section 172(c)(1)
with respect to each of the following:
(A) Each category of vee sources in the area covered by a
CTG document issued by the Administrator between the date of
the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and
the date of attainment.
(B) All vee sources in the area covered by any CTG issued
before the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1990.
(C) All other major stationary sourceS of vees that are
located in the area.
Each revision described in subparagraph (A) shall be submitted
within the period set forth by the Administrator in issuing the
relevant CTG document. The revisions with respect to sources
described in subparagraphs (B) and (C) shall be submitted by 2
years after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, and shall provide for the implementation of
the required measures as expeditiously as practicable but no
later than May 31, 1995.
(3) Gasoline vapor recovery.-
(A) General rule.- Not later than 2 years after the date
of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990,
the State shall submit a revision to the applicable
implementation plan to require all owners or operators of
gasoline dispensing systems to install and operate, by the
date prescribed under subparagraph (B), a system for
gasoline vapor recovery of emissions from the fueling of
motor vehicles. The Administrator shall issue guidance as
appropriate as to the effectiveness of such system. This
subparagraph shall apply only to facilities which sell more
than 10,000 gallons of gasoline per month (50,000 gallons
per month in the case of an independent small business
marketer of gasoline as defined in section 325).
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(8) Effective date.- The date required under subparagraph
(A) shall be-
(il 6 months after the adoption date, in the case of
gasoline dispensing facilities for which construction com-
menced after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990;
(ii) one year after the adoption date, in the case of
gasoline dispensing facilities which dispense at least
100,000 gallons of gasoline per month, based on average
monthly sales for the 2-year period before the adoption
date; or
(iii) 2 years after the adoption date, in the case of
all other gasoline dispensing facilities.
Any gasoline dispensing facility described under both clause
(i) and clause (ii) shall meet the requirements of clause
(i) •
(C) Reference to terms.- For purposes of this paragraph,
any reference to the term "adoption date" shall be
considered a reference to the date of adoption by the State
of requirements for the installation and operation of a
system for gasoline vapor recovery of emissions from the
fueling of motor vehicles.,
(4) Motor vehicle inspection and maintenance.- For all
Hoderate Areas, the State shall submit, immediately after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990,
a revision to the applicable implementation plan that includes
provisions necessary to provide for a vehicle inspection and
maintenance program as described in subsection (a) (2) (B)
(without regard to whether or not the area was required by
section l72(b) (ll)(B) (as in effect immediately before the date
of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990) to
have included a specific schedule for implementation of such a
program).
(5) General offset requirement.- For purposes of satisfying
the emission offset requirements of this part, the ratio of
total emission reductions of volatile organic compounds to
total increase emissions of such air pollutant shall be at
least 1.15 to 1.
(c) Serious Areas.- Except as otherwise specified in paragraph
(4), each State in which all or part of a Serious Area is located
shall, with respect to the Serious Area (or portion thereof, to
the extent specified in this subsection), make the submissions
described under subsection (b) (relating to Hoderate Areas), and
shall also submit the revisions to the applicable implementation
plan (including the plan items) described under this subsection.
For any Serious Area, the te~ "major source" and "major
stationary source" include (in addition to the sources described
in section 302) any stationary source or group of sources located
within a contiguous area and under common control that emits, or
has the potential to emit, at least SO tons per year of volatile
organic compounds.
(1) Enhanced monitoring.- In order to obtain more comprehen-
sive and representative data on ozone air pollution, not later
than 18 months after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990 the Administrator shall promulgate
rules, after notice and public comment, for enhanced monitoring
of ozone, oxides of nitrogen, and volatile organic compounds.
The rules shall, among other things, cover the location and
maintenance of monitors. Immediately following the promulgation
of rules by the Administrator relating to enhanced monitoring,
the State shall commence such actions as may be necessary to
adopt and implement a program based on such rules, to improve
monitoring for ambient concentrations of ozone, oxides of
nitrogen and volatile organic compounds and to improve monitor-
ing of emissions of oxides of nitrogen and volatile organic
compounds. Each State implementation plan for the area shall
contain measures to improve the ambient monitoring of such air
pollutants.
(2) Attainment and reasonable further progress demonstra-
tions.- Within 4 years after the date of the enactment of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the State shall submit a
revision to the applicable implementation plan that includes
each of the following:
(A) Attainment demonstration.- A demonstration that the
plan, as revised, will provide for attainment of the ozone
national ambient air quality standard by the applicable
attainment date. This attainment demonstration must be based
on photochemical grid modeling or any other analytical
method determined by the Administrator, in the
Administrator's discretion, to be at least as effective.
(B) Reasonable further progress demonstration.- A demon-
stration that the plan, as revised, will result in VOC
emissions reductions from the baseline emissions described
in subsection (b)(l)(B) equal to the following amount
averaged over each consecutive 3-year period beginning 6
years after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, until the attainment date:
(i) at least 3 percent of baseline emissions each
year; or
(ii) an amount less than 3 percent of such baseline
emissions each year, if the State demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the Administrator that the plan re-
flecting such lesser amount inclUdes all measures that
can feasibly be implemented in the area, in light of
technological achievability.
To lessen the 3 percent requirement under clause (iii, a
State must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Adminis-
trator that the plan for the area includes the measures that
are achieved in practice by sources in the same source
category in nonattainment areas of the next higher classi-
fication. Any determination to lessen the 3 percent require-
ment shall be reviewed at each milestone under section
182(g) and revised to reflect such new measures (if any)
achieved in practice by sources in the same category in any
State, allowing a reasonable time to implement such
measures. The emission reductions described in this subpara-
graph shall be calculated in accordance with subsection
(b) (1) (C) and (D) (concerning creditability of reductions).
The reductions creditable for the period beginning 6 years
after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, shall include reductions that occurred
before such period, computed in accordance with subsection
(b) (I), that exceed the IS-percent amount of reductions
required under subsection (bl (1) (A).
(C) HOx control.- The revision may contain, in lieu of the
demonstration required under subparagraph (Bl, a demonstra-
tion to the satisfaction of the Administrator that the
applicable implementation plan, as revised, provides for
reductions of emissions of VOC's and oxides of nitrogen
(calculated according to the creditability provisions of
subsection (b) (11 (C) and (D», that would result in a
reduction in ozone concentrations at least equivalent to
that which would result from the amount of VOC emission
reductions required under subparagraph (8). Within 1 year
after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, the Administrator shall issue guidance
concerning the conditions under which HOx control may be
substituted for VOC control or may be combined with VOC
control in order to maximize the reduction in ozone air
pollution. In accord with such guidance, a lesser percentage
Q
0'
of VOCs may be accepted as an adequate demonstration for
purposes of this subsection.
(3) Enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance program.-
(A) Requirement for submission.- Within 2 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, the State shall submit a revision to the applicable
implementation plan to provide for an enhanced program to
reduce hydrocarbon emissions and NOx emissions from in-use
motor vehicles registered in each urbanized area (in the
nonattainment area), as defined by the Bureau of the Census,
with a 1980 population of 200,000 or more.
(B) Effective date of state programs; guidance.- The State
program required under subparagraph (A) shall take effect no
later than 2 years from the date of the enactment of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and shall comply in all
respects with guidance published in the Federal Register
(and from time to time revised) by the Administrator for
enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance programs. Such
guidance shall include-
(i) a performance standard achievable by a program
combining emission testing, including on-road emission
testing, with inspection to detect tampering with
emission control devices and misfueling for all light-
duty vehicles and all light-duty trucks subject to
standards under section 202; and
(ii) program administration features necessary to
reasonably assure that adequate management resources,
tools, and practices are in place to attain and
maintain the performance standard.
Compliance with the performance standard under clause (i)
shall be determined using a method to be established by the
Administrator.
(C) State program.- The State program required under
subparagraph (A) shall include, at a minimum, each of the
following elements-
(i) Computerized emission analyzers, including on-road
testing devices.
(ii) No waivers for vehicles and parts covered by the
emission control performance warranty as provided for in
section 207(b) unless a warranty remedy has been denied in
writing, or for tampering-related repairs.
(iii) In view of the air quality purpose of the
program, if, for any vehicle, waivers are permitted for
emissionsrelated repairs not covered by warranty, an
expenditure to qualify for the waiver of an amount of $450
or more for such repairs (adjusted annually as determined
by the Administrator on the basis of the Consumer Price
Index in the same manner as provided in title V) .
(iv) Enforcement through denial of vehicle registration
(except for any program in operation before the date of
the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
whose enforcement mechanism is demonstrated to the
Administrator to be more effective than the applicable
vehicle registration program in assuring that noncomplying
vehicles are not operated on public roads).
(v) Annual emission testing and necessary adjustment,
repair, and maintenance, unless the State demonstrates to
the satisfaction of the Administrator that a biennial
inspection, in combination with other features of the
program which exceed the requirements of this Act, will
result in emission reductions which equal or exceed the
reductions which can be obtained through such annual
inspections.
(vi) Operation of the program on a centralized basis,
unless the State demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Administrator that a decentralized program will be equally
effective. An electronically connected testing system, a
licensing system, or other measures (or any combination
thereof) may be considered, in accordance with criteria
established by the Administrator, as equally effective for
such purposes.
(vii) Inspection of emission control diagnostic systems
and the maintenance or repair of malfunctions or system
deterioration identified by or affecting such diagnostics
systems.
Each State shall biennially prepare a report to the Adminis-
trator which assesses the emission reductions achieved by
the program required under this paragraph based on data
collected during inspection and repair of vehicles. The
methods used to assess the emission reductions shall be
those established by the Administrator.
(4) Clean-fuel vehicle programs.- (A) Except to the extent
that substitute provisions have been approved by the
Administrator under subparagraph (B), the State shall submit to
the Administrator, within 42 months of the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, a revision
to the applicable implementation plan for each area described
under part C of title II to include such measures as may be
necessary to ensure the effectiveness of the applicable
provisions of the clean-fuel vehicle program prescribed under
part C of title II, inclUding all measures necessary to make
the use of clean alternative fuels in clean-fuel vehicles (as
defined in part C of title II) economic from the standpoint of
vehicle owners. Such a revision shall also be submitted for
each area that opts into the clean fuel-vehicle program as
'provided in part C of title II.
(8) The Administrator shall approve, as a substitute for all
or a portion of the clean-fuel vehicle program prescribed under
part C of title II, any revision to the relevant applicable
implementation plan that in the Administrator's judgment will
achieve long- term reductions in ozone-producing and toxic air
emissions equal to those achieved under part C of title II, or
the percentage thereof attributable to the portion of the
clean-fuel vehicle pro-gram for which the revision is to
substitute. The Administrator may approve such revision only if
it consists exclusively of pro-visions other than those
required under this Act for the area. Any State seeking
approval of such revision must submit the revision to the
Administrator within 24 months of the date of the enactment of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. TheAdministrator shall
approve or disapprove any such revision within 30 months of the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
he Administrator shall publish the revision submitted by a
State in the Federal Register upon receipt. Such notice shall
constitute a notice of proposed rulemaking on whether or not to
approve such revision and shall be deemed to comply with the
requirements concerning notices of proposed rulemaking
contained in sections 553 through
557 of title 5 of the United States Code (related to notice and
comment). Where the Administrator approves such revision for
any area, the State need not submit the revision required by
subparagraph (A) for the area with respect to the portions of
the Federal clean-fuel vehicle program for which the
Administrator has approved the revision as a substitute.
(C) If the Administrator determines, under section 179, that
the State has failed to submit any portion of the program
required under subparagraph (A), then, in addition to any
sanctions available under section 179, the State may not
receive credit, in any demonstration of attainment or
reasonable further progress for the area, for any emission
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reductions from implementation of the corresponding aspects of
the Federal clean-fuel vehicle requirements established in part
C of title II,
(5) Transportation control.- (A) Beginning 6 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
and each third year thereafter, the State shall submit a
demonstration as to whether current aggregate vehicle mileage,
aggregate vehicle emissions, congestion levels, and other
relevant parameters are consistent with those used for the
area's demonstration of attainment. Where such parameters and
emissions levels exceed the levels projected for purposes of
the area's attainment demonstration, the State shall within 18
months develop and submit a revision of the applicable
implementation plan that includes a transportation control
measures program consisting of measures from, but not limited
to, section 108(f) that will reduce emissions to levels that
are consistent with emission levels projected in such
demonstration. In considering such measures, the State should
ensure adequate access to downtown, other commercial, and
residential areas and should avoid measures that increase or
relocate emissions and congestion rather than reduce them. Such
revision shall be developed in accordance with guidance issued
by the Administrator pursuant to section 108(e) and with the
requirements of section l7f(b) and shall include implementation
and funding schedules that achieve expeditious emissions reduc-
tions in accordance with implementation plan projections.
(6) De minimis rule.- The new source review provisions under
this part shall ensure that increased emissions of volatile
organic compounds resulting from any physical change in, or
change in the method of operation of, a stationary source
located in the area shall not be considered de minimis for
purposes of determining the applicability of the permit
requirements established by this Act unless the increase in net
emissions of such air pollutant from such source does not
exceed 2S tons when aggregated with all other net increases in
emissions from the source over any period of 5 consecutive
calendar years which includes the calendar year in which such
increase occurred.
(7) Special rule for modifications of sources emitting less
than 100 tons.- In the case of any major stationary source of
volatile organic compounds located in the area (other than a
source which emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons or
more of volatile organic compounds per year), whenever any
change (as described in section 111 (a) (4)) at that source
results in any increase (other than a de minimis increase) in
emissions of volatile organic compounds from any discrete
operation, unit, or other pollutant emitting activity at the
source, such increase shall be considered a modification for
purposes of section 172(c)(S) and section 173(a), except that
such increase shall not be considered a modification for such
purposes if the owner or operator of the Source elects to
offset the increase by a greater reduction in emissions of
volatile organic compounds concerned from other operations,
units, or activities within the source at an internal offset
ratio of at least 1.3 to 1. If the owner or operator does not
make such election, such change shall be considered a
modification for such purposes, but in applying section
173(a) (2) in the case of any such modification, the best
available control technology (BACT), as defined in section 169,
shall be substituted for the lowest achievable emission rate
(LAER). The Administrator shall establish and publish policies
and procedures for implementing the provisions of this para-
graph.
(8) Special rule for modifications of sources emitting 100
tons or more.- In the case of any major stationary source of
volatile organic compounds located in the area which emits or
has the potential to emit 100 tons or more of volatile organic
compounds per year, whenever any change (as described in
section III (a) (f) at that source results in any increase
(other than a de minimis increase) in emissions of volatile
organic compounds from any discrete operation, unit, Or other
pollutant emitting activity at the source, such increase shall
be considered a modification for purposes of section 1721c) IS)
and section 173(a), except that if the owner or operator of the
source elects to offset the increase by a greater reduction in
emissions of volatile organic compounds from other operations,
units, or activities within the source at an internal offset
ratio of at least 1.3 to I, the requirements of section
173(a) (2) (concerning the lowest achievable emission rate
(LAER)) shall not apply.
(9) Contingency provisions.-In addition to the contingency
provisions required under section 172(c)(9), the plan revision
shall provide for the implementation of specific measures to be
undertaken if the area fails to meet any applicable milestone.
Such measures shall be included in the plan revision as
contingency measures to take effect without further action by
the State or the Administrator upon a failure by the State to
meet the applicable milestone.
(10) General offset requirement.- For purposes of satisfy-
ing the emission offset requirements of this part, the ratio of
total emission reductions of volatile organic compounds to
total increase emissions of such air pollutant shall be at
least 1.2 to 1.
Any reference to Wattainment dateW in subsection (b), which is
incorporated by reference into this subsection, shall refer to
the attainment date for serious areas.
(d) Severe Areas.- Each State in which all or part of a Severe
Area is located shall, with respect to the Severe Area, make the
submissions described under subsection (c) (relating to Serious
Areas), and shall also submit the revisions to the applicable
implementation plan (inclUding the plan items) described under
this subsection. For any Severe Area, the terms Wmajor sourcew
and Wmajor stationary sourceWinclUde (in addition to the sources
described in section 302) any stationary source or group of
sources located within a contiguous area and under Common control
that emits, or has the potential to emit, at least 2S tons per
year of volatile organic compounds.
(1) Vehicle miles traveled.- (A) Within 2 years after the
date of enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the
State shall submit a revision that identifies and adopts
specific enforceable transportation control strategies and
transportation control measures to offset any growth in
emissions from growth in vehicle miles traveled or numbers of
vehicle trips in such area and to attain reduction in motor
vehicle emissions as necessary, in combination with other
emission reduction requirements of this subpart, to comply with
the requirements of subsection (b)(2) (B) and Ie) (2) (B)
(pertaining to periodic emissions reduction requirements). The
State shall consider measures specified in section 1081f), and
choose from among and implement such measures as necessary to
demonstrate attainment with the national ambient air quality
standards; in considering such measures, the State should
ensure adequate access to downtown, other commercial, and
residential areas and should avoid measures that increase or
relocate emissions and congestion rather than reduce them.
(8) Within 2 years after the date of enactment of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990, the State shall submit a revision
requiring employers in such area to implement programs to
reduce work-related vehicle trips and miles traveled by
employees. Such revision Shall be developed in accordance with
a
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guidance issued by the Administrator pursuant to section 10Slf)
and shall, at a minimum, require that each employer of 100 or
more persons in such area increase average passenger occupancy
per vehicle in commuting trips between home and the workplace
during peak travel periods by not less than 25 percent above
the average vehicle occupancy for all such trips in the area at
the time the revision is submitted. The guidance of the
Administrator may specify average vehicle occupancy rates which
vary for locations within a nonattainment area (suburban,
center city, business district) or among nonattainment areas
reflecting existing occupancy rates and the availability of
high occupancy modes. The revision shall provide that each
employer subject to a vehicle occupancy requirement shall
submit a compliance plan within 2 years after the date the
revision is submitted which
shall convincingly demonstrate compliance with the requirements
of this paragraph not later than 4 years after such date.
(2) Offset requirement.- For purposes of satisfying the
offset requirements pursuant to this part, the ratio of total
emission reductions of VOCs to total increased emissions of
such air pollutant shall be at least 1.3 to 1, except that if
the State plan requires all existing major sources in the
nonattainment area to use best available control technology (as
defined in section 169(311 for the control of volatile organic
compounds, the ratio shall be at least 1.2 to 1.
(31 Enforcement under section 185.- By December 31, 2000,
the State shall submit a plan revision which includes the
provisions required under section 185.
Any reference to the term "attainment date" in subsection (b) or
(cl, which is incorporated by reference into this subsection (d),
shall refer to the attainment date for Severe Areas.
(el Extreme Areas.- Each State in which all or part of an
Extreme Area is located shall, with respect to the Extreme Area,
make the submissions described under subsection (d) (relating to
Severe Areas), and shall also submit the revisions to the
applicable implementation plan (including the plan items)
described under this subsection. The provisions of clause (ii) of
subsection (c)(2) (B) (relating to reductions of less than 3
percent), the provisions of paragaphs (6), (7) and (8) of
subsection (c) (relating to de minimus rule and modification of
sources I , and the provisions of clause (ii) of subsection
(b)(l)(A) (relating to reductions of less than 15 percent) shall
not apply in the case of an Extreme Area. For any Extreme Area,
the terms "major source" and "major stationary source" includes
(in addition to the sources described in section 302) any
stationary source or group of sources located within a contiguous
area and under common control that emits, or has the potential to
emit, at least 10 tons per year of volatile organic compounds.
(1) Offset requirement.- For purposes of satisfying the
offset requirements pursuant to this part, the ratio of total
emission reductions of VOCs to total increased emissions of
such air pollutant shall be at least 1.5 to 1, except that if
the State plan requires all existing major sources in the
nonattainment area to use best available control technology (as
defined in section 169(3)) for the control of volatile organic
compounds, the ratio shall be at least 1.2 to 1.
(2) Hodifications.- Any change (as described in section
111(a)(4») at a major stationary source which results in any
increase in emissions from any discrete operation, unit, or
other pollutant emitting activity at the source shall be
considered a modification for purposes of section 172(c) (5) and
section 173(a), except that for purposes of complying with the
offset requirement pursuant to section 173(a)(1), any such
increase shall not be considered a modification if the owner or
operator of the source elects to offset the increase by a
greater reduction in emissions of the air pollutant concerned
from other discrete operations, units, or activities within the
source at an internal offset ratio of at least 1.3 to 1. The
offset requirements of this part shall not be applicable in
Extreme Areas to a modification of an existing source if such
modification consists of installation of equipment required to
comply with the applicable implementation plan, permit, or this
Act.
(3) Use of clean fuels or advanced control technology.- For
Extreme Areas, a plan revision shall be submitted within 3
years after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 to require, effective 8 years after such
date, that each new, modified, and existing electric utility
and industrial and commercial boiler which emits more than 25
tons per year of oxides of nitrogen-
(A) burn as its primary fuel natural gas, methanol, or
ethanol (or a comparably low polluting fuel), or
(B) use advanced control technology (such as catalytic
control technology or other comparably effective control
methods) for reduction of emissions of oxides of nitrogen.
For purposes of this subsection, the term "primary fuel" means
the fuel which is used 90 percent or more of the operating
time. This paragraph shall not apply during any natural gas
supply emergency (as defined in title III of the Natural Gas
Policy Act of 1978).
(4) Traffic control measures during heavy traffic hours.-
For Extreme Areas, each implementation plan revision under this
subsection may contain provisions establishing traffic control
measures applicable during heavy traffic hours to reduce the
use of high polluting vehicles or heavy-duty vehicles,
notwithstanding any other provision of law.
(5) New technologies.-The Administrator may, in accordance
with section 110, approve provisions of an implementation plan
for an Extreme Area which anticipate development of new control
techniques or improvement of existing control technologies, and
an attainment demonstration based on such provisions, if the
State demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Administrator
that-
(A) such provisions are not necessary to achieve the
incremental emission reductions required during the first 10
years after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990; and
(B) the State has submitted enforceable commitments to
develop and adopt contingency measures to be implemented as
set forth herein if the anticipated technologies do not
achieve planned reductions.
Such contingency measures shall be submitted to the Administra-
tor no later than 3 years before proposed implementation of the
plan provisions and approved or disapproved by the
Administrator in accordance with section 110. he contingency
measures shall be ade-quate to produce emission reductions
sufficient, in conjunction with other approved plan provisions,
to achieve the periodic emis-sion reductions required by
subsection (bl(l) or (c)(2) and at-tainment by the applicable
dates. If the Administrator determines that an Extreme Area has
failed to achieve an emission reduction requirement set forth
in subsection (b) (1) or (c)(2), and that such failure is due in
whole or part to an inability to fully implement provisions
approved pursuant to
this subsection, the Administrator shall require the State to
implement the contingency measures to the extent necessary to
assure compliance with subsections (b)(l) and (c) (2).
Any reference to the term "attainment date" in subsection (bl,
(c), or (d) which is incorporated by reference into this subsec-
tion, shall refer to the attainment date for Extreme Areas.
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(f) NOx Requirements.- (1) The plan provisions required under
this subpart for major stationary sources of volatile organic
compounds shall also apply to major stationary sources (as
defined in section 302 and subsections (c), (d), and (e) of this
section) of oxides of nitrogen. This subsection shall not apply
in the case of oxides of nitrogen for those sources for which the
Administrator determines (when the Administrator approves a plan
or plan revision) that net air quality benefits are greater in
the absence of reductions of oxides of nitrogen from the sources
concerned. This subsection shall also not apply in the case of
oxides of nitrogen for-
(A) nonattainment areas not within an ozone transport
region under section 184 if the Administrator determines
(when the Administrator approves a plan or plan revision)
that additional reductions of oxides of nitrogen would not
contribute to attainment of the national ambient air quality
standard for ozone in the area, or
(B) nonattainment areas within such an ozone transport
region if the Administrator determines (when the Administra-
tor approves a plan or plan revision) that additional
reductions of oxides of nitrogen would not produce net ozone
air quality benefits in such region.
The Administrator shall, in the Administrator's determinations,
consider the study required under section l85B.
(2)(A) If the Administrator determines that excess
reductions in emissions of MOx would be achieved under
paragraph (I), the Administrator may limit the application of
paragraph (1) to the extent necessary to avoid achieving such
excess reductions.
(B) For purposes of this paragraph, excess reductions in
emissions of MOx are emission reductions for which the Adminis-
trator determines that net air quality benefits are greater in
the absence of such reductions. Alternatively, for purposes of
this paragraph, excess reductions in emissions of MOx are, for-
(i) nonattainment areas not within an ozone transport
region under section 184, emission reductions that the
Administrator determines would not contribute to attainment
of the national ambient air quality standard for ozone in
the area, or
(ii) nonattainment areas within such ozone transport
region, emission reductions that the Administrator
determines would not produce net ozone air quality benefits
in such region.
(3) At any time after the final report under section l85B is
submitted to Congress, a person may petition the Administrator
for a determination under paragraph (1) or (2) with respect to
any nonattainment area or any ozone transport region under
section 184. The Administrator shall grant or deny suchpetition
within 6 months after its filing with the Administrator.
(g) Milestones.-
(1) Reductions in emissions.- 6 years after the date of the
enactment of the Clean Air Amendments of 1990 and at intervals
of every 3 years thereafter, the State shall determine whether
each nonattainment area (other than an area classified as
Marginal or Moderate) has achieved a reduction in emissions
during the preceding intervals equivalent to the total emission
reductions required to be achieved by the end of such interval
pursuant to subsection (b) (1) and the corresponding
requirements of subsections (c)(2) (B) and (C), (d), and (e).
Such reduction shall be referred to in this section as an
applicable milestone.
(2) Compliance demonstration.- For each nonattainment area
referred to in paragraph (I), not later than 90 days after the
date on which an applicable milestone Occurs (not inclUding an
attainment date on which a milestone occurs in cases where the
standard has been attained), each State in which all or part of
such area is located shall submit to the Administrator a demon-
stration that the milestone has been met. A demonstration under
this paragraph shall be submitted in such form and manner, and
shall contain such information and analysis, as the Administra-
tor shall require, by rule. The Administrator shall determine
whether or not a State's demonstration is adequate within 90
days after the Administrator's receipt of a demonstration which
contains the information and analysis required by the Adminis-
trator.
(3) Serious and severe areas; state election.- If a State
fails to submit a demonstration under paragraph (2) for any
Serious or Severe Area within the required period or if the
Administrator determines that the area has not met any applica-
ble milestone, the State shall elect, within 90 days after such
failure or determination-
(AI to have the area reclassified to the next higher
classification,
(B) to implement specific additional
as determined by the Administrator,
milestone as provided in the applicable
or
(C) to adopt an economic incentive program as described
in paragraph (41.
If the State makes an election under subparagraph (B), the
Admi-nistrator shall, within 90 days after the election, review
such plan and shall, if the Administrator finds the contingency
plan inadequate, require further measures necessary to meet
such milestone. Once the State makes an election, it shall be
deemed accepted by the Administrator as meeting the election
requirement. If the State fails to make an election required
under this paragraph within the required 90-day period or
within 6 months thereafter, the area shall be reclassified to
the next higher classification by operation of law at the
expiration of such 6-month period. Within 12 months after the
date required for the State to make an election, the State
shall submit a revision of the applicable implementation plan
for the area that meets the requirements of this paragraph. The
Administrator shall review
such plan revision and approve or disapprove the revision
within 9 months after the date of its submission.
(4) Economic incentive program.- (A) An economic incentive
program under this paragraph shall be consistent with rules
published by the Administrator and sufficient, in combination
with other elements of the State plan, to achieve the next
milestone. The State program may include a nondiscriminatory
system, consistent with applicable law regarding interstate
commerce, of State established emissions fees or a system of
marketable permits, or a system of State fees on sale or
manufacture of products the use of which contributes to ozone
formation, or any combination of the foregoing or other similar
measures. The program may also include incentives and require-
ments to reduce vehicle emissions and vehicle miles traveled in
the area, including any of the transportation control measures
identified in section l08(f).
(B) Within 2 years after the date of the enactment of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the Administrator shall
publish rules for the programs to be adopted pursuant to
subparagraph (A). Such rules shall include model plan provi-
sions which may be adopted for reducing emissions from
permitted stationary sources, area sources, and mobile sources.
The guidelines shall require that any revenues generated by the
plan provisions adopted pursuant to SUbparagraph (A) shall be
used by the State for any of the following:
(i) Providing incentives for achieving emission reduc-
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tions.
(ii) Providing assistance for the development of
innovative technologies for the control of ozone air
pollution and for the development of lower-polluting
solvents and surface coatings. Such assistance shall not
provide for the payment of more than 75 percent of either
the costs of any project to develop such a technology or
the costs of development of a lower-polluting solvent or
surface coating.
(iii) Funding the administrative costs of State
programs under this Act. Not more than 50 percent of such
revenues may be used for purposes of this clause.
(5) Extreme areas.- If a State fails to submit a demonstra-
tion under paragraph (2) for any Extreme Area within the
required period, or if the Administrator determines that the
area has not met any applicable milestone, the State shall,
within 9 months after such failure or determination, submit a
plan revision to implement an economic incentive program which
meets the requirements of paragraph (4). The Administrator
shall review such plan revision and approve or disapprove the
revision within 9 months after the date of its submission.
(h) Rural Transport Areas.- (1) Notwithstanding any other
provision of section 181 or this section, a State containing an
ozone nonattainment area that does not include, and is not
adjacent to, any part of a Metropolitan Statistical Area or,
where one exists, a Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area
(as defined by the United States Bureau of the Census), which
area is
treated by the Administrator, in the Administrator's discretion,
as a rural transport area within the meaning of paragraph 12),
shall be treated by operation of law as satisfying the require-
ments of this section if it makes the submissions required under
subsection (a) of this section (relating to marginal areas).
(2) The Administrator may treat an ozone nonattainment area as
a rural transport area if the Administrator finds that sources of
VOC (and, where the Administrator determines relevant, NOx )
emissions within the area do not make a significant contribution
to the ozone concentrations measured in the area or in other
areas.
(i) Reclassified Areas.- Each State containing an ozone nonat-
tainment area reclassified under section l81(b) (2) shall meet
such requirements of subsections (b) through ld) of this section
as may be applicable to the area as reclassified, according to
the schedules prescribed in connection with such requirements,
except that the Administrator may adjust any applicable deadlines
lother than attainment dates) to the extent such adjustment is
necessary or appropriate to assure consistency among the required
submissions.
(j) Multi-State Ozone Nonattainment Areas.-
(1) Coordination among states.- Each State in which there
is located a portion of a single ozone nonattainment area
which covers more than one State (hereinafter in this
section referred to as a -multi-State ozone nonattainment
area-) shall-
(A) take all reasonable steps to coordinate, substan-
tively and procedurally, the revisions and implementa-
tion of State implementation plans applicable to the
nonattainment area concerned; and
(B) use photochemical grid modeling or any other
analytical method determined by the Administrator, in
his discretion, to be at least as effective.
The Administrator may not approve any revision of a State
implementation plan submitted under this part for a State in
which part of a multi-State ozone nonattainment area is
located if the plan revision for that State fails to comply
with the requirements of this subsection.
(2) Failure to demonstrate attainment.- If any State in
which there is located a portion of a multi-State ozone non-
attainment area fails to provide a demonstration of attain-
ment of the national ambient air quality standard for ozone
in that portion within the required period, the State may
petition the Administrator to make a finding that the State
would have been able to make such demonstration but for the
failure of one or more other States in which other portions
of the area are located to commit to the implementation of
all measures required under section 182 (relating to plan
submissions and requirements for ozone nonattainment areas).
If the Administrator makes such finding, the provisions of
section 179 (relating to sanctions) shall not apply, by
reason of the failure to make such demonstration, in the
portion of the multi-State ozone nonattainment area within
the State submitting such petition.
[42 U.S.C. 751la)
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SEC. 183. FEDERAL OZONE MEASURES.
lal Control Techniques Guidelines for vee Sources.- Within 3
years after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990. the Administrator shall issue control
techniques guidelines. in accordance with section 108. for 11
categories of stationary sources of vee emissions for which such
guidelines have not been issued as of such date of enactment. not
including the categories referred to in paragraphs (3) and (4) of
subsection (b) of this section. The Administrator may issue such
additional control techniques guidelines as the Administrator
deems necessary_
(b) Existing and New CTGS.- (1) Within 36 months after the date
of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. and
periodically thereafter. the Administrator Shall review and. if
necessary. update control technique guidance issued under section
108 before .the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990.
(2) In issuing the guidelines the Administrator shall give
priority to those categories which the Administrator considers to
make the most significant contribution to the formation of ozone
air pollution in ozone nonattainment areas. including hazardous
waste treatment. storage. and disposal facilities which are
permitted under subtitle C of the Solid Waste Disposal Act.
Thereafter the Administrator shall periodically review and. if
necessary. revise such guidelines.
(3) Within 3 years after the date of the enactment of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990. the Administrator shall issue control
techniques guidelines in accordance with section 108 to reduce
the aggregate emissions of volatile organic compounds into the
ambient air from aerospace coatings and solvents. Such control
techniques guidelines shall, at a minimum, be adequate to reduce
aggregate emissions of volatile organic compounds into the
ambient air from the application of such coatings and solvents to
such level as the Administrator determines may be achieved
through the adoption of best available control measures. Such
control technology guidance shall provide for such reductions in
such increments and on such schedules as the Administrator
determines to be reasonable. but in no event later than 10 years
after the final issuance of such control technology guidance. In
developing control technology guidance under this subsection, the
Administrator shall consult with the Secretary of Defense, the
Secretary of Transportation, and the Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration with regard to the
establishment of specifications for such coatings. In evaluating
vee reduction strategies, the guidance shall take into account
the applicable requirements of section 112 and the need to
protect stratospheric ozone.
(4) Within 3 years after the date of the enactment of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990. the Administrator shall issue control
techniques guidelines in accordance with section 108 to reduce
the aggregate emissions of volatile organic compounds and PH-I0
into the ambient air from paints, coatings, and solvents used in
ship-building operations and ship repair. Such control techniques
gui-delines shall. at a minimum, be adequate to reduce aggregate
emis-sions of volatile organic compounds and PH-lO into the
ambient air
from the removal or application of such paints, coatings, and
solvents to such level as the Administrator determines may be
achieved through the adoption of the best available control
measures. Such control techniques guidelines shall provide for
such reductions in such increments and on such schedules as the
Administrator determines to be reasonable, but in no event later
than 10 years after the final issuance of such control technology
guidance. In developing control techniques guidelines under this
subsection. the Administrator shall consult with the appropriate
Federal agencies.
(c) Alternative Control Techniques.- Within 3 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
the Administrator shall issue technical documents which identify
alternative controls for all categories of stationary sources of
volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen which emit. or
have the potential to emit 2S tons per year or more of such air
pollutant. The Administrator shall revise and update such
documents as the Administrator determines necessary.
(d) Guidance for Evaluating Cost-Effectiveness.- Within 1 year
after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1990, the Administrator shall provide guidance to the States
to be used in evaluating the relative cost-effectiveness of
various options for the control of emissions from existing
stationary sources of air pollutants which contribute to
nonattainment of the national ambient air quality standards for
ozone.
(e) Control of Emissions From Certain Sources.-
(1) Definitions.- For purposes of this subsection-
(A) Best available controls.- The term "best avail-
able controls· means the degree of emissions reduction
that the Administrator determines, on the basis of
technological and economic feasibility, health,
environmental, and energy impacts, is achievable
through the application of the most effective equip-
ment, measures, processes, methods, systems or
techniques, inclUding chemical reformulation, product
or feedstock substitution. repackaging, and directions
for use, consumption, storage, or disposal.
(B) Consumer or commercial product.- The term "con-
sumer or commercial product· means any substance, pro-
duct (including paints, coatings, and solvents), or
article (including any container or packaging) held by
any person, the use, consumption, storage, disposal.
destruction, or decomposition of which may result in
the release of volatile organic compounds. The term
does not include fuels or fuel additives regulated
under section 211, or motor vehicles, non-road
vehicles. and non-road engines as defined under section
216.
(C) Regulated entities.- The term "regulated enti-
ties" meana-
(i) manufacturers. processors. wholesale distribu-
tors. or importers of consumer or commercial products
for sale or distribution in interstate commerce in
the United States; or
(ii) manufacturers. processors. wholesale
distributors. or importers that supply the entities
listed under clause (i) with such products for sale
or distribution in interstate commerce in the United
States.
(2) Study and report.-
(A) Study.- The Administrator shall conduct a study of
the emissions of volatile organic compounds into the
ambient air from consumer and commercial products (or any
combination thereof) in order to-
(i) determine their potential to contribute to
ozone levels which violate the national ambient air
quality standard for ozone; and
(ii) establish criteria for regulating COnsumer
and commercial products or classes or categories
thereof which shall be subject to control under this
subsection.
The study shall be
Congress not later
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enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
(B) Consideration of certain factors.- In establishing
the criteria under subparagraph (A)(ii), the Administrator
shall take into consideration each of the following:
(i) The uses, benefits, and commercial demand of
consumer and commercial products.
(ii) The health or safety functions (if any)
served by such consumer and commercial products.
(iii) Those consumer and commercial products which
emit highly reactive volatile organic compounds into
the ambient air.
(iv) Those consumer and commercial products which
are subject to the most cost-effective controls.
(v) The availability of alternatives (if any) to
such consumer and commercial products which are of
comparable costs, considering health, safety, and
environmental impacts.
(3) Regulations to require emission reductions.-
(A) In general.- Upon submission of the final report
under paragraph (2), the Administrator shall list those
categories of consumer or commercial products that the
Administrator determines, based on the study, account
for at least 80 percent of the VOC emissions, on a
reactivity-adjusted basis, from consumer or commercial
products in areas that violate the NAAQS for ozone.
Credit toward the 80 percent emissions calculation
shall be given for emission reductions from consumer or
commercial products made after the date of enactment of
this section. At such time, the Administrator shall
divide the list into 4 groups establishing priorities
for regulation based on the criteria established in
paragraph (2). Every 2 years after promulgating such
list, th~ Administrator shall regulate one group of
categories until all 4 groups are regulated. The
regulations shall require best available controls as
de-fined in this section. Such regulations may exempt
health use products for which the Administrator deter-
mines there is no suitable substitute. In order to
carry out this section, the Administrator may, by
regulation, control or prohibit any activity, including
the manufacture or introduction into commerce, offering
for sale, or sale of any consumer or commercial product
which results in emission of volatile organic compounds
into the ambient air.
(B) Regulated entities.- Regulations under this
subsection may be imposed only with respect to
regulated entities.
(C) Use of CTGS.- For any consumer or commercial
product the Administrator may issue control techniques
guidelines under this Act in lieu of regulations
required under subparagraph (A) if the Administrator
determines that such guidance will be substantially as
effective as regulations in reducing emissions of
volatile organic compounds which contribute to ozone
levels in areas which violate the national ambient air
quality standard for ozone.
(4) Systems of regulation.- The regulations under this
subsection may include any system or systems of regulation
as the Administrator may deem appropriate, including
requirements for registration and labeling, self-monitoring
and reporting, prohibitions, limitations, or economic
incentives (inclUding marketable permits and auctions of
emissions rights) concerning the manufacture, processing,
distribution, use, consumption, or disposal of the product.
(5) Special fund.- Any amounts collected by the Adminis-
trator under such regulations shall be deposited in a
special fund in the United States Treasury for licensing and
other services, which thereafter shall be available until
expended, subject to annual appropriation Acts, solely to
carry out the activities of the Administrator for which such
fees, charges, or collections are established or made.
(6) Enforcement.- Any regulation established under this
subsection shall be treated, for purposes of enforcement of
this Act, as a standard under section III and any violation
of such regulation shall be treated as a violation of a
requirement of section lll(e).
(1) State administration.- Each State may develop and
submit to the Administrator a procedure under State law for
implementing and enforcing regulations promulgated under
this subsection. If the Administrator finds the State
procedure is adequate, the Administrator shall approve such
procedure. Nothing in this paragraph shall prohibit the
Administrator from enforcing any applicable regulations
under this subsection.
(8) Size, etc.- No regulations regarding the size, shape,
or labeling of a product may be promulgated, unless the
Administrator determines such regulations to be useful in
meeting any national ambient air quality standard.
(9) State consultation.- Any State which proposes regula-
tions other than those adopted under this subsection shall
consult with the Administrator regarding whether any other
State or local subdivision has promulgated or is promulgat-
ing regulations on any products covered under this part. The
Administrator shall establish a clearinghouse of
information, studies, and regulations proposed and
promulgated regarding products covered under this subsection
and disseminate such information collected as requested by
State or local subdivisions.
(f) Tank Vessel Standards.-
(1) Schedule for standards.- (A) Within 2 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990, the Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary
of the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating,
shall promulgate standards applicable to the emission of
VOCs and any other air pollutant from loading and unloading
of tank vessels (as that term is defined in section 2101 of
title.46 of the United States Code) which the Administrator
finds causea, or contributes to, air pollution that may be
reasonably anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.
Such standards shall require the application of reasonably
available control technology, considering costs, any nonair-
quality benefits, environmental impacts, energy requirements
and safety factors associated with alternative control
techniques. To the extent practicable such standards shall
apply to loading and unloading facilities and not to tank
vessels.
(8) Any regulation prescribed under this subsection (and
any revision thereof) shall take effect after such period as
the Administrator finds (after consultation with the Secre-
tary of the department in which the Coast Guard is
operating) ~:necessary to permit the development and
application of the requisite technology, giving appropriate
consideration to the cost of compliance within such period,
except that the effective date shall not be more than 2
years after promulgation of such regulations.
(2) Regulations on equipment safety.- Within 6 months
after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1990, the Secretary of the Department in which the
Coast Guard is operating shall issue regulations to ensure
the safety of the equipment and operations which are to
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control emissions from the loading and unloading of tank
vessels, under section 3703 of title 46 of the United States
Code and section 6 of the Ports and Waterways Safety Act (33
U.S.C. 1225). The standards promulgated by the Administrator
under paragraph (1) and the regulations issued by a State or
political subdivision regarding emissions from the loading
and unloading of tank vessels shall be consistent with the
regulations regarding safety of the Department in which the
Coast Guard is operating.
(3) Agency authority.- (A) The Administrator shall ensure
compliance with the tank vessel emission standards
prescribed under paragraph (1) (A). The Secretary of the
Department in which the Coast Guard is operating shall also
ensure compliance with the tank vessel standards prescribed
under paragraph (1) (A).
(B) The Secretary of the Department in which the Coast
Guard is operating shall ensure compliance with the regula-
tions issued under paragraph (2).
(4) State or local standards.- After the Administrator
promulgates standards under this section, no State or
political subdivision thereof may adopt or attempt to
enforce any standard respecting emissions from tank vessels
subject to regulation under paragraph (1) unless such
standard is no less stringent than the standards promulgated
under paragraph (1).
(5) Enforcement.- Any standard established under paragraph
(1) (A) shall be treated, for purposes of enforcement of this
Act, as a standard under section 111 and any violation of
such standard shall be treated as a violation of a require-
ment of section 111(e).
(g) Ozone Design Value Study.- The Administrator shall conduct
a study of whether the methodology in use by the Environmental
Protection Agency as of the date of the enactment of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990 for establishing a design value for
ozone provides a reasonable indicator of the ozone air quality of
ozone nonattainment areas. The Administrator shall obtain input
from States, local subdivisions thereof, and others. The study
shall be completed and a report submitted to Congress not later
than 3 years after the date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990. The results ofthe study shall be subject to
peer and public review before sUbmitting it to Congress.
[42 U.S.C. 7511b)
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SEC. 184. CONTROL OF INTERSTATE OZONE AIR poLLUTION.
(a) Ozone Transport Regions.- A single transport region for
ozone (within the meaning of section l76A(a), comprised of the
States of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and the Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area that
includes the District of Columbia. is hereby established by
operation of law. The provisions of section l76A(a) (1) and (2)
shall apply with respect to the transport region established
under this section and any other transport region established for
ozone, except to the extent inconsistent with the provisions of
this section. The Administrator shall convene the commission
required (under section l76A(b») as a result of the establishment
of such region within 6 months of the date of the enactment of
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
(b) Plan Provisions for States in Ozone Transport Regions.- (11
In accordance with section 110, not later than 2 years after the
date of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (or
9 months after the subsequent inclusion of a State in a transport
region established for ozone). each State included within a
transport region established for ozone shall submit a State
implementation plan or revision thereof to the Administrator
which requires the following-
(A) that each area in such State that is in an ozone
trans-port region. and that is a metropolitan statistical
area or part thereof with a population of 100.000 or more
comply with
the provisions of section l821cl 121 lA) (pertaining to
enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance programs); and
(B) implementation of reasonably available control
technology with respect to all sources of volatile organic
compounds in the State covered by a control techniques
guideline issued before or after the date of the enactment
of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
(2) Within 3 years after the date of the enactment of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990. the Administrator shall complete a
stUdy identifying control measures capable of achieving emission
reductions comparable to those achievable through vehicle
refueling controls contained in section l82(b) (3). and such
measures or such vehicle refueling controls shall be implemented
in accordance with the provisions of this section.
Notwithstanding other deadlines in this section, the applicable
implementation plan shall be revised to reflect such measures
within 1 year of completion of the stUdy. For purposes of this
section any stationary source that emits or has the potential to
emit at least 50 tons per year of volatile organic compounds
shall be considered a major stationary source and subject to the
requirements which would be applicable to major stationary
sources if the area were classified as a Moderate nonattainment
area.
(c) Additional Control Measures.-
(1) Recommendations.- Upon petition of any State within a
transport region established for ozone. and based on a
majority vote of the Governors on the Commission (or their
designees), the Commission may. after notice and opportunity
for public comment. develop recommendations for additional
control measures to be applied within all or a part of such
transport region if the commission determines such measures
are necessary to bring any area in such region into attain-
ment by the dates provided by this subpart. The commission
shall transmit such recommendations to the Administrator.
(2) Notice and review.- Whenever the Administrator
receives recommendations prepared by a commission pursuant
to paragraph (1) (the date of receipt of which shall
hereinafter in this section be referred to as the "receipt
date"), the Administrator shall-
(AI immediately publish in the Federal Register a
notice stating that the recommendations are available
and provide an opportunity for public hearing within 90
days beginning on the receipt date; and
(B) commence a review of the recommendations to
determine whether the control measures in the
recommendations are necessary to bring any area in such
region into attainment by the dates provided by this
subpart and are otherwise consistent with this Act.
(3) Consultation.- In undertaking the review required
under paragraph (2) (B). the Administrator shall consult with
members of the commission of the affected States and shall
take into account the data, views, and comments received
pursuant to paragraph (2) (A).
(4) Approval and disapproval.- Within 9 months after the
receipt date, the Administrator shall (AI determine whether
to approve. disapprove. or partially disapprove and
partially approve the recommendations; (B) notify the
commission in writing of such approval, disapproval, or
partial disapproval; and (C) publish such determination in
the Federal Register. If the Administrator disapproves or
partially disapproves the recommendations. the Administrator
shall specify-
(i) why any disapproved additional control measures
are not necessary to bring any area in such region into
attainment by the dates provided by this subpart or are
otherwise not consistent with the Act; and
(ii) recommendations concerning equal or more effec-
tive actions that could be taken by the commission to
conform the disapproved portion of the recommendations
to the requirements of this section.
(5) Finding.- Upon approval or partial approval of recom-
mendations submitted by a commission. the Administrator
shall issue to each State which is included in the transport
region and to which a requirement of the approved plan
applies. a finding under section 1101k) (5) that the
implementation plan for such State is inadequate to meet the
requirements of section 110(a) (2) (D). Such finding shall
require each such State to revise its implementation plan to
include the approved additional control measures within one
year after the finding is issued.
(d) Best Available Air Ouality Monitoring and Hodeling.- For
purposes of this section. not later than 6 months after the date
of the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. the
Administrator shall promulgate criteria for purposes of determin-
ing the contribution of sources in one area to concentrations of
ozone in another area which is a nonattainment area for ozone.
Such criteria shall require that the best available air quality
monitoring and modeling techniques be used for purposes of making
such determinations.
(42 U.S.C. 75llc]
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The Act calls on areas classified as -moderate" to demonstrate attainment with
the ozone standard by November 1996 (unless EPA grants an extension) and
calls on "serious- areas to demonstrate attainment by NOvember 1999 (unless
EPA grants an extension).
2
On July 17, 1997, fo.lIowing a lengthy scientific review process, EPA revised
the national ambient '.u- quality standards for ground-level ozone. Specifically,
EPA is phasing out and replacing the previous I-hour ozone standard with a
new 8-hour standard to protect against longer exposure periods. However, until
the I-hour standard is revoked for a particular area (based on no current
measured violation ofthe I-hour ozone standard). the area must continue kI
A number of areas in the country that have been classified as "moderate" or
"scrious" are affected by pollutants that have traveled downwind from other
areas. For these downwind areas, transport of pollutants from upwind areas has
interfered with their ability to meet the ozone standard by the dates prescribed
by the Clean Air Act. As a result, many of these areas find themselves facing
the prospect of being reclassified, or -bumped up," to a higher classification
(e.g., from "moderate" to "serious") for failing to meet the ozone standard by
the specified date.
EPA recognized that pollutant transport can impair an area's ability to meet air
quality standards. As a result, in March 1995, EPA called for a collaborative,
federal-state process to assess the ozone transport problem. Through a 2-ycar
effort known as the Ozone Transport Assessment Group (OTAG), EPA worked
in partncrahip with the 37 easternmost States and the District of Columbia, ~
industry representatives, and environmental groups to develop recommended ~
strategies to address transport ofozo~formingpollutants across State .....
boundaries. ~'l
.....
'C
In October 1997, EPA acted on OTAG's recommendations and issued a ~
proposal requiring 22 states and the District of Columbia to submit State
Implementation P1ans addressing the regional transport of OZODc. These State
plans wiD decrease the transport ofozone across State boundaries in the eastern
halfof the United States by reducing emissions of nitrogen oxides (a precursor
to OZOIlC formation known as NOx). EPA expects to issue the final rule in
September 1998.
EPA expects the final ozone transport rule wiD assist many areas in attaining the
ozone standard and has taken the schedule for implementation of this rule into
consideration in developing this policy. In addition, EPA bas also included in
the policy considerations for other areas that are affected by transport from
upwind areas with a later attainment date.
•
•
•
•
•
•
• The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 outline a classification scheme for EPA
to use to designate areas. This scheme is based on the extent to which the air
quality within an area exceeds levels needed to meet the ozone standard (i.e.,
marginal, moderate. serious, severe, and extreme). The Act also sets specific
deadlines for these designated areas to attain the ozone standard, with later
deadlines for areas that are more polluted.
• This policy applies to alI areas now subject to EPA's I-hour ground level ozone
standard which are classified as "moderate" or "serious" (Note that area
classifications arc Clean Air Act designations which are based on the severity of
the ground-level ozone problem). Currcntly, there are seven areas classified as
-moderate' and fourteen areas classified as serious.
1
• EPA will take action on requests to extend the attainment date through
subsequent rulemaldng actions on an area by area basis, as appropriate. Areas
that meet requirements of this policy will not be reclassified or -bumped-up"
(e.g., from -moderate" to "scrious") for failing to meet Clean Air Act specified
attainment dates.
FACT SHEET
• Specifically, the policy provides flexibility in seuiDg the target "attaiDJDClrt
date" if the area's ability to meet the ground-level ozone standard is affcetcd by
transport of pollutants from an upwind area. The policy also requires that areas
adopt all DCCCSSlII)' measures at the local level to reduce pollutants that
contribute to ground-level ozone, and submit an approvable "attainment plan" to
EPA which includes these local measures.
• The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is issuing a policy which would
enable an area to obtain an extension of the applicable Clean Air Act
-attainment date- if the area meets certain criteria. The attainment date is the
Clean Air Act's prescribed date by which the area is required to meet the air
quality standard for ground-level ozone.
Backgroupd
POLICY TO PROVIDE FOR EXTENDING THE DATE TO MEET GROUND-
LEVEL OZONE AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR AREAS AFFECTED BY
TRANSPORT OF POLLUTANTS FROM UPWIND AREAS
Today's ActioD...
JUly 17. 1998
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implement the requirements aimed at meeting the I-hour standard.
For Further IgformatioD
• Interested parties can download this policy from EPA's web site on the Internet at
the following address: www.epa.gov/airlinks. For further information about the
policy, contact Denise Gerth ofEPA's Office ofAir Quality Planning and
Standards at (919) 541- 5550.
• EPA's Office ofAir and Radiation's homepage on the Internet contains a wide
range of information on the ozone and particulate matter standards, as well as
many other air pollution programs and issues. The Office ofAir and Radiation's
home page address is: (http://www.epa.gov/oar/). The web site for general
information about the new ozone and particulate matter standards is:
(http://www.epa.gov/airlinks).
3
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8/19/98 FACT SHEET nonattainment areas, as needed.
"Transltlogal" NogaUaigmcgt Areas
"Tradldogal" Nog,U.fgmcgt Areas
2
The EPA is planning on creating three classifications for the 8-hour ozone standard:
transitional, traditional, and international transport. By July 2000, all areas ofthe country
that do not meet the 8-hour ozone standard will be designated and classified into one of
these three categories.
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Areas classified as ''traditional'' will be required to submit their plans demonstrating
attainment with the 8-hourozone standard by July 2003. EPA anticipates the attainment
date for areas that violate only the 8-hour standard will be no later than December 31,
2005. EPA anticipates the attainment dates for areas that violate both the I-hour and 8-
hour standards will be no later than December 31,2008 or July 18,2010, depending on
the area's I-hour standard classification.
No special qualifications are required for an area to be classified as "traditional." Han
area does not qualifY for or does not pursue one ofthe other two classifications, then EPA
will classify the area as "traditional." Areas that violate only the 8-hour ozone standard
and areas that violate both the 1- and 8-hour standards can be classified as "traditional."
The areas violating both standards will continue to implement all the programs required
under the Clean Air Act (e.g., rate ofprogress improvements, etc.).
For these areas, EPA anticipates the attainment date will be by no later than December
31,2003.
For areas outside the region covered by EPA's regional NOx rule, the plan for areas
classified as transitional will consist primarily ofcontrol measures sufficient to show
attainment (due by May 2(00).
For other areas covered by the regional NOx rule, the plan for areas classified as
transitional will also consist primarily ofthe additional control measures needed for
attainment (due by May 2(00).
For areas in the East projected to meet the revised ozone standard based on EPA's rule
requiring regional reductions ofnitrogen oxides (a precursor to ozone formation known
as NOx), the transitional area plan will consist primarily ofthe plan States will be
required to submit by that rule, plus documentation referencing EPA modeling showing
that the area will attain through the rule (both proposed to be due by September 1999).
An area can seek "transitional" classification provided that, by 2000, it meets the I-hour
standard (and thus has that standard revoked) and submits an early plan meeting the
various requirements outlined below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 prescribed a specific classification scheme for
designating areas not meeting the I-hour ozone standard. However, the Clean Air Act
does not prescribe a classification scheme for the revised ozone standard. The Clean Air
Act grants EPA authority, when revising air quality standards, to create classifications for
• The guidance addresses four major areas:
• It lays out a scheme for "classifying" areas that do not meet the ozone or
particulate matter standards, including designation and classification dates,
anticipated State implementation plan due dates and anticipated attainment dates.
• It clarifies the requirement that States adopt reasonably available control measures
into ozone and particulate matter State impfementation plans.
• It provides details on the State implementation plan requirements for ozone
"transitional" nonattainment areas and PM.oI10nattainment areas.
• It provides initial guidance on the "reasonable further progress" requirement for
ozone nonattainment areas classified as "traditional."
• This guidance reflects President Clinton's July 16, 1997 directive to EPA Administrator
Browner, which laid out a common-sense implementation strategy for the revised air
quality standards.
WHAT IS THE CI .ASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR THE 8-Bmm OWNE
STANDARD?
• In October 1998, EPA plans to issue additional draft guidance covering other areas
related to the revised ozone and particulate matter standards and the regional haze
program which are indicated in today's guidance by placeholders. EPA plans to
consolidate the later guidance with this guidance to issue one document by December
1998.
• The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is issuing proposed planning guidance for
public comment for States to use in meeting EPA's revised air quality standards for
ground-level ozone (smog) and particulate matter.
• EPA is making the guidance available for 30-days comment, which will begin on the date
EPA publishes a notice ofavailability in the Federal Register. EPA will publish the
notice shortly.
PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE FOR THE REVISED GROUND-LEVEL
OZONE AND PARTICULATE MA'ITER NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY
STANDARDS AND REGIONAL HAZE PROGRAM
TODAY'S ACTION
N
-..l
o
"Internatlopal" Trapsport NopaUalpmept Areas
ReviSed PM" Standard
WHAT ARE THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR THE REVISED PARTlCIJI,ATE
MATTER (PM) STANDARDS?
ONTROI. MEASURESAREAS TO IMPlEMENT CWHAT IS EPA'S POUCV FOR DS FOR OroNE AND PM?
UNDER THE REVISED STANDAR
•
• AttalDmeat demonstratio.. (I) For areas that attain the 8-hour ozone standard through
EPA's regional NOx reduction rule, the State can rely on EPA modeling for that rule as
the demonstration (unless the State elects to do its own modeling). (2) Areu that will not
attain the ozone standard without additional measures beyond the emissions reductions
associated with the NOx rule must submit a demonstration that uses existing data and
analyses to show attainment with a tecbnique EPA win provide (unless the State elects to
do its own modeling). (3) For areas not covered by EPA's regional NOx rule, EPA will
provide attainment demonstration guidance later this year.
• Reaopably available eoatrol measures. For areas projected to attain the ozone
standard through EPA's regional NOx rule, this requirement will be met ifa State
submits a State implementation plan. as required by the rule. Ifan area needs measures
for attainment beyond the emissions reductions required by the rule, this requirement will
be met ifthe area submits a plan including the additional measures needed for attainment.
Tnpsportation eopformlty. The plan for "transitional" areas must contain a
transportation conformity "budget" (i.e., the amount ofemissions an area can emit) based
on an area's plan to demonstrate attainment with the ozone standard. The details ofhow
transportation conformity will work for these areas will be explained in a Wrthcoming
Nonattainment areas must provide for implementation ofall reuonably available control
measures as expeditiously as practicable for attainment of the air quality standards.
Under the 8-hour ozone standard, if an area demonstrates it can attain the standard with
the emission control measures in its State implementation plan. then EPA will consider
that the area has met the Act's requirements for "reasonably available control measures"
and additional measures will not be required.
EPA's policy on the requirement for ''reasonably available control measures" for the
revised PM,o standards remains the same as the policy that applied to the pre-existing
PM,o standards. PM,o nonattainment areas classified as moderate must adopt all
reuonable measures that help the area attain.
For PM:u, EPA expects that the approach on ''reasonably available control measures" for
the PM:u NAAQS will be similar to the general approach for the ozone 8-hour NAAQS
and the PM,o NAAQS. Under the approach, the requirement is based on measures that
are needed for attainment and not on specific source control measures mandated under the
Clean Air Act. Once additional information becomes available, including PMu
monitoring data, EPA will provide further guidance. Consistent with the Presidential
Directive, EPA will not be requiring control measures until after the PMu standards are
reviewed and EPA makes PMu nonattainment area designations.
REVISED NATIONAl. AMBIENT Am QIlAI.ny STANDARD FOR OZONE: WHAT
ARE THE STATE IMPI.EMENTATION PLAN BEQlnBEMENTS FOR
TRANSITIONAl. AREAS?
•
•
•
•Certain areas affected by international emissions can be classified as "internationaltransport" areas. These areas may include places that violate only the 8-hour standard,
and those that violate both the 1- and 8-hour standards.
New PMu Stapdard
• EPA believes it is premature to layout a classification scheme for the new PMu standard
until more air quality data become available. Consistent with the July 1997 Presidential
Directive, EPA will not be requiring control measures for PMu until after the PMz.,
standards are reviewed and EPA makes PMu nonattainment area designations. However,
ifthe PM:u air quality problem is regional in nature (i.e., if, like ozone, fine particles are
transported long distances, so that emissions from one State can impact another
downwind), EPA believes that a clusification scheme similar to that being established
for ozone may be appropriate for PMu nonattainment areas.
• A "moderate" area can be reclassified as "serious" ifEPA determines it cannot
practicably attain the air quality standard or it fails to attain the standards. Ifan area fails
to attain and becomes "serious," it must submit a plan delineating the best available
control measures, as well as a plan demonstrating attainment. (lbese plans are due either
by 18 months or by 4 years from reclassification, depending on the plan and the
circumstances ofreclassification.) Areu classified as "serious" will have to attain no
later than December 31,2010.
• Such an area must submit a plan that shows that it would attain the 8-hour ozone standard
if it were not for the intemational emissions. That plan will be due by July 2003. EPA
anticipates an attainment date for these areas ofno later than December 31, 2005.
• The Clean Air Act Amendments of1990 explicitly set out a classificatiop scheme for
PM.ononattainment areas. EPA will use that same classification scheme for the revisccl
PM,o standard. For that standard. all area designations will be made by July 2000. All
initial nonattainment areas will be classified as "moderate". The attainment plan for the
"moderate" areas will be due by January 2002. The attainment date for these areas will
be no later than December 31, 2006.
•
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WHAT ElSE DOES THE GUIDANCE ADDBFM'l
REVISED NATIONAl. AMBIENT Am QUAI.ny STANDARDS (or PM.,: WHAT ARE
THE PI.AN REQIlIREMENfS FOR MODERATE AND SERIOUS AREAS?
• Attainment demonstration. States must develop attainment demonstrations by
performing local modeling consistent with existing EPA modeling guidelines
• Control measures. For "moderate" areas, reasonable available control measures must be
implemented by July 2004 based on an analysis ofthe attainment needs ofthe area. For
"serious" areas, best available control measures must be implemented four years from the
date of reclassification and must be based on the maximum degree ofemission reduction
determined on a case-by-easc basis taking into account certain factors.
requirement is satisfied up to the time the area attains the I-hour standard if the area
meets the ''reasonable further progress" requirements for the I-hour standard through that
date.
On July 17, 1997, following a lengthy scientific review process, EPA revised the national
ambient air quality standards for ground-level ozone and particulate matter.
Specifically, EPA is phasing out and replacing the previous I-hour ozone standard with
an 8-hour standard to protect against longer exposure periods. The l-holJl' standard win
continue to apply to an area for an interim period until EPA makes a determination that
the area has air quality meeting the l-bour standard. In addition, EPA revised the
primary and secondary particulate matter standards by establishing annual and 24-hour
standards for smaller or "fine" particles (particles 2.5 micrometers in diameter or smaller)
and by changing the form ofthe existing 24-bour and annual particulate matter standards
(for particles 10 micrometers in diameter or smaller).
EPA will make area designations for the revised ozone and PM.ostandards by July 2000.
For the PMu standards, EPA will designate areas in the 2004 to 2005 timeframe. For the
ozone and PMu standards, within three years after EPA designates an area nonattainment
the State must submit a plan to EPA. (A State seeking the ozone transitional
classification Cor an area must submit the plan by 2000.) The plan must address several
clements: (1) attaining the standard, (2) implementing control measures, (3) showing
"reasonable further progress" toward attainment, (4) providing for contingency measures
for failure to make progress or attain, (5) conducting "new source review," and (6)
requiring conformity oftransportation and air quality planning.
On November 7, 1997, EPA proposed to require 22 states and the District ofColumbia to
submit state implementation plans that address the regional transport ofground-level
ozone, the main component ofsmog (referred to as the "regional NOx rulej. By
improving air quality and reducing emissions ofNOx, the actions directed by these plans
will decrease the transport ofozone in the East. EPA plans to finalize the action by
September 1998.
In the upper atmosphere, ozone occurs naturally and protects people from the sun's
ultraviolet radiation. At ground-level, ozone results from pollution and can harm human
health and the environment. Ground-level ozone is the primary constituent ofsmog.
Particulate matter consists ofthe solid particles and liquid droplets found in the air.
Individually, these particles and droplets are invisible to the naked eye. Collectively,
however, they can appear as clouds or a fog-like haze. Both coarse and fine particles are
ofconcern to human health.
BACKGROUND
•
•
•
•
•
New source review/conformity. States must comply with the existing program under
EPA regulations. In addition, when EPA revokes the pre-cxisting PM.ostandard in areas
attaining those standards as ofSeptcmber 16, 1997, conformity will no longer apply if the
areas do not have EPA-approved maintenance plans.
New source review. EPA will address this requirement in a forthcoming rule.
Contingency measures. For areas projected to attain through EPA's regional NOx
reduction rule, contingency measures for failure to attain will consist ofa commitment to
analyze the cause ofthe failure and to adopt necessary measures. For other areas,
contingency measures for failure to attain will consist ofemission reductions ofthe ozone
precursor providing most ofthe emission reductions needed for attainment.
Reasonable further progress. For areas projected to'attain the ozone standard through
EPA's regional NOx reduction rule, the reasonable further progress requirement will be
met if the State achieves and tracks the emissions reductions on schedule in that rule to
ensure they are achieved. For areas where additional measures are needed to attain or
EPA's rule does not apply, reasonable further progress will be the emission reductions
achieved by the control measures needed for attainment.
rulemaking.
•
• Reasonable further progress. Plans must provide for quantitative milestones. Ifan area
fails to make a milestone, the State must submit a plan revision assuring it will achieve
the next milestone (or attain the standud, ifthere is no next milestone).
• Contingency measures. Once EPA determines an area must be reclassified as "serious"
for failure to attain, the State must implement contingency measures.
•
•
•
N
1.0
o
• The guidance provides initial information on reasonable further progress for ''traditional''
ozone areas that violate both the 8-hour and I-hour ozone standards. For these areas, this
5
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For Further InformatioD
• Interested parties can download the implementation guidance from the Internet
(http://ttnwww.rtpnc.epa.gov/implementlactions.htm). The guidance is listed in a
document entitled "Major Action Items to Reinvent Ozone and PM NAAQS and
Regional Haze Implementation," which also contains a complete list ofplanned activities
related to implementation of the new national ambient air quality standards.
• For further information about the draft implementation guidance being made available
now, contact Chris Stoneman ofEPA's Office ofAir Quality Planning and Standards at
(919) 541-0823. For further information about the draft implementation guidance to be
made available in October 1998, contact John Silvasi ofEPA's Office ofAir Quality
Planning and Standards at (919) 541-5666.
• EPA's Office ofAir and Radiation's homepage on the Internet contains a wide range of
information on the ozone and particulate matter standards, as well as many other air
pollution programs and issues. The Office ofAir and Radiation's home page address is:
(http://www.epa.gov/oarl). The web site for general information about the new ozone
and particulate matter standards is: (http://www.epa.gov/airlinks).
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Guidance Qn ExtensiQn Qf Attainment Dales fQr Downwind TransPQrt Areas
&cfacc
The purpose Qfthis guidance is tQ set fQrth EPA's current views on the issues discussed
herein. EPA intends soon to set out its interpretation in an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking on which the Agency will take comment.
While EPA intends to proceed under the guidance that it is setting out today, the Agency
wiIl finalize this interpretation only when it applies in the appropriate context ofindividual
rulemalrings addressing specific attainment demonstrations. At that time and in that context,
judicial review ofEPA's intelpretation would be available.
IntmdUctoQl SummllQl
A number ofareas in the counUy that have been classified as moderate or serious
nonattainment areas for the Iwhour ozone standard are affected by poIlution transported from
upwind areas. For these downwind areas, transport from upwind areas has interfered with their
ability to demonstrate attainment by the dates prescribed in the Clean Air Act (Act). As a result,
many of these areas find themselves facing the prospect ofbeing reclassified, or "bumped up," to
a higher nonattainment classification in spite ofthe fact that pollution that is beyond their control
contributes to the levels ofozone they experience. In the policy being issued today, EPA is
addressing this problem by planning to extend the attainment date for an area that is affected by
transport from either an upwind area with a later attainment date or an upwind area in another
State that significantly contributes to downwind nonattainment, as long as the downwind area
has adopted all necessary local measures, and has submitted an approvable attainment plan to
EPA which includes those local measures. (By "affected by transport," EPA means an area
whose air quality is affected by transport from an upwind area to a degree that affects the area's
ability to attain.) EPA intends to initiate rulemaking for each area seeking such reliefand
contemplates providing such relief to those who qualifY. Ifafter consideration ofpublic
comments EPA acts to approve an area's attainment demonstration and extend its attainment
date, the area wiIl no longer be subject to reclassification or "bump-up" for failure to attain by its
otherwise applicable attainment date.
Background
The Act may be interpreted to allow a later attainment date than generally applicable to a
particular ozone nonattainment area iftransport ofozone or its precursors (nitro~ oxides
(NOJ and volatile organic compounds (V0Cs» prevents timely attainment Thisprinciple has
already been advanced in EPA's Overwhelming Transport Policy, which allowed a downwind
area to assume the later attainment date ifit could meet certain criteria, including a
demonstration that it would have attained ''but for" transport from an upwind nonattainment area
with a later attainment date. See Memorandum from Mary D. Nichols, Assistant Administrator
for Air and Radiation, entitled, "Ozone Attainment Dates for Areas Affected by Overwhelming
Transport," September 1,1994. In the four years since the issuance ofthat memorandum, the
history ofthe efforts to analyze and control ozone transport has led EPA to believe that it should
expand the policy's reach to ensure that downwind areas are not unjustly penalized as a result of
transport.
In March 1995, EPA called for a collaborative, Federal-State process for assessing the
regional ozone transport problem and developing solutions, and the Ozone Transport Assessment
Group (OTAG) was subsequently formed. See Memorandum from Mary D. Nichols, Assistant
Administrator for Air and Radiation, entitled "Ozone Attainment Demonstratioos," March 2,
1995. The OTAG was an informal advisory committee with representatives from EPA, thirty-
seven states in the Midwestern and eastern portions ofthe counUy, and indUSlIy and
environmental groups. OTAG's major functions included developing computerized modeling
analyses ofthe impact ofvarlous control measures on air quality levels throughout the region and
making recommendations as to the appropriate ozone control strategy. Based on OTAG's
modelin& analyses, it developed recommendations concerning control strategies. These
recommendations, issued in mid-l997, called upon EPA to calcuIate the specific reductions
needed fiom upwind areas.
In November 1997, using OTAG's technical work, EPA issued a proposed NO. State
implementation plan (SIP) call, directing certain States to revise their SIPs in order to satisfy
section 80(a)(2)(O) by reducing emissions ofNO. to specified levels, which in tum will reduce
the amounts ofozone being transported into nonattainment areas from upwind areas. 62 FR
60318 (November 7,1997). In July 1997, the EPA promulgated a revised B-hour ozone NAAQS.
62 FR 38856 (July 18,1997). That promulgation included regulations providing that the I-hour
NAAQS would be phased out, and would no longer apply to an area once EPA determined that
the area bad air quality meeting the l-hour standard. 40 CPR section 50.9(b). Until the I-hour
standard is revoked for a particular area, the area must continue to implement the requirements
aimed at attaining that standard.
The Current Problem
The Act called on areas classified as moderate ozone nonattainment areas to submit SIPs
that demonstrate attainment by 1996 (unless they receive an extension), and called on serious
nonattainment areas to demonstrate attainment by November 1999 (unless they receive an
extension). Section 181 and 182(b) and (c). For many ofthese areas, EPA has preliminarily
determinod in the proposed SIP call that transport from upwind areas is contributing to their
nonattainment problems. Such transport also appears to be interfering with their ability to
demonstrate attainment by the statutory attainment dates.
The graduated control scheme in sections 181 and 182 ofthe Act expressed Congress's
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intent that areas be assigned varying attainment dates, depending upon the severity ofthe ail .
quality problem they confront. Sections 181 and 182 provide for attainment "as expeditiously as
practicable," but establish later deadlines for attainment in more polluted areas, and additional
control measures that the more polluted areas must accomplish over the longer time frame.
'Thus, many ofthe upwind areas have later attainment dates than the downwind areas which are
affected by emissions from the upwind States. On the other hand, section IIO(a)(2)(D)(i)(l) of
the Act requires SIPs to prohibit "consistent with the other provisions of[title I)," emissions
which will "contribute significantly to nonattainment in...any other State," The EPA interprets
section IIO(a)(2)(A) to incorporate the same requirement in the case of intrastate transport.
Sections 176A and 184 provide for regional ozone transport commissions that may recommend
that EPA mandate additional regional control measures to allow areas to reach timely attainment
in accordance with section IIO(a)(2)(D)(i)(I).
These provisions demonstrate Congressional intent that upwind areas be responsible for
preventing interference with timely downwind attainment. They must be reconciled with express
Congressional intent that more polluted areas be allotted additional time to attain. As EPA
pointed out in its overwhelming transport policy, Congress docs not explicitly address how these
provisions arc to be read together to resolve the circumstance where more polluted upwind areas
interfere with timely attainment downwind. dwing the time provided for those upwind areas to
reduce their own emissions.
In the 1994 overwhelming transport policy, EPA stated that it would harmonize these
provisions to avoid arguably absurd or odd results and to give effect to as much ofCongress'
manifest intent as possible. The EPA stmek a balance in the overwhelming transport policy by
requiring that the upwind and downwind areas reduce their contribution to the nonattainment
problem while avoiding penalizing the downwind areas for failure to do the impossible.
In the 1994 policy, EPA reasoned that Congress did not intend the section
IIO(a)(2)(D)(i)(l) obligation to supersede the practicable attainment dcadlines and graduated
control scheme in sections 181 and 182, especially since section IlO(a)(2)(D)(i)(l) specifically
applies only ''to the extent consistent with the provisions of[title I)." The same rationale applies
in the intrastate context under section IIO(a)(2)(A).
Developments since the issuance ofthe overwhelming transport policy in 1994 have
prompted EPA once again to interpret these provisions so that they can be reconciled in light of
existing circumstances. Since the issuance ofthat policy, EPA and the States, through OTAG,
have made significant progress in addressing interstate transport in the eastern United States, and
have worked to analyze the flow oftransport and to allocate among the States their respective
responsibilities for control. During the period required for this effort. which took longer than
was anticipated, the resolution ofthe regional transport issue was held in abeyance. The effort to
address regional transport recently resulted in EPA's proposed NO, SIP call, expected to be
finalized in the next few months. For areas in the OTAG region affected by transport. the
conclusion ofthe OTAG and SIP call processes in September 1998 will result in assignments of
responsibility that will assist in the design ofSIPs and the formation and implementation of
attainment demonstrations.
3
Because EPA had not previously determined how much to require upwind States in the
OTAG region to reduce transport, downwind areas were handicapped in their ability to determine
the amounts ofemissions reductions needed to bring about attainment. While operating in this
environment of uncertainty, many of these downwind areas confronted near-term attainment
dates. Moreover, as described in the NO, SIP call proposaI. the reductions from the proposed
NO, SIP call will not likely be achieved until at least 2002, well after the attainment dates for
many ofthe downwind nonattainment areas that depend on those reductions to help reach
attai~ent.
The Solution
The EPA believes that a fair reading ofthe Act would allow it to take these circumstances
into account to harmonize the attainment demonstration and attainment date requirements for
downwind areas affected by transport both with the graduated attainment date scheme and the
schedule for achieving reductions in emissions from upwind areas. Thus. EPA will coasider
extending the attainment date for an area that:
(I) bas been identified as a downwind area affected by transport from either an upwind area in
the same State with a later attainment date or an upwind area in another State that significantly
contributes to downwind nonattainment (By "affected by transport... EPA means an area
whose air quality is affected by transport from an upwind area to a degree that affects the area's
ability to attain);
(2) bas submitted an approvable attainment demonstration with any necessary, adopted local
measures and with an attainment date that shows that it will attain the I-hour standard no later
than the date that the reductions arc expected from upwind areas undc:I'the finaI NO, SIP call
and/or the statutory attainment date for upwind nonattainment areas. i.e., assuming the boundary
conditions reflecting those upwind reductions;
(3) bas adopted all applicable local measures required under the area's current classification and
any additional measures necessary to demonstrate attainment. assuming the reductions occur as
required in the upwind areas. (To meet section 182(c)(2)(B), serious areas would only need to
achieve progress requirements until their original attainment date ofNovember IS, 1999);
(4) bas provided that it will implement all adopted measures as expeditiously as practicable, but
no later than the date by which the upwind reductions needed for attainment will be achieved.
EPA contemplates that when it acts to approve such an area's attainment demonstration, it
will. as necessary, extend that area's attainment date to a date appropriate for that area in light of
the schedule fo~ achieving the necessary upwind reductions. The area would no longer be
subject to recl~ificationor "bump-up" for failure to attain by its original attainment date under
section 181(b)(2).
4
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The legal basis for EPA's interpretation of the attainment date requirements employs and
updates the rationale invoked in the Agency's overwhelming transport policy. By filling a gap
in the statutory framework, EPA's interpretation hannonizes the requirements ofsections 181 and
182 with the Act's requirements (sections 1I0(a)(2)(D)(i)(I), 1I0(a)(2)(A), 176A and 184) on inter-
area transport. It reconciles the principle that upwind areas are responsible for preventing
interference with downwind attainment with the Congressional intent to provide longer
attainment periods for areas with more intractable air pollution problems. It also takes into
account the amount oftime it will take to achieve emission reductions in upwind areas under the
NO. SIP call, which EPA expects to finalize in September 1998.
The EPA's resolution respects the intent ofsections 181 and 182 to provide longer
attainment dates for areas burdened with more onerous air pollution problems, while allowing
reductions from upwind areas to benefit the downwind areas. Under EPA's interpretation,
upwind areas will be required to reduce emissions to control transport, but should not find that
the requirements imposed upon them amount to an acceleration ofthe time frames Congress
envisioned for these areas in sections 181 and 182. Downwind areas will be provided additional
time to accommodate the delayed control contributions from upwind areas, while at the same
time being held accountable for a1I measures required to control local sources ofpollution.
The EPA's interpretation ofthe Act a1Iows it to extend attainment dates only for those
areas which are prevented from achieving timely attainment due to a demonstraled transport
problem from upwind areas, and which submit attainment demonstrations and adopt local
measures to address the pollution that is within local control. The EPA believes that Congress,
had it addressed this issue, would not have intended downwind areas to be penalized by being
forced to compensate for transported pollution by adopting measures that are more costly and
onerous and/or which will become superfluous once upwind areas reduce their contribution to
the pollution problem.
This interpretation also recognizes that downwind areas in the OTAG region have been
operating in a climate ofuncertainty as to the allocation ofresponsibility for contro1ling
transported pollution. Section IIO(a)(2)(D) is not self-executing and, until the NO. SIP call
rulemaking, downwind areas in the OTAG region could not determine what boundary conditions
they should assume in preparing attainment demonstrations and determining the sufficiency of
local controls to bring about attaimnent. By allowing these areas to assume the boundary
conditions reflecting reductions set forth in the NO. SIP call and/or reductions from the
requirements prescribed for upwind nonattainment areas under the Act, EPA will hold upwind
areas responsible for reducing emissions oftransported pollution. and downwind areas will be
obliged to adopt and implement local controls that would bring about attainment but for the
transported pollution.
The EPA's interpretation harmonizes the disparate provisions ofthe Act. It avoids
accelerating the obligations ofthe upwind States so that downwind States can meet earlier
attainment dates, which would subvert Congressional intent to allow upwind areas with more
severe pollution longer attainment time frames to attain the ozone standards. In ~tion. EPA's
interpretation ofthe Act takes into account the fact that, under the SIP call, upwind area
5
reductions will not be achieved until after the attainment dates for moderate and serious ozone
nonattainment areas. To refuse to interpret the Act to accomplish this would unduly penalize
downwind areas by requiring them to compensate for the transported pollution that will be dealt
with by controls adopted in response to the requirements ofthe No. SIP call or to achieve
attainment in an upwind area. The EPA is thus interpreting the requirements to allow the
Agency to grant an attainment date extension to areas that submit their attainment
demonstrations and all adopted measures necessary locally to show attainment. This solution
preserves the responsibility ofthese downwind areas to prepare attainment demonstrations and
adopt measures, but does not penalize them for failing to achieve timely attainment by
reclassifying them upwards, since such attainment was foreclosed by transport beyond their
control.
Under this policy, once EPA has acted to approve the attainment demonstration and
extend the area's attainment date, the area would no longer be subject to reclassification or
'''ump-up" for failure to attain by its original attainment date under section 181 (b)(2).
6
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JD.~f!pDalTi'ans.rt
July 18, 2000 (l)
1uly 18,2003 (3)
July 18,2000
'WQWtitJ».Q
July 18,2000
,~ .
July 18,2000 (1)
September 30, 1999 (2). NOx SIP' 11uly 18,2003 (3)
call SIP, where applicable, and May
1,2000 attainment SIP
Proposed EPA Guidance (November 17,1998 Draft)
Classification Scheme for Nonattainment Areas for the 8 Hour Ozone NAAQS
Table 1: Summary of Requirements by Classification [Revised since 8/14/98 version]
'""able footnotes in Darentheses'
July 18,2000 (1)
T;';''''"UI·' ali
!.~tA,4m .• '
Areas that have had thel~ilC~ur;'tffl:
standard revoked, ~at,af! ..i<i '
designated nonatta1nmC!nHof:'tIl~c:1'''''';''~''
8-hour standard and that proJec~.) ..~~~~tl'
attainment of the 8-hour standa~dl~.~
through the regional NOx strategy:. :s~C(Pl
.....h9U);;"t
. ~U·;:::tf~;~:~t ..~;", ~.<.
September 30,1999 (2)· NOx SIP
call SIP, including attainment
demonstration (i.e., documentation
referencing EPA modeling and
emissions inventory)
Type of Area
Eligible:
Designation By:
Three formal
classifications:
Classification
By:
SIP Due By:
W
'J.
o
Proposed EPA Guidance (November 17, 1998 Draft)
lJl~af:l1»nal~por1:~~dona1TransitionalThree forn1al
classifications:
Type of Area
Eligible:
• ' ',0; ",'J> :':-£~~,?~;~:~~~~¥~t~;;'!'0~f.~/~·.::.i_::~::/ ~,::,:y ;'tIi~~j~iicr"·sWiCi";"Clb$:c.'t revoked . .·c..; ,';...,
I ~::;.' .: •••••
" ..- "'.' ..!!J;:........ ..••g.. ..". • • 1. . ' . ~'.' ... ,.,.;;;'1
IUFPIln1plen1ent May 1,2003 (4) May 1.2003 (4) May 1.2005 (4) May 1,2005
0 rIODbY, May 1.2007 (4) or
I RFP is NOx SIP call emissions Where applicable. RFP is NOx SIP May 1,2008 (4) States should follow the RFP
vJ reductions on schedule call emissions reductions on schedule. guidance discussed under tladitional
0\
Other emissions reductions needed For areas that are nonattajnment for areas. in consultation with the EPA
for attainment on same schedule. Qnlythc 8-hmlrNAAQS: RFP is Regional Offices
emissions reductions needed for
attainment by the implen1entation
date (3 ozone seasons before
attainment date)
For areas that arc nonattajnmcnt for
both NAAQS: unti1 the attainment
da~ for the I-hour standard, RFP
required under subpart 2 for the 1-
hour standard should be sufficient to
meet RFP for the 8-hour standard;
RFP after final attainment date for
I-hour standard is emissions
reductions needed for attainment by
the implementation date (3 ozone
seasons before attainment date)
Attalnn1ent By: Decen1ber 31, 2005 (6) December 31, 2005 (6) December 31.2007 (6); IDecember 31,2007
(5) December 31.2009 (6); or
December 31,2010 (6)
L",. L. l¢" l.~._ .... l._." L. L ..~ .. LA~_'
L__
l.~ l ...~ .. L._" l._. L t .." I ~-.... L ..,
L _ l._ .....
., -, " -,
~."'
" -, --. ." '~"'1 -, --, --, -, -, -, -, --, '.
Proposed EPA Guidance (November 17, 1998 Draft)
Three formal
classifications:
Transitional Tradltional International Transport
'::'-'", .."
Demonstrate attainmcot "but for"
international emissions. Usc same
guidance as for traditional area,
subject to negotiation between
Region and State based on area-
specific characteristics.
Modeled attainmcnt test relying on
ambicnt data. Usc modcl in
"relativc" rather than "absolute"
fashion with optional weight of
evidence test to reduce uncertainty.
Encouragc usc of
CMAQ/MODELS3, subject to same
criteria as "altcrnative" modcls; EPA
will not identify guidcline model.
Technical guidance available.
In OTAG domain and receiye SIP
call: no additional modeling
required; may use other _
demonstration techniques EPA will
provide; State may elect to do
additional modeling
Inside OTAG domain but do npt
receive SIP can: no new modeling if
projected air quality concentrations
close to NAAQS; additional analysis
ifprojected air quality concentrations
much greater than NAAQS
Outside the DIAG domain:
additional modeling required ifnone
exists; may use other EPA
demonstration techniques available
Areas that have had the l~hour;;:~::'
standard revoked, thatare}{{'
designated nonattainment fo~#
8-hour standard and that Jiri:»J'
attainment of the 8-hour staoi
through the regional NO:t:s~,.
.·:·~:<~~~r~s~t~::.
EPA modeling and emissions
inventory for the SIP caU budget,
unless State elects to perfonn other
modeling
Type of Area
EUgible:
Attainment
Demonstration:vJ
-l
o
Emissions
Inventory:
Rely on emissions inventories from
NOx SIP call modeling
Rely on emissions inventories from
SIP caU modeling, as appropriatc,
plus other cxisting inventories
Draft emissions invcntory guidance
recommends the usc ofa 1999 base
year emission inventory for
attainment demonstration purposes.
See detailed technical guidance.
Usc same guidance as for traditional
areas, subject to negotiation betwcco
Region and State based on area-
specific characteristics
Three formal
classifications:
Proposed EPA Guidance (November 17, 1998 Draft)
Transitional . Traditional International Transport
a
v)
0(;
Type of Area
Eligible:
Control
Measures:
Contingency
Measures for
RFP Failure or
Failure to
Attain:
Areas that have had the I-hour
RACMlRAcr will be met if the area
submits a SIP that EPA approves as
providing for attainment. The SIP
providing for attainment will be the
NOx SIP call SIP, including
attainment demonstration (i.e.,
documentation referencing EPA
modeling and emissions inventory).
Modeling predicts area will attain by
a "margin ofsafety;" this is
sufficient to satisfy the requirement
for contingency measures
RACMlRACf will be met if the area
submits a SIP that EPA approves as
providing for attainment The SIP
providing for attainment will consist
of:
• Ifapplicable, the SIP States
submit in response to the
NOx SIP caD, and
• A SIP with additional
measures needed for
attainment
Provide contingency measures that
reduce emissions ofthe ozone
precursor providing most additional
emissions reductions
RACMlRACf will be met if the area
submits a SIP that demonstrates
attainment ofthe standard
Provide contingency measures that
reduce emissions ofthe ozone
precursor providing most additional
emissions reductions
1. Areas that have had the l~ur"
2. .i'rea.:thahre Donaffl.,nmentj:;'
for the ~hourstalidai'd8Jidfor'· ':
wblcb the1-bour standard Is not
revoked
'.';'
RACMlRACf will be met ifthe area
submits a SIP that demonstrates
attainment "but for" the intcmational
emissions impacting the area
Provide contingency measures that
reduce emissions ofthe ozone
precursor providing most additional
emissions reductions
NSR: Forthcoming rulemakings will cover IForthcoming rulcmakings will cover IProgram under EPA regulations Program under EPA regulations
Supplemental
Attainment
Planning:
SIPs should contain an enforceable commitment for a SIP revision upon having pollutant concentrations for 2 years after the SIP implementation date that
are above the level of the NAAQS (i.e., unclean data). (7) This process is designed to ensure areas that don't attain by the attainment date can submit SIPs in
accordance with section 179(c).
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Proposed EPA Guidance (November 17,1998 Draft)
Ar tb t b b d th I,b" ":.'~.~.>.".;'.'.;. _~~~;.~,'.~~'''.'i1r' ," "!\\\.)ll~··b'.."",.,.;~.·,~~,:·.'k.".:.'.'-'~'~' I.'l"{(i.·,~.. ;;~:.f;..:~I/'.~"'; -.':'~!I~..;:5~~Jh.L ;'."1 "b"- , "". ·1·:.~ii':·~. '.·;:.:;.·"~'·.~.:'.;t'.:~··.'.' ..;.....d f;....'· ':.•.'...~..:'.:.'..'eas a ave a e - OUI\·i.:1J· '.-. Our'.Lh:~ J.l, . .. . ~we, ':' our.;.: ~;" ~ , !lve,~~:,~~ ; i7
standard revoked that are >.fd~,. " . ~'}i::e.:::J.(~T"'" '.: t", 'ft.'are'···' 'still ~vetbCI but ard: -,:,' . ,;~
designated nonatWmnent for the"'~ :;;t~:. ,.,:~o. .. : etJ~~~r.;':l#ae".·~ ~~,.~~~~~....'.""~' 't for the 8- destpa~~D~Da~~t.forthe ;1
8-hour standard and that project .~.'~.'9.ur..•.~,... ,"""'.' . <iii.' .19:1r;.~~~ .the '.~'~~.;0%0... n,.e~,~'~~." .(and do not 8-hour ozone stan.dard; 1.iiJl... ;."
attainment of the 8-hour standard, ~~Q~~Iit~Jl~~:;~::'" .q~f~r o~mt .' tra,nsfdonal); 2. ar~ tiJ.at are no~tt!'!'ID~,;~,~
through the regional NOx Itra.; !~~~!I$.~»ld.i~t-.., : .~~~l!;;'(:·,'::.:"~':';~~~:'·~:' " .:: fo~~e ~~~w:.stan~~d'.~ i;(;
bourltandard:~~~Cf~~~~.·'''PPIy· .' ~'~~ ~r8l:"tDOnattainment for whiCh tJie1.i:hour staildanr1sDOt~.,.;
: '7,",:,""; .' ' the s;.hour standard and for which revoked
'" .,,' '.' the l~hour staDd..-clls not revoked
Cl
vJ
1.0
Three formal
classifications:
Type of Area
Eligible:
Framework for
Planning:
T~l#,C)~
Not applicable
,.T~~~~na1 '
Specifies conditions under which SIP
credit toward attainment
demonstrations can be obtained from
emissions reductions outside
nonattainment areas; and provides an
attainment demonstration and
attainment date alignment process
1Q~.~flona1'TJ:a~rt
Not applicable
Conformity: Need on-road mobile emissions
budget and VMT projection that
reflects SIP attainment inventory;
forthcoming rulemaking will cover
Need on-road mobile emissions
budget and VMT projection that
reflects SIP attainment inventory;
forthcoming rulemaldng will cover
Program under EPA regulations.
Need on-road mobile emissions
budget and VMT projection that
reflects SIP attainment inventory;
forthcoming rulemaJdng will cover.
Program under EPA regulations.
Need on-road mobile emissions
budget and VMT projection that
reflects SIP attainment inventory;
forthcoming rulemaking will cover.
(1) The transitional and international transport classifications will be assigned by July 18,2000 before EPA completes rulemaking action on the SIPs. IfEPA does
not approve a transitional area SIP, EPA will withdraw the classification.
(2) The September 30, 1999 due date for the NOx SIP call SIP is based on the final SIP can.
(3) The EPA is required to establish the SIP submittal date through rulemaking. The EPA plans to take rulemaJdng action on the SIP submittal date at the time it
designates areas and to establish no later than July 18,2003 as the date.
(4) As discussed in the RFP section, this is the date that areas will need to implement the control measures needed for attainment to ensure reasonable progress
toward attainment. They are:
May 1,2003-- Transitional areas
May I, 2005--Traditional areas--
I. Areas designated nonattainment for only the 8-hour standard;
2. Areas that arc nonattainment for both standards and bave attainment dates of2003 or earlier under the I-hour standard; and also
3. Other areas that are nonattainment for the 8-hour standard, bave not bad the I-bour standard revoked, and are designated
attainment/unclassifiable for the I-hour standard..
o
~
o
(5)
(6)
(7)
Proposed EPA Guidance (November 17, 1998 Draft)
Also, International Transport areas
May 1,2007--Traditional areas that arc nonattaimnent for both standards and classified u severe-IS for the I-hour standard.
May I, 2008--Traditional areas that arc nonattaiDmcnt ofboth standards and classified u severe-I7 for the I-hour standard.
Not yet determined-EPA will develop-sec text for discussion-The area that is oonattaimnent ofboth standards and classified as extreme for the I-hour
standard.
Attainment is as expeditiously as practicable, as required by the Act. The EPA anticipates that the attaiomcot date for areas within each classification will be no
later than the date indicated. The EPA will formally establish these dates when EPA takes rulemaking action on the specific SIPs submitted by the States. The
formal assignment ofattainment dates will be based on EPA's review ofthe facts and circumstances specific to each nonattainment area and the SIP for the area.
The definition of attainment date is the same for all three classifications ofozone area. The attainment date is defined as the date by which areas must attain the
8-hour ozone standard.
December 31, 2005-- Transitional areas
December 31, 2007-- Traditional areas:
I. Areas designated nonattainment for only the 8-hour standard;
2. Areas that are nonattainment for both standards and have attainment dates of 2003 or earlier under the I-hour standard; and also
3. Other areas that are nonattainment for the S-hour standard, have not had the I-hour standard revoked, and are designated attainmentlunclassifiable
for the I-hour standard.
Also, International transport areas.
December 31, 2009-- Traditional areas that are nonattainment for both standards and classified as severe-IS for the I-hour standard.
End of the ozone season, 2010-Traditional areas that are nonattainment for both standards and classified as severe-I7 for the I-hour standard.
December 31, 2010--Traditional areas that are nonattainment for both standards and classified extreme for the I-hour standard.
E.g., for the 8-hour ozone standard, the level is 0.08 ppm, 4th highest daily maximum S-hour ozone concentration. Under EPA's rounding convention, a
monitored value greater than 0.OS4 ppm is considered "uDclean." Thus ifat any monitoring site in the nonattaimnent area, the average of the 4th highest
concentrations for the two years is greater than 0.084 ppm, the area would have unclean data.
L L" l I L L ~. L ..... L... ~.. l"., . L~ . 1 .... L_. l ...~ . L. L.,. l L~
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Table 2: Overall TimeUne by Ozone Classification [Revised since 8/14/98 version]
... ·Aetivity,r
r
r
.... ~cti~n: ..
By September 30, 1999 •
Transitional Areas
States submit SIP in response to the NOx SIP call. The SIP serves as the
required SIP for areas that attain through the SIP call and serves as part of
the SIP for areas that benefit partially from the SIP call.
For all areas, EPA finalizes:
For areas that rely partially on the SIP call for attainment, EPA finalizes:
For areas that attain through the NOx SIP call, EPA fma1izes:
• Determination on transitional classification
• Nonattainment designation (I)
Rulemaking on the attainment demonstration and documentation
associated with the NOx SIP call SIP
Assignment ofan attainment date
For areas that benefit partially or not at all from the SIP call, States submit
attainment demonstration SIP with any control measures needed to
demonstrate attainment
The EPA expects to complete rulemaking on NOx SIP call SIPs
For areas that attain through the SIP call, States submit attainment
demonstration documentation referencing EPA modeling and emissions
inventory.
•
•
•
•
•
By December 2000
By July 18, 2000
By May 1,2000
r
r
r
r
r
r
,.
t,
r
•
•
Rulemaking on attainment SIP, including any control measures needed to
demonstrate attainment
Assignment of an attainment date
r,
r
For areas outside the SIP call region, EPA fmalizes:
• Rulemaking on attainment SIP, including any control measures needed to
demonstrate attainment
• Assignment of an attainment date
By December 31,2005 (2) Transitional area attainment dater
By May 1, 2003 Control measure implementation date
r
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Action: Activity
Traditional Areas
By July 18, 2000 Finalize designation (1), classification and SIP due date (3)
By July 18, 2003 (3) Nonattainment area SIP due for areas
By January 18, 200S (4) The EPA completes rulemaking action on SIPs, including assigning attainment
dates
By May 1, 200S Control measure implementation date for:
1. Areas designated nonattainment for only the 8-hour standard;
2. Areas that are nonattainment for both standards and have attainment dates of
2003 or earlier under the I-hour standard; and also
3. Other areas that are nonattainment for the 8-hour standard, have not had the 1-
hour standard revoked, and are designated attainment/unclassifiable for the I-hour
standard..
By May I, 2007 Control measure implementation date for areas that are nonattainment for both
standards that are classified severe-IS under the I-hour standard
By December 31, 2007 (2) Attainment date for:
I. Areas designated nonattainment for only the 8-houl standard;
2. Areas that are nonattainment for both standards and have attainment dates of
2003 or earlier under the I-hour standard; and also
3. Other areas that are nonattainment for the 8-hour standard, have not had the 1-
hour standard revoked, and are designated attainmentlunclassifiable for the I-hour
standard.
By May 1,2008 Control measure implementation date for areas that are nonattainment for both
standards that are classified severe-17 under the I-hour standard
By December 31,2009 (2) Attainment date for areas that are nonattainment for both standards that are
classified severe-IS under the I-hour standard
Not yet determined; EPA Control measure implementation date for the area classified extreme for the I-hour
will develop; see discussion standard.
in text
By the end of the ozone Attainment date for areas that are nonattainment for both ozone standards that are
season, 2010 (2) classified severe-I7 under the I-hour standard
By December 31,2010 (2) Attainment date for areas that are nonattainment for both ozone standards that are
classified extreme under the I-hour standard
International Transport Areas
By July 18,2000 Finalize designation (1), classification and SIP due date (3)
By July 18, 2003 (3) Nonattainment area SIP due.
By January 18,2005 (4) The EPA completes rulemaking action on SIPs, including assigning attainment
dates
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r
r
By May 1,2005
December 31,2007 (2)
Activity
Control measure implementation date
Attainment date for areas that are nonattainment for only the 8-hour NAAQS and
for areas that are nonattainment for both ozone standards
r
r
r
r
r
r
f
r
r
r
r
r
r
r,.
!
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
This footnote denotes an activity that has a deadline under the Act. Designations must be completed no
later than 3 years from promulgation ofrevised NAAQS, in this case by July 18, 2000.
This footnote denotes an activity that has a deadline under the Act. Nonattainment areas must attain as
expeditiously as practicable but by no later than 5 years from the date ofdesignation. This attainment date
can be extended for up to an additional 5 years.
This footnote denotes an activity that has a deadline under the Act. Nonattainment SIPs are due by a date
established by EPA (at the time ofdesignation) which can be no later than 3 years from the date of
designation. As provided in the table, EPA will establish this date by July 2000.
This footnote denotes an activity that has a deadline under the Act. The EPA must complete rulemaking
action on SIPs no later than 18 months from when the SIP is submitted: 6 months for completeness and 12
months for review to determine ifa complete SIP meets the statutory requirements. For example, if~ SIP
is submitted on July 18,2003, then EPA would have no later than January 18,2005, the date indicated in
the table, to complete action on it
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Table 3: Supplemental Attainment PlaDDinl Time1lDe [New since 8/14/98 version]
Type of Area
o
~
~
Transitional
Traditional -
Nonattainment
for the 8-hour
NAAQS**
Traditional - 8-
and I-hour
(Severe-IS)
Nonattainment
Areas
September
I999/May
2000
July 2003
July 2003
May 1,2003
May 1,2005
May 1,2007
December
31,2003
December
31,2005
December
31,2007
June 30, 2005 I December
31,2005
June 30, 2007 I December
31,2007
June 30, 2009 I December
31,2009
June 30, 2006
June 30, 2008
June 30, 2010
December 31, I June 30,2007
2006
December 31, I June 30, 2009
2008
December 31, I June 30, 2011
2010
Traditional - 8-
and I-hour
(Severe-17)
Nonattainment
Areas
Traditional - 8-
and I-hour
(Extreme)
Nonattainment
Area
International
Transport
July 2003
July 2003
July 2003
May 1,2008
Not yet
detennined;
EPAwiU
develop; sec
discussion in
text
May 1,2005
December I June 30, 2010
31,2008
December I June 30, 2010
31 of the
ycarofthe
implemcnta-
tiondatc
December I June 30, 2007
31,2005
End of2010 I June 30,2011
ozone season
December I June 30, 2011
31,2010
December I June 30, 2008
31,2007
December 31,
2011
December 31,
2011
December 31,
2008
June 30, 2012
June 30,2012
June 30, 2009
*Dates are as expeditiously as practicable but no later than those listed
**Includes: l. Areas designated nonattainment for only the 8-hour standard;
2. Areas that are nonattainment for both standards and have attainment dates of 2003 or earlier under the I-hour standard; and also
3. Other areas that are nonattainment for the 8-hour standard, have not had the I-hour standard revoked, and are designated
attainmentlunclassifiable for the I-hour standard..
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Historic 4th Highest Max/mum Readings
Compared to levels that would provide violations In 1999
LocatIon Site, 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1898 1997 1998 1999
Fayette 2Z1 0.080 0.071 0.063 0.017- 0.093 0.080 '0.077 0.077 0.083 0.095
Fayette 263 0.086 0.081 0.065 0.086 0.087 0.090 0.086 0.082 0.089 0.084
Jessamine 332 0.062 0.069 0.077 0.086 0.088 0.076 0.080 0.089 0.086
ScoU 333 0.080 0.093 0.089 0.077 0.073 0.088 0.094
Boone 189 0.095 0.087 0.073 0.079 0.092 0.083 0.085 0.081 0.084 0.090
CampbeU 257 0.088 0.093 0.073 -0.080 0.093 0.096 0.086 0.089 0.089 o.on
Kenton 199 0.088 0.085 0.075 0.0'19 0.100· 0.099 0.089 0.084 0.091 0.080
DavIes8. 58 0.085 0.076 0.075 0.082 0.092 0.089 0.087 0.087 0.085 0.083
ti~ 281 0.104 0.077 0.077 0.084 0.090 0.095 0.090 0.085 0.095 0.075
H~~ 310 0.074 0.070 0.073 0.070 0.080 0.089 0.081 0.075 0.078 0.102
HendersOn 344 0.075 0.083 0.090 0.089 0.089 0.082 0.085 0.088
Mclean 334 0.076 0.076 0.082 0.098 0.088 0.082 0.083 0.085 0.087
Boyd 341 0.088 0.087 0.091 0.079 0.084 0.080 0.091
Cl Greenup 282 0.090 0.092 0.078 0.087 0.091 0.085 0.078 0.079 0.099 o.on
I carter 0.096 0.159-10-
(]\
._--------
54 0.070 0.084 0.070 0.091 0.093 0.086 0.087 0.090 0.097 0.068
55 0.080 0.088 0.069 0.090 0.089 0.091 0.096 0.089 0.088 0.078
111 0.055 0.092 0.096 .0.092 0.085 0.087 0.090 0.073
337 0.066 0.087 0.084 0.086 0.084 0.086 0.096 0.073
336 0.066 0.090 0.095 0.096 0.079 0.071 0.083 0.101
293 0.090 0.086 0.069 0.088 0.089 0.088 0.090 0.082 0.101 0.072
328 0.075 0.064 0.077 0.070 0.071 0.075 0.078 0.085 0.092
288 0.082 0.085 0.080 0.086 0.088 0.087 0.081 0.093 0.093 0.069
324 0.082 0.068 0.075 0.086 0.084 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085
280 0.082 0.083 0.074 0.068 0.082 0.080 0.077 0.086 0.090 0.079
Edmonson 353 0.084 0.078 0.073 0.073 0.077 0.089 0.082 0.085 0.098 0.072
Pulaski 339 0.070 0.078 0.080 0.080 0.074 0.073 0.084 0.098
Simpson 331 0.076 0.080 0.074 0.078 0.085 0.079 0.087 0.092 0.076
Bell 340 0.067 0.073 0.072 0.079 0.079 0.074 0.082 0.099
Perry 342 0.074 0.071 0.075 0.077 0.069 0.063 0.073 0.119
Pike 343 0.082 0.087 0.074 0.065 0.085 0.105
The numbers given for 1999 are the levels that would need to be recorded for a 4th highest value
for 1999. The numbers In green under the columns 1990-1998 are the times when the 4th hlgh~
value for that year was at or above the level needed to violate In 1999. The numbers In red are
4th highest maximum values that were at or over the standard, but did not represent the level
necessary to violate In 1999.
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a-Hour Ozone Data
Industrial Monitors In Kentucky
1996
1997
1998 to date
OM/Warren
;091
0.071
0.082
0.102
0.101
0.101
0.100
"~".-..~.... •"": .:'1
'r< ~ - ....... '"
·8:~!1.'Bi1.~I.
o.on
0.083
0.109
0.102
0.100
0.094
TVA TVA
Christian Cnly Trigg Cnly
0.079 0.082
0.082 0.082
0.103 0.095
0.101 0.093
0.089 0.087
0.086 0.083
0.0820.0820.085
... ..·f1~~ft~~i~si;i
.i.....l'~~\1,1~~.. ~<,·.,"', .<+.0.08~i....~.!,.t,()~090,
0.0840.092
3-Year
Average
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1996 1997
Christian Trigg Christian Trigg
0.084 0.090 0.085 0.092
. 0.081 0.088 0.084 0.090
0.079 0.085 0.083 0.083
0.079 0.082 0.082 0.082
Ozone Levels to Date
8-hour Standard
Fayette Fayette Jellamlne SCott Boone campbell Kilnton Boyd Greenup C8rter
II2Z7 1283 1332 1333 '189 I2Ii7 1199 1341 1282
,
1996 o.on 0.086 0.076 o.on 0.085 0.087 0.089 0.079 0.078
1997 o.on 0.082 0.080 0.073 0.081 0.089 0.084 0.084 0.079
1998 to date 0.111 0.105 0.102 0.104 0.103 0.103 0.108 0.102 0.118 0.104
0.097 0.093 0.098 0.093 0.093 0.093 0.096 0.097 0.110 0.100
0.084 0.092 0.098 0.091 0.091 0.091 0.095 0.091 0.108 0.097
0.083 0.089 0.089 0.088 0.084 0.089 0.091 0.080 0.099 0.096
1999 Reading 0.095 0.084 0.086 0.094 0.090 0.077 0.080 0.091 0.077 0.159
To Violate
.,,;';'i;~~~t:J.~~;~-i~,1~~~J.'-'
.. ·:Davle;.t~:::1ta~oc
·~:::·,"&fnt:~1",;~.m1~·:i~H?¥ri31'O~i344~\l1334 ~r<B~-
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0
1996 0.087 0.090 0.081 0.089 0.082 0.087 0.096 0.085 0.084 0.079 0.090
I
1997 0.087 0.085 0.075 0.082 0.083 0.090 0.089 0.092 0.086 0.071 0.082
.j::. 1998 to date 0.109 0.109 0.088 0.096 0.103 0.112 0.098 0.098 0.102 0.091 0.112
00
0.103 0.100 0.084 0.095 0.091 0.097 0.093 0.095 0.100 0.085 0.106
0.088 0.095 0.078 0.087 0.086 0.097 0.089 0.093 0.098 0.084 0.102
0.085 0.095 0.078 0.085 0.085 0.097 0.088 0.090 0.096 0.083 0.101
1999 Reading 0.083 0.075 0.102 0.088 0.087 0.068 0.078 0.073 0.073 0.101 0.072
to Violate
B,.~:~ I").:r~~~~ ~~.~ j-: '~~r-; ;-:.., .; ~':;~~",·~~:#,,·~iJ' r:~
Edmon.on Pulukl Slmplon Bell Perry PIke
. ,- ..--..~._---~~.,------- 13&3 1331 1331 1340 t342 1343
1996 0.075 0.081 0.085 o.on 0.082 0.074 0.079 0.079 0.069 0.074
1997 0.078 0.093 0.085 0.086 0.085 0.073 0.087 0.074 0.063 0.065
1998 to date 0.100 0.111 0.103 0.098 0.103 0.094 0.106 0.094 0.080 0.094
0.088 0.107 0.093 0.096 0.100 0.089 0.101 0.089 0.080 0.088
0.087 0.099 0.087 0.093 0.100 0.086 0.092 0.087 0.073 0.086
0.085 0.093 0.085 0.090 0.098 0.084 0.092 0.082 0.073 0.085
1999 Reading 0.092 0.069 0.085 0.079 0.072 0.098 0.076 0.099 0.119 0.105
to violate
Are.. mey have hed mOlW INdlnll' et or over the 'r.mterct only the top" erell,ted. D,t. through Sl3Ml8
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INDIANA LETTER TO REGION V - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGARDING OZONE STANDARDS ATTAINMENT
Clark and Flovd Counties (Lousiville Moderate Ozone Nonattainment Area)
lNolANA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
We make Indiana a cleaner, healthier place to live
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
]ohnM Hmnz1ran
Ccimnssloner
David A. Ullrich. Actine; Re2ional Administrator
United States Environm~ntal- Protection Agency
RegionV. .
77 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago. IL 60604-3590
Re:
100 Nor'lh Sena1eA_
P.Oo Box 6015
ncNnapolis. InciIN 46206-601S
(317) 232·8603
(800) 4S 1·6027
Rr.:~ t: H.J r.:: rr--M.org{IdemC.",.n_~ V CU
A.p.e.D.
ADMINISTP.ATlON
Ozone Attainment Plan for Clark and Floyd
County. Indiana
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
Dear.Mr. Ullrich:
lbis letter is rc:~ponse to the letter you.sent to Governor O"Bannon on October 19"
1998 which set forth ~'Ie requm:ments necessary for states to obtain a compliance extension of
the attainment date for are:L.'i °th:u failed to attain the one-hour standald by the statutory date.
Indiana co~its to followmg the. criteria specified in the July 16. 1998 compliance date
extension policy. for developmg and submitting a plan for Clark and Floyd Counties. Indiana.
which arc pan or" the LOUIl>\Ollle moderate ozone nonanainment area.
Indiana agrees With the Cnited States Environmental Protection Agency's (US EPA)
policy decision to not impose additional inflexible mandates on areas that arc doing everything
possibie [0 comply with Clean Air Act (eAA) requirements. imposing additional federal
requirements may have a negative impact on the advances in attaining cleaner air sooner in areas
thilt are continuing to make progress with the development of local measures.
Indiana has made significant progress in complying with Clean Air Act requirements in
CI~ and Floyd Countles~ Control·pro8rams are in place requiring substantial"reductions from
mobile sources•.industry and are:i sources. However. monitoring values from recent summers
indicate that air quality does no(yet fully meet one-hour ozone standard. Therefore. Indiana
intends. to follow the !'tcps outlined in the July 16. 1998 compliance date extension policy and to
pursue a~ditional local measures that may be needed to achieve attainment. IncUana also
commits to SUbmitting an attamment plan as expeditiously as possible to meet the schedule set
outln.the.oUS ePA~~ policy document.· Indiana is committed to purSuing further reductions. We
,mu.st .al~o work withJeffep;on County and the state of Kentucky, which contains the highest
G - 49
docuu,.,;nt. once EPA approves the attainment date extension the area will no longer be subject to
bump up and the additional mand;.tor~ .;ontrol efforts associated with the reclassitication status.
If you or your staff have additional questions regarding this letter. please contact Janet
~cCabe. Assistant Commissioner ror IDEM's Office of Air Management. at 317-232-8222.
Sincerely.
~,-~.}./~~
4\fr John~. I-:Iamilton
Comnussl0ner
Hi/pad
;
J
cc: Mr. John E. Hornback
Mr. Arthur L. Williams
Mr. John H. Hankingson
Mr. Jay Bortzer
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TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
OXIDES OF NITROGEN STATE IMPLEMENTAnON PLAN COMMENTS
Tennessee
Depanment of Environment and Conservation
June 25, 1998
Air and Radiation Docket and Infonnation Center (6101)
United States Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street SW
RoomM-1500
Washington DC 20460
Re: Docket Number A-96-56
Ladies and Gentlemen:
The State ofTennessee submits the following comments regarding the
supplemental notice ofproposed rulemaking appearing in the Federal
Register Volume 63, No. 901 Monday, May 11, 1998:
1. Tennessee believes that the purpose of the Clean Air Act is to protect
human health and our natural resources. TIlis means that Tennessee
should direct its efforts to meeting the standards set to protect human
health. The supplemental notice however, is directed towards
mitigation against failure to meet the standards, not the full attainment
of the standards. Tennessee believes that the EPA is taking the wrong
approach. The goal is attainment, not mitigation, not only within
Tennessee's borders but also for our neighbors. Therefore, Tennessee
objects to the proposal because it contains arbitraIY reductions,
apparently designed to "mitigate" ozone problems. TIlis is a serious
deficiency because these mitigating reductions would take away the
flexibility needed to solve the ultimate problem. An immediate 85
percent reduction in NOx removes all the options needed by the
utilities to direct their efforts where they are most needed in order to
fully attain the standards.
2. Air quality is the sole legitimate purpose for the proposal. The
proposed rules promulgated on November 7. 1997. state the "EPA
plans to publish a supplemental notice ofproposed rulemaking in
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early 1998. The Agency intends to include an air quality analysis of
the proposed statewide emission budgets ". Tennessee has not seen
any such analysis of the effects of its own reductions in the
supplemental notice or any reference thereto. All EPA did was lump
37 OTAG states together. This does not give Tennessee or any other
state the opportunity to see how much they affect each other. This
flaw is so serious as to throw the entire proposal into question. Unless
EPA can adequately address this most elementary issue, the proposal
is without foundation and must be rejected in its entirety.
Rejection of the proposal in no way eliminates Tennessee's obligation
or desire to take the appropriate steps to protect the health of its
citizens and those of its neighbors as it is presently doing independent
ofthis proposal.
3. Tennessee continues to question the scientific basis for the proposal.
We repeat by reference our concerns previously submitted. In a free
society, rulemaking is based on full access to information which is
verifiable and subject to peer review. EPA is using expanded
modeling based on OTAG work to justify its position concerning the
need for reductions to meet the new eight (8) hour average ozone
ambient standard. EPA is using this modeling without ever providing
the states with the protocol to perform air quality analysis for the new
ozone standard. The states cannot adequately comment on an air
quality analysis without having the EPA protocol.
4. EPA is relying in large part on modeling that was performed by
OTAG. This modeling for ozone was performed for only four (4)
meteorological episodes. EPA has not evaluated the worst case
meteorological events for the states and subregions allowing the
determination ofthe most cost effective strategies to demonstrate
compliance with the ozone ambient standard. The broad sweeping
approach ofEPA for regional NOx reductions is nothing more than
reducing NOx for the sake ofreducing NOx.
5. Tennessee suggests that EPA allow utilities to meet the targeted
reduction for utilities on a systemwide basis. Tennessee further
recommends that implementation ofa flexible trading program on a
regionwide basis. There is no need for a "cap" for NOx emissions
during the ozone season as all NOx sources are not equal when it
comes to ozone nonattainment The states should develop state
implementation plans to meet the new ozone standard and have the
responsibility to insure that any trades that are proposed would not
cause any ozone nonattainment problems.
Tennessee endorses the comments that are made by the Tennessee
Valley Authority concerning the proposed NOx Budget Cap and
Trade Program to be implemented by EPA.
6. Tennessee opposes a "cap" on NOx emissions from industrial sources.
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This has no bearing on industrial sources being included in the trading
program. As with the acid rain trading program, the states should have
the responsibility to detennine if an industrial source can opt in and
purchase an allowance under the trading system.
7. The NOx reduction strategies for a state should be based on the actual
NOx emission potential and not provide credit where a state has
non-fossil fuel electricity generating units. Such rewards would not
help reduce the NOx emissions contributing to ozone nonattainment
problems.
8. Tennessee has concerns about the ability ofthe utilities to comply
with the mandates of the Section 110 SIP call and for them to be able
to still provide a reliable source ofelectricity needed by the nation.
Such disruptions could be catastrophic and have very adverse effects
on the health ofour citizens.
9. The following comment is offered though a
recent conversation with an EPA official has
apparently explained the change in the use of
terminology: "utility units versUs electricity
generating units." Final rulemaking should confirm
that cogeneration units should be treated the same
as other large industrial boilers in the NOx budget
The Governor ofTennessee has joined other Governors in the Southeast and
Midwest in making an alternative proposal. For the reasons set forth therein,
Tennessee believes this alternate proposal better protects human health
consistent with the Clean Air Act
Thank you for the opportunity to comment upon these proposed rules.
Sincerely,
Justin P. Wilson
Deputy Governor for Policy
Copy to: Tennessee Air Pollution Control Board
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INDIANA GOVERNOR'S PRESS RELEASE
ON LITIGATION OVER THE NITROGEN OXIDES EMISSIONS
STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN RULE FROM THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204-2797
Indiana sues over 'one-size-fits-all'
EPA rule to reduce ozone pollution
Indiana has a strong commitment to clean air but now is suing the u.s.
Environmental Protection Agency over one of its rwes, Governor Frank O'Bannon
said today.
At O'Bannon's ,request, Indiana Attorney General. Jeff Modisett's office
today joined other states in a lawsuit against the EPA. The suit asks the court to
overturn an EPA rule for reducing ozone, issued September 24.
The rule affects Indiana and 21 other states in the Midwest and East. It
requires electric utilities in those· states to reduce their emissions· of nitrogen
oxides (NOx) by 85 percent from 1990 levels by May 2003. The EPA has rejected
Indiana's own plan for a 65 percent cut.
The rule was originally intended to reduce the gmount of ground-level
ozone drifting across the eastern half of the United States. EPA also has said its
rule should help states meet the new federal. ozone standards on health, which
'Were i.I:=.?lemen~ed i.i... JtJ.ly 1997. Nitrogen o;d.des are a .main ingredient in
ground-levelozone pollution, which can cause smog and breathing problems.
"Hoosiers expect and deserve clean air. We are committed to meeting or
exceeding all clean air standards: O'Bannon said.
"And we will continue to work closely with the EPA: he added, noting that
state agencies worked side by side with the EPA to protect the environment after
last week's huge fire in a plastics warehouse at Mount Vernon.
"But we disagree with the EPA's desire to dictate the amount of pollution to
cut, what type and when," the governor continued. "De~isions of that magnitude
should remain with the people who have to live with the cOn&equences. And
nobody breathes more of Indiana's air than the people of Indiana."
Monday, December 21, 1998For Immediate release
FRANK O'BANNON
GOVERNOR
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The lawsuit, he emphasized, is aimed at the mandatory implementation of
one federal plan and will not detract from the scope or timing of Indiana's own
efforts to clean the air.
"We are not convinced that the EPA had the right to do all this or that it
chose the smartest, most cost-effective strategy for Hoosiers. And Hoosiers will
be bearing the cost," said John Hamilton, commissioner of the Indiana
Department of Environmental Management (IDEM), which is also filing suit.
If the EPA's "one-size-fits-all" strategy prevails, Q'Barmon said, Indiana
homes and businesses could face higher energy costs and disruptions in electric
service. In addition, he said, the state's industries could be at a competitive
disadvantage.·
Indiana is asking the District of Columbia Circuit Court in Washington,
D.C., to prevent the EPA from imposing air pollution control strategies without
the approval of the affected state. The EPA finalized its plan despite objections
from Indiana and several other states. They objected that the EPA was taking
away their authority by prescribing the exact amount of pollution cuts, the time
frame for those cuts and which pollutants to control. .
Since the new ozone standard took effect, ID~M has established local
steering committees in the seven areas of the state that are at risk of not meeting
the standard, Hamilton explained. Each steering committee consists of local
government officials, environmentalists, health organizations and representatives
of small and large business. Each committee is working to map out pollution
reduction measures that would work best for its area, achieving healthful air and
at the same time making sense for local residents and businesses, he noted.. .
"Indiana is working hard to develop plans to clean its air and comply with
the more protective health standard for ground-Ievel'ozone,- said Governor
O'Bannon. ~e are doing this by involving the communities. They are in the best
position to decide what measures make sense for their environment and their
economy. The EPA should not be dictating these decisions.-
Indiana is among 37 states that have been cooperating since 1995 to
resolve the smog transport issue. In addition, O'Bannon is chairman of the
Midwestern Governors' Conference, which has been trying for more than a year
to persuade the EPA to make room for alternative plans to reduce smog.
For details: Phil Bremen or Cheryl Reed, 317-232-4578;
Ann Germann, IDEM, 317-232-8560;
JeffVtOhl, Indiana liaison in Washington, D.C., 202-624-1474
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FACT SHEET:
United States Environmental Protection AKency Correction Notice and
ReopeninK of Emissions Inventory Comment Period for
Final Rule RequirinK ReKional NitroKen Oxide Reductions in the Eastern United States
FACT SHEET
December 11, 1998
BACKGROUND
TODAY'S ACTION
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is announcing two actions regarding EPA's
recent requirements for 22 eastern states to address the regional transport ofground-level
ozone (known as the NOx SIP call): a reopening ofthe public comment period for
revisions to specific components of the SIP call's emissions inventories; and four
corrections or clarifications to the final, Ocotber 27, 1998 SIP call rule.
This notice also:
• corrects Table m-l ofthe final SIP call: a list ofState NOx budgets on an energy
source basis;
• clarifies the large source classification for electricity generating units and
non-electricity generating units;
• clarifies the dates by which large electricity generating units and large non-
electricity generating units must have controls in place and demonstrate
compliance ifemission credits are used; and
• corrects the formula for distributing unused new source allowances by removing
an extra parenthesis.
EPA is reopening the the period for emissions inventory revisions to 2007 baseline sub-
inventory information used to establish each State's budget in the NOx SIP Call for 60
days from publication ofthis notice. This includes source-specific emission inventory
data and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and nonroad mobile growth rates, VMT
distribution by vehicle class, average speed by roadway type, inspection and maintenance
program parameters, and other input parameters used in the calculation ofhighway
vehicle emissions.
Signed on September 24, 1998 and published in the Federal Register on October 27, 1998
(63 FR 57356), EPA's "Finding ofSignificant Contribution and Rulemaking for Certain
States in the Ozone Transport Assessment Group Region for Purposes ofReducing
Regional Transport ofOzone", also known as the NOx SIP call, requires 22 States and
the District ofColumbia to submit State implementation plans that address the regional
transport ofground-level ozone.
By reducing emissions ofnitrogen oxides (a precursor to ozone formation known as
NOx) by about 28 percent in the affected 22 states and the District of Columbia, the
actions directed by these plans will decrease the transport ofozone across State
boundaries in the eastern halfofthe United States.
Correction Notice and Reopening of Emissions Inventory Comment Period for EPA's Final
Rule Requiring Regional NOx Reductions in the Eastern U.S.
•
•
•
•
•
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• The States subject to the final SIP call action are:
•
•
•
EPA projects, that when fmalized this rule will bring the vast majority ofall new
nonattainment areas into attainment with the 8-hour standards without having to
implement more costly local controls. It will also help reduce ozone levels in the
remaining nonattainment areas east of the Mississippi River.
Ozone is not emitted directly into the atmosphere. It is formed when emissions of
nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds react in the presence ofsunlight. While
beneficial in the upper atmosphere, ozone in the lower atmosphere can cause a variety of
health problems because it damages lung tissue, reduces lung function, and adversely
sensitizes the lungs to other irritants.
Alabama, Connecticut, District ofColumbia, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Massachusetts. Maryland, Michigan, Missouri. North Carolina, New Jersey.
New York. Ohio. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee. Virginia,
Wisconsin, and West Virginia.
Through a 2-year effort known as the Ozone Transport Assessment Group (OTAG). EPA
worked in partnership with the 37 eastern-most States and the District ofColumbia,
industry representatives. and environmental groups to address ozone transport.
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NEXT STEPS
• EPA intends to reopen the comment period for 2007 baseline sub-inventory revisions for
two related notices ofproposed rulemak:ing concerning Clean Air Act section 126
petitions (the section 126 proposal) and Federal implementation plans for the NOx SIP
call (the PIP proposal) in a future action.
J
FOR MORE INFORMATION
• Interested parties can download the correction notice from EPA's web site on the Internetat the following address: (http://www.epa.gov/ttnloarpglotagsip.html). Information
about the OTAG process can also be found on the Internet at:
(http://www.epa.gov/ttnlotag). For further information about the correction notice.
contact Kimber Scavo ofEPA's Office ofAir Quality Planning and Standards at (919)
541-3354. For specific information about the emission inventory comment period,
contact Greg Stella of EPA's Office ofAir Quality Planning and Standards at (919) 541-
3649.
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ATTACHMENT M
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF AIR OUALITY PLANNING AND STANDARDS
NITROGEN OXIDE REDUCTION BUDGET INFORMATION
• 1995 HPMS Data. Used for Base VMT
• Except Where Comments Accepted
• Budget Controls Equal Base Control Levels
• OTAG "Level 0" for Highway MobUe
• OTAG "Level i" for Stationary Area and Nonroad
• Smtionary Area, Non;road, Highway Mobile
Budget Calculation (ConIt)
Budget Calculation!'"':--'-_..:._-------------
_ • Elec:tric GcneratiDg Units (EGUs)
~ Any Unit That Sells Any Portion ofIts Produced
1·=::::~Und~Cona.ct
• A Pacility Can Contain EGU and Non·EGU Sources
I~-
Development of
Budgets for the
Regional NOx SIP Call
omce orAir Quality Planning anel Stanclards
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• Non-EGU Point Source Budget Affected Units
~ Industrial, Commercial, Institutional Boilers
• 60 % Reduction from Uncontrolled 2007 Base
~ Gas Turbines
• 60 % Reduction from Uncontrolled 2007 Base
• Internal Combustion Engines
• 90 % Reduction from Uncontrolled 2007 Base
~ Cement Manufacturers
• 30 % Reduction from Uncontrolled 2007 Base
~...
I Budget Calculation (Con't)
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~ Percent Reduction Applied to Uncontrolled 2007
NOx Embsions for AJFected Categories.
• CM Base Case Controls (including AACT and
MAcr, where app1lcable) Applied to Rest
• Large VI. Small Si%e Determination Made for
Aft'ec:;ted Categories
• Non-EGU Point Sources
I-~f.;' •• Determina.tion orboiler capacity was done in
• .three steps:
1. Uscboilerheat inpu!: capacity data where available.
2. Estimate boller heat input ~acityusing seC's. as
desaibed in the NPP. and SNPP..
3. ~e 1toniday cutoffas a surrogate where boiler
heat input c:apaclty data were not available Cor a unit
and where thebofler capaclty estimated in step 2
was less than 250 mmBtulbr.
-
---=----~--------j2J., .
I Budget Calculation (Can't)
J
~------JI Definition ofLarge Non- EGU Point .
!N' Sources for 'Budget CaIc;:JJlation (cant.)
"",,-
a:4,.1
I Existing Non-EGU Controls
0l':E5::0ii
~ eM Base Case Controls (including TIde IV and
NOx RAcr, where applicable) Applied to Rest
~ 0.15lbs/MMBtu NOx Emission Umit Applied to
Sources of> 2S MW
~ Greater of 1995/1996 Heat Input for State Grown
to 2007 with IPM Growth Factors
• Electric Generating Units (EGUs)
Budget Calculation
?,:\......;:
. ., Definition ofLarge Non- EGU Point
~. Sources for Budget Calculation,------_......::=-----------
~~..,: ..• Non-EGU Point Source Budget Atrected Units
. . - Industrial, Commercial, Institutional Boilers
+ > 250 mmBtulhr Boila- Capacity
•.Gas 'IUrbines
~ :.. + > 250 mmBtalhr BoUer Capacity
I..' ...,; -InterDa1 Combastion Engines
• > 1 ton NOlI' per day
- Cement MaDuf'act:urcn
• > 250 mmBtu/hr Boila- Capacity or > t ton NOx
~"\~ per day
~;.;. . • Percent reduction were intended to be applied to
. '\'';''.;' . uncontrolled levels.
- • Where information was a:vailable that controls
were already in placet those controls were removed
:--__ before the percent reduction was applied.
~ '.• Ifno information on existing controls was available
sources were assumed to be uncontrolled and the
percent reductions were applied to that level of
emissions.
• Additional information on controls already in
place will be aoccpted as source-specific
corrections in. the 6O-day time period.
J
J
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Calculation ofSeasonal Mobile
Source Emissions
0.. • MobUeSa 'WaS used to calculate emission factors by
~. month for each unique control area within a State.
Monthly &Wrage temperatures over the pcridtll970
to 1mwerc.asecL
• Annual VMT was tc:mporan" allocated to the four
'. seasons. The 5UII1DlCZ' VMT was allocated to June,July
~:'. and August based on the number or dap in each
.. month. A portion oCtbe spring VMT was allocated to
May and a portion oCthe fall VMT was allocated to
. September.
• Emission factors were applied to montbI1 VMT to
come up wiih emfsslODI Cor each month.
• Monthly emJsslODI were summed to get the ~easonal.
totaL
,,-.iii VOC Emission Reductions
._ Assumed for Modeling
a............
~i. . • Additional voe reductions beyond Base Case
~'j).~ levels were not assumed.
""'""1
• The Base Case included voe reductions that are
mandated by the Clean Air Act and reductions
that occur as a result ofother programs (e.g.,
LEV).
• Base Case control measures are shown on the
following table:
r
r
r
r
r
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2007 SIP Call Base Case Controls
· .. ,...,
• ISO faa PSOMd NIPS
• N.tlf&NSIl.~,~NMI
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State Plant Point Plant jOnit 2007 jOnit 2007 ronit IOnit
J:D J:D SUIIIIII8r Ill: SUIIIIII8r GWh !Alloeatio 1AJ,1ocation
IDs by HJ: • by GWh
tU. 3 1 !BARRY 4,444,705 452,203 336 333
3 2 BARRY 4,457,926 453,456 337 334
L 3 3 BARRY 7,758,632 798,049 587 587
u.. 3 4 BARRY 12,886,737 1,375,025 975 1,012
L 3 5 BARRY 25,069,820 2,649,527 1,897 1,950
U. 56 **4 CHARLES R LOWMAN 903,512 68,448 68 50
IAL 56 1 I'-HARLES R LOWMAN ~,337,265 205,745 177 151
IA 56 2 CHARLES R LOWMAN 8,251,949 786,199 625 578
IAL 56 3 CHARLES R LOWMAN 7,476,176 1712,220 566 524
IA.L 5 110 CHICKASAW 293,278 27,668 22 20
L 47 1 COLBERT 5,401,036 528,115 409 389
L 47 2 COLBERT 5,586,222 546,223 423 402
L 47 3 COLBERT 5,294,661 517,714 401 381
L 47 4 COLBERT 5,512,314 538,996 f417 397
L 47 5 COLBERT 13,750,384 1,387,106 1,041 1,021
L 26 1 E C GASTON 7,187,848 760,699 544 560
L 26 2 E C GASTON 7,037,596 752,765 533 554
26 3 E C GASTON 7,568,867 809,591 573 596
26 4 E C GASTON 7,279,128 767,031 551 564
26 5 E C GASTON 24,100,992 2,589,277 1,824 1,905
L 7 1 GADSDEN 1,915,860 162,803 145 120
LL 7 2 GADSDEN 1,777,783 151,069 135 111
L 8 10 IGORGAS 24,048,187 2,517,344 1,820 1,852
L 8 6 GORGAS 3 271 407 292 953 248 216
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Table A.1
ATTACHMENT N
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
NITROGEN OXIDE ALLOWANCE ALLOCATION FOR KENTUCKY
NOx ALLOWANCE ALLOCATION TABLES FOR AFFECTED SOURCES UNDER
SECTION 126 OF THE ACT
Allocations to Fossil Fuel-Fired BGOs by mmBtu and HNh
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IN 981 3 STATE LINE <i,973,309 527,225 386 405
IN 981 4 STATE LINE 5,883,063 631,027 456 485
IN 988 Ul rrANNERS CREEK 3,131,631 325,770 243 250
IN 988 U2 TANNERS CREEK 3,098,674 328,493 240 252
IN 988 U3 rrANNERS CREEK 4,041,085 434,899 314 334
IN 988 U4 rrANNERS CREEK 11,950,298 1,394,271 927 1,071
IN 1010 1 ~ABASH RIVER 851,343 94,804 66 73
IN 1010 2 ~ABASH RIVER 1,727,253 167,046 134 128
IN 1010 3 ~ABASH RIVER 1,705,031 163,067 132 125
IN 1010 4 ~ABASH RIVER 2,662,911 254,678 207 196
IN 1010 5 WABASH RIVER 1,897,229 1-76,536 147 136
IN 1010 6 WABASH RIVER 7,024,392 1683,706 545 525
IN 6705 1 WARRICK 3,774,805 362,962 293 279
IN 6705 2 WARRICK 3,986,462 383,314 309 294
IN 6705 3 WARRICK 4,055,995 390,000 315 299
IN 6705 ~ WARRICK 11,135,585 1,098,184 86<i 843
IN 1040 1 WHITEWATER VALLEY 971,576 93,421 75 72
IN 1040 2 WHITE~ATER VALLEY 1,877,419 168,122 146 129
KY 1353 BSU1 BIG SANDY 7,613,037 812,057 609 655
KY 1353 BSU2 BIG SANDY 22,241,768 2,407,118 1,781 1,942
KY 1363 4 CANE RUN 4,925,774 444,084 394 358
KY 1363 5 CANE RUN 14,304,294 417,487 345 337
KY 1363 6 CANE RUN 5,587,828 543,616 447 439
KY 1384 1 COOPER 2,306,853 231,658 185 187
KY 1384 2 COOPER 4,882,718 478,651 391 386
KY 6823 Wl ID B ~ILSON 14,381,701 1,449,768 1,151 1,170
KY 1385 3 IDALE 1,906,453 159,723 153 129
KY 1385 4 IDALE 1,935,939 164,202 155 132
KY 1355 1 E W BROWN 2,464,832 222,357 197 179
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KY 1355 2 E W BROWN 4,028,960 405,859 323 327
KY 1355 3 E W BROWN 10,080,565 954,870 807 770
KY 1355 5 E W BROWN 188,516 14,282 15 12
KY 1355 6 E W BROWN 188,516 14,282 15 12
KY 1355 7 E W BROWN 188,516 14,282 15 12
KY 6018 2 EAST BEND 19,048,549 1,915,390 1,525 1,545
KY 1374 1 ELMER SMITH 5,140,226 513,099 412 414
KY 1374 2 ELMER SMITH 9,068,247 1,021,659 726 824
KY 1356 2 ~HENT 13,610,812 1,345,607 1,090 1,086
KY 1356 3 ~HENT 13,909,380 1,328,372 1,114 1,072
KY 1356 4 ~HENT 14,120,228 1,415,846 1,130 1,142
KY 1357 1 GREEN RIVER 312,489 30,047 25 24
KY 1357 2 GREEN RIVER 313,882 30,181 25 24
KY 1357 3 GREEN RIVER 300,246 28,870 24 23
KY 1357 4 GREEN RIVER 2,445,115 199,422 196 161
KY 1357 5 GREEN RIVER 2,133,890 190,356 171 154
KY 6041 1 ~ L SPURLOCK 9,369,673 933,792 750 753
KY 6041 2 H L SPURLOCK 19,888,084 2,012,964 1,592 1,624
KY 1372 6 HENDERSON I 424,577 40,825 34 33
KY 1382 H1 HMP&L STATION 2 4,765,405 466,282 382 376
KY 1382 H2 HMP&L STATION 2 5,002,527 490,925 400 396
KY 1381 C1 K C COLEMAN 4,738,308 471,005 379 380
KY 1381 C2 K C COLEMAN 5,366,408 527,411 430 426
KY 1381 C3 K C COLEMAN 4,937,546 480,306 395 388
KY 1364 1 ~ILL CREEK 7,116,202 701,035 570 566
KY 1364 2 ~ILL CREEK 7,466,807 706,749 598 570
KY 1364 3 MILL CREEK 12,691,840 1,234,015 1,016 996
KY 1364 4 MILL CREEK 14,102,495 1,387,495 1,129 1,119
KY 1378 1 PARADISE 21,860,472 2,197,916 1,750 1,773
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KY 1378 2 PARADISE 24,632,519 2,476,626 1,972 1,998
KY 1378 3 PARADISE 127,629,156 2,743,437 2,212 2,213
KY 1360 3 PINEVILLE 588,364 56,573 47 46
KY 1383 R1 R A REID 462,060 41,072 37 33
KY 6639 G1 R D GREEN 8,342,047 809,122 668 653
KY 6639 G2 R D GREEN 7,435,113 714,228 595 576
KY 1379 1 SHAWNEE 14,299,562 426,671 344 344
KY 1379 10 SHAWNEE 10,578,503 993,473 847 802
KY 1379 2 SHAWNEE 4,324,438 429,139 346 346
KY 1379 3 SHAWNEE 4,428,585 439,475 355 355
KY 1379 4 SHAWNEE 4,240,262 420,786 339 339
KY 1379 5 SHAWNEE 4,409,569 437,587 353 353
KY 1379 6 SHAWNEE 7,296,781 724,102 584 584
KY 1379 7 SHAWNEE 8,781,086 871,399 703 703
KY 1379 8 SHAWNEE 5,000,057 496,185 400 400
KY 1379 9 SHAWNEE 5,884,725 583,976 471 1471
KY 6071 1 rrRIMBLE COUNTY 16,103,567 1,599,321 1,289 1,290
KY 1361 1 rrYRONE 35,370 3,337 3 3
KY 1361 3 TYRONE 35,800 3,377 3 3
KY 1361 4 TYRONE 36,606 3,453 3 3
KY 1361 5 TYRONE 1,019,264 82,685 82 67
MA 50002 CC (*) ALTRESCO (PITTSFIELD) (*) 1,121,457 131,936 114 130
MA 50002 CS (*) ALTRESCO (PITTSFIELD) (*) 587,755 69,148 60 68
MA 1619 1 BRAYTON POINT 7,692,885 785,068 783 773
MA 1619 2 BRAYTON POINT 7,497,386 790,530 763 778
MA 1619 3 BRAYTON POINT 18,238,259 2,030,082 1,857 1,999
MA 1619 4 BRAYTON POINT 5,455,025 511,969 555 504
~ 1599 1 CANAL 11,606,453 1,290,897 1,182 1,271
~ 1599 2 CANAL 10,108,445 1,024,989 1,029 1,009
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ATTACHMENT 0
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGIONAL NITROGEN OXIDE STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
CALL MODIFICATION REQUEST FORM
I certify that I have personally examined and am familiar with the statements and Information contained In this form and Its attachments. To the
best of my knowledge. after reasonable inquiry, I berleve the statements contained herein to be true. accurate, and complete.
SIGNATURE OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL
%
ftIsec
Primary
secsec
NO. Control Eflic:ienc::y;
Weeks per season:
Total Heat Content of the
Fuel Consumed
(BTUs)
PIANTID
Primary SIC Code:
Year of Record:
Year of Record:
.
Facility's Name for This Emission Unit:
(gal$, Ibs. cu. ft.. etc.)
Stack Temperature: Stack Flow Rate: Stack Velocity:
It degrees F cu. ftJmin
Heating Value Fuel Consumed During
May 1 • september 30
(S7VsIgaJ. S7Vd.
S7Vstcu. ft.. etc.)
Latitude
I----f----+-----l NO. Budget
Longitude' • 10 Number:
Stack Diameter:
ft
Fuel Type & Grade
tons
NO. emissions during May 1 • September 30:
Regional NOs SIP Can Modification Request Form
Plant Name and Location:
FIPSST 113. .•. •... .. ••.. .i.1 FIPSCNTY
Emission Unit 10 Number:
Design Capacity or Name Plate Heat Input Capacity:
Description of Emission Unit:
Ozone Season (May 1 • September 30) Fuel Consumption Information
Location of Unit:
Stack Height
Operating Parametera for the emission Unit during Milly 1 • September 30
OZOne Season (May 1 • September 30) NO. emissions:
Hours per Day; Days per Week:
Stack f'!u'ametera Informdon
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
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r
r
r
Date:------------r
r
Signature:
Name:
Officlal Title: -----------------Address:
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ACRONYMS
BACT Best Available Control Technology
FIP Federal Implementation Plan
LAER Lowest Achievable Emission Reductions
NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards
OTAG Ozone Transport Assessment Group
PSD Prevention of Significant Deterioration
RACM Reasonably Available Control Measures
RACT Reasonably Available Control Technology
SIP State Implementation Plan
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COMMON LAW REMEDIES AVAILABLE
FOR PETROLEUM CONTAMINATION
OF SOIL AND GROUNDWATER IN KENTUCKY
Henry L. Stephens, Jr.
Professor of Law
Salmon Chase College of Law
Northern Kentucky University
Copyright 1999. Henry L. Stephens. J.',
SECTIONH
~'IIfIl#-----------------------------------
This article will be published later in 1999 in identical or substantially identical form by
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COMMON LA\V REMEDIES AVAILABLE FOR
PETROLEUM CONTAMINATION OF SOIL
AND GROUNDWATER IN KENTUCKY
by
Henry L. Stephens, Jr.1
I. INTRODUCTION
For anyone with a modicum ofawareness ofcurrent events, it is unfortunately axiomatic
that soil and groundwater contamination attributable to petroleum leaked from underground
storage tanks (USTs) is widespread throughout the nation. The United States EnviI:omnental
Protection Agency (EPA) has estimated the number ofUSTs nationally to be in excess of two
million, involving more than 700,000 facilities.2 Further, over seventy-five percent of the
existing tanks were made ofunprotected steel; twenty-five percent of these were estimated to be
defective, and the average percent remediation cost per tank was placed at 570,000.3 In
Kentucky, as of 1995, the location ofmore than 38,529 tanks have been reported and it is
estimated that this number will likely increase. Assuming a twenty percent rate of failure and an
average remediation cost of$1 00,000.00, estimates place aggregate remediation costs in
Kentucky at between $444 million and $3.16 billion.4 Though costs may be reduced somewhat
I Professor of Law, Salmon P. Chase College ofLaw, Northern Kentucky University; OfCounsel, Greenebaum,
Doll & McDonald, Covington, Kentucky. Grateful appreciation is hereby acknowledged to Denise Redwine, a third
year student at the College of Law, for her invaluable assistance in the preparation of this article.
: See Birge, Taylor, and Grant, "Risk Assessment Plan for Petroleum Underground Storage Tanks in Kentucky,"
School ofBiological Sciences and Graduate Center for Toxicology, University ofKentucky (April, 1995)
(hereinafter, "The UK Study") at B.3.
J !d.
4 !d. (citing Blomquist, "Costs of Closure and Remediation for Petroleum Underground Storage Tanks," Research
Reports from October 18, 1993, Status Report: Identification of Appropriate Standards for Corrective Action for a
Release from Petroleum Underground Storage Tanks, L.V.A. Seindlein, ed., Kentucky Resources Institute,
University of Kentucky).
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with timely implementation based upon innovative remedial guidance, the rate ofUST failure
between 1995 and the end of the century is predicted to rise above twenty percent.s
Notwithstanding the fact that all USTs must be upgraded to current standards by December
22, 1998,6 petroleum contamination in the environment continues to be a problem affecting soils
and groundwater on property which houses or may have housed on or more USTs and also
perhaps neighboring property as well. Persons seeking to convey property upon which soil or
underlying groundwater is contaminated from petroleum from neighboring sources will
effectively find that such contamination operates as a cloud on the title, thereby making buyers
and lenders alike reluctant to take title to or a mortgage upon such property until such time as
such contamination is remediated.
This article explores statutory and common law remedies available to persons whose
property has been contaminated by petroleum attributable to leaks from or usage upon adjoining
or nearby properties.' \Vhile the United States Congress may have ameliorated petroleum leaks
into the environment from USTs with the underground storage tank provisions of the Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984,8 causes of action arising under other statutes are alive and
S [d.
640 C.F.R. § 280.40 (1994); 401 Ky. ADMIN. REG. 42:040 (1995).
'The scope of this article is limited to analysis of those statutory and common law causes ofaction which an
adjoining landowner may assert against an adjacent landowner. As the Kentucky courts have yet to rule upon the
issue, no attempt is herein made to analyze whether a subsequent occupier of commercial property has a cause of
action in strict liability, negligence or trespass against a fonner occupant whose activities during its occupancy
allegedly caused the property to become contaminated by petroleum. However, it is likely that the Kentucky
Supreme Court, when faced with claims brought by a subsequent occupier against a fonner occupier would adopt
the reasoning of the Maryland Court ofAppeals in Rosenblatt v. Exxon Co., 642 A.2d 180 (Md. 1994). The
Rosenblatt court declined to extend strict liability to a claim for economic loss, stemming from gasoline
contamination by a lessee of commercial property against a fonner lessee. [d. at 187. The Rosenblatt court also
granted defendant Exxon summary judgment on the negligence claim, finding that the company owed the plaintiff
no legally cognizable duty./d. at 188-89. The court also dismissed a trespass claim because Exxon did not cause
any contamination to occur during plaintiffs occupancy of the property./d. at 189-90.
• Pub. L. 98-616, title VI, § 601 et. seq., 98 Stat. 3277, 42 U.S.c. § 6991 et. seq. (West. 1998).
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well in the common law and continue to provide non-UST owners with the mechanisms to seek
redress from leaks from USTs.9
To date, reported cases throughout the United States illustrate that plaintiffs seeking
recovery for damages attributable to petroleum-based soil and groundwater contamination have
generally alleged causes ofaction sounding in common law counts ofnuisance, trespass and
negligence, as well as statutory causes ofaction under various state and federal laws and strict
liability.1O In light of the United States Court ofAppeals for the Sixth Circuit's recent
interpretation ofKentucky law in Balm v. Chevron,1I strict liability is not presently available in
Kentucky as a theory upon which liability for contamination from storage ofgasoline or
petroleum in underground storage tanks may be predicated. However, as discussed in more
detail, infra, ample Kentucky authority exists upon which plaintiffs may establish common law
as well as statutory causes ofaction to seek relief from petroleum contamination attributable to
actions undertaken by an adjoining or nearby land owner.
q Litigation concerning petroleum contamination primarily attributable to leaking underground storage tanks is a
relatively recent phenomenon. As a consequence, there are a limited number of reported cases in the area. In the
author's experience, most of the major suits have been settled before trial with the result that the potential theories
of liability have not been fully tested with a court or jury.
10 See. e.g., 325-343 E. 56'h Street Corp. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 906 F. Supp.669 (D. D.C., 1995). In its complaint, the
plaintiff asserted the following claims: strict liability, trespass, common law indemnification, negligence, a violation
of the District of Columbia UST Act, restitution, negligence per se for violations of the Resource, Conservation, and
Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations contained at 40 C.F.R. §§ 280-81 and contractual indemnification.
1160 F.3d 828, (6'" Cir. 1995).
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II. APPLICATION OF THE "DISCOVERY RULE" TO STATUTES OF LIMITATION
APPLICABLE TO CAUSES OF ACTION PLAINTIFFS MAY ASSERT.
Typically, an adjoining landowner may discover the possibility of soil or groundwater
contamination attributable to petroleum leaked from an adjoining or nearby property when an
investigation concerning environmental contamination on hislher property is undertaken, usually
in advance ofa proposed sale of the property and at the behest ofa commercial lender. 12 As most
of the causes ofaction available to plaintiffs under either Kentucky or federal law will be
governed by the applicable five year statute oflimitations,l3 plaintiffs face a threshold question
concerning when applicable causes ofaction accrue; that is, when does the statute of limitations .J
applicable to any cause ofaction plaintiffs may assert begin to run? -
The opinion of the United States District Court for the Western District ofKentucky in
Farm Credit Bank ofLouisville v. United States Mineral Products Company 14 is instructive in
resolving this issue. In construing the "Discovery Rule" as applied by the courts in Kentucky, the
court in Farm Credit Bank determined that the "Discovery Rule" applies to statutes of limitations
applicable to claims alleging property damage in Kentucky. IS As explained by the court, "The
-
12 Normally, commercial lenders will insist upon the performance ofa "Phase I Environmental Site Assessment"
pursuant to the standards set forth in ASTM-E-1527-94, the standard practice for environmental site assessments.
Such investigations are usually limited to a review ofpertinent records and regulatory data bases and a limited
inspection of the site. Only in the event that the review ofpertinent records and regulatory data bases discloses a
release of petroleum on adjacent property or in the remote event a site inspection discloses soil staining on the
property near the adjacent property boundaries will a Phase I site assessment provide information to the owner
sufficient to form a conclusion that the property has been contaminated by petroleum utilized on adjacent property.
More commonly, owners become aware of the existence of petroleum contamination when a Phase II environmental
site assessment is performed. A Phase II assessment, conforming to sound engineering guidance, provides additional
information beyond that conveyed in a Phase I analysis and generally includes undertaking soil borings, analyses of
soil samples obtained and perhaps analyses of groundwater through the establishment of groundwater wells or
"hydropunch" techniques.
13 See infra text accompanying notes 57-59, 104, 191.
14 864 F. Supp. 643 (W.O. Ky. 1994).
151d. at 649.
-
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'Discovery Rule' can be stated as follows: A cause ofaction will not accrue until the plaintiff
discovers, or in the exercise ofreasonable diligence should have discovered, not only that he has
been injured, but that his injury may have been caused by the defendant's conduct."16
The court's opinion in Farm Credit Bank concludes that "the 'discovery rule'
should apply equally, as a matter ofpublic policy, to property damage claims in situations where
the claimant is unaware of the dangerous propensities of [the] product" [there, asbestosV'
To date, the Kentucky courts have yet to apply the" Discovery Rule" to cases ofpetroleum
contamination. However, given that such contamination in soil or groundwater may remain
undiscovered until detected through undertaking soil borings or groundwater monitoring, it
would appear that the rationale ofFarm Credit Bank applying the "Discovery Rule" to asbestos
claims would apply equally well to claims ofsoil or groundwater contamination attributable
to petroleum. Thus, as stated by the court in Farm Credit Bank, "until such time as the plaintiff
can prove some hannful result..., his cause of action has yet to accrue:'J8 Nevertheless,
landowners presented with a Phase I environmental site assessment disclosing the existence of
possible soil or groundwater contamination should consider undertaking further investigation of
site conditions to avoid the risk that a court could subsequently rule that the Phase I
environmental site assessment alone provided sufficient support to invoke the "Discovery Rule,"
thereby triggering the accrual of causes of action. 19
16/d.
17Id.
18/d. at 650 (citing Capitol Holding Corp. v. Bailey, 873 S.W.2d 187, 195 (Ky. 1994».
19 See supra text accompanying notes 16-17 (emphasis added).
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III. COMMON LA\V REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO PLAINTIFFS SEEKING REDRESS
OF PETROLEUM-BASED SOIL AND GROUNDWATER
CONTAMINATION IN KENTUCKY.
A. NUISANCE
As held by the Kentucky Court of Appeals in Somerset v. Sears,2° nuisances are "that
class ofwrongs which arise from the unreasonable, unwarranted or unlawful use by a person of ..l
his own property or produce such material annoyance, inconvenience, discomfort or hurt to
others that the law will presume a consequential damage."21 In addition, as held in the venerable
case ofLouisville Refining Company v. Mudd,22 whether a nuisance exists is determined on the
basis of two factors: the gravity ofthe harm to the plaintiff and the reasonableness of the
defendant's use of his property.23
Kentucky's law ofnuisance was codified by the Kentucky General Assembly in 1991.2-1
Citing KRS Section 411.550(2),25 the United States District Court for the Eastern District of .J
Kentucky stated in Fletcher v. Tenneco, Inc. 26 that "Kentucky's codification of the common law l
IIIIIl
ofnuisance frames the inquiry concerning the gravity of the harm as a determination of whether
a defendant's use ofhis property would substantially interfere with the use and enjoyment of
property by a person of ordinary health and sensibilities.'m In Fletcher, the court, in ruling on
~o 233 S.W.2d 530, 532 (Ky. 1950).
21/d.
~~ 339 S.W.2d 181, 186 (Ky. 1960).
~3 Id.
~4 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 411.500-570 (Michie 1997).
~~ Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 411.550(2) (Michie 1997).
~6 1993 WL 86561 *1 (E.D. Ky. 1993) (opinion withdrawn at request of the court).
~, /d. at *2.
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plaintiffs right to compensation in private nuisance for pCB28 contamination on his property,
held that, "as a matter oflaw, the contamination ofplaintiffs' land by a substance widely
accepted as hazardous constitutes a condition that would substantially annoy or interfere with the
use and enjoyment ofproperty by a person ofordinary sensibilities."29 Whether the interfering
conduct is unreasonable is determined by evaluating "all relevant facts and circumstances," using
a plethora offactors.3o Evidence ofnegligence by the defendant is an important,31 but not
necessary factor in weighing reasonableness.32 In addition to the court's holding in Fletcher, the
Kentucky courts have long recognized that the pollution ofgroundwater by any means
constitutes a private nuisance.33
Further, to the extent that soil and groundwater contamination is attributable to the
unremediated depositing ofpetroleum substances on soil in the absence of a permit issued by the
Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet, such action on the part ofa
~8 "PCB"s are the acronym for a category ofpolychlorinated biphenyls which are denominated" hazardous
substances" pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 302.4 (1998).
~9 Fletcher, 1993 WL 86561 at· 4.
30 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 411.550 (1)(a-g). Such factors include the lawful nature of the defendant's use of his
property, the manner in which defendant has used it, the importance of the defendant's use of the property to the
community, and the influence of [his] use of property on the growth and prosperity of the community. The kind.
volume, and duration of the annoyance or interference with the use and enjoyment of the claimant's property may
also be considered, as well as the respective situations of the defendant and claimant, and the character of the area in
which the defendant's property is located, including but not limited to, all applicable statutes, laws, or regulations.
John S. Palmore, Kentucky's New Nuisance Statute, 7 J. MIN. L.& POLICY 1, 3 (1991-92).
31 Louisville & Jefferson County Air Bd. v. Porter, 397 S.W.2d 146, lSI-52 (Ky. 1965).
3~ George v. Standard Slag Co., 431 S.W.2d 711, 715 (Ky. 1968).
33 See Kinnaird v. Standard Oil Co., 12 S.W. 937 (Ky. 1890) (oil leak polluted domestic and livestock spring);
Miley v. A 'Hearn, 18 S.W. 529 (Ky. 1892) (privy allegedly would pollute domestic well); Livezey v. Schmidt, 29
S.W. 25 (1895) (manure pile seepage allegedly percolated to house cellar during rains); Louisville & Nashville R.R.
Co., v. Simpson, 33 S.W. 395 (Ky. 1895) (buried cow polluted domestic spring); Davis v. Atkins, 35 S.W. 271 (Ky.
1896) (privy allegedly would pollute domestic spring); Rogers v. Bond Bros., 130 S.W.2d 22 (Ky. 1939) (creosote
allegedly polluted public water supply well); McCaw v. Harrison, 259 S.W.2d 457 (Ky. 1953) (cemetery seepage
allegedly would pollute livestock well). See also, Davis, Groundwater Pollution: Case Law Theories for Relief. 39
Mo.L.REv.117(1994).
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putative defendant may constitute nuisance per se.34 In Brallch v. Western Petroleum, IIlC., the
Utah Supreme Court reasoned that where the defendant had ponded oil well formation waters on
its property in violation of Utah law, plaintiff could recover under the doctrine ofnuisance per
se, when such waters polluted plaintiffs well.3S As the court explained, "When the conditions
giving rise to a nuisance are also a violation ofa statutory prohibition, those conditions constitute
a nuisance per se, and the issue of the reasonableness ofthe defendant's conduct and the
weighing of the relative interests ofthe plaintiff and the defendant is precluded because the
legislature has, in effect, already struck a balance in favor ofthe innocent party.,,36
In Kentucky, K.R.S. Section 224.40-100(1) provides the requisite statutory prohibition
necessary for the imposition ofnuisance per se in the petroleum contamination ofsoil and
groundwater.37 This section provides that "no person shall transport to or dispose ofwaste at any
site or facility other than a site or facility for which a permit for waste disposal has been issued
by the Cabinet.,,38
K.R.S. Section 224.01-405(1) imposes obligations on persons who own or operate a source
from which a release of petroleum has occurred to characterize the effect of the release as
necessary to determine the effect of the release on the environment and perform corrective
action, including remedial actions to clean up contaminated groundwater, surface waters,
sediment and soil.39
34 See infra text accompanying notes 37-41 .
3~ 657 P.2d 267 (Utah 1982).
361d. at 276.
37 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.40-100(1) (Michie 1997).
l8 ld. The tenn "Cabinet" as utilized in K.R.S. § 224.40-100 (I) means the Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet. See Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-010(9) (Michie 1997).
39 Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-405(1) (Michie 1997).
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Soil or groundwater contamination attributable to a person failing to undertake the
remediation obligation statutorily imposed by K.R.S. Section 224.01-405 will be deemed to be
"the disposal ofwaste at [a] site or facility, other than a site or facility for which a permit for
waste disposal has been issued by the Cabinet," in violation ofKRS Section 224.40-100(1).40
Therefore, utilizing Brallch as persuasive authority, a Kentucky court could conclude that a
defendant's unremediated contamination of soil and groundwater attributable to leaking
petroleum constitutes a nuisance per se.41
Kentucky's codification of the common law of nuisance provides that a private nuisance is
to be cast as either a permanent nuisance or a temporary nuisance, but. not both.42 A permanent
nuisance is defined as a private nuisance that cannot be corrected or abated at a reasonable
expense to the owner43 and is relatively enduring and not likely abated voluntarily or by court
order.44 Creation of a permanent nuisance results in damages amounting to the resulting loss in
market value of the claimant's property.4S
Similarly, "temporary nuisance" is defined as "any private nuisance that is not a permanent
nuisance...,~6 As a consequence, a temporary nuisance is that category of nuisance that can be
40 Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 224.40-100 (1).
41 Branch, 657 P.2d at 267. As will be discussed in more detail, infra, K.R.S. § 224.99-020(2) may provide a
separate statutory cause ofaction that may be asserted against a defendant for its violation of K.R.S. § 224.40-
100(1). K.R.S. Section 224.99-020(2) provides that "[n]othing contained in this Chapter shall abridge the right of
any person to recover actual compensatory damages resulting from any violation of this Chapter." See infra text
accompanying notes 195-201. As discussed therein, if asserted as a statutory cause of action, the five year statute of
limitations applicable to statutory causes ofaction embodied in K.R.S. Section 413.120(2) would control.
4~ Ky. REv. STAT. AlI.'N. § 411.520(2) (Michie 1997).
43 City of Ashland v. Kittle, 305 S.W.2d 768, 769 (Ky. 1957).
4-4 Ky. REV. STAT. Ar.m. § 411.530(1)(a);(b) (Michie 1997). See Ky.-Ohio Gas Co. v. Bowling, 95 S.\V.2d 1,4-5
(Ky. 1936); See also Kentland-Elkhorn Coal Co. v. Charles, 514 S.\V.2d 659, 664 (Ky. 1974).
45 Kentland-Elkhorn. 514 S.W.2d at 664.
~6 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 411.540(1) (Michie 1997).
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abated at a reasonable COSt.47 In such cases, KRS Section 411.540(2) provides that the measure
ofdamages for temporary nuisance is to be determined by calculating the diminution in the value
ofuse or the rental value of the claimant's property.48 In the event that the claimant occupied the
property during the continuance of the nuisance, damages are to be measured by the diminution
in the value of the use of the property which resulted from the nuisance.49 On the other hand, if
the claimant did not occupy the property during the continuance of the nuisance, compensatory
damages are to be measured by the diminution in the fair rental value of the property which
resulted from the nuisance.so
However, to the extent that a claimant wishes to claim redress for annoyance, discomfort,
sickness, emotional distress or similar claims attributable to private nuisance, damages for such
injuries must emanate from a claim for personal injury joined in an action for nuisance, but will
not be awarded predicated on the existence of the nuisance alone.sl
A majority ofcourts will not uphold a cause ofaction in private nuisance by a current
landowner against a prior owner,S2 reasoning that the court will not interfere where parties have
prior contractual relationships.s3
As most soil and groundwater contamination is of such a character that it is capable of being
corrected or abated at a reasonable expense, claimants establishing the existence of a private
47 Lynn Mining Co. v. Kelly, 394 S.W.2d 755, 759 (Ky. 1965).
48 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 411.540(2) (Michie 1997).
49 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 411.560(l)(b)(l) (Michie 1997).
~o Id. at (1)(b)(2).
51 Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 411.560(3) (Michie 1997). See Kentland-Elkho1"ll, 514 S.W.2d at 664.
~~ Lilly Industries, Inc. v. Health-Chern COIl'., 974 F. Supp. 702, 706 (S.D. Ind. 1997); Cf Newhall Land & Famling
Co. v. Superior Ct. (Mobil Oil Corp.), 19 Cal.AppAth 334, 342 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993) (sustaining a cause of action in
nuisance even though the plaintiff had no property interest at the time of the defendant's conduct. The court
premised the plaintiffs standing on his present inability to sell the property in question because of the
contamination).
S3/d.
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nuisance predicated on contamination constituting an unreasonable and substantial annoyance to
the occupants of the claimant's property would likely be awarded damages for temporary
nuisance.s4 Alternatively, if the extent ofcontamination is so pervasive that it cannot be abated at
a reasonable expense and it is relatively enduring,SS damages to be awarded are to be measured
by the reduction in the fair market value of the claimant's property, not to exceed the fair market
value of such property.S6
Whether the plaintiff's claim is deemed to constitute a permanent or a temporary nuisance is
a critical distinction with respect to when the applicable period of limitations begins to run. As
held by the Kentucky Court ofAppeals in LYIlIl Millillg Co. v. Kelly, the five year statute of
limitations embodied in KRS Section 413.120(4) governs the bringing ofan action in nuisance.s7
Further, a claim for relief from a permanent nuisance accrues when a plaintiff first suffers an
injury resulting from it.s8 However, in the case ofa temporary nuisance, the court in LYIlIl Milling
Co. analogized such an injury as tantamount to a "continuing trespass" "for which damages
could be recovered for each recurring injury, subject to the limitation that damages could not be
recovered for so much of the injury as occurred more than five years before the commencement
of the action."S9
In summary, soil and groundwater contamination caused by an unremediated release of
petroleum to soil and/or groundwater is clearly actionable in private nuisance and will likely
54 See supra text accompanying notes 48-50 (This relates to the proper measure of damages for temporary nuisance).
~5 See supra text accompanying note 45, relating to the definition of permanent nuisance.
56 See Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 422.560(1)(a) (Michie 1997).
~7 394 S.\V.2d at 755 (citing K.R.S. § 413.120).
58/d. at 758. See also Huffman v. United States, 82 F.3d 703, 705 (6th Cir. 1996).
59 Lynn Mining Co., 394 S.W.2d at 757 (citing West Kentucky Coal Co. v. Rudd, 328 S.\V.2d 156 (Ky. 1959».
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constitute a nuisance per se in Kentucky.60
B. TRESPASS
The tort of trespass will lie in Kentucky where one enters or remains upon the land in
possession ofanother without the possessor's consent.61 The interest protected is the right of
exclusive possession of the land.62 The gravamen ofthe cause ofaction is the interference with
the plaintiffs current possessory interest in the property.63 Accordingly, standing to pursue a
claim of trespass can be found in both the landowner and the tenant.64
However, Kentucky courts hold that a possessory interest supporting a trespass cause of
action cannot simultaneously exist in the landowner and tenant.6S The tenant must establish that
the interference was to property in which he/she had a possessory interest at the time of the
occurrence.66 Similarly, an owner who is out ofpossession cannot maintain trespass.67 Thus, a
Kentucky landowner cannot sue for trespass to land his tenant occupies;68 however, such
landowner retains a future possessory interest in which he may base a claim for injury to the
reversion.69 In this regard, the landowner must aver damage to the property which affects the
60 In addition to nuisance per se being predicated upon a violation ofK.R.S. Section 224.40-100(1), to the extent
that petroleum contamination is attributable to the defendant's violation of Kentucky regulations which prescribe
the operation and maintenance of underground storage tanks (See gellerally, 401 Ky. ADMIN. REG. Chapter 42.
Nuisance per se may be predicated upon violations of such administrative regulations).
61 Bradford v. Clifton, 379 S.W.2d 249 (Ky. 1964).
62 REsTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 157 (1963-64).
63/d.
64 W. PAGE KEETON, ET.AL., PROSSER & KEETON ON THE LAW OF TORTS § 13, 77-78 (5th ed. 1984) (explaining that
a tenant may bring an action up to end ofhis term with any permanent damage beyond that time recoverable by the
landlord).
65 Walden v. Conn, 1 S.W. 312 (1886) (emphasis added).
66 See. e.g., Carroll v. Litton Systems, Inc., 1990 WL 312969, ·56 (W.D. N.C. 1990).
67 KEETON, ET. AL., supra note 64, § 13, at 78.
68 lValden. 1 S.W. at 78. Cf., Starr v. Jackson, 11 Mass. 519, Davis v. Nash, 32 Me. 411, where the courts held that
where a tenant is merely a tenant at will, the landlord may bring trespass, as having "constructi"e possession."
69/d.
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of causation is met where the plaintiff establishes a specific act carried out by the defendant. 72
In the ancient case of Chesapeake, Ohio & South West Railroad Co. v. Etheridge73 the
court established a cause ofaction in trespass where a tree was the "thing" which blew upon the
land of the plaintiff and the owner thereof refused to remove it after being notified.74 Similarly,
an environmental contaminant has consistently been held to be such a "thing," as where harmful
"waste" was deposited on the plaintiffs' property and the defendant failed to remove it after the
plainti~s acquired the property.7S Accordingly, courts have likewise held that invasions ofland
by crude oil and gasoline are trespasses.76 Significantly, one's liability in trespass is not limited
to surface encroachments, but extends to invasions subterranean to the land in which the plaintiff
70 /d. (holding that damage to sustain such an action may be found in loss of rents if the tenant is forced to leave as a
result of the trespass, or damages in the destruction or dilapidation of the premises).
71 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 158 (1963-64). See also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 160, cmt.e
(1963-64), which emphasizes that this form of trespass is based on the defendant's intentional violation of its duty
of removal: "A trespass may be committed by the continued presence on the land ofa structure, chattel, or other
thing which the actor or his predecessor in legal interest has placed on the land...with the consent of the person then
in possession of the land if the actor fails to remove it after the consent has been effectively terminated...." /d. See
also il/fra text accompanying notes 73-82.
n Michael J. Maher & Sheila Horan, Lessons in L. U.S. T.: The Complete StOl)' ofLiabilityfor Leaking UI/dergroulld
Storage Tanks. 16 N. ILL. L. REV. 581, 602 (1996).
7J 7 Ky. L. Rptr. 758 (Ky. 1886).
74/d.
7S Mangini v. Aerojet-General Corp., 21 ENVTL. L. REP. 21429 (1991). Courts have further held intangible, invisible
gases and microscopic particles to be "things" supporting a trespass cause ofaction where the Court obviated the
requirement of tangible physical invasion to property in the case ofalleged air pollution. The Court said that the
course of science had changed with the times, requiring the bench to reframe its concept of "things." Martin v.
Reynolds Metal Co., 342 P.2d 790 (1959), cert. denied, 362 U.S. 918 (1960).
76 Phillips v. Sun Oil, 121 N.E.2d 249 (1954) (gasoline seepage from defendant's pump into plaintiffs water well)
(cited in Page Keeton & Lee Jones, Jr., Tort Liability in the Oil & Gas Industl)', 39 TEX. L. REV. 253, 267 (1961);
Cf. Burr v. Adams Eidemiller, Inc., 126 A.2d 403 (1956) (acknowledging the leakage of slag from defendant's
operations to be an intentional invasion ofplaintiffs land, but categorizing the tort as a nuisance, the
unreasonableness of which is a matter of fact for the jury). See also supra text accompanying notes 20-60 for a
discussion of the common law remedy of nuisance.
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has a possessory interest.77 Indeed, courts have held that a trespass cause of action may be
invoked where underground oil tanks leak, assuming all other elements ofproof for the tort are
met. 78 The aforesaid failure of the defendant to remove the contaminants from the plaintiffs land
is traditionally held to be a "continuing trespass."79 The gravamen ofa "continuing trespass" also
incorporates continued presence ofcontaminants on the plaintiffs property, and may also give
rise to a cause ofaction against former owners and occupiers.80 Consent granted by a former
holder ofa possessory interest is no defense as against a subsequent possessor if the actor fails to
remove the thing after consent is terminated.81 Hence, a demand by the owner that the offender
remove the contaminant followed by the defendant's failure to do so manifests a purposeful
intent to commit an intentional continuing trespass.82 Abandonment ofwaste which may be
traced to a defendant can analogously be argued to be active disposal without consent.83
However, just as a continuing nuisance cause of action will not lie against an innocent lessor
landowner for contamination by a tenant,8ol lessor landowners cannot be held liable on a
continuing trespass theory unless they actively caused or contributed to the contamination.85
Typically, in determining whether a plaintiff has established a prima facie case in trespass, the
77 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 158; RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, § 159, cmt.l (1963-64);
"subterranean" means those invasions "being or lying under the surface of the earth" and includes geological
structures found therein such as springs"; See also North Georgia Petroleum Co. v. Lewis, 197 S.E.2d 437 (Ga. Ct.
App. 1973), where the court noted that contamination of subterranean waters by oil or gas renders a person liable in
damages.
78 Kulpa v. Stewart's Ice Cream., 144 A.D.2d 205, 207 (N.Y. App. Div. 1988); Hudson v. Peavy Oil Co., 556 P.2d
175 (Or. 1977); Wilson v. McLeod Oil Co., 398 S.E.2d 586 (N.C. 1990) (hereinafter "McLeod Oil").
79 KEETON, ET. AL., supra note 64, § 13, at 83.
10 Newhall Land & Farming Co. v. Superior Ct. (Mobil Oil Corp.), 19 Cal. App. 4th 334, 345-47 (1993) (owner v.
remote predecessor in title). But see Lilly Industries, 974 F. Supp. at 709 (owner v. immediate predecessor) (holding
that actions the prior owner took while in "lawful possession of the property that were alleged to have continued to
affcet the same property after the change of possession" do not sustain a trespass cause of action).
81 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 160.
8~ Maher & Horan, s/lpra note 72, at 602.
83 !d.
84 See supra text accompanying notes 52-53.
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court's principal focus will be upon the element ofintent.86 It is not necessary to prove that the
tortfeasor had an intention to effect the hann, but merely had the requisite intention to do the act
which, as a logical and natural result, brings about or results in the ham1 or damage.87 Knowingly
allowing oil to seep into soil or groundwater is sufficient to establish the element of intent,
assuming the plaintiff establishes that the defendant was aware of the act leading to the
contamination.88 However, an actor's awareness ofa high degree of likelihood that his activities
will result in a trespass may be proved circumstantially.89 Moreover, a defense of mistake will
not be entertained.9O
Further, a defendant may be liable in trespass even where the trespassory invasion causes no
damage to the plaintiff's property or interest in the property, as long as other elements of the tort
are proved.91 The action is founded in the vindication ofa legal right,92 but the plaintiff is limited
to nominal damages in such situations unless title to or rights in real property are threatened.93
Similarly, if the defendant's act causes no immediate harm but later contributes to damage, the
action will lie.94 Additionally, causal intervention of natural conditions, such as deterioration,
wind or rain, in initiating or exacerbating the trespass will not absolve the defendant ofliability.95
Thus, by way of illustration, where the defendant intentionally dumped asphalt and asphalt-like
matter on his own land in such a manner that it was carried onto the plaintiffs land by a
8S Resolution Trust Corp. v. Rossmoor Corp., 40 Cal. Rptr. 328, 331 (Cal. App. 4th 1995).
86 Gary W. Napier & Samuel L. Perkins, 'Ownership' ofUnderground Storage Tanks, 9 J. NAT. RESOURCES &
ENVTL. L. 1,6 (1993-94).
87 Randall v. Shelton, 293 S.W.2d 559 (Ky. 1956).
S8 Cooper v. Whiting Oil Co., 311 S.E.2d 757 (Va. 1984) (hereinafter "Whiting Oil").
89 Bradley v. American Smelting & Refining Co, 709 P.2d 782, 786 (Wash. 1985).
90 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 164 (1963-64).
91 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 158. But see Borland v. Sanders Lead Co., Inc., 369 So.2d 523 (Ala. 1979).
9~ KEETON, ET. AL., supra note 64, § 13, at 75.
93 Cissell v. Grimes Invs., Inc., 383 S.W.2d 128, 129 (Ky. Ct. App.1964).
901 Rushing.v. Hooper-McDonald, Inc., 300 So.2d 94 (Ala. 1974) (hereinafter "Rushing").
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contiguous stream, he was held liable for trespass.96 The court emphasized the act must be done
with knowledge that it will, to a substantial certainty, result in entry of the foreign matter onto
the plaintiffs property.97
Kentucky law provides a five year statute of limitations for trespass to real property.98
However, the designation of"continuing trespass" serves to relieve some of the strictures of
limitations periods within which the possessor would have to bring a toxic tort claim.99
Additionally, in trespasses which are temporary in nature but recurrent, as a periodical seepage,
each identifiable incident ofcontamination will give rise to another cause of action. loo Under
these circumstances, it is important to note that the statute of limitations contained in KRS
Section 413.120(4) will not present a bar to such actions, as long as the contamination is present
at the time the action is filed. lol
Kentucky law holds that the measure ofdamages for a trespass of temporary duration will be
the cost of restoring plaintiffs property to as good a condition as it was prior to the trespass, in
95 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 158, cmt.l.
96 Rushing. 300 So.2d at 100.
97 !d. at 97. See a/so Borland, 369 So.2d at 529 (requiring "reasonable foreseeability that the act done could result
in an invasion ofplaintifrs possessory interest" and also "substantial damages to the res.") See also W.T. Ratliff\'.
Henley, 405 So.2d 141, 145 (Ala. 1981). The "substantial certainty" standard imposes a heavy evidentiary burden
on the plaintiff in underground contamination cases, but must be met for the action to lie.
98 Ky. REV. STAT. A1\'N. § 413.120(4) (Michie 1997). An act characterized as a "continuing trespass" relieves the
possessor of some of the strictures of limitations periods in which he would have to bring the claim. See infi'a text
accompanying note 101.
99 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 161, cmt.6 1963-64).
100 Wimmer v. City ofFort Thomas, 733 S.W.2d 759 (Ky. Ct. App. 1987).
101 !d. Further, in some recent decisions where the defendant has refused to remo\'e the contaminating agents after
demand has been made, the courts have classified the continual seepage ofcontaminants from the defendant's
property at the time the action is filed to constitute a "renewing" rather than a "continuing" trespass. McLeod Oil.
398 S.E.2d at 586. The Court noted that, "[T]ests reveal that the plaintiffs well remained contaminated with
gasoline as of the filing of this action and gasoline was found in the dirt surrounding the defendant's tank, indicating
that the seepage from the defendant's property had not stopped at the time this suit was filed," Accordingly, the
Court held that where contaminants continued to leach at the time the action is filed, such a trespass was "recurrent"
and thus not barred by the five year statute of limitations applicable to trespass and nuisance claims in NQrth
Carolina. !d.
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addition to dimunition in the value of the use of the property, if any, during restoration to its
original condition.102 Courts in other states have required proofofabatablility in continuing
trespass actions wherein plaintiffs seeking to prevail must present substantial evidence that the
condition can be removed at a reasonable cost and by reasonable means. 103 Without any evidence
,that the contamination is both subject to clean-up and that the remediation cost is reasonable,
courts in these jurisdictions classify the trespass as "permanent," and hold that the traditional
state law statute of limitations applies. 104 In Kentucky, the measure ofdamages where injury to
land is permanent is the difference in fair market value immediately before the trespass and its
fair market value immediately thereafter. 105 Finally, a jury is warranted in awarding punitive
damages in the case oftrespass if the act is attended by rudeness, wantonness, recklessness, or an
insulting manner or is accompanied by circumstances of fraud and malice, oppression,
aggravation, or gross negligence. 106
C. NEGLIGENCE
An individual injured by petroleum contamination will often combine a cause of action in
negligence with nuisance and trespass. Whether property owners who are damaged from
contamination originating on adjacent land can establish a prima facie case ofnegligence against
the neighboring landowner turns on general negligence principles.107
10l United Co-op Realty v. Morrison, 89 S.W.2d 331 (Ky. 1936). See also B & B Oil Co. v. Townsend, 192 S.W.2d
953,954 (Ky. 1946).
103 Mangini, 21 Envtl. L. Rep. at 1103.
104 !d.
105 Chapman v. Beaver Dam Coal Co., 327 S.W.2d 397, 399-400 (Ky. Ct. App. 1959).
106 Rushing, 300 So.2d at 98.
107 Dennis L. Greenwald & Michael Asimow, Real Property Transaction. Environmental Hazards Liability,
California Practice Guide Ch. 5: 171.1 (1995-97). Plaintiffs must show the defendant owed them a duty of care. that
the defendant breached that duty, and that the plaintiff suffered injury which was proximately caused by the
defendant's breach. See also Exxon Corp. v. Amoco Oil Co., 875 F.2d 1085, 1090 (4'h Cir. 1989) (citing Jacques ",
First Nat'l Bank, 515 A.2d 756 (Md. Ct. App. 1986».
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1. Duty and Breach
The pertinent duty is traditionally framed as that standard ofcare which a reasonable person
would exercise under the same or similar circumstances. 108 However, a defendant may
additionally be charged with any specialized knowledge that he had or should have had in the
conduct ofhis activities,l09 such as knowledge about the danger of tank corrosion, tank piping
design, chemical reactions likely to result from normal tank usage, or affordable testing
procedures. I 10
Prior to enactment of federal and state statutory provisions, there was no formally recognized
legislatively imposed duty to inspect or test tanks or piping for leaks. III However, courts, both
before and subsequent to such legislative interventions, have judicially recognized a general duty
to act in specified situations. I 12 Thus, such a duty is identified where reasonable persons would
foresee that property ofanother is at risk,113 and where the UST should be periodically inspected
for potential leaks. 114 Likewise, courts have established duties (I) to avoid infringement on
neighboring ownership rights via contamination ofgroundwater,IIS (2) to maintain UST's in a
reasonably safe condition; 16 and (3) to act upon actual or constructive notice ofa UST leak. 1I7
108 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 283 (1963-64).
109 Lerro v. Wynne, 301 A.2d 70S, 707 (Pa. 1973).
IIO/d. at 707-708. The court stated that "ordinary men know that large quantities ofoil soaking into the ground, if
uncontrolled, flow in unpredictable directions and therefore involve a risk of seriously affecting other properties."
[d.
III Samuel L. Perkins, Petroleum Storage Regulation in Kentucky, 22 N. Ky. L. REV. 59, 62 (1995).
m See infra text accompanying notes 113-117.
m Nischke v. Farmers & Merchants Bank & Trust, 522 N.W.2d 542,550 (Wis. Ct. App. 1994) (holding that a bank
with a security interest in a UST on the landowner's property may be negligent for failure to inform the landowner
that the tank was to be abandoned).
114 Lerro, 301 A.2d at 707.
m Exxon Corp. v. Yarema, 516 A.2d 990, 1005 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1986).
116 Leone v. Leewood Servo Station Inc., 212 A.D.2d 669 (N.Y. App. Div. 1995).
117 New York Tel. Co. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 99 A.D.2d 185 (N.Y. App. Diy. 1984).
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Breach of such duties is found whenever the conduct of the defendant falls below the relevant
standard ofcare,118 and the elements ofduty and breach are often addressed together. 119
Kentucky law has long recognized that a cause of action in negligence may lie for the
pollution ofgroundwater. In Long v. Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company,120 the plaintiff
sued the defendant railroad for contamination ofher well alleged to have been caused by the
defendant's burial of a dead cow in its right-of-way.121 The court found a "duty ofcare and regard
to the rights ofothers as a prudent and just man would and should have in the same situation."122
The court elaborated that an absence ofsuch care and regard would constitute a breach of duty if
the injury was "plainly shown to be anticipated and easily preventable with reasonable care and
expense."123 Although the court in Long did not find that defendant negligent, the case recognizes
negligence as a cause of action available to plaintiffs upon proper proof.
While no cases in Kentucky have addressed a defendant's liability in negligence for leaking
underground storage tanks or the generation ofpetroleum contamination by other means, the
Maryland Court ofAppeals, in £.'\xon v. Yarema,124 held that leaking underground storage tanks,
as well as Exxon's tardy remedial response to contain the contamination, constituted a breach of
its duty to its neighboring landowners not to impair their ownership rights through water
contamination.12s Similarly, the Georgia Court ofAppeals, in North Georgia Petroleum
118 Tolin v. Terrell, 117 S.W. 290. 291 (Ky. 1909)(explaining that the standard ofcare required in Kentucky is an
objective standard of knowledge and understanding held by members of the community).
119 William B. Johnson, J.D., Tort Liabilityfor Pollution from Underground Storage Tanks,S A.L.R. 51h• t 2 (1993-
97).
I~O Long v. Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co., 107 S.W. 203 (Ky. 1908).
1211d.
m /d. at 205.
mId.
1~4 516 A.2d at 1005.
1~5Id.
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Company v. Lewis, 126 explained that a landowner acting with negligent conduct may be liable to a
neighboring landowner for pollution of percolating water, notwithstanding the fact that the
defendant has been putting the land to reasonable use. The court noted that several states
recognize oil and gas contamination ofgroundwater sufficient to render the person liable in
damages to the aggrieved landowner. 127 "Reasonableness of use" is for the fact finder to decide,
utilizing factors such as the nature of the watercourse, its adaptability for particular purposes, and
the extent of injury caused to the lower riparian owner. 128
Further, in P. Ballentine & Sons v. Public Service C01poration,J29 the New Jersey Supreme
Court instructively identified a duty oflandowners to prevent any future escape of contaminants
from one's premises once a landowner is notified his tanks are a potential source of
contamination. 130 In Ballentine, the landowner inspected and removed or repaired some of the
petroleum tanks and connection pipes on his property after contamination ofa neighbor's wells
was brought to his attention. 131 However, his failure to inspect another receptacle to ascertain its
imperviousness rendered him liable in negligence when it was found to be the culprit tank. 132
While Kentucky courts have held that although the law ofnegligence imposes no absolute duty
to prevent the escape of contaminants,133 there is, at a minimum, a duty imposed on a landowner
to conduct activities with due care and in good faith. 134
126 197 S.E.2d at 437.
127/d. at 439.
128 Long v. Louisiana Creosoting Co., 69 So. 281 (La. 1915).
12970A. 167, 168 (NJ. 1908).
13°/d.
131/d.
132/d.
IJ3 Rogers v. Bond Bros., 130 S.W.2d 22, 24 (Ky. 1939).
13~ B & B Oil Co., 192 S.W. at 953.
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The duty established in Ballantine to maintain, inspect, test, or otherwise monitor one's
tanks was reiterated by the New York courts in New York Telephone \1. Mobil Oil Corporatioll. 13S
There, the court emphasized that a defendant may be liable upon actual or constructive notice of
the alleged dangerous conditi~n ifhe fails to act to prevent injury or ifhe creates such a
condition in his manner ofmaintenance or service of the tank. 136 Further, courts more heavily
weigh a defendant's failure to act once notified ofcontamination than his inadequate manner of
maintenance, as it has been held that a defendant who adequately maintained his gasoline UST
was still negligent by filling the tank after it had knowledge of the leak. 137
In contrast, a lessor landowner's obligation to adjacent property owners does not extend to a
duty to enter and inspect the leased property at the outset of a lease merely because some leakage
is inherent in the gas station business which is to be operated there.13s The lessor neither has a
duty to terminate a lease or even to perform rigorous testing after notification of leaks,139 but
meets its duty by promptly remediating leaks ofwhich he has knowledge. 140
Where duties are not commonly understood by ordinary men, a court may require specific
evidence regarding company policy or industry practice to be presented to establish the exact
duties with which the defendant is charged. Thus, the Supreme Court ofVirginia, in Cooper \1.
Whiting Oil Company, Inc."41 affirmed ajudgment for the defendant oil company where the
plaintiff failed to establish that the defendant had any duty to inspect and maintain tanks, and
135 99 A.D.2d at 191.
136/d.
137 Whiting Oil, 311 S.E.2d at 757.
138 Resolution Trust COlp., 40 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 333 .
139/d.
140 [d. at 334.
141 311 S.E.2d at 757.
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failed to demonstrate how leaks could be prevented or even detected by appropriate inspection or
maintenance procedures.142
2. Injur)'
In addition to establishing duty and breach, the plaintiffmust establish injury or damage. 143
Proofof injury from oil leakage is more straightforward than in other cases of toxic
contamination because the contaminant is generally detectable by odor or taste. 144
Notwithstanding the fact that many injuries are manifested in an obvious manner,145 some harms
are not as apparent, and courts will hold the plaintiff to his obligation of proof ofdamage. Such
was the case in Exxon Corporation v. Amoco Oil Company,146 where the plaintiffoil company
had purchased property for a service station from the defendant oil company.147 The plaintiff
succeeded in proving a breach of the defendant's duty to see that its USTs did not contaminate
groundwater, but had "failed entirely" in proving that it suffered any damages as a result of the
breach:48 Significant to the decision was the court's distinction that even though the groundwater
in the area was contaminated, no damage had been shown to the specific property of the
plaintiff. '49
Exposure to uncertain but probable, substantial risk will support a finding of injury in some
'421d.
143 Johnson, supra note 119, at § 6(a).
144 Allison Rittenhouse Hayward, Common Law Remedies & the UST Regulations, 21 B. C. ENVTL. L. REV. 619,
661 (1994). Other toxins are less readily detectable by the injured party yet may be harmful in minute doses, giving
rise to latent manifestations of injury years after exposure. !d. at 666 n.263.
14' Cornell v. Exxon Corp., 162 A.D.2d 892, (N.Y. App. Div. 1990). (The plaintiffs' children were sickened after
ingestion ofgasoline traced to the defendant oil company's USTs. The court held that there was sufficient medical
evidence in the record to sustain the claim of personal injury).
146 875 F.2d at 1091.
147/d. at 1087; 1091.
1481d. at 1091.
149 !d.
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jurisdictions, and the finder of fact has broad discretion in such cases, ISO so long as its results
comports with the preponderance of the evidence. lSI It has thus been held that even apotential
health threat can be actionable if sufficiently serious. IS2 More conservative courts hold that the
mere probability or likelihood ofharm is not enough, and that the factfinder must also consider
imminence and magnitude. ls3
3. Causation
It is generally accepted that tort liability is dependent on proof that the defendant's culpable
conduct or activity was the actual cause ofthe plaintiffs injury.ls4 In petroleum related cases, the
majority ofcourts have consistently required proof that the defendant's conduct was "more likely
than not" the cause of the plaintiffs injury or that the injury would not have occurred "but for"
that conduct. 1SS
Proofofactual causation has been upheld where the plaintiff established the proximity of the
tank to the contamination,ls6 and there were no other sources in the area nor any contamination
until the installation of the particular UST. 1S7 Results of leak tests performed to determine if
USTs were "tight" have also been held to be conclusive as to causation,1S8 as has the expert
150 Environmental Defense Fund v. EPA, 598 F.2d 62,89 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (upholding EPA's prohibition of
discharge of PCBs based on evidence that was "at least suggestive of carcinogenicity"). See also Ethyl Corp. v.
EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 17 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (holding that no proof ofactual harm was necessary to support regulation of
lead in gasoline).
151 National Lime Ass'n v. EPA, 627 F.2d416, 453 (D.C. Cir. 1980).
15~ Reserve Mining Corp. v. EPA, 514 F.2d 492,520 (8th Cir. 1975); Cf. Harrison v. Indiana Auto Shredders Co.,
528 F.2d 1107, 1125 (7th Cir. 1976), where the Reserve holding was cited to deny damages to plaintiffs based on
unpredictable health consequences. See also Spannaus v. Maple Hill Estates, 317 N.W.2d 53, 55 (Minn. 1982).
I5J Sierra Club v. Sigler, 695 F.2d 957,970 (5 th Cir. 1983); Ayers v. Jackson, 525 A.2d 287 (N.J. 1987).
154 Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. v. Spears, 93 S.E.2d 659,661 (Ga. 1956).
155 See infra text accompanying notes 156-162.
156 South Cent. Bell Tel. Co. v. Gaines Petroleum Co., 499 So.2d 521, 523 (La. Ct. App. 1986).
157 Monroe "66" Oil Co. v. Hightower, 80 So.2d 8 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1965).
158 Malone v. Ware Oil Co., 534 N.E.2d 1003, 1004 (Ill. App. Ct. 1989).
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testimony ofa chemist that the material contained in the UST matched samples at the
contaminated site. ls9
Additionally, unexplained financial losses to a business where USTs were located were held
definitive on the issue ofcausation,160 as were unexplained losses ofgasoline, 161 and results of
regulatory agencies' investigations substantiating leakage.162
4. Proof
Proofof causation through the use ofcircumstantial evidence has been held to require more
than a scintilla ofcircumstantial evidence,I63 although courts liberally allow inferences to suffice
as the level ofproofthat the conduct did or did not cause the plaintiffs harm.l~Thus, proof that
groundwater flowed from the defendant's USTs in the direction of the plaintiffs land has been
held to be sufficient to prove causation.16s Likewise, the plaintiffs compounded evidence of test
results from upgradient and downgradient monitoring wells, onset ofgasoline odor one year after
installation of the USTs, plaintiffs' own sample results corroborating those of the state agency,
and witness testimony ofobservance of soil contamination upon UST removal has been
J
J
,
..;
sufficient for courts to infer that the leak caused the plaintiffs harm. 166
Alternatively, failing to conduct leakage testing of similar tanks used by other gas stations in .J
the area caused the inference ofcausation from the defendant's tanks to likewise faiL I67
159 Gaines Petroleum, 499 So.2d at 523.
160 Id.
161 Sinclair Refming Co. v. Bennett, 123 F.2d 884 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1941).
16~ Gaines Petroleum, 499 So.2d at 523.
163 Masten v. Texas Co., 140 S.E. 89, 90 (N.C. 1927).
1601 Harthman. 846 F. Supp. at 1282.
16~ McLeod Oil. 398 S.E.2d at 596.
166 Malone. 534 N.E.2d at 1005.
167 Moore v. Mobil Oil Co., 480 A.2d 1012, 1019 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1984).
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Similarly, the Kentucky Supreme Court, in Maise v. Imperial Oil Company, refused to infer that
the defendant oil company's tanks caused an explosion in a nearby residential well where there
was no positive evidence of gasoline in the well. 168
Mere location was held to be sufficient to infer causation where the defendant admitted his
tanks leaked and they were situated over an aquifer supplying wells. 169 Consequently, the North
Carolina Supreme Court in Masten v. Texas Company relied on the well location in relation to
the implicated UST in finding causation.170 There, the gas tank was the only one within a half
mile or more of the plaintiffs home, the contour of the ground sloped from the tank to the well,
and a strata of rock ran from the tank to the well. 17I Even more significantly, the vein ofwater
running to the well came from the direction of the pump associated with the tank. J72 All these
geographic location factors led to an inference ofcausation.173 Where several sources within the
possession, control and peculiar knowledge of a defendant may be implicated, it is not incumbent
on the plaintiff to prove in which specific tank the leak occurred.17~ Indeed, in Southern Compan)'
v. Graham, the court reached an inference of causation by the process of elimination. 175 There,
the plaintiff negated other causes and showed that the presence ofgasoline in a water system
gradually diminished and had become practically eliminated, after the removal, testing,
168 137 S.W.2d 1104, 1106 (Ky. 1940).
169 Harthman, 846 F. Supp. at 1281.
170 Masten. 140 S.E. at 89.
171/d.
mId.
173 [d. at 90.
174 Ballentine. 70 A. at 168.
175 Southern Co. v. Graham, 607 S.W.2d 677, 679 (Ark. 1980).
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improvement and reinstallation of the tanks and its supportive structure.176
s. Negligence per se
Just as a violation ofKentucky statutes may support a claim for nuisance per se,177 likewise
a violation ofKentucky statutes may support a claim for negligence per se.178 The cause of
action arises irrespective ofwhether the defendant breaches the standard set out in a statute,
ordinance, or administrative regulation. 179 The Kentucky Supreme Court has theorized that the
action lies "because negligence per se is merely a negligence claim with a statutory standard of
care substituted for the common law standard ofcare."180
Standing to assert a cause ofaction sounding in negligence per se is contingent upon the
plaintiff establishing that he/she is a member of the class of persons that the statute, ordinance or
regulation was intended to protect,18I and the injury suffered must be the type ofharm that such
enactment was designed to prevent. 182 Curiously, however, at least one court has refused to allow
a statute, ordinance, or regulation to supply the standard ofcare in the absence of evidence that
the enacting body intended to create a private cause ofaction. 183 In Fortier v. Flambeau Plastics
Compan)', the Wisconsin Court ofAppeals illustrated these elements in holding that the class of
persons envisioned to be protected by the statute were "those persons whose water supplies may
be affected."184 The court then ruled that the plaintiffs use of the water supplies placed him in
176/d.
177 See supra text accompanying notes 34-41.
178 Real Estate Marketing, Inc. v. Franz, 885 S.W.2d 921,926-27 (Ky. 1994).
179 Maher & Horan, supra note 72, at 597.
ISO Real Estate Marketing, 885 S.W.2d at 927.
lSI Fortier v. Flambeau Plastics Co., 476 N.W.2d 593, 601 (Wis. Ct. App. 1991).
IS~ Id.
IS) Id. at 602. See also infra text accompanying notes 194-201, explaining the legislative intent to create a private
cause ofaction in Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.99-020(2).
184 Fortier, at 601.
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the protected class,18s giving him standing to sue the defendant whose deposit ofwaste at an
unlicensed landfill had contaminated the water supply. 186 However, the court denied recovery
because neither the solid waste disposal regulations which were violated nor the statutory chapter
under which they were promulgated evinced an intent to provide a private cause of action. 187
The negligence per se duty is not limited to injury to persons, but extends to property
damage. 188 Thus, where the UST regulations, which were contained in the state fire code, resulted
in gasoline in the plaintiffs soil, courts have upheld an action for negligence per se.189 K.R.S.
Section 446.070 elevates proofofviolation of statutory standards to the status ofnegligence
per se by providing that, "a person injured by the violation of any statute may recover from the
offenders such damages as he sustained by reason of the violation, although a penalty or
forfeiture is imposed for such violation."19o
Finally, the five year statute oflimitations embodied in K.R.S. Section 413.120(4) applies to
an action for damages to real property resulting from negligence. 191
IV. STATUTORILY CREATED CAUSES OF ACTION
A. Kentucky
Notwithstanding the existence of the traditional common law remedies previously
discussed, a plaintiffmay be able to take advantage ofa defendant's failure to confoml his/her
us /d.
186/d.
187/d. at 602. The court seems to have confused the notion that a statutory duty can supply an element of a common
law cause of action with the prerequisites for establishing a statutory cause of action.
188 Mini Mart, Inc. v. Direct Sales Tire Co., 889 F.2d 182, 185 (S.D. 1989).
189 /d. The court opined that the statute was enacted to prevent not only fire and explosion, but also contamination of
the soil and groundwater by a leaking tank. /d. See also Johnson, supra note 119, at § 3[a).
IQO Real Estate Marketing, 885 S.W.2d at 926-27; Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 446.070 (Michie 1997).
191 Commonwealth Dep't of Highways v. Ratliff, 392 S.W.2d 913 (Ky. 1965).
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conduct to the requirements ofKentucky statutes and regulations, and thereby afford himself a
remedy against the defendant to the extent that harm to the plaintiff can be shown to have been J
actually caused by the defendant's violation. 192 As many, ifnot most, petroleum leaks are
attributable to leaks from either underground or aboveground storage tanks, a plaintiff should
evaluate whether a leak from an underground or aboveground storage tank system has caused the
petroleum contamination in question and, ifso, whether the leak can be attributable to a failure
on the part ofthe defendant to abide by Kentucky's statutes and regulations governing storage of
petroleum in such tanks.
1. STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS RESPECTING THE USE OF '.,
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
In response to the federal mandate in Subtitle I of the Resource, Conservation, and Recovery
Act,193 (RCRA) that states adopt provisions regulating the storage and dispensing of petroleum
from USTs, the Kentucky General Assembly adopted the K.R.S. Section 224.60-155, which
empowers the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet ("Cabinet") to
promulgate regulations requiring the owner and operator ofsuch tanks to register USTs as well
as to undertake appropriate release response, site characterization, and corrective action
regarding leaks from petroleum USTS. 194 However, conceived as a regulatory, rather than a
compensatory scheme, 401 KAR Chapter 42195 contains no provision affording private persons a
192 Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 224.99-020(2) provides a private right of action where the defendant can be sho\\'n to
have violated an administrative regulation promulgated under any of its sections.
193 42 V.S.C.A. §§ 6901 et. seq. (1988).
IQJ Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 224.60-155 (Michie 1997). These rules are embodied in Chapter 42 of the Kentucky
Administrative Regulations. See, for example, 401 K.A.R. 42:060 which charges owners and operators with
responsibility to undertake corrective action for releases.
195 401 K.A.R. 42:005 et. seq. (hereinafter "Chapter 42").
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cause of action against one who violates its parameters.196 Nevertheless, K.R.S. Section 224.99-
020(2) provides such a cause of action if indeed any provision ofK.R.S. Section 224 is
violated. 197 That subsection provides that ''Nothing in this chapter shall abridge the right of any
person to recover actual compensatory damages resulting from any violation of this chapter...198
The Kentucky courts have ruled that a violation of an administrative regulation is tantamount to a
violation of the enabling statute which authorized the administrative agency to promulgate such
administrative regulation. 199 Accordingly, to the extent that a plaintiffcan adduce competent
evidence that the defendant has violated any provision of401 KAR Chapter 42 regarding
USTs,2°O and to the extent that the violation can be said to be causally related to the
contamination for which the plaintiff seeks recovery ofdamages, such regulatory violation will,
1% ld. Indeed, the chapter contains no penalty provision.
197 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.99-020(2) (Michie 1997).
198/d.
199 Home Ins. Co. v. Hamilton, 253 F. Supp. 752, 755 (E.D. Ky. 1966); Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Stokes Oil Co.,
863 F.2d 1250 (6'h Cir. 1988). State statutes should be intricately re\'iewed as to whether they do indeed provide a
private cause of action and, if so, to what degree. For example, Ohio UST regulations do not provide a private cause
ofaction. See Lyden Co. v. Citgo Petroleum Corp., 1991 WL 325786 at· 3 (N.D. Ohio Dec. 5,1991). Some states
only provide for declaratory or equitable relief, but no monetary damages. See Zoufa1 v. Amoco Oil Co., 1993 WL
208812 at·4 (E.D. Mich. Mar. 19, 1993».
200 401 K.A.R. 42: 005 et. seq. The Cabinet, in promulgating regulations governing the operation ofUSTs, chose to
adopt the federal regulations without significant modifications. The \'iolation of anyone of these technical or
remedial requirements, embodied in Chapter 42, will subject the owner and operator ofa UST to liability.
Identification of ownership ofUSTs became critical upon promulgation of UST regulations, because, prior to that,
the subject was relatively ignored. See Napier & Perkins, supra note 86, at 15. Promulgation of the UST regulations
thrust the issue into the forefront of industry regulation because, since the drafting of the Kentucky regulations
adopted the wording of CERCLA, the terms "owner/ownership" were used. /d. at 16-17. In reality, the discernment
between owner/operator appears to be merely semantical. There is no statutory definition for "owner," Id. at 15, and
there is usually no documentation from which one can clearly determine the ownership of a UST. /d. at 16. On the
other hand, just who is an "operator" is clear from the explicit statutory definition. Jd. at 17. Ultimately it makes no
difference, as like duties are generally imposed on both the owners and operators. /d. Additionally, when duties and
responsibilities as between the two are ambiguous, the court may hold the terms "owner/operator" to have their
ordinary meanings rather than unusual or technical meanings. See Edward Hines Lumber Co. v. Vulcan Materials
Co., 861 F.2d ISS, 156 (7'" Cir. 1988). Owners and operators are bound to performance standards and notification
requirements, release response parameters, site characterization elements, and corrective action requirements for
both new and existing systems. See 401 K.A.R. 42: 020-080.
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under the authority ofHome Insurance and Phillips Petroleum, be tantamount to a violation of
K.R.S. Section 224.99-020(2)/°1 under which the person is entitled to damages.
2. STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS RESPECTING THE USE OF
ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANKS
An individual damaged by a release from an aboveground petroleum storage tank (AST) is
afforded a more straightforward statutorily created cause of action than one harmed by a leaking
UST. The Superfund Branch of the KNREPC is charged with regulatory oversight ofpetroleum
releases from ASTs/02 and authority to promulgate administrative regulations establishing
standards and procedures for the performance ofcorrective action for releases from ASTs is
granted to that Branch in K.R.S. Section 224.01-405.203 Such regulations had not yet been
promulgated at the time of this writing.204 Alternatively, until such regulations are adopted, the
:01 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.99-020(3) (Michie 1997). Some classes ofUSTs are excluded from regulation. See
401 K.A.R.42:011 § 1 (1) (a-f) (applicability exclusions); 401 K.A.R.42:011 § 1 (1)(g) (definitional exclusions).
Applicability exclusions are granted to certain tank systems according to their characteristics or uses. Id. These
include tank systems holding hazardous wastes, or systems containing mixtures of hazardous wastes and other
regulated substances as well as wastewater tank systems regulated under the Clean Water Act See 401 K.A.R.
42:011 § 1 (1)(a); (b). Equipment or machinery tanks used for operational purposes, USTs ofless than one hundred
ten gallon capacity, and tanks with a de minimis concentration of regulated substances are likewise excluded. Id at
(l)(d); (e). The regulations also offer exemption to emergency spill or overflow containment systems emptied
immediately after use./d. at (l)(f). The second class ofUSTs which are not subject to regulation are those which are
excluded by definition from Chapter 42. See 401 K.A.R. 42:011 21 1 (1)(g) (citing exclusions delineated in K.R.S. §
224.60-100). These are comprised ofUST systems which do not fall within the definition of "UST" provided in
K.R.S. Section 224.60-100: " an underground storage tank or combination of tanks... used to contain an
accumulation of regulated substances•••:' See K.R.S. § 224.60-100 (1). "Regulated substance" excludes any
substance regulated as a hazardous waste under RCRA and petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction
thereof.. .." See K.R.S. § 224.60-100 (2). Therefore, a tank containing any substance listed as a "hazardous
substance" in RCRA is not subject to Chapter 42, nor is petroleum, crude oil or any fraction of petroleum or crude
oil contained in such a tank or tank system.
:0: Telephone interview with Eric Liebenauer, P.E., Environmental Assistant Chief, Superfund Branch, K1':REPC
(Aug. 10, 1998) (hereinafter "Liebenauer Interview").
:03 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-405 (Michie 1997).
:04 Liebenauer Interview, supra note 202.
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Cabinet is to allow a person responsible for a release from an AST to use the provisions found in
KRS Section 224.01-400 (18) to (21).205
KRS Section 224.01-400 (18) contains the substantive corrective action parameters,206 and
offers any responsible party four options from which to choose the corrective action he/she will
take.207 If the violator can demonstrate by use ofUST regulation soil tables208 that no action is
necessary to protect human health, safety, and the environment, he may be absolved of the
requirement to remediate the leak.209 Alternatively, the responsible party may choose to either
manage the release in a manner that controls and minimizes the harmful effects of the release and
protects human health, safety, and the environment,2lo or restore the environment through the
removal of the hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.211 Lastly, the individual may
combine any of these options to fashion the corrective action.212
The common law statutory cause of action pursuant to KRS Section 224.99-020(2) arises
when the responsible party fails to effect the chosen corrective action option. Such failure would
205 Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-405 (3). See Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (18) (requiring characterization
of the release and corrective action); Ky. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 224.01-400 (19) (stipulating exemptions from the
requirements of subsection (18»; Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (20) (eliminating the requirements of
restoration through removal of the hazardous substance if the violator manages the release so as to minimize its
harmful effects and manages the release so as to protect human health, safety, and the environment); and Ky. REV.
STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (21) (delineating factors the violator is to use in implementation ofcorrective action).
206 Liebenauer Interview, supra note 202.
207 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (18)(a)-(d) (Michie 1997).
208 The "soil tables" are guidance standards developed by the Cabinet to determine if and to what degree a
potentially responsible party must undertake steps to remediate the soil. (Liebenauer Interview, supra note 202).
(Liebenauer explains that the method by which one demonstrates that no action is necessary is by utilization of the
soil tables to establish that the concentration of the hazardous substance is at a level below that necessary for action
to render the soil suitable for residential, commercial, or industrial use).
~09 Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (18)(a).
~IO Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (18)(b).
~1I Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.01-400 (l8)(c).
~I~ Ky. REV. STAT. A)'I.'N. § 224.01-400 (d).
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constitute a violation ofKRS Section 224.01- 405 and accordingly afford the hanned individual
the recovery ofactual compensatory damages.213
B. Federal
Any cause ofaction the plaintiff may have under federal law will be governed by RCRA
Section 7002 (a)(I)(B).214 Although CERCLA Section 107 allows recovery for injury from
contamination by releases ofhazardous substances, such recovery is limited.215 Indeed, CERCLA
contains a petroleum exclusion rendering that statute virtually inapplicable.216 Moreover, even in
the remote event that one is able to assert a cause of action for petroleum contamination pursuant
to CERCLA Section 107, such as where the leaked substance is used oil, the section only
provides a cause of action for recovery ofresponse costs.217 These costs, in all likelihood, are less
inclusive than the kinds ofdamages provided by the common law, such as those for loss of use
and loss of rental value.218
Costs incurred from past or ongoing remedial efforts are not available under Section 7002
(a)(I)(B), as clarified by the United States Supreme Court in Meghrig v. KFC Western, blC.119
There, KFC Western discovered petroleum contamination on property it purchased from the
Meg~gs.2:!O KFC Western remediated the contamination pursuant to a county order, then
invoked Section 7002 (a)(I)(B) to recover costs, claiming the contamination had previously
m KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 224.99-020(2).
21·42 U.S.C. § 6972 (a)(I)(B); RCRA § 7002 (a)(I)(B).
:1$ 42 U.S.C. § 9607; CERCLA § 107.
216 40 C.F.R. § 280.12.
m 42 U.S.C. § 9607; CERCLA § 107.
mId.; See also supra text accompanying notes 45-50.
219 516 U.S. at 485, 116 S.Ct. at 1255.
::old. at 481.
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posed an "imminent and substantial endangennent to health or the environment.,,221 The Ninth
Circuit allowed recovery, interpreting the "imminent and substantial endangennent" clause to
apply where hann was posed by the waste at issue at the time it was cleaned Up.222
The United States Supreme Court, in reversing the Ninth Circuit, held that while CERCLA
was passed to address many ofthe same toxic waste issues as RCRA, the remedies provided by
the two statutes differ markedly.223 The Court held that the language in Section 7002 (a)(l)(B),
"may present. .." evinced an intent to provide recovery ofresponse costs only where the
endangennent ''threatens to occur immediately."224 Therefore, the court concluded, a party may
not undertake a cleanup, incur costs, and then proceed to recover those costs after the cleanup
concludes.225
Neither is recovery for ongoing remedies is available pursuant to RCRA.226 Although
RCRA,Section 7002 (a)(l)(B) allows citizens to bring suit to require responsible parties to abate
conditions that may present ~n "imminent and substantial endangennent" to health or the
environment,m the court in Express Car Wash Corporation v. Irinaga Brothers, Inc. held that no
costs incurred under a remedy that is "in place or substantially in place" prior to the filing of a
RCRA citizen suit could be recovered under the act.228 Even though the plaintiff alleged the
imminent danger continued, and that injunctive relief and future costs should therefore be
~~I Id. at 479.
~~: Id. at 482.
~:3 /d. at 485.
::~ Meg/wig v. KFC Western, Inc., 516 U.S. at 485, 116 S.Ct. at 1255.
::$ Id. at 487.
::6 Express Car Wash Corp. v. Irinaga Bros., Inc., 967 F. Supp. 1188, 1193 (D. Or. 1977).
::742 U.S.C. § 6972 (a}(1}(B).
mId.
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available, the court denied recovery, saying that state law provides the best avenue for recovering
these costs, given CERCLA's petroleum exclusion.229
However, the invocation ofa Section 7002 (a)(I)(B) cause of action is not barred where the
plaintiff seeks current and future unexpended costs ofremediation, even though response costs
were incurred prior to the filing of the citizen suit.230 Thus, in Organic Chemicals Site PRP
Group v. Total Petroleum, Inc., the court sustained an action where the plaintiffs alleged
contamination of a different soil unit for which the cleanup would be "different in scope and
duration," than the unit subject to existing EPA orders.231 Thus the court left the door open to the
use of Section 7002 (a)(l )(B) for mandatory injunctions to complete cleanup or initiate a
different cleanup.232
V. CONCLUSION
It is undisputed that the harm created by leakage from petroleum USTs is of utmost
importance. Sheer numbers ofsuch tanks, as well as the exorbitant costs associated with the
remediation of leaks therefrom, escalate concerns about potential resultant harm. Concern is
exacerbated by a realization that property already contaminated by a UST leak incurs a stigma
which may cloud the title until remediation is effected.
Although CERCLA provides opportunity for redress to private parties in its citizen suit
provision,m the exclusion ofmuch petroleum-based contamination from the scope of its
remedial provisions drastically reduces its effectiveness as a remedy for petroleum
::9/d.
:30 Organics Chern. Site PRP Group v. Total Petroleum, Inc., 6 F. Supp.2d 660, 666 (W.O. Mich. 1998).
: 31 /d.
:3: Hazardous Waste: Court Allows PlaintijJto Proceed with Suit for RCRA /lljllllCliw Reliefal Supelflilld Site, 28
Env't Rep. 2159 (Feb. 20,1998).
m See supra text accompanying notes 215-225.
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contami~ation. Moreover, RCRA based citizen suits are limited to recovery ofcurrent or future
response costs. Consequently, state based causes ofaction in nuisance, trespass, and negligence
serve a vital role in providing recourse to parties injured by petroleum contamination.
Further, the availability ofa statutory cause ofaction under Kentucky law through
the invocation of the provis~ons ofKRS Section 224.99-020 (2), obviates the need for much
proofassociated with establishing the common law causes ofaction, at least where a plaintiffcan
establish that one or more operative standards embodied in Chapter 42 of the Kentucky
Administrative Regulations have been violated.
Therefore, plaintiffs injured from petroleum contamination are fortunate to be able to avail
themselves ofample judicial remedies. The availability of such remedies serves to bolster the
sound legislative purposes underlying the enactment of federal and state petroleum
contamination remediation legislation.
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BROWNFIELDS AND VOLUNTARY CLEANUPS:
FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL INITIATIVES
Lauren Anderson
Ogden Newell & Welch, Louisville
What are "Brownfields"? Most people have heard ofthe concept, and have an idea that it has
to do with developing inner-city properties. The ideal on which it is based is that of returnirtg
contaminated urban properties to productive use. Brownfields is one of those "wann and fuzzy"
concepts that no one can disagree with, at least in principle. In practice, laws and policies relating to
Brownfields have developed in a piecemeal fashion that may confuse and frustrate uninitiated.
Nevertheless, there quite a few resources and programs in place for community-minded developers
who are willing to invest in their community.
But first, what is the working definition of "Brownfields"? The federal Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") defmes them as "abandoned, idled, or under-used industrial and
commercial properties where redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived env4ronmental
contamination. Because of the stigma of contamination and other barriers to redevelopment,
bro'YIlfields remain unproductive, blighting communities while developers resort to 'greenfields'
outside cities.")
What is conspicuously absent from this definition is any mention of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 ("CERCLA"), a.k.a. the federal
Superfund law.2 However, the threat ofCERCLA liability has certainly frightened investors away
from former industrial properties, which then go on to become brownfields. From an investor's
standpoint, this is understandable. CERCLA liability is strict, joint and several and retroactive. It
is also broadly defined3 and, once liability attaches, seemingly permanent. Superfund cleanups can
and do cost millions ofdollars.4 The only statutory defenses under CERCLA are an act of God, an
act ofwar, and the so-called third party or "innocent purchaser" defense.s The latter has probably
exacerbated the brownfields problem; it encourages prospective purchasers to perform an
lFrom the 1996 Memorandum of Understanding between EPA and HUD.
242 USC Sections 9601 to 9675. To avoid confusion between state and federal "Superfund"
programs, the federal law will be referred to as CERCLA.
342 USC 9607.
4See generally Moskowitz, Environmental Liability andReal Property Transactions (2d ed.
1995), Chapters 1 and 4.
542 USC 9607(b).
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environmental site assessment, and then to back out of buying any property that does prove
contaminated.
The result is that investors and developers refuse to have anything to do with contaminated
properties, preferring so-called "greenfields," undeveloped suburban or rural properties. In the last
five years, partly in response to public pressures and widespread criticism ofthe CERCLA program,
EPA and other branches ofthe federal government have launched an ambitious agenda designed to
promote the cleanup and redevelopment ofBrownfields. State and local governments are developing
their own initiatives. There are now enough resources and tax breaks in place to give you the idea
that your governments (local, state and federal) really, really want you to invest in Brownfields. This
outline will summarize some ofthe major resources, tax incentives, and regulatory reliefprograms
that have been designed to stimulate Brownfields development. It will focus on state and federal
initiatives, as well as developments in the city ofLouisville, whose Brownfields program is the most
developed one in Kentucky.
I. LOUISVILLE BROWNFIELDS PROGRAM
One of the first steps EPA took to launch the Brownfields program was the announcement
that it would make grants of up to $200,000 to municipalities to aid in the development and
implementation of local Brownfields programs. The city of Louisville received a $200,000 Pilot
Project grant in 1995; in 1997-8, the city received another $320,000 to continue its Pilot Project. The
city's Office ofHealth and Environment ("OHE") has also received a $350,000 grant to establish the
Brownfields Revolving Loan Fund, through which it disperses funds to environmental projects tied
to redevelopment in Louisville's Empowerment and Investment Zones.6
To implement the Brownfields program, the OHE put together a Brownfields Working Group
composed ofrepresentatives from banks, Greater Louisville, Inc. (the local Chamber ofCommerce),
county government, MSD, environmental consultants and attorneys. In the 1996 legislative session,
the city successfully lobbied for Brownfields legislation. Although the law is limited in scope,
Kentucky now at least has a Brownfields law on the books.7 This is described below, under State
Programs.
To date, the OHE has performed environmental assessment work on six properties:
J
j
I...
J
J
1....
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j
j
J
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Garfield:
Trolley Bam:
No Further Remediation letter issued August 26, 1997
Louisville Development Authority is managing; possible site for African-
i
.J
6The Empowerment Zone was delineated in 1994 by a Community Board ofover 100 citizen
representatives. It includes the neighborhoods of Park DuValle, Portland, Russell, California,
Parkland, Park Hill, Algonquin, Phoenix Hill, Smoketown and Shelby Park. The Investment Zone
is slightly larger, encompassing pretty much all of the West End of Louisville.
7KRS 224.01-450 through 224.01-465.
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II. STATE PROGRAMS
Kentucky Enterprise Zones:
In addition, the following local resources have been created:
American Museum
Cleanup almost complete; city beginning foreclosure process
Bought by private purchaser at tax sale
A "town center" with a retail commercial area being developed
Feasibility study performed on former incinerator site
Exmet:
Rowan Street
Tobacco Whse:
Park DuValle:
Meriwether:
Nia Center: Occupies the for Tube Turns property at 29th and Broadway, which was renovated with
help from the OHE. The Nia Center houses the Workforce Development Partnership Center which,
among other things, provides employment training to residents of the Empowerment Zone.
Brownfields Database: The database, put together by the Brownfields Working Group, is a list of
Brownfields sites in the Empowerment Zone that are available for development.
Brownfields Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund--The fund manager is the LCDB. The OHE evaluates
and disperses funds to pay for environmental projects.
Louisville Community Development Bank (LCDB)--Provides loans to businesses in the
Empowerment Zone and larger Investment Zone; the Bank can provide loans outside either Zone if
there is a beneficial impact within the targeted area.
LCDB Enterprise Group--A subsidiary ofthe LCDB, the Enterprise Group provides business advice
and technical assistance to qualified persons wishing to start or expand businesses; it can provide
loans to applicants who would not otherwise qualify.
(l) Building materials used in remodeling, rehabilitation, or new construction within a zone
are exempt from sales and use taxes;
(2) New and used equipment and machinery purchased by a qualifying business is exempt
from sales and use tax;
(3) Commercial vehicles are exempt from motor vehicle usage tax;
(4) Noncommercial vehicles used by a qualified business are exempt from the motor vehicle
Established by KRS 154.45-001 through 154.45-120, this is a package oftax breaks available
to ten areas designated as "Enterprise Zones" by the Kentucky Enterprise Zone Authority.
"Enterprise Zones" are economically depressed areas that meet the statutory criteria ofKRS 154.45-
040. Louisville has an Enterprise Zone, as do Lexington, Owensboro, Covington, Ashland and
Paducah. For qualified businesses within each zone, the following tax breaks are available:
r
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usage tax for the first $20,000 of the retail price;
(5) The business is allowed a credit against the tax levied pursuant to KRS 141.040 equal to
10% of the wages paid to each employee who is a member of the targeted workforce, up to $1500
per employee. Unused credit may be carried forward for up to five years;
(6) A local government may levy an ad valorem tax of $.001 on each $100 of value on
qualified property within an enterprise zone, regardless of the rates provided for in KRS Chapter
132.8
State Environmental Programs:
Kentucky's state superfund law, KRS 224.01-400, allows for so-called risk-based remedies
for contaminated properties. This means that the amount of cleanup that must be done is tied to
actual risk to human health and the environment, rather than to ideal standards ofcleanliness.9 KRS
224.01-405 makes the same cleanup options available to non-UST1o petroleum cleanups. KRS
224.01-450 through 224.01-465, Kentucky's only formal Brownfields legislation, applies to public
entities. All state environmental laws are overseen by the Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet (the "Cabinet").
Some facts about the state superfund program:
(l) KRS 224.01-400(26) and (27) provide more or less the same lender liability protection
that is available under the federal CERCLA program (see below). Inaddition, KRS 386.740 protects
fiduciaries from liability to their beneficiaries if they use estate assets to conduct environmental
cleanups.
(2) KRS 224.01-465 allows public entities to obtain a "No Further Remediation" letter from
the Cabinet, which acts as a release from further responsibilities under state superfund law. It is not
clear from the law whether the letter can be issued only when all cleanup is completed, or while work
is still going on--since, after all, many environmental remediationprojects involve years ofmonitoring.
What is clear is that the letter can only be issued to public entities. Once issued, however, it applies
to any successor in interest to the public entity.
(3) The Cabinet is authorized by EPA to use as much as 20% of the Cabinet's CERCLA
grant money to conduct Phase I and Phase II environmental assessments ofpublicly owned properties
that meet federal Brownfields criteria.
In addition, EPA Region IV, which includes Kentucky, has agreed to perform a limited
8KRS 154.45-090.
9KRS 224.01-400918), (20) and (21).
lOUnderground Storage Tank; see footnote 11 below.
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number of Phase I and Phase IT site assessments on qualified brownfields properties. Local
governments may apply for EPA assistance on a site-by-site basis.
III. ON THE FEDERAL LEVEL:
Federal Laws:
(1) Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997: Applies to environmental cleanup expenditures in
designated target areas through the end of the year 2000. Under the Brownfields Tax Incentive
portion ofthe law, a qualifying developer may elect to treat remediation costs as expenses deductible
in the year incurred or paid, rather than as a capital improvement to the property. I I The developer
must obtain a statement from the state environmental agency that the site meets the contamination
and geographic requirements ofthe law. The Cabinet's DivisionofWaste Managementhas developed
state-wide maps showing areas that qualify for the federal Brownfield Tax Incentive.
(2) Asset Conservation. LenderLiability. and Deposit Insurance Act of1996: This legislation
basically codifies an EPA policy on lender liability thathad been invalidated by a federal court. Under
the Asset Conservation Act, a lender is protected from liability as an owner or operator under
CERCLA or Underground Storage Tankl2 law if it holds indicia of ownership primarily to protect
its security interest, and does not participate in management of the site or facility. The lender may
monitor or re-negotiate the terms of credit, or even require the borrower to respond to a release of
contamination, without being deemed to participate in management. After foreclosure, the lender can
conduct some business activities, or even undertake a CERCLA response action, ifthose activities
are done to preserve the property or assets prior to sale. The statute protects fiduciaries as well. 13
(3) Community Reinvestment Act regulations: The Community Reinvestment Act ("CRA")14
requires federal financial supervisory agenciesIS to assess how lending institutions meet the credit
needs oftheir communities, including low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. These assessments
11PL 105-34, Title IX, Subtitle E.
12Underground storage tanks (USTs) are governed by Subtitle I ofthe Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act, 42, USC 6991, 6991a-i. The federal regulations are found at 40 CFR Part 280.
In Kentucky, USTs are governed by KRS 224.60-100 through 224.60-160, and by regulations found
at 401 KAR Chapter 42.
13PL 104-208, 110 Stat. 1344.
14 12 USC 2901 through 2906.
15These are: the Department ofthe Treasury; the Office ofthe Comptroller ofthe Currency;
the Federal Reserve System; the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; and the Office of Thrift
Supervision.
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are taken into account when the supervisory agency evaluates the lender's application for a deposit
facility.16 On May 4, 1995, the federal agencies involved amended their CRA regulations to allow
lenders to claim community development loan credits for loans made to finance the environmental
cleanup or redevelopment of an industrial site, when it is part of an effort to revitalize the low- or
moderate-income community in which the site is located.17
EPA Initiatives:
In the last three years, the federal EPA has developed a number of initiatives that can be
combined to facilitate Brownflelds development and, in general, provide some much-needed liability
relief. Besides the Brownflelds Pilot Projects program (see above, under Louisville Brownflelds
Program), these include the following:
(1) Prospective Purchaser Agreements. The purpose of these agreements with EPA is to
assure investors or developers who are interested in buying contaminated property that they are not
buying CERCLA liability. A previous guidance had required the purchaser to commit to perform or
pay for remedial activities itself. IS Under the current guidance, issued in 1995,19 EPA will accept
fewer direct benefits in exchange for work that benefits the community. The criteria are:
A. EPA has either completed actions, is in the midstofactivities or is considering
involvement at the site. (The purpose of this criterion is to keep EPA out of purely private
transactions.)
B. As consideration, the prospective purchaser must offer EPA either direct or
indirect benefits, or a combination ofboth. A "direct" benefit is either cleanup work performed at
the site, or payment ofEPA's costs. "Indirect" benefits include reduction of the risk posed by the
site; creation or retention of jobs; development of abandoned or blighted property; creation of
conservation or recreation areas; or provision of community services.
C. In return for these commitments, the purchaser can buy property with known
contamination without incurring CERCLA liability. The covenant not to sue in the model agreement
is, by EPA standards, quite broad, and is (at least theoretically) available to operators and lessees of
contaminated sites as well as owners.
16 12 USC 2903.
1760 Federal Register 22155 (May 4, 1995). The amended regulations are found in 12 CFR
Parts 25, 203, 228, 345, and 563e.
1854 Federal Register 34235 (August 18, 1989).
1960 Federal Register 34792 (July 3, 1995).
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NOTE: The Kentucky Cabinet has indicated a willingness to enter into prospective purchaser
agreements modeled on EPA's.20
(2) Comfort Letters. These are also, and more accurately, known as "status letters." They
provide information rather than assurances. If the site meets certain criteria, the appropriate EPA
Region (for Kentucky, Region IV in Atlanta) will issue a letter setting out the information EPA
currently has on a site, and what EPA's intentions are with regard to the site.21
(3) Land Use Directive. This directive provides that EPA and potentially responsible parties
("PRPs") may take reasonable future land use assumptions into account in choosing the appropriate
remedy for a CERCLA site. In practice, this means that if a site has always been used, and most
likely will continue to be used, for industrial or commercial purposes, the PRP will not have to
remove as much contamination as would be required to support, for instance, residences or schools.
A deed restriction is usually required.22 NOTE: The Kentucky Cabinet basically agrees with this
philosophy.
(4) Contaminated Aquifer Policy. The gist ofthis policy is that EPA will not pursue property
owners for groundwater contamination that comes from off-site sources. In addition, EPA will
consider entering a de minimis settlement with the landowner that will protecthim or her from third-
party lawsuits.23
(5) Soil Screening Guidance. This guidance establishes site-specific soil cleanup levels, risk-
assessment methodology and standards for identifying sites ripe for redevelopment.24
Brownfields National Partnership Action Agenda:
This is an ambitious agenda announced on May 13, 1997 by the Clinton administration. It
involves fifteen federal agencies and a number ofnon-governmental organizations. The idea is to
make a coordinated effort to spur cleanup and redevelopment of Brownfields sites around the
country. The entities involved made certain commitments to training, education and funding,
including the following:
20See the Cabinet's document entitled "Kentucky's Voluntary Cleanup Program," which can
be found at its web site at http://www.nr.state.ky.us/nrepc/dep/waste/programs/sf/vcpguide.htm.
21"Policy on the Issuance of Comfort/Status Letters," Memorandum of the EPA Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, November 8, 1996.
2260 Federal Register 29595 (June 5, 1995).
2360 Federal Register 34790 (May 24, 1995).
2461 Federal Register 27349 (May 31, 1996).
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(1 ) EPA will set aside $100 million to fund additional Brownfields site assessment and
cleanup at Brownfields pilots.
(2) EPA will provide $25 million to support the development of state voluntary cleanup
programs.
(3) EPA will delete at least 3000 sites from the inventory of potential Superfund sites.
(4) GSA will provide $1 million to fund environmental assessments on federal properties to
expedite potential Brownfields development.
(5) HHS/OCS will provide $500,000 to community development corporations and
community action agencies for restorationofthe physical environment, economic revitalization and
job training activities at Brownfields pilots.
(6) HUD will provide $155 million in support of local Brownfields cleanup and
redevelopment activities through Community Development Block Grants, the agency's Economic
Development Initiative, and its Housing and Enterprise Zone programs.
Brownfields redevelopment has been, at least in theory, a growth industry over the last four
years. For further information about Brownfields programs around the country, the best starting
point is the EPA's Brownfields home page, at http://www.epa.gov/swerosps/bf.
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KENTUCKY'S VOLUNTARY CLEANUP PROGRAM
Kentucky is joining other states throughout the nation attempting to foster remediation of
contaminated sites through a brownfields or voluntary cleanup program. Kentucky's program is
designed to provide persons who voluntarily remediate a contaminated site with several incentives
to perform and complete the necessary work. As is the case with most states, Kentucky's program
is in its infancy and has yet to be tested with "real world" application.
Historically, most all cleanups have been conducted as the result of enforcement actions
initiated by the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet ("Cabinet").
These actions were based upon Kentucky's RCRA authority, the state superfund law (KRS 224.01-
400), or the state's petroleum cleanup law (KRS 224.01-405). Obviously, enforcementactions breed
animosity among the parties, which all too often leads to litigation. Enforcement actions and
litigation are expensive and result in infinite delay ofessential activities necessary to protect human
health, safety, and the environment.
Prompted by the Kentucky General Assembly, the Cabinethas committed to the development
and implementation of a Voluntary Cleanup Program ("VCP"). Kentucky industry advocated
legislation during the 1998 legislative session to remove the distinction between public and private
entities relating to voluntary cleanups. However, after a request from the Cabinet's Secretary to
allow the Cabinet to administratively resolve the issue, industry withdrew its legislative agenda. On
September 10, 1998, the Cabinet published its guidance to implement the VCP1. Since the VCP has
not been promulgated as a regulation pursuant to the state's administrative procedures requirements,
The Cabinet's publication is available on the Internet at
http://www.state.ky.us/agencies/nrepc/waste/programs/sf/vcpguide.htm.
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the guidance does not have the effect oflaw. However, to the extent that the program is consistent
with existing statutory authority, the Cabinet, and the regulated community, may utilize the
document as guidance in administering the program.
The VCP allows persons to volunteer to initiate and perfonn remediation of contaminated .ri
sites. Once a volunteer has completed a cleanup, the Cabinet will issue a Notice ofCompletion (or
No further Remediation Letter for public entities), giving the volunteer assurance that the Cabinet
is unlikely to require further cleanup of the release in the future.
The VCP was developed pursuant to three statutory programs. First, KRS 224.01-400 and
224.01-405 require characterizationand remediation ofreleases ofhazardous substances, pollutants
and contaminants, as well as petroleum and petroleum products that are not governed by the
underground storage tank program under RCRA. Second, KRS 224.01-450 to 244.01-465 require
the Cabinet to issue No Further Remediation Letters for public entities conducting remediation of
publicly owned property under KRS 224.01-400. Third, the Cabinet also bases its VCP on
Kentucky's environmental audit privilege and immunity law (KRS 224.01-040).
According to the Cabinet's guidance, "most property is eligible for clean up after the VCP.
This includes all locations, whether urban, suburban or rural, and all land uses, including residential,
commercial, and industrial." The Cabinet's initial beliefwhen the VCP was on the drawing board
was that the program should only apply to brownfields -- abandoned, idled or under-used industrial
and commercial facilities where expansion or redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived
environmental contamination. However, the limiting nature of "brownfields," as well as the
tremendously positive effect the VCP can be expected to have on sites that do not meet the definition
of' brownfields," spurred the Cabinet to expand the scope of the program.
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Although the Cabinet's guidance cites several incentives, most of which are generally
available without the program2, the true value of the Cabinet's VCP is that it provides volunteers
with a mechanism through which property can be considered "clean" in the eyes of the state -- a
status few site owners have had the luxury of claiming under Kentucky's remediation programs.
This benefit comes through the Cabinet's issuance ofNo further Remediation Letters and Notices
ofCompletion. Mandated by the 1996 General Assembly, KRS 224.01-450 to 224.01-465 requires
the Cabinet to issue No Further Remediation Letters to public entities conducting Superfund
cleanups. A No Further Rem~diationLetter runs with the property in favor of the owner and all
subsequent purchasers as long" as the property is managed in accordance with the cleanup plan
approved by the Cabinet. A letter may be revoked ifthe property is not managed in accordance with
the approved cleanup plan, or ifthe Cabinet determines that any facts on which the cleanup plan was
based were unknown when the letter was issued or known, but not disclosed, or false.
By virtue of the VCP, the Cabinet intends to issue similar letters, called Notices of
Completion, when remediation ofnon-publicly owned property is completed. The expansion ofthe
use ofNo Further Remediation Letters to non-publicly owned property is the result ofa cooperative
effort between the Gov. Paul Patton administration (James Bickford, Cabinet Secretary), local
government officials, industry leaders, financial institutions, legislative leaders, and public interest
groups. All parties recognized that properties were being "held hostage" under the state superfund
remediation system. Although the system is designed to function efficiently, the Cabinet has read
its mandate to ensure that cleanups are protective ofhuman health, safety, and the environment in
2 Those incentives cited by the Cabinet include: I) generally available defenses to liability under
KRS 224.01-400; (2) U.S. EPA-led "prospective purchaser agreements"; and 3) established federal
tax incentives.
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such a strict manner as to result in extremely reluctant fInal determinations by the Cabinet with
regard to releasing a person from liability under the statute. This reluctance culminated in Cabinet
settlement proposals with "reopeners" far too broad to be accepted by the regulated community. The
open-ended "reopeners" hamstrung regulatedparties, prospective purchasers, and lending institutions
in dealing with property that had been remediated, but had not received, and likely would not
receive, fInal clearance from the Cabinet. The VCP represents the Cabinet's recognition of the
necessity to certify sites as closed, or at least closed to a point which the property may be usable or
marketable.
Kentucky's program does not encompass one key concept that many stakeholders desire --
lessened cleanup standards in true brownfields situations. At the present time, all cleanups must
be performed in such a manner as to correct the effects ofa release on the environment Options for
cleanup include removal to background, demonstrating no action is necessary to protect human
health and the environment, managing the release to control and minimize the effects ofthe release
on the environment, or any combination ofthese.
Although the Cabinet's VCP does not address all desirable aspects ofan effective program,
publication ofthe VCP is certainly the fIrst step. The issuance ofNotices ofCompletion will relax
the fears of regulated parties, lending institutions, and the general public relating to previously
contaminated sites and will likely free those properties for sale, use, and development.
As previously stated, the program is in its early infancy and is bound to create confusion in
its implementation. However, once it is digested and understood, the VCP can be expanded to
include additional enhancements to ensure that cleanups are more environmentally and economically
effIcient and effective.
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THE NORTH CAROLINA BROWNFIELDS PROGRAM
North Carolina's Brownfields law, Session Laws 1997-357, was ratified by the General
Assembly on July 24, 1997, signed by Governor James B. Hunt on August 1, 1997, and took effect
on October 1, 1997. It is titled "The Brownfields Property Reuse Act" (hereinafter "BPRA,"
"Brownfields Act" or "Act") and is codified at North Carolina General Statutes §130A-310.30, et
seq. Among the General Assembly's findings regarding the bill was that: "The safe redevelopment
ofbrownfields would benefit the citizens ofNorth Carolina in many ways, including improving the
tax base of local governments and creating job opportunities for citizens in the vicinity of
brownfields."
The bill was a product ofjust under a year's worth ofdiscussions and negotiations among
the stakeholders. The ultimate product is still relatively untested: as ofa few months ago, only one
"Brownfields Agreement" (the vehicle which memorializes the "deal" between the state and the
regulated entity; sometimes hereinafter "BFA" or "Agreement") had been entered into, while two
others were close to finalization.,.
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I. The Law.
To be eligible for brownfields status under the BPRA, a site must be an:
abandoned, idled, or underused property at which expansion or redevelopment is
hindered by actual environmental contamination or the possibility ofenvironmental
contamination and that is or may be subject to remediation under any State remedial
program other than Part 2A ofArticle 21A ofChapter 143 ofthe General Statutes or
that is or may be subject to remediation under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended.
J - 5
N.C.G.S. §130A-310.31(b)(3). Part 2A of Article 21A of Chapter 143 of the General Statutes
codifies the Leaking Petroleum Underground Storage Tank Program. To be eligible for a
Brownfields Agreement, a party must be a "person who desires to either buy or sell a brownfields
property for the purpose ofdeveloping or redeveloping that brownfields property and who did not
cause or contribute to the contamination at the brownfields property." N.C.G.S. §130A-
310.31(b)(10). (person is as defined at N.C.G.S. §130A-2(7). See N.C.G.S. §130A-310.31(a).)
The North Carolina Department ofEnvironment and Natural Resources (DENR) "may, in
itsdiscretion, enterinto a Bro';VI1fieldsAgreement ....," N.C.G.S. §130A-310.32(a) (emphasis added),
ifa Prospective Developer (the term for those eligible for BFAs) survives examination of:
(I) its compliance with:
a. any brownfields or similar agreement to which it or any parent,
subsidiary or other affiliate (as defined at 17 CFR §240.12b-2; see
N.C.G.S. §130A-3 10.31(b)(I), (8) & (14) has been a party;
-
-
-
b.
c.
the requirements applicable to any remediation in which the applicant
has engaged;
Federal and state laws, regulations and rules for protection of the
environment.
(2) whether, as a result ofthe implementation ofthe brownfields agreement, the
brownfields property will be suitable for the uses specified in the agreement
while fully protecting the public health and the environment instead ofbeing
remediated to current standards. ("Current standards" are the non-risk-based
ones that would apply in the absence of a BFA).
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(3)
(4)
(5)
whether there is a public benefit commensurate with the liability protection
provided under the Brownfields Act.
whether the applicant has or can obtain the financial, managerial and
technical means to fully implement the brownfields agreement and assure the
safe use ofthe brownfields property.
whether the applicant has complied or will comply with all applicable
procedural requirements.
N.C.G.S. §130A-31O.32(a). The same statutory subsection states that a Brownfields Agreement
(3) the desired results ofany remediation or land use restrictions;
and, as applicable, a statement of:
must contain a description ofthe property that would be sufficient in an instrument ofconveyancer,
r
r
r
,.,
(1)
(2)
(4)
(5)
any remediation to be conducted (in statutorily mandated detail):
any land use restrictions that will apply; -
the guidelines within which the desired results are to be accomplished; and
the consequences ofachieving or not achieving the desired results.
r
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Not only must an applicant successfully negotiate a Brownfields Agreement with DENR, but
the "Public notice and community involvement" section of the statute mandates submission, and
approval by DENR, ofa Notice ofIntent to Redevelop a Brownfields Property and a summary ofthat
notice.
The Notice of Intent shall provide, to the extent known, a legal description of the
location ofthe brownfields property, a map showing the location ofthe brownfields
property, a description ofthe contaminants involved and their concentrations in the
media of the brownfields property, a description of the intended future use of the
1-7
brownfields property, any proposed investigation and remediation, and a proposed
Notice ofBrownfields Property...
N.C.G.S. §130A-310.34(a). A Notice ofBrownfields Property "shall include a survey plat ofareas
designated by DENR that has been prepared and certified by a professional land surveyor and that
meets the requirements of ..." North Carolina's statute on maps and plats, shall include a legal
description ofthe brownfields property sufficient in an instrument ofconveyance, and shall identify:
-
11-
(I)
(2)
(3)
the location and dimensions ofthe areas ofpotential environmental concern
with respect to permanently surveyed benchmarks;
the type, location and quantity of regulated substances and contaminants
known to exist on the property; and
any restrictions on the current or future use of the property or, with the
owner's permission, other property that are necessary or useful to maintain
the level ofprotection appropriate for the designated current or future use of
the property and that are designated in the BFA.
N.C.G.S. §130A-310.35(a).
Upon approval ofthe Notice ofintentand the summary thereof, the applicant provides a copy
of the Notice of Intent to local governments having jurisdiction over the property, and causes
publication of the summary in a local newspaper of general circulation and in the North Carolina
Register. N.C.G.S. §130A-310.34(a). The summary shall also be "conspicuously" posted at the
property. N.C.G.S. §130A-310.34(a). A public comment period of at least 60 days follows.
N.C.G.S. §130A-310.34(b). The Department is to hold a public meeting if it determines there is
"significant public interest in the proposed brownfields agreement." N.C.G.S. §130A-310.34(c).
The Department shall incorporate into the brownfields agreement provisions that
reflect comment received during the comment period an at the public meeting to the
extent practical. The Department shall give particular consideration to written
comment that is supported by valid scientific and technical information and analysis.
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N.C.G.S. §130A-310.34(d).
Ifall ofthe foregoing falls into place - and assuming the absence ofnegative public comment
sufficient to tenninate the process, and successful negotiations between DENR and the Prospective
Developer - the result will be a Brownsfield Agreement. This will give the Prospective Developer
liability protection.] The extent of that protection is dermed at N.C.G.S. §130A-310.33. It is tied
to "areas of contaminants identified in the brownfields agreement," N.C.G.S. §130A-310.33(a),
providing an incentive to maximize assessment ofthe site, and revelation of the results thereof to
the state.
Of course, the liability protection provided is hemmed in by reopeners and reservations of
rights. In sum, cleanup of the site2 cannot be required beyond what is specified in the BFA (and
whether additional cleanup must be to "current standards" is unclem3) unless, to summarize the
reopeners:
(1) a land use restriction is violated;
1 It includes the Prospective Developer and any person under the direction or control of the
Prospective Developer who directs or contracts for remediation or redevelopment of the property;
any future owner of the property; a person who develops or occupies the property; a successor or
assign ofany person to whom the liability protection provided under the Act applies; and any lender
or fiduciary that provides financing for remediation or redevelopment of the property. N.C.G.S.
§130A-310.33.
2 Cleanup must be performed by, in the event of the occurrence of reopener (1) on the list that
follows in the text, the owner at the time the restriction is violated, its successors and assigns, and/or
its agents who direct or contract for alteration 0 the property in violation ofa restriction; in the event
ofthe occurrence ofthe other items, by the Prospective Developer and/or other person who receives
liability protection under the Act (se fn. 1 above). N.C.G.S. §130A-310.33(c).
3 It is unclear except in the case of land use restriction violations (reopener (l», in which case
cleanup is explicitly to be to current standards. N.C.G.S. §130A-310.33(c).
J-9
(2) the Prospective Developerknowingly or recklessly provides false infonnation
or fails to disclose relevant infonnation;
-
(3) new infonnation indicates the existence of previously unreported contami-
nants or an area ofpreviously unreported contamination;
(4)
(5)
(6)
the level ofrisk to public health or the environment is unacceptable due to
changes in exposure conditions, including changes in land use or the failure
ofremediation to mitigate risks as anticipated;
DENR obtain~ new infonnation about a contaminant associated with the
property or exposures at or around the property that raises the risk to public
health or the environment beyond an acceptable range; or
a Prospective Developer fails to file a timely and proper Notice of
Brownfields Property. J
It is worthwhile to note the BPRA's savings subsection at N.C.G.S. §130A-310.37
"Construction of Part." This provisions's nine subdivisions preserve in the brownfields context, rJ
among other things, local government land use regulatory authority, the applicability of remedial 1
..iii
programs under DENR's enforcement authority (except as provided in a BFA), DENR's emergency
response authority, liability for contamination caused subsequent to receiving liability protection,
rights to seek relief regarding the property against any party to a BFA, except that such parties'
liability for remediation is limited to that required in the BFA nor has liability protection. The same
section of the statute grants absolute immunity to the state, its agencies, officers, employees and
agents from, in effect, any liability in connection with the Brownfields Act, and precludes
Brownfields Agreements in relation to Superfund sites identified by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR 300.
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A party believing that it fits the definition ofProspective Developer in relation to a qualifying
site that it wants to develop must submit to the North Carolina Superfund Section a Letter ofIntent
declaring its desire for a Brownsfield Agreement. The Superfund Section (sometimes hereinafter
the "SectioIl") is the DENR agency charged with administering the Brownfields Act. The letter
should be addressed to:
Bruce Nicholson, Head
Special Remediation Branch
,Superfund Section
Division of Waste Management
N.C. Department ofEnvironment and Natural Resources
401 Oberlin Road - Suite 150
Raleigh, North Carolina 27605
The letter must also provide certain statutorily required information. See the State Brownfields
Program's homepage athttp://wastenot.ehnr.state.nc.us/sfhome/bmfld.htm and go to the box headed
"Guidance Documents for the Brownfields Program." Among other things, an affidavit will be
required in the form provided at the webpage containing statements addressing the applicant's
qualifications for ProspectiveDeveloperstatus and environmental compliance history. The Section,
ofcourse, reserves the right to further investigate these matters.
Essential to the process is the applicant's commitment to a particular land use. The more
specific the plans are, the less conservative the Section may have to be in whatever cleanup and
institutional controls it requires. The point is that the use to be made ofthe property determines to
an important degree the cleanup/controls to be required. It has been stated that the statute mandates
that sites be made safe (for the use intended) rather than clean. See N.C.G.S. §130A-310.32(a)(2).
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Survival of the Appendix A phase (which commences with submission of the Letter of .I
Intent) starts the Appendix B phase. See "Guidance Documents" box at Brownfields homepage. At
this point an applicantmust submit the $1,000 application fee mandated byN.C.G.S.§130A-310.38,
and supply the information necessary to fill in the blanks in the Model Brownfields Agreement,
perhaps most significantly environmental information sufficient for the Section to determine the
appropriate cleanup and/or restrictions, given the use to be made ofthe land. Ifagreement is reached
on the wording ofa Brownfields Agreement, and on a Notice of Brownfields Property, Notice of
Intent to Redevelop a BrownfJ.elds Property and the Summary thereof (though models do not yet
exist for the latter two documents, they are expected soon), a public comment period ofat least 60
days commences. A public meeting must be requested within the first 30 days ofthat period. Ifthe
Agreement successfully runs thatgauntlet, it si signed and implemented. Note the required payment
of$500 for certification ofthe completion ofany remedial work required pursuant to a Brownfields
Agreement, N.C.G.S. §130A-31O(a)(2).
J
III. Some Issues.
When would expansion or redevelopment not be "hindered by actual environmental
contamination or the possibility of environmental contamination"? In other words, what
"abandoned, idled, or underused property" with evenpossible contamination on which a developer
had its eye would not be an eligible site under the definition of "brownfields property" provided at
N.C.G.S. § 130A-310.31(b)(3)?
Despite the eligibility of qualifying sellers of brownfields properties for Prospective
Developer status, and thus for Brownfields Agreements, how could a seller make the commitments
(regarding land use, cleanup and land use restrictions) required for a Brownfields Agreement?
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In practical tenns, what connections between applicants for sBrownfields Agreements and
parties who caused or contributed to the site's contamination should disqualify applicants?
What is the optimal way ofdealing at brownfields ,sites with contamination from petroleum
underground storage tanks, contamination the addressiilg ofwhich is carved out ofthe brownfields
program?
Should the Superfund Section's reading ofthe statute's exclusion offederal Superfund sites
be more restrictive, so as to preclude sites in addition to those on the National Priorities List ("NPL")
and those ofNPL caliber?
To read a considerationofsome ofthese, and other pertinent issues, see "Program Guidelines
and Issue Resolutions," reachable from the "Guidance Documents" box at the brownflelds homepage
cited above.
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FLORIDA'S BROWNFIELDS PROGRAM:
EMPHASIZING LOCAL CONTROL AND
RISK-BASED DECISIONS
I. Introduction
Florida established a state program to support redevelopment and environmental cleanup of
brownfields sites through legislative action in 1997 - the Brownfields Redevelopment Act, Section
376.77-85, Florida Statutes. Following the directions of the initial act the state's environmental
agency, Florida Department ofEnvironmental Protection (FDEP), implemented rules pertaining to
the cleanup criteria for brownfields sites in July, 1998 - Chapter 62-785, Florida Administrative
Code.
The 1998 legislative session also brought a series of updates intended to create stronger
incentives to stimulate brownfield redevelopment and revise minor inadequacies of the language
identified during the early implementation.
The 1998 revisions include the following:
• Chapter Law 98-189, Laws of Florida - providing a tax credit incentive for
brownfields cleanup activities
• Chapter Law 98-118, L.O.F. - creating a revolving loan trust fund that communities
can use to purchase properties or clear liens on property to help consolidate a
brownfields area
• Chapter Law 98-75, L.O.F. - providing clarifying language and corrects technical
glitches
FDEP provides collected information on the brownfields program, along with links to
documentation and other related programs on its internet website:
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/waste/programs/brwnfldlindex.htm
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The Florida Brownfields Program uses the general approaches common in other state ...
initiatives to stimulate redevelopment ofotherwise desirable properties that are stigmatized by real
or perceived environmental problems. These include attempting to provide a streamlined process
for addressing potential environmental risks, financial incentives favoring the redeveloping ofsuch
properties, and some degree of liability protection against additional cleanup requirements. The
program is intended to provide a stimulus for private redevelopment and does not provide for direct
governmentally controlled cl~up.
Florida's landscape has played into the need for a program providing certain incentives.
........
Unlike more densely congested states, there is limited stimulus related to the scarcity ofproperty to
boost brownfield redevelopment. The accessibility ofnew, greenfields sites in most areas makes it
challenging to provide a preferential basis for redeveloping brownfields.
Consequently, a major factor in brownfields redevelopment in Florida is the involvement of
local governments and communities where abandoned properties are located. These may be the
organizations with the strongest interest in getting a particular area back into the local commerce,
and back on the tax books. One ofthe notable highlights ofthe Florida Brownfields Program is the
impetus, and direction that the local government and community provide in guiding sites through
the process. Another highlight relates to the ability ofcommunities to encourage developers to take
on projects - - economic incentives and liability protection. A third notable highlight ofthe Florida
program is the direct inclusion into the rule ofa set of tables with default cleanup target levels for
-
.J
...
most commonly encountered environmental contaminants, along with a methodology for deriving ....
and proposing alternative levels.
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Local Input - Government. Community & Developer
The process for cleaning up and redeveloping a site under the state brownfields program in
Florida begins with a municipal resolution designating a certain contiguous area as a "brownfields
area." The properties located within this area are then eligible to be handled as "brownfields sites,"
Wider the terms ofthe program. This approach allows the municipality to identify a relatively large
area impacted by previous industrial activity where the community wishes to stimulaterevitalization.
Once the area is designated, the various properties within it have the common advantage ofbeing
eligible for the brownfields program, helping encourage consolidation and larger development
projects. A designated brownfield area does not have to contain multiple sites, however, and
individual property owners can request municipal designation as a brownfields area if they meet
certain criteria.
To establish the eligibility ofa particular site for the brownfields program, a developer (or
the municipality) negotiates a Brownfields Site Rehabilitation Agreement (BSRA) with the state
environmental agency or approved local pollution control program. Again, the local government
designates the individual who will enter the BSRA. This agreement deals with the specifics ofthe
cleanup process for a particular site and establishes various responsibilities. The requirements for
the BSRA include completing an agreement with the local government on the terms ofredevelop-
ment and establishing a Local Advisory Committee that ensures public comment on rehabilitation
and redevelopment of the site.
Three Florida communities have completed the designation process to establish brownfields
areas - Clearwater, Miami (Wynwood area) and Ocala. A BSRA has been completed in the Miami-
Wynwood brownfields area. The downtown area ofClearwater designated as a brownfields area has
J - 17
also been part of the USEPA brownfields initiative and a redeveloper has been identified for a ..
portion of this area.
IV. Makin& an Advanta&e for the Brownfield - Economic Incentives and Liabilitv Limitation
Florida is concerned with providing fmancial support, incentives, and liability protection ....
sufficient to stimulate interest in brownfield redevelopment. Potential developers found limited
incentive or security in the original act and provided input to the 1998 revisions. These aspects of
the program will likely continue to evolve as the state identifies a setoftools that the local organizers
fmd effective for interesting ,developers in taking on brownfields projects. Since the program is
aimed at private redevelopment, it is clear that offering some economic advantage to anyone
selecting a brownfields site for development is an important factor. The current economic and
liability incentives are outlined below:
Cleanup Tax Credit Incentive - Chapter Law 98-189, L.O.F.
• Credit against corporate state income tax or intangible personal property tax up to 35% of
the costs ofvoluntary cleanup activity integral to site rehabilitation
• Limited to $25,000 per site per year
J
•
•
•
Unused credits can be carried forward for up to 5 years
Tax credit may be transferred once
An additional 10% ofthe cleanup costs, not to exceed $50,000, can be taken as a tax credit
in the fmal year ofcleanup
..J
Brownfields Trust Fund - Chapter 98-118, L.O.F.
.• Funds loans for the purchase of outstanding liens, tax certificates, or other claims on
designated brownfields sites in a brownfield area
• Loans can be made to local governments, community redevelopment agencies, or non-profit
corporations responsible for brownfields areas
J - 18
• Low-interest, linked to bonds
• Terms ofthe loan may not exceed 5 years
Liability Protection - Chapter 98-75, L.O.F.
• Anyone executing and successfully completing a BSRA is relieved of further cleanup
liability, subject to certain "reopener" provisions
Reopeners:
• Fraud
• Areas ofpreviously unknown contamination
• Cleanup fails to achieve criteria established in RBCA rule
• Substantial changes in exposure conditions creating unacceptable risk
• New releases
• 3rd parties can pursue an action for damages, but cannot compel more stringent cleanup
• "Nonprofitconservation organizations acting for the public interest" receive protection from
liability
• Lenders are protected from liability as long as they have not caused or contributed to a
release at a BF site and are not engaged in decision making control ofthe site rehabilitation
or site operations or management activities
Other State Brownfields Tools
• Job Bonus Refunds for Qualified Targeted Industry - $2,500 per job created
• Loan Guarantees Program -limited state guarantee for a lender's loan, applies only to 10%
ofthe primary lenders loans for redevelopment projects in brownfields areas
V. Specifyine Risk-Based Cleanup Goals
Interest in brownfields redevelopment has increased coincident with another initiative related
to environmental cleanup, the risk-based corrective action initiative (RBCA). The basic idea ofthe
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RBCA approach is to gear the degree (and expense) ofassessment to the complexities ofa particular
site and to provide a more direct means for establishing cleanup target levels that are calculated
based on potential risks at the site. The emphasis is on identifying and controlling potential risks
rather than completing a set series of site assessment activities. RBCA is intended to expedite
cleanup completion and encourage the use ofcleanup targets derived on the basis ofpotential site-
specific risks. This approach complements the goals ofbrownfields programs and RBCA has been
tied to brownfields initiatives in varying ways in different programs.
The Florida Brownfields Program has taken perhaps the most complete approach to
integrating brownfields cleanups and the state's version ofRBCA. The Brownfields Redevelopment
Act includes specific language directing risk-based decision making and even goes to the extent of
proscribing the risk assessment criteria that are to be used in calculating cleanup goals - I in .,
1,000,000 (1 xl 0-6) excess cancerrisk orhazard quotient of! (ratio ofsite exposure to conservatively j
safe dose) for non-carcinogens. The cleanup criteria rule promulgated at the direction of the act
includes tables ofsoil and water cleanup target levels derived upon this risk criteria and generic set
of exposure assumptions. The rule also specifies equations that can be used to derive alternative
cleanup targets making use of site-specific factors.
. The advantages ofthe degree ofspecification provided in the Florida Brownfields program
regarding risk-based cleanup goals are that:
• Potential developers can more easily determine the extent of rehabilitation likely to be
required
• Site assessments can be expedited and necessary rehabilitation can begin faster
• Reduces potential for "moving target" cleanup targets to extend rehabilitation
J - 20
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The degree ofspecification does, however, have disadvantages, primarily related to the lack
offlexibility associated with laws andpromulgated rules. For example, the reliance on a single value
to represent the acceptable risk level in all situations runs counter to standard USEPA approaches
and the growing push among risk assessment scientists to make more sophisticated re~resentations
of risks as occurring within a range or distribution. Also, demonstrating compliance with the
specifications of the rule when innovative approaches to controlling risks are used can be
complicated. Remedies that appear sensible to all stakeholders can be difficult to frame in tenns of
the specific exposure assumptions included in the rule. The rule's language does provide for the
proposal ofalternative cleanup targets. However, both calculating specific targets and assembling
the appropriate infonnation to back-up the proposals can be resource intensive.
VI. Summary
Florida has begun a state brownfields program through legislative mandate and regulatory
rule-making. The program incorporates the general approaches common in other brownfields
initiatives, but has several notable characteristics. The accessibility of new greenfields sites and
subsequent need for local motivation to encourage the redevelopment ofspecific properties has lead
to extensive involvement of local governments in the identification, rehabilitation, and redevelop-
ment of brownfields. By relying on substantial inter-dependence and teamwork between the
community and the redevelopers, the Floridaprogram tries to optimize the opportunities for mutually
beneficial projects. Also, the program has incorporated a series of financial incentives, again
substantially involving the local government, and some protections for additional liability that serve
to encourage preferential redevelopment ofsites within a designated brownfields area. Finally, the
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act establishing the program and the promulgated cleanup rule both incorporate RBCA approaches .J
and substantial specification ofthe risk-based approaches that must be used, perhaps to an extreme. -
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MISSISSIPPI BROWNFffiLDS VOLUNTARY CLEANUP
AND REDEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1998
I. Purpose of the MBVCRA
The Mississippi Brownfields Voluntary Cleanup and Redevelopment Act (MBVCRA)1was
established pursuant to legislation that went into effect July 1, 1998. Administered' by the
Mississippi Department ofEnvironmental Quality (MDEQ), the MBVCRA was established for the
purpose of providing incentives for the voluntary cleanup of brownfield property without use of
taxpayer funds.2 The MBVCRA defmes "brownfield property" as:
any property where use is limitedbyactual orpotential environmental contamination,
or the perception ofenvironmental contamination, and that is or may be sUbject to
remediation under any state environmental program or under the Comprehension
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42
USCS 9601 et seq (1997) (CERCLA), but does not include any ofthe following:
(i) Those sites proposed by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency for the National Priorities List (NPL) but not listed on the NPL or those sites
listed on the NPL, except those NPL sites for which the United States Environmental
Protection Agency has issued certificates ofcompletion ofthe remediations set forth
in the records ofdecision for those sites;
(ii) Those sites for which an order or enforcement action is issued or
entered under CERCLA or Sections 3008(h), 3013(a) or 7003(c) of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended, 42 USCS 6901 et seq. (1994
and Supp. 1997) (RCRA) and which is still in effect; and
(iii) Those sites undergoing corrective action under RCRA Section
3004(u), 3004(v) or 3008(h), except those sites that the United States Environmental
Protection Agency determines have completed corrective action.3
The MBVCRA allows qualified voluntary parties who are accepted into the program the
opportunity to enter into a remediation agreement with the Commission on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) through which the qualified parties will be responsible for completion of the remediation
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under this "brownfield agreement." The CEQ has discretion to determine which applications should
be accepted for the program.4
II. Incentives Provided by the MBVCRA
The major incentives provided by the voluntary program established under the MBVCRA
are: (I) the remediation criteria must be based on public health and environmental risk specific to
the brownfield agreement site; and (2) relieffrom liability to all persons other than the United States
with regard to remediation ofthe brownfield agreement site beyond that provided in the brownfield
agreement.S The "brownfield agreement" is defmed as "an agreement between the Commission
[CEQ] and a brownfield party for the remediation ofa brownfield agreement site.6 A "brownfield
agreement site" is defined as:
[b]rownfieldproperty that is remediated under a brownfieldagreement. The site shall
consist of brownfield property that is the subject of the application and any other
brownfield property (i) for which the source of contamination is environmental
contamination or activities on or under the brownfield property that is the subject of
the application, and (ii) concerning which the commission determines that
remediation is necessary.7
It is important to point out that the MDEQ's evaluation of the brownfield agreement
application will include a determination of any contiguous property that is in need of remediation
due to environmental contamination on or under the brownfield property that is the subject of the
application. MDEQ will require this contiguous property to be included in the brownfield agreement
site for purposes ofdetermining the scope of the proposed brownfield agreement. The MBVCRA
requires that "[i]fbrownfield property other than that property which is the subject of the original
application is identified, the applicant shall obtain written approval from the brownfield property
owner for inclusion of that brownfield property in the brownfield agreement site."g If the
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contaminated contiguous property is not made part ofthe site by the applicant, then MDEQ will not
recommend to the CEQ that it approve a brownfield agreement for the brownfield property that is
the subject ofthe application.
A. Mandatory Risk-Based Remediation
Every brownfield agreement that the CEQ approves by order "shall establish
remediation requirements that are based on public health and environmental risk specific to the
brownfield agreement site."9 In establishing the risk-based remediation requirements ina brownfield
agreement, the CEQ shall c~nsider the use of appropriate land-use restrictions or engineering
controls proposed by the brownfield party.lO The MBVCRA defines a "land use restriction" as:
[t]he limitation on use or access to a brownfield agreement site to reduce or
eliminate the potential for exposure for contaminates. These restrictions may
include, but are not limited to, deed restrictions, use restrictions, or restrictive
zoning. I I
An "engineering control" is defined as:
a modification to a brownfield agreement site to reduce or eliminate the
potential for exposure to contaminants. These modifications may include, but
are not limited to, physical or hydraulic control measures, capping, point of
use treatment, or slurry walls, but shall not include the exclusive use of
security fencing. 12
The CEQ may determine that permanent engineering controls in conjunction with
appropriate land-use restrictions satisfy the remediation required by the CEQ in the brownfield
agreement. The risk-based remediation requirements may include contaminate-specific, state-
specific, site-specific and/or likelihood ofrisk methodologies for the implementation ofthese risk-
based remediation requirements. Any risk-based remediation requirements, land-use restrictions and
engineering controls implemented under a brownfield agreement shall be conducted in a cost-
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effective manner, consistent with the projected future uses ofthe brownfield agreement site.13 The
brownfield party and the CEQ may agree to the remediation ofa brownfield property which is not
the subject ofthe brownfield agreement application (contiguous brownfield property included in the
brownfield agreement site after MDEQ's evaluation due to its contamination) to a risk level of
unrestricted use.I4
B. Remediation Liability Protection
With certain limited exceptionsIS, a brownfield party who executes a brownfield
agreement shall be relieved ofliability to all persons other than the United States for (a) remediation
ofthe brownfield agreement site other than the remediation required by the brownfield agreement;
.J
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and (b) all costs reasonably related to the remediation other than the remediation and costs required
by the brownfield agreement" or the MBVCRA. 16 This remediation liability protection becomes J
effective upon executionofthe brownfield agreement and remains effective unless the CEQ removes J
the liability protection due to failure ofthe brownfield party to comply with an order ofthe CEQ.17
The MBVCRA does not affect the right ofany person to seek reliefagainst any brownfield party who
may have liability with respect to a brownfield agreement site except for this remediation liability
protection.18
The remediation liability protection provided by the MBVCRA extends to the
following categories of persons to the same extent as to a brownfield party:
(1) any person under the direction or control ofthe brownfield party who directs
.J
or contracts for remediation or redevelopment of the brownfield agreement
site;
(2) any current owner and any future owner of the brownfield agreement site;
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the brownfield party provides the CEQ false information or fails to disclose
to the CEQ relevant information about environmental contamination on or
under the brownfield agreement site that forms a basis for the brownfield
agreement or that is offered to demonstrate compliance with the brownfield
agreement;
new information becomes available after execution of the brownfield
agreement indicating the existence of previously unknown contaminates or
an area of previously unknown environmental contamination that has not
been remediated to standards required by applicable federal or state law other
than the MBVCRA;
the level of risk to public health or the environment resulting from the
brownfield agreement site is increased beyond the level that forms the basis
for the risk-based remediation requirements in the brownfield agreement due
(3)
(4)
(5)
(2)
(3)
any person who develops, redevelops or lawfully occupies the brownfield
agreement site;
any successor or assign of any person to whom the remediation liability
protection applies; and
any lender or fiduciary that provides fmancing for remediation or redevelop-
ment at a brownfield agreement site. 19
The remediation liability protection is subject to certain reopeners that are effective
even after the brownfield party completes the remediation required under a brownfield agreement.
These are as follows:
(1)
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(4)
to the changes in exposure conditions, including (a) a change of land use of
the site or contiguous to the site that increases the probability ofexposure to
contaminates on or under the brownfield agreement or (b) the failure of
remediation to mitigate risk to the extent required to make the brownfield
agreement site fully protective of public health and the environment as
provided in the brownfield agreement;
the MDEQ obtains new infonnation after execution of the brownfield
J
agreement about a contaminate onorunder the brownfield agreement site that .J
increases the risk to public health or the environment on or under the
brownfield agreement site beyond the level that is the basis for the risk-based
III.
remediation requirements in the brownfield agreement and in a manner or to
a degree not anticipated in the brownfield agreement; or
(5) the brownfield party fails to file a timely and proper public notice or the
brownfield agreement site that is required by the MBVCRA.20
Eligibility Under the MBVCRA
J
J
J
A. Persons Eligible to Become a "Brownfield Party"
Persons eligible to enter into a brownfield agreement with CEQ is purposefully broad
,
J
under the MBVCA. A "brownfield party" is defined as:
Any person who desires to execute and implement a brownfield agreement
including but not limited to, the record owner of the brownfield agreement
site, a person who desires to either buy or sell the brownfield agreement site
for the purpose ofdeveloping orredeveloping that site and the successors and
assigns of these owners and persons, and local governments and other
political subdivisions that desire to promote the development or redevelop-
ment ofthe brownfield agreement site.21
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(3)
(2)
(4)
The MBVCRA authorizes the CEQ to include in its implementing regulations to
specific provisions for determining the eligibility of any person to enter into a brownfield
agreement.22
B. Eligibility of brownfield property for brownfield agreement
A brownfield agreement site may be eligible for the MBVCRA voluntary program if
the applicant submits an applicationand pays to MDEQ advance administrative costs of$2,OOO at the
time the application is submitted. The applicationmustprovide informationnecessary to demonstrate
the following:
(1) as a result of the proposed remediation, the brownfield property will be
suitable for the use or uses specified in the application while fully protecting
public health and the environment;
the brownfield party has or can obtain the financial, managerial and technical
resources to implement fully and complete the proposed remediation and
assure the safe use of the brownfield property;
the current owner of the brownfield property that is the subject of the
application is an applicant or has given written approval for submission ofthe
application; and
the brownfield party will comply with all applicable procedural require-
ments.23
The brownfield party who submits an application is required to pay all reasonable
direct and indirect costs of MDEQ associated with the processing of the brownfield agreement
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application and administration ofthe brownfield agreement less these advanced costs paid at the time .I
the application is submitted.24
IV. Procedures Under the MBVCRA.
The following are the administrative processing milestones under the MBVCRA after the
filing ofthe application and $2,000 advance administrative costs:
(1) MDEQ evaluates the application in accordance with a processing schedule agreed
upon with the brownfield party within thirty (30) days after filing of the application.
If brownfield property other than the property which is the subject of the original
application is determined by MDEQ to be part ofthe brownfield agreement site, the
applicant must obtain written approval from that property owner for inclusion ofthat
brownfield property in the site.2s
(2)
(3)
After reviewofthe application and any other information available to it, MDEQ must
prepare a proposed brownfield agreement. In preparation of the agreement, the
MDEQ must consult with the applicant brownfield party.26
IfMDEQ and a brownfield party reach a proposed agreement, then at least thirty (30)
days before the date that the CEQ considers the proposed brownfield agreement,
MDEQ must publish a public notice in the county or counties in which the brownfield
agreement site is located. The public notice must (a) described the proposed
brownfield agreement, (b) request public comment on the proposed agreement during
the thirty (30) day period and (c) provide the date and location of the CEQ's
j
.J
consideration of the proposed brownfield agreement. Additionally, a copy of the .J
proposed brownfield agreement must be filed for public inspection in the county
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(4)
(5)
(6)
courthouse ofthe county orcounties in which the proposed brownfield agreement site
is located. The CEQ must also notify in writing the governing authority of the local
government in which the proposed site is located.27
At the time ofthe publication ofthis public notice, an applicant brownfield party must
notify by certified mail each record owner of property contiguous to the brownfield
agreement site, identified by the brownfield party after examination ofthe land records
of the county or counties in which the site is located at the address contained in the
county records, ifavailable. However, the brownfield agreement will not be declared
invalid based on failure of any person to receive this notice. The CEQ may by
regulation require additional public notice.28
In its discretion, the MDEQ may conduct a public hearing on the proposed brownfield
agreement in the county which the majority ofthe proposed brownfield agreement site
is located, or in any other location in the local area of the site is convenient to the
public after publication ofnotice of the hearing.
After public notice and any discretionary public hearing is held by MDEQ and all
otherpublic participationrequirements, the CEQ will make a decision onthe proposed
brownfield agreement and enter an order approving or denying the proposed
brownfield agreement. The Commission may modify the agreement before entering
into it. Ifthe CEQ disapproves or declines to enter into a brownfield agreement, its
order must state the reasons for disapproval ofthe agreement or declining to enter into
the agreement.29
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(7)
(8)
(9)
The brownfield property who will enter into a brownfield agreement approved by the
CEQ must submit to the MDEQ for its approval a proposed notice of brownfield
agreement site before execution of the brownfield agreement. This notice, entitled
Notice of a Brownfield Agreement Site, must include (a) a survey plat of the
brownfield agreement site preparedand certified by a professional land surveyor, (b) a
legal description of the brownfield agreement site and (c) infonnation concerning
location, dimension, type and quantity or environmental contamination, and all land
use restrictions and engineering controls.3o
The brownfield party or parties and the Executive Director ofMDEQ will execute the
brownfield agreement.31 Then fifteen (15) days after the brownfield agreement is
executed, the brownfield party must file a certified copy ofthe brownfield agreement
and the Notice ofBrownfield Site Agreement in the office ofthe chancery clerk ofthe
county which the site is located.32
The brownfield party or parties will implement and complete the brownfield
agreement inaccordance with the implementation scheduleprovided in the brownfield
agreement. The CEQ may subsequently modify the brownfield agreement by entry
ofan order after appropriate public participation.33
,..
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(10) Upon completion ofthe brownfield agreement, the brownfield party may petition the
CEQ to detennine that the perfonnance of the brownfield agreement has been
completed.34
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(11) After MDEQ conducts an inspection ofthe brownfield agreement site, the CEQ will
determine whether the brownfield agreement has been completed. If so, the CEQ
shall issue an order detennining that the brownfield agreement has been completed.35
(12) After entry of the CEQ's order, the Executive Director ofMDEQ must issue a "no
further action" letter confirming that no further action is required to assure that the
remediation required under the agreement is protective of public health and the
environment.36
(13) Ifa brownfiel~ party subsequently decides to do additional remediation on the site in
order to accomplish an unrestricted use risk, then it may petition for cancellation of
the Notice ofBrownfield Agreement Site in the land records ofthe county or counties
in which the site is located.37
(14) Ifthe remediation to an unrestricted use risk is accomplished and this is confinned by
MDEQ, then the Commission will issue an order canceling the Notice ofBrownfield
Agreement Site.38
(15) If the Commission issues the order canceling the Notice, the current owner of the
brownfield agreement site will file a statement issued by the Executive Director of
MDEQ which cancels the notice. The filing shall be in the office of the chancery
clerk in any county in which the brownfield agreement site is located. The Executive
Director's statement must contain the names of the owners of the brownfield
agreement site as shown in the Notice and reference the book and page where the
Notice is recorded.39
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V. . Limitations on Applicability of the MBVCRA
The MBVCRA includes a nonapplicability section intended to clarify its scope and legal
effect. The section states that it does not affect the following:
(1) The authority of local governments to regulate land use;
(2) The CEQ's authority to enforce violations ofenvironmental laws;
(3) The immediate response of MDEQ or responsible party to an environmental
emergency;
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Liability of a person receiving liability protection for environmental contamination
later caused or made worse by that person on or under a brownfield agreement site; .
Contribution rights of persons who have liability with respect to the brownfield
agreement site;
CEQ's authority to enforce remediation requirements required for MDEQ to receive
or maintain program authorization, delegation, primacy or federal funds;
Liability for environmental administrative enforcement remedies (including criminal
and civil penalties) resulting from illegal disposal or pollution on or under a
brownfield agreement site;
Liability for failure to exercise due diligence and reasonable care in performing an
environmental assessment; and
J
J
(9) Real or personal property rights.40
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(3)
(4)
(5)
VI. Enforcement of the MBVCRA
A. Violations ofBrownfield Agreement
Any material failure ofa brownfield agreement or its agents or employees to comply
with a brownfield agreement will be enforced by a mandatory order of the CEQ requiring the
brownfield party to correct the violation in an appropriate time period established by the order. Ifthe
brownfield party fails to comply with the order, the CEQ may remove the liability protection provided
by the MBVCRA and assess the brownfield party or parties who executed the brownfield agreement
with civil penalties. Administrative remedies, including criminal and civil penalties, may also be
assessed against a brownfield party while implementing or failing to implement the brownfield
agreement.41
B. Land-Use Restrictions and Engineering Controls
Any land-use restriction or engineering control in a brownfield agreement and in a
Notice ofBrownfield Agreement may be enforced by the following persons:
(1) Any current owner of the brownfield agreement;
(2) The CEQ through an administrative proceeding or a civil action, without
having first exhausted administrative remedies;
Any local government having jurisdiction over any part of the brownfield
agreement site by filing a civil action, without having first exhausted
administrative remedies;
Any person provided liability protection who will lose the protection if the
land-use restriction or engineering control is violated; and
Any adjacent property owner.42
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A land-use restriction or engineering control will not be unenforceable due to lack of
privity of estate or contract, lack of benefit to particular land or lack of any property interest in
particular brownfield property within the brownfield agreement site. An owner or lessee of
brownfield property within the site must abide by the land-use restriction or engineering control.43
VII. Regulations Implementing the MBVCRA.
The CEQ is required to promulgate regulations necessary to implement the MBVCRA by
January 1, 1999. The regulations may include provisions for (1) eligibility for persons to enter into
brownfield agreements; (2) c~teria for inclusion ofbrownfield property into a brownfield agreement
site; (3) requirements for additional information to be submitted as part ofan application or during
the processing by MDEQ of the application; and (4) additional public notice requirements. The
brownfield inclusion criteria specifically include brownfield property that is subject to an existing
CEQ order or agreement44
VIII. Studies and Surveys Prepared by MDEQ.
Before January 1 ofeach year, MDEQ must make a report to the Governor, the Lieutenant
Governor, the Speaker of the Mississippi House of Representatives, and the chairmen of the
i
"J
J
J
legislative environmental committees on the status of the implementation of the MBVCRA. The
report must include a list ofall brownfield parties and brownfield agreement sites, as well as other J
identification and status information.4S Before January 1, 1999, MDEQ must conduct a survey of -
contaminated property remediation incentive programs provided in other states. Based onthe survey,
the MDEQ must make recommendations for incentives to be enacted in Mississippi.46
1. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528.
2. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528 § 2(e).
;
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3. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528 § 3(d).
4. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 6(2).
5. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, §§ 4(6) & 8.
6. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 3(a).
7. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 3(b).
8. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(3).
9. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(6).
10. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 5~8, § 4(6).
11. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 3(i).
12. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 3(g).
13. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(6).
14. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(8).
15. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(5) (reopeners) and § 7(2) (removal ofliability protection due
to failure to comply with CEQ order).
16. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(1).
17. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(4).
18. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(1).
19. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(2).
20. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(5).
21. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 3(c).
22. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 11.
23. 1998 Miss. Laws ch.528, § 4(1)(a).
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24. 1998 Miss. Laws ch.528, § 13(1) & (2). .J
25. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(1)-(3).
...
26. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(4).
~
,~
27. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 5(1)(a) & (b). J
28. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 5(c) & (d).
oJ
29. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 6(1) & (2).
30. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 9(1) & (2). .J
31. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 6(1). ,I
oJ
32. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 9(3)(a).
33. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 4(5)(c), (7); 6(2).
oJ
34. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(6).
~
.J
35. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(6). J
36. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 8(6).
37. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 9(4). J
38. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 9(4). .~,I
.J
39. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 9(4).
i;
Ii
40. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 12. .J
41. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 7(1), (2), & (3).
.J
42. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 10(1) & (2).
\1
Jj
;)
43. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 10(3). .J
44. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 11.
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.J
45. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 14(1).
46. 1998 Miss. Laws ch. 528, § 14(2).
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